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“Why do some textbooks not mention complementarity?  Because it will not help in 
quantum mechanical calculations or in setting up experiments.  Bohr’s considerations are 
extremely relevant, however, to the scientist who occasionally likes to reflect on the 
meaning of what she or he is doing.” – Abraham Pais [1] 
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! x[ ] = " x( ) 2 = A* exp # i
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!
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
($+'()*2!+04+!'/0'!'/%!-8',-1%!-2!0!1%0+8&%1%*'!3%&2-&1%.!-*!+-1%!K4+'%1!"!,0*!/07%!*-!)*2#8%*,%!6-&!.%3%*.%*,%9!-*!0*4!1%0+8&%1%*'!3%&2-&1%.!-*!+-1%!-'/%&!K4+'%1! S! '/0'! )+! +822),)%*'#4! )+-#0'%.! 2&-1! '/%! 2)&+';! ! U)'/! '/%)&! +$.-)*)$.0 $50
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`M!-&! LMG! /-B%7%&! B%! ,/--+%! '-! .%+)C*0'%! '/%19;! ! a-&%-7%&G! +3)*! 1%0+8&%1%*'+!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 The argument does not depend on how this is done, but one method would involve 
preparing a positronium atom in a singlet state, and then dissociating the electron-
positron bound state in such a way that the total linear and angular momentum of the 
system are conserved. [5] 
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3%&2-&1%.! -*! '/%+%! %*'0*C#%.! 2%&1)-*! 30)&+!B)##! 0#B04+! 4)%#.! -33-+)'%! 70#8%+G! +-!#-*C!0+! '/%!1%0+8&%1%*'+!0&%!3%&2-&1%.!0#-*C! '/%!+01%!0:)+;! ! F*! '/)+!B04G!0!+3)*!1%0+8&%1%*'!3%&2-&1%.!0#-*C!'/%!VH0:)+!2-&!E8+'!-*%!-2!'/%!30&'),#%+!)+!+822),)%*'!2-&!3&%.),')*C!B)'/!Mbbc!,%&'0)*'4!'/%!-8',-1%!-2!0!+3)*!1%0+8&%1%*'!3%&2-&1%.!-*!'/%! +%,-*.! 30&'),#%! 0#-*C! '/0'! +01%! 0:)+d! '/%! 0,'80#! 1%0+8&%1%*'! -*! '/%! +%,-*.!30&'),#%! *%%.! *-'! $%! 3%&2-&1%.G! $8'! ,0*! $%! .-*%! +-! 0+! '-! ,-*2)&1! '/%! 3&%.),'%.!-8',-1%;! !]/%!+01%! )+! '&8%! 2-&! +3)*!1%0+8&%1%*'+!3%&2-&1%.!0#-*C! '/%!:H0:)+G!-&!0*4! -'/%&! 0:)+!B%! ,/--+%G! +-! #-*C! 0+! '/%! 0:)+! -2! -&)%*'0')-*! )+! '/%! +01%! 2-&! $-'/!0*0#4V%&+;! !e80*'81!1%,/0*),+!+04+!'/%!-3%&0'-&+!2-&!'/%!:H,-13-*%*'!0*.!'/%!VH,-13-*%*'! -2! +3)*! 0*C8#0&!1-1%*'81! 0&%! *-*H,-118')*CG! 0*.! '/%&%2-&%! -$%4! 0!+)1)#0&!8*,%&'0)*'4!&%#0')-*!0+!B)'/!3-+)')-*!0*.!#)*%0&!1-1%*'81!6'/%!,-13-*%*'+!-2!+3)*!0*C8#0&!1-1%*'81!2-&!0!30&'),#%!,0**-'!$%!+)18#'0*%-8+#4!+3%,)2)%.!0#-*C!'B-!.)22%&%*'!0:%+!B)'/!0&$)'&0&4!3&%,)+)-*9D!6M;Y9! Sˆx , Sˆz!" #$ % 0     &      'Sx ( 'Sz % 0 !! [-B!+833-+%!'/%!+3)*!-2!Z0&'),#%!"!)+!1%0+8&%.!0#-*C!'/%!VH0:)+D!0*!-8',-1%!-2!`M!2-&!Z0&'),#%!"!1%0*+!'/0'!0!+)1)#0&!1%0+8&%1%*'!3%&2-&1%.!-*!Z0&'),#%!S!B)##!
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d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f?!@%!28&'/%&!)*+)+'%.!'/0'!*-!.%2)*)')7%!#)*%!,-8#.!$%!.&0B*!$%'B%%*! '/%!1%0+8&%1%*'! 0330&0'8+! 0*.! '/%! +4+'%1!$%)*C!1%0+8&%.D! 5"*!)*.%3%*.%*'! &%0#)'4! )*! '/%! -&.)*0&4! =,#0++),0#?! 3/4+),0#! +%*+%! ,0*! =g?! *%)'/%&! $%!0+,&)$%.!'-!'/%!3/%*-1%*0!*-&!'-!'/%!0C%*,)%+!-2!-$+%&70')-*;<!=h?!S-/&!8#')10'%#4!B%*'!+-!20&!0+!'-!&%.%2)*%!'/%!38&3-+%!-2!+,)%*,%D!5F'!)+!B&-*C!'-!'/)*A!'/0'!'/%!'0+A!-2! 3/4+),+! )+! '-! 2)*.! -8'! /-B!*0'8&%! )+;! ! Z/4+),+! ,-*,%&*+!B/0'!B%! ,0*! +04! 0$-8'!*0'8&%;<!=i?!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Assuming the two measurements are performed at space-like separations (the second 
measurement lies outside the light cone of the first), then special relativity precludes any 
cause-and-effect relationship between the two events. 
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9:A:($70?;,;-78(;+(B.0*2.*C(! F'! )+! C%*%&0##4! 0C&%%.! )*! '/%! 3/4+),+! ,-118*)'4! '/0'! S-/&! %1%&C%.!'&)813/0*'! )*! '/)+! .%$0'%G! =i?! '/-8C/! 10*4! 3/4+),)+'+! -2! '-.04! 1)C/'! 2%%#! /0&.H3&%++%.! '-! +04! %:0,'#4! B/4;! ! F2! 0*4'/)*CG! )'! /0+! $%%*! 0&C8%.! '/0'! '/%! 3-+)')7)+'),J!0+3%,'+! -2! '/%! 8$!&.3'6&.0 9.*&#!#&*'*)$.! =X?! 6-2'%*! &%2%&&%.! '-! 0+! '/%! $#*3$-$:!)*'%&3&%'0')-*!-2!I80*'81!1%,/0*),+!=Mb?9!/07%!,-*'&)$8'%.!'-! )'+!3-38#0&)'4!-7%&!'/%!4%0&+!$4!0##-B)*C!3/4+),)+'+!'-!+%'!0+).%!I8%+')-*+!-2!,-13#%'%*%++!0*.!#-,0#)'4G!0*.!)*+'%0.!E8+'!8+%!'/%!B07%!28*,')-*!'-!5+/8'!83!0*.!,0#,8#0'%j<!=MM?!"##!'/%!+01%G!)'!B0+!0*4B04+!B).%#4!$%#)%7%.!'/0'!N;!7-*![%810**!/0.!+8,,%++28##4!&8#%.!-8'!'/%!3-++)$)#)'4!2-&!/)..%*!I80*'81!70&)0$#%+!)*!MXJ>;!=M>?!! K8,/!$%#)%2+!B%*'!#0&C%#4!8*,/0##%*C%.!=W?!8*')#!'/%!033%0&0*,%!)*!MXfW!-2!0!C&-8*.$&%0A)*C! 303%&! $4! N;! K;! S%##G! B/-! /0.! ,-1%! '-! &%0#)V%! '/0'! ()*+'%)*R+!0++813')-*+! B%&%! *-'! E8+'! 0! 10''%&! -2! 3/)#-+-3/),0#! '0+'%G! 0*.! ,-8#.! $%! 38'! '-!%:3%&)1%*'0#!'%+';!=MJ?!F*!/)+!-B*!.)+,8++)-*!-2!'/%!(Z\!0&C81%*'G!S%##!10)*'0)*%.!'/%!0++813')-*!-2!#-,0#)'4!)*!/)+!.%1-*+'&0')-*!'/0'!0!1-&%!,-13#%'%!.%+,&)3')-*!-2!0*! %*'0*C#%.! +4+'%1! -2! 30&'),#%+! ,-8#.! *%7%&! $%! +3%,)2)%.! )*! '%&1+! -2! /)..%*!70&)0$#%+!60!+%'!-2!-*%!-&!1-&%!8*A*-B*!30&01%'%&+G!k9;!!F2!'/%!&%+8#'!2-&!Z0&'),#%!"!)+!0!28*,')-*!-2!'/%!-&)%*'0')-*!-2!)'+!K'%&*HO%&#0,/!0*0#4V%&!68*)'!7%,'-&!!9!0*.!'/%!/)..%*!30&01%'%&+! 6k9d! 0*.! )2! '/%!-8',-1%! 2-&!Z0&'),#%!S! )+! +)1)#0&#4! 0! 28*,')-*!-2!$-'/!'/%!-&)%*'0')-*!-2!)'+!K'%&*HO%&#0,/!0*0#4V%&!6"9!0*.!-2!kG!B%!104!B&)'%!'/)+!0+!6M;f9! A(a,!) = ±1     &     B(b,!) = ±1 G!B/%&%! "! 0*.! S! &%3&%+%*'! '/%! 1%0+8&%1%*'! -8',-1%+! 2-&! Z0&'),#%+! "! _! SG!&%+3%,')7%#4;!!]/%!0++813')-*!-2!#-,0#)'4!104!%:3&%++%.!0+!6M;h9! A ! A(a,b,")     &     B ! B(a,b,") !B/),/!+04+!1%&%#4!'/0'!"!,0**-'!.%3%*.!-*!/-B!'/%!-'/%&!0*0#4V%&!)+!-&)%*'%.G!0*.!+)1)#0&#4!2-&!S;! !]/%!0*'),-&&%#0'%.!*0'8&%!-2!1%0+8&%1%*'!-8',-1%+!0#-*C!+)1)#0&!0:%+!104!$%!B&)''%*!0+!6M;i9! A(a,!) = "B(a,!) ;!U%!104!'/%*!2)*.!'/%!%:3%,'0')-*!70#8%!)*!'/)+!#-,0#!/)..%*!70&)0$#%!6@l9!'/%-&4!2-&!'/%!!#$-"+*!-2!'/%!'B-!1%0+8&%1%*'+G!$4!+811)*C!-7%&!0##!3-++)$#%!70#8%+!2-&!'/%!/)..%*! 70&)0$#%+G! B%)C/'%.! $4! +-1%! 3&-$0$)#)'4! .)+'&)$8')-*! 2-&! '/%! /)..%*!30&01%'%&+!6m9D!!6M;X9!
 
EHV (a,b) !
!
S1 "a( )
!
S2 "b( ) HV = d#  $ #( )A a,#( )%  B(b,#) !U%! *-B! +/-B! '/0'! '/%! 3&-.8,'! -2! '/%! /)..%*! 70&)0$#%! %:3%,'0')-*! 70#8%+!6B/%&%! #-,0#)'4!/0+!$%%*!0++81%.9!18+'!-$%4!0*! )*%I80#)'4! '/0'! )+!7)-#0'%.!$4!'/%!3&%.),')-*+!-2!I80*'81!1%,/0*),+;!!U%!+'0&'!$4!B&)')*C!.-B*!'/%!%:3&%++)-*D!6M;Mb9! EHV (a,b) ! EHV a,c( ) = d"  # "( ) A a,"( )B(b,") ! A a,"( )B(c,")$% &'( !B/%&%! #! )+! +-1%! -'/%&! 8*)'! 7%,'-&! 0#-*C! B/),/! '/%! +3)*! 3&-E%,')-*! 1)C/'! $%!1%0+8&%.;!!n+)*C!6M;i9!'/)+!104!$%!&%B&)''%*!0+!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 In this context, we are referring to a refusal to speculate on that which can’t be observed 
(measured). 
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6M;MM9! EHV (a,b) ! EHV a,c( ) = ! d"  # "( ) A a,"( )A(b,") ! A a,"( )A(c,")$% &'( G!0*.!'/%*!20,'-&%.!$4!&%,-C*)V)*C!'/0'!'/%!+I80&%!-2!0*4!1%0+8&%1%*'!-8',-1%!18+'!$%!%I80#!'-!`MG!+-!'/0'!6M;M>9! EHV (a,b) ! EHV a,c( ) = ! d"  # "( )A(a,")A(b,") 1! A(b,")A(c,")[ ]$ ;!U%!18+'!0#+-!/07%!'/0'D!6M;MJ9! A(a,!)A(b,!) " +1 !+-!'/0'!'0A)*C!0$+-#8'%!70#8%+!)*!(I;!M;M>G!0*.!8+)*C!'/%!20,'!'/0'!m6k9!)+!*-&10#)V%.G!C)7%+!B/0'!)+!*-B!A*-B*!0+!;&((<%0).&="'()*2D!6M;MW9! EHV (a,b) ! EHV (a,c) " 1+ EHV (b,c) ;!]/%!I80*'81!1%,/0*),0#!%:3%,'0')-*!70#8%!2-&!'/%!3&-.8,'!-2!+3)*!1%0+8&%1%*'+!)+!6M;MY9!
 
EQM (a,b) !
!
S1 "a( )
!
S2 "b( ) QM = # a "b = # cos $( ) G!B/%&%!ϕ! )+!'/%!0*C#%!$%'B%%*!'/%!8*)'!7%,'-&+!0!0*.!$;! !]/%!%I8)70#%*'!%:3&%++)-*!2-&!6M;MW9!)*!'%&1+!-2!'/%!I80*'81!1%,/0*),0#!6ea9!%:3%,'0')-*!70#8%+!)+!6M;Mf9! EQM (a,b) ! EQM (a,c) " 1+ EQM (b,c) ;!]/%&%!0&%!0!70&)%'4!-2!0*C#%+! 2-&!B/),/! '/)+!I80*'81!1%,/0*),0#! )*%I80#)'4!/-#.+G!$8'!2-&!'/%!+)13#%!,0+%!B/%&%!'/%!'/&%%!7%,'-&+!0&%!+)'80'%.!0'!fbb!'-!%0,/!-'/%&G!+-!'/0'! aˆ ! bˆ = cos 600( ) G! bˆ ! cˆ = cos 600( ) !_! aˆ ! cˆ = cos 1200( )B%!2)*.D!6M;Mh9! 1 =  12 ! ! 12"#$ %&'  (  1! 12  =  12 !B/),/! ,#%0&#4! 7)-#0'%+! S%##R+! )*%I80#)'4;! ! S%,08+%! I80*'81! 1%,/0*),+! ,-&&%,'#4!3&%.),'+!'/%!-$+%&7%.!%:3%,'0')-*!70#8%+!6+%%!$%#-B9G!)'!2-##-B+!'/0'!0'!#%0+'!-*%!-2!(Z\R+!0++813')-*+!6&%0#)+1!0*.T-&!#-,0#)'49! )+!*-'!70#).!B/%*!.%+,&)$)*C!I80*'81!3/%*-1%*0;!!F2!#-,0#)'4!)+!)*+'%0.!.$*00++81%.!)*!'/%!0$-7%!0&C81%*'D!6M;Mi9! A = A a,b,!( )      &     B = B a,b,!( ) !6'/%!-8',-1%!2-&!%0,/!1%0+8&%1%*'!.%3%*.+!-*!'/%!-&)%*'0')-*!-2!4$*3!0*0#4V%&+9G!'/%&%! 0&%!10*4! 28*,')-*+! 6"!_!S9! 2-&!B/),/! '/%! I80*'81!1%,/0*),0#! %:3%,'0')-*!70#8%!6(I;!M;MY9!)+!&%3&-.8,%.G!=MW?!0*.!+-!)'!)+!'/%!0++813')-*!-2!#-,0#)'4!'/0'!18+'!$%!+%'!0+).%G!!#%07)*C!-3%*!'/%!3-++)$)#)'4!2-&!.$.>($+'(!/)..%*!70&)0$#%!'/%-&)%+!=W?!! F*!MXfXG!P#08+%&G!%'!0#;!C%*%&0#)V%.!S%##R+! '/%-&%1!'-!&%0#)V0$#%!%:3%&)1%*'+!$4!0##-B)*C!2-&!.%'%,'-&!)*%22),)%*,)%+G!0*.!2-&!'/%!3-++)$)#)'4!'/0'!'/%!1%0+8&%1%*'!,-&&%#0')-*+! 0&%! )13%&2%,'! 6#%++! '/0*! Mbbc9;! =MYG! Mf?! o&-1! 0##! -2! '/)+! B%! 104!,-*,#8.%! '/0'D! 6"9! [-! #-,0#! /)..%*! 70&)0$#%! '/%-&4! ,0*! &%3&-.8,%! 0##! -2! '/%!3&%.),')-*+!-2!I80*'81!1%,/0*),+d!0*.!6S9!"*!%:3%&)1%*'!104!*-B!$%!.%7)+%.!'-!.)22%&%*')0'%!$%'B%%*!'/%!'B-;!!l0&)-8+!&%2)*%1%*'+!/07%!$%%*!10.%G!0*.!0!*81$%&!-2! #--3/-#%+! ,#-+%.! -7%&! '/%! 4%0&+G! =MhH>M?! $8'! '/%! 2)&+'! .%2)*)')7%! '%+'! -2! '/%!0++813')-*+!-2!?$+'(0@&'()%,!B0+!10.%!)*!MXiM!$4!"#0)*!"+3%,'!0*.!,-##%0C8%+G!=>>?!B/%*! '/%4!1%0+8&%.! '/%! 3-#0&)V0')-*! ,-&&%#0')-*! &0'%! 2-&! %*'0*C#%.! 3/-'-*! 30)&+!%1)''%.!)*!0!&0.)0')7%!0'-1),!,0+,0.%;!=o)C;!M;M?!
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FIG. 1.1. Relevant energy levels of calcium.  The atoms are excited by a two-photon 
absorption process (!K and !D), and then decay by the emission of two visible photons (!1 
and !2) that are correlated in polarization. [22] !! F*!'/)+!%:3%&)1%*'G!%*'0*C#%.!3/-'-*!30)&+!B%&%!,&%0'%.!8+)*C!0!,0#,)81!Wb!,0+,0.%! '/0'! 4)%#.+! 'B-! 7)+)$#%! 3/-'-*+! 6pM! 0*.! p>9;! ! ]/%! ,0#,)81! 0'-1+! B%&%!3813%.! '-! '/%! 833%&! #%7%#! -2! '/%! ,0+,0.%! 2&-1! '/%! C&-8*.! +'0'%! $4! 'B-H3/-'-*!0$+-&3')-*d!'/%!07%&0C%!.%,04!#)2%')1%!-2!'/%!)*'%&1%.)0'%!.%,04!+'0'%!)+!q!r!W;h!*+;!!"*!0'-1),!$%01!-2! ,0#,)81!6B)'/ ! = 3"1010 ! 0'-1+T,1J9!B0+! )&&0.)0'%.!0'!Xbb!$4!'B-! #0+%&! $%01+! B)'/! 30&0##%#! 3-#0&)V0')-*+G! '/%! 2)&+'! 0! A&43'-*! )-*! #0+%&!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6ks! r! Wbf;h!*19G! '/%*!B)'/! 0!\/-.01)*%!fO!.4%! #0+%&! '8*%.! '-! &%+-*0*,%! 2-&! '/%!'B-H3/-'-*!3&-,%++!6kt!r!YiM!*19;!!U)'/!%0,/!#0+%&!-3%&0')*C!0'!Wb1UG!'/%!'43),0#!,0+,0.%!&0'%!B0+!u 4 !107 !3%&!+%,-*.;!=>>?!! F*! )'+! C&-8*.! +'0'%G! ,0#,)81! Wb! /0+! 'B-! 70#%*,%! %#%,'&-*+! -8'+).%! 0! ,#-+%.!+/%##d!B)'/! '/%)&! +3)*+! -33-+)'%#4! 0#)C*%.G! '/%! '-'0#! 0*C8#0&!1-1%*'81! 6+3)*! 3#8+!-&$)'0#9!-2!'/)+!+'0'%!)+!N!r!b;!!]/%!833%&!#%7%#!-2!'/%!,0+,0.%!)+!0#+-!0!N!r!b!+'0'%G!0*.!'/%!)*'%&1%.)0'%!+'0'%!)+!N!r!MG!+-!'/0'!'/%!%:,)'%.!0'-1!/0+!'B-!3-++)$#%!.%,04!30'/+!61! r! `M! -&!1! r! LM9! -*! )'+! B04! '-! '/%! C&-8*.! +'0'%;! ! S4! ,-*+%&70')-*! -2! 0*C8#0&!1-1%*'81G!0*4!3/-'-*!30)&!!6pM!_!p>9!'/0'!3'!!&.0*$04&0&,)**&-04'+A>*$>4'+A!)*!'/)+!3&-,%++! 18+'! '/%&%2-&%! /07%! '/%! +01%! ,)&,8#0&! 3-#0&)V0')-*D! %)'/%&! $-'/! &)C/'H/0*.%.! 6\9! -&! $-'/! #%2'H/0*.%.! 6v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o)C;!M;>?!
(!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 1.2. Results of the first Aspect experiment testing Bell’s inequality – normalized 
coincidence rate as a function of relative polarizer orientation.  Error bars represent one 
standard deviation, and the curve drawn through the data points is not a best-fit curve, but 
rather what is predicted by quantum mechanics. [22] !!
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t-%+!'/%! ).%*'.*'.&$"%0+$(('!%&0$50*3&07'/&05".+*)$.!&%3&%+%*'!0!,/0*C%!)*! A*-B#%.C%! -2! '/%! -$+%&7%&! &%C0&.)*C! '/%! '&8%! +'0'%! -2! 0*! )*.)7).80#! +4+'%1G! -&!.-%+!)'!&%3&%+%*'!0!3/4+),0#!'&0*+)')-*!2-&!'/0'!+4+'%1!2&-1!0*!)*.%'%&1)*0'%!+'0'%!'-!-*%! '/0'! )+!.%2)*)'%w! !(&B)*!K,/&x.)*C%&! 201-8+#4!I8%+')-*%.!%:0,'#4!B/%*! '/)+!+-H,0##%.!+$(('!%&!)+!+833-+%.!'-!'0A%!3#0,%G!B/%*!/%!)&-*),0##4!3&-3-+%.!0!'/-8C/'H%:3%&)1%*'!)*!B/),/!0!10,&-+,-3),!-$E%,'!6)*!'/)+!,0+%G!0!,0'!)*!0!$-:9!)+!)10C)*%.!'-!$%! )*!0! +83%&3-+)')-*!-2! 'B-!+'0'%+! 6.%0.!-&!0#)7%9! &)C/'!83!8*')#! '/%!1-1%*'! )'! )+!-$+%&7%.!6B/%*!B%!-3%*!'/%!$-:9;!=>J?!S4!MXYbG!()*+'%)*!/0.!2%B!0##)%+!&%10)*)*C!
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)*!'/%!0++08#'!-*!&%0#)+1!)*!3/4+),+G!0+!/%!%:3&%++%.!)*!0!#%''%&!'-!K,/&x.)*C%&!2&-1!'/0'!')1%D!! 5y-8!0&%! '/%!-*#4! ,-*'%13-&0&4!3/4+),)+'G! $%+).%+!v08%G!B/-! +%%+! '/0'!-*%!,0**-'!C%'!0&-8*.!'/%!0++813')-*!-2!&%0#)'4!L!)2!-*#4!-*%!)+!/-*%+';! !a-+'!-2!'/%1!+)13#4!.-!*-'!+%%!B/0'!+-&'!-2!&)+A4!C01%!'/%4!0&%!3#04)*C!B)'/!&%0#)'4!L! &%0#)'4! 0+! +-1%'/)*C! )*.%3%*.%*'! -2! B/0'! )+! %:3%&)1%*'0##4! %+'0$#)+/%.;!!]/%4! +-1%/-B! $%#)%7%! '/0'! '/%! I80*'81! '/%-&4! 3&-7).%+! 0! .%+,&)3')-*! -2!&%0#)'4G! 0*.! %7%*! 0! ,-13#%'%! .%+,&)3')-*d! '/)+! )*'%&3&%'0')-*! )+G! /-B%7%&G!&%28'%.!1-+'!%#%C0*'#4!$4!4-8&!+4+'%1!-2!&0.)-0,')7%!0'-1!=3#8+?!,0'!)*!0!$-:G!)*!B/),/!'/%!QH28*,')-*!-2!'/%!+4+'%1!,-*'0)*+!'/%!,0'!$-'/!0#)7%!0*.!=.%0.?;!!F+! '/%! +'0'%! -2! '/%! ,0'! '-! $%! ,&%0'%.! -*#4!B/%*! 0! 3/4+),)+'! )*7%+')C0'%+! '/%!+)'80')-*!0'!+-1%!.%2)*)'%!')1%w! ![-$-.4!&%0##4!.-8$'+!'/0'! '/%!3&%+%*,%!-&!0$+%*,%!-2!0! =.%0.?!,0'! )+! +-1%'/)*C! )*.%3%*.%*'!-2!-$+%&70')-*;! !S8'! '/%*!'/%!.%+,&)3')-*!$4!1%0*+!-2!'/%!QH28*,')-*!)+!,%&'0)*#4!)*,-13#%'%G!0*.!'/%&%!18+'!$%!0!1-&%!,-13#%'%!.%+,&)3')-*;<!=>W?!!]/%!3&0,'),0#!+)C*)2),0*,%!-2!(Z\R+!0&C81%*'!60*.!)'+!&%28'0')-*!7)0!S%##R+!]/%-&%19!B0+!*-'!'&8#4!&%0#)V%.!8*')#!'/%!1).H'-H#0'%!MXhbR+!L!0+!&%2#%,'%.!)*!/-B!'/%)&!303%&!/0.!0!'-'0#!-2!-*#4!Jf!,)'0')-*+!)*!B32%)+'(0@&/)&7!$%2-&%!MXibG!$8'!0..%.!WYf!1-&%!,)'0')-*+!)*!'/%!3%&)-.!2&-1!MXib!'-!N8*%!>bbJ;!=>Y?!"!+)1)#0&!'&%*.!,0*!$%!+%%*!=o)C;!M;J?! )*! '/%! $%#0'%.G! +8..%*! )*,&%0+%! )*! ,)'0')-*+! -2! S%##R+! 303%&G! 5^*! '/%! ()*+'%)*HZ-.-#+A4H\-+%*!Z0&0.-:;<!=>f?!F'! B0+! '/%! .%7%#-31%*'! .8&)*C! '/%! MXhbR+! 0*.! -*B0&.! -2! %:3%&)1%*'0#!'%,/*)I8%+! 2-&! )+-#0')*C! 0*.! -$+%&7)*C! +)*C#%! I80*'81! -$E%,'+! #)A%! 3/-'-*+G!%#%,'&-*+G! 0*.! 0'-1+! '/0'! ,08+%.! 3/4+),)+'+! '-! '0A%! ).%0+! 0$-8'! 5I80*'81!B%)&.*%++<!+%&)-8+#4;! !",,-&.)*C!'-!"+3%,'D!5F!'/)*A!)'!)+!*-'!0*!%:0CC%&0')-*!'-!+04!'/0'! '/%! &%0#)V0')-*!-2! '/%! )13-&'0*,%!-2! %*'0*C#%1%*'! 0*.! '/%! ,#0&)2),0')-*!-2! '/%!I80*'81!.%+,&)3')-*! -2! +)*C#%! -$E%,'+! /07%! $%%*! 0'! '/%! &--'! -2! 0! %&+$.-0 ="'.*",0
#&/$("*)$.G!0*.!'/0'!N-/*!S%##!B0+!)'+!3&-3/%';<!=>h?!v-*C! $%2-&%! 0*4! +8,/! %:3%&)1%*'+! B%&%! 3-++)$#%G! 3/4+),)+'+! B%&%! 0#&%0.4!0&C8)*C! 2-&! '/%)&! 3&%2%&&%.! )*'%&3&%'0')-*+! -2! I80*'81!1%,/0*),+! )*! '%&1+! -2! '/%!)*.)7).80#! $%/07)-&! -2! I80*'0;! ! F*! /)+! -B*! $--A! -*! I80*'81! 1%,/0*),+G! t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i?!t)&0,!0&C8%.!'/)+!0+!0!3-)*'!-2!3&)*,)3#%G!.%+3)'%!'/%&%!$%)*C!*-!+3%,)2),!%:3%&)1%*'0#!%7).%*,%!0'!'/%!')1%!2-&!'/)+!0++%&')-*;!!!
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FIG. 1.3. Number of annual citations [1966-1986] of “On the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen 
Paradox,” by J. S. Bell, Physics 1, 195 (1964). [26] 
(!! t%2)*)')7%! %7).%*,%! 2-&! +8,/! $%/07)-&!B0+!1-+'! %#%C0*'#4! .%1-*+'&0'%.! $4!O&0*C)%&G!\-C%&!0*.!"+3%,'!)*!MXif!=>X?!8+)*C!'/%!+01%!,0#,)81!Wb!,0+,0.%!3/-'-*!+-8&,%!8+%.!)*!"+3%,'R+!2)&+'!%:3%&)1%*'+!'%+')*C!'/%!0++813')-*+!-2!v-,0#!\%0#)+1;!=o)C;! M;W?! ! ]/%)&! 2)&+'! %:3%&)1%*'! B0+! .%+)C*%.! '-! .%1-*+'&0'%! '/%! 30&'),#%H#)A%!$%/07)-&!-2!3/-'-*+d!'/%!+%,-*.!B0+!1%0*'!'-!.%1-*+'&0'%!'/%!B07%H#)A%!$%/07)-&!-2! 3/-'-*+! )*! 0! *%0&#4! ).%*'),0#! +)'80')-*;! ! ]/%! %:3%&)1%*'0#! +%'83!B0+! 0#-*C! '/%!#)*%+!3&-3-+%.!$4!t)&0,!)*!'/%!'/-8C/'!%:3%&)1%*'!.%+,&)$%.!0$-7%;!F*!%0,/!-2!'/%+%!'B-!%:3%&)1%*'+G!'/%!2)&+'!3/-'-*!6zM9!%1)''%.!)*!'/%!,0#,)81!,0+,0.%!+%&7%+!0+!0!'&)CC%&!B/%*!.%'%,'%.!)*!ZaMG!0*.!'/%!%#%,'&-*),+!-3%*+!0!C0'%!2-&!0!')1%!%I80#!'-!'B),%!'/%!#)2%')1%!-2!'/%!)*'%&1%.)0'%!+'0'%!6>q!u!Mb!*+9G!'%##)*C!,-8*'%&+! ["! _! [S! '-! %:3%,'! 0! +%,-*.! 3/-'-*! 6z>9d! 0! ,-)*,).%*,%! ,-8*'%&! 6[P9! )+!'&)CC%&%.! )2!$-'/!3/-'-18#')3#)%&+! 2)&%!.8&)*C!'/%!+/-&'! ')1%!'/%!C0'%! )+!-3%*;! !]/%!30'/!'-!'/%!$%01!+3#)''%&!6SKM9!2&-1!'/%!+-8&,%!)+!,-##)10'%.!+8,/!'/0'!'/%!+%,-*.!3/-'-*! 18+'! /07%! $%%*! -*%! '/0'! B0+! %1)''%.! $0,AH'-H$0,A! B)'/! '/%! 2)&+'G! B/),/!C&%0'#4!&%.8,%+!'/%!#81)*-+)'4!-2!'/)+!5+)*C#%H3/-'-*<!+-8&,%;!!"!+%'!-2!1)&&-&+!6a"!_!aS9!.)&%,'!'/%!+%,-*.!3/-'-*!'-B0&.!%)'/%&!Za"!6)'!B0+!&%2#%,'%.!0'!SKM9!-&!ZaS!6)'!B0+!'&0*+1)''%.!0'!SKM9;!!!!!
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FIG. 1.4. Schematic diagram for the first anticoincidence experiment by Grangier, et al.  
PM1, PMA & PMB are photomultipliers; N1, NA, NB &NC are counters; BS1 is a beam 
splitter; MA and MB are mirrors. [29] !! F2! '/%! 3/-'-*! %*%&C4!B%&%! ,-/%&%*'#4! +3#)'! 0'! '/%! $%01! +3#)''%&! 6B07%H#)A%!$%/07)-&9! )'! B-8#.! $%! %:3%,'%.! '/0'! %*%&C4! B-8#.! $%! .%3-+)'%.! )*'-! '/%!3/-'-18#')3#)%&+! ,-)*,).%*'0##4G! 0*.! '/0'! '/%4!B-8#.! '/%&%2-&%! 2)&%! '-C%'/%&!1-&%!-2'%*!'/0*!+%30&0'%#4;!!F2!'/%!3/-'-*!B%&%!)*+'%0.!%)'/%&!'&0*+1)''%.!-&!&%2#%,'%.!0'!'/%! $%01! +3#)''%&! 6$8'! *-'! $-'/d! 30&'),#%H#)A%! $%/07)-&9! B%! %:3%,'! '/%!3/-'-18#')3#)%&+!'-!0#B04+!$%!'&)CC%&%.!+%30&0'%#4G!+-!#-*C!0+!-*#4!-*%!3/-'-*!)+!)*!'/%!0330&0'8+!0'!0!')1%;!!U%!,0*!I80*')24!/-B!-2'%*!'/)+!)+!/033%*)*C!$4!.%2)*)*C!0*!
'.*)+$##&('*)$.0!'#',&*&#!6{9D!6M;>b9! ! " PCPA #PB !B/%&%! Z"! )+! '/%! 3&-$0$)#)'4! 2-&! Za"! '-! 2)&%G! ZS! )+! '/%! +01%! 2-&! ZaSG! 0*.! ZP! '/%!3&-$0$)#)'4!2-&!$-'/!'-!2)&%!.8&)*C!'/%!')1%!'/%!C0'%!)+!-3%*;!!
• F2! )*.)7).80#! 3/-'-*+! 0&%! 0#B04+! .%'%,'%.! )*! -*#4! -*%! 3/-'-18#')3#)%&! -&! '/%!-'/%&! 630&'),#%H#)A%! $%/07)-&9G! '/%*! {! r! b! +)*,%! ZP!18+'! $%! V%&-! 6'/%&%! )+! V%&-!3&-$0$)#)'4! '/0'! '/%! 'B-! .%'%,'-&+! ,#),A! '-C%'/%&! .8&)*C! '/%! ')1%! '/%! C0'%! )+!-3%*9;!
• F2!'/%!.%'%,'-&+!0&%!2)&)*C!&0*.-1#4!0*.!)*.%3%*.%*'#4G!'/%*!{!r!MG!+)*,%!ZP!)+!E8+'!'/%!3&-.8,'!-2!Z"! 0*.!ZS;! !]/)+!B-8#.!$%! ,-*+)+'%*'!B)'/!%)'/%&!10*4!3/-'-*+!$%)*C! 3&%+%*'! )*! '/%! 0330&0'8+! 0'! -*,%G! -&!B)'/!B07%+! .%3-+)')*C! %*%&C4! -7%&!')1%!0*.!&0*.-1#4!'&)CC%&)*C!'/%!.%'%,'-&+;!
• F2! '/%&%! )+! 0! ,#8+'%&)*C! -2! ,-8*'+! 6/)C/%&! '/0*! &0*.-1! 3&-$0$)#)'4! '/0'! $-'/!.%'%,'-&+!,#),A!'-C%'/%&d!,-*+)+'%*'!B)'/!B07%H#)A%!$%/07)-&9G!'/%*!{!|!M!6);%;!ZP!)+!C&%0'%&!'/0*!E8+'!'/%!3&-.8,'!-2!Z"!0*.!ZS9;!! ]/%!&%+8#'+!2-&!'/)+!2)&+'!%:3%&)1%*'!+/-B!'/0'G!1-&%!-2'%*!'/0*!*-'G!3/-'-*+!0&%!$%)*C!.%'%,'%.!)*!%)'/%&!-*%!3/-'-18#')3#)%&!-&!'/%!-'/%&!.8&)*C!'/%!')1%!'/%!C0'%!)+!
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-3%*G! B/),/! )+! ,-*+)+'%*'! B)'/! '/%! 3&%.),')-*+! 2-&! 30&'),#%H#)A%! $%/07)-&! 6{! }! b9G!B/)#%!$%)*C! )*,-*+)+'%*'!B)'/! '/%!3&%.),')-*+! 2-&!B07%H#)A%!$%/07)-&! 6{!}!M9;! =o)C;!M;Y!L! '/%!+-#).!,8&7%!&%3&%+%*'+! '/%!3&%.),')-*+!-2!I80*'81!1%,/0*),+d!%&&-&!$0&+!&%3&%+%*'!-*%!+'0*.0&.!.%7)0')-*;!!F'!)+!*%,%++0&4!'-!%:'&03-#0'%!'/%!1%0+8&%1%*'+!'-! 5+)*C#%H3/-'-*<! )*'%*+)'4! 6{! r! b9! +)*,%! '/%! 0330&0'8+! /0+! 0! -'#A0 #'*&! -2!!!!!!!!!!!!!uJbb!,-8*'+T+%,-*.;?!!U%!).*&#!#&*!'/%+%!&%+8#'+!0+!1%0*)*C!'/0'!%0,/!3/-'-*!18+'!0#B04+!'0A%!-*%!30'/!-&!'/%!-'/%&!-*!)'+!B04!'-!.%'%,')-*!L!)'! )+!%)'/%&!&%2#%,'%.!0'!'/%!$%01!+3#)''%&!-&!'&0*+1)''%.!6$8'!*-'!$-'/9;!!!
 
FIG. 1.5. Results from the first photon anticoincidence experiment performed by 
Grangier, et al.  The anticorrelation parameter plotted as a function of the counting rate in 
PM1 (equivalently, the luminosity of the “single-photon” source). [29] 
 !!! ]/%!%:3%&)1%*'!,0*!$%!&8*!0!+%,-*.!')1%!02'%&!0!+#)C/'!1-.)2),0')-*!)+!10.%D!)*+%&')*C!0!+%,-*.!$%01!+3#)''%&!)*'-!'/%!30'/+!'0A%*!$4!'/%!3/-'-*+!6SK>9;!=o)C;!M;f?!!U)'/!SK>! )*!3#0,%G! 0!3/-'-*!1)C/'! &%0,/!Za"!$4! '&0*+1)++)-*!0'!SK>! 6Z0'/!"!L! )'!B0+!&%2#%,'%.!0'!SKM9!-&!$4!&%2#%,')-*!0'!SK>!6Z0'/!S!L! )'!B0+! '&0*+1)''%.!0'!SKM9;!!()'/%&!B04G!0!.%'%,')-*!)*!Za"!-&!ZaS!4)%#.+!*-!)*2-&10')-*!0$-8'!'/%!30'/!'0A%*!$4! 0! 3/-'-*! '-! C%'! '/%&%;! ! ",,-&.)*C! '-! I80*'81!1%,/0*),+G! '/%! 3&-$0$)#)')%+! 2-&!3/-'-*!.%'%,')-*!)*!%)'/%&!Za"!-&!ZaS!0&%!-33-+)'%#4!1-.8#0'%.G!0+!0! 28*,')-*!-2!'/%! 30'/#%*C'/! .)22%&%*,%! $%'B%%*! Z0'/+! "! _! S;! ! ]/)+! 1%0*+! '/0'G! 2-&! ,%&'0)*!30'/#%*C'/! .)22%&%*,%+! 6~9G! '((! -2! '/%! 3/-'-*+! 0&%! .%'%,'%.! )*! Za"! 0*.! .$.&! 0&%!.%'%,'%.! )*! ZaSd! 0*.! '/%&%! 0&%! )*'%&1%.)0'%! 3/0+%+! B/%&%! .%'%,')-*! )*! %)'/%&!3/-'-18#')3#)%&!)+!%I80##4!#)A%#4;!=o)C;!M;h?!
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FIG. 1.6. Schematic diagram for the second anticoincidence experiment by Gragier, et al.  
PMA, PMB & PM1 are photomultipliers; N1, NA, NB &NC are counters; BS1 and BS2 are 
beam splitters; MA and MB are mirrors. [29] !!!!!!
 
FIG. 1.7. Results from the second photon anticoincidence experiment performed by 
Grangier, et al.  Counting rates at 15-second intervals for each of the two counters         
N1 (left) and N2 (right) as a function of path length difference (" - in units of #/50).  For 
this experiment, $ = 0.18. [29] !!!!
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! U%!).*&#!#&*!'/%+%!&%+8#'+!0+!1%0*)*C!'/0'!%0,/!3/-'-*!)+!,-/%&%*'#4!+3#)'!0'!%0,/!$%01!+3#)''%&!L!)'!)+!$-'/!&%2#%,'%.!'.-!'&0*+1)''%.!0'!SKM!6B07%H#)A%!$%/07)-&G!)*! ,-*'&0.),')-*! B)'/! -8&! ,-*,#8+)-*+! 2&-1! '/%! 2)&+'! %:3%&)1%*'9! 2-&G! 0+! '/%!0&C81%*'!C-%+G!/-B!%#+%!,-8#.!,/0*C)*C!+-1%'/)*C!0$-8'!Z0'/!S!022%,'!'/%!$%/07)-&!-2! '/%! 3/-'-*+! '/0'! B%&%! +833-+%.! '-! /07%! -*#4! '0A%*! Z0'/! "w! ! o-&! '/)+! +%,-*.!%:3%&)1%*'G! '/%! 0*'),-&&%#0')-*! 30&01%'%&! B0+! +10##! 6{! r! b;Mi9G! 0*.! +-! B%!18+'!,-*,#8.%!'/0'!%0,/!3/-'-*!)+!)*'%&2%&)*C!B)'/!)'+%#2!0#-*C!'/%!'B-!30'/+!60+!-33-+%.!'-!10*4!3/-'-*+!)*'%&2%&)*C!B)'/!%0,/!-'/%&9;!@-B!0&%!B%!'-!10A%!+%*+%!-2!'/%+%!'B-!%:3%&)1%*'+G!B/%*!'/%!&%+8#'+!+%%1!'-!)*.),0'%!,-*'&0.),'-&4!$%/07)-&!2-&!'/%!3/-'-*+!0'!SKMw! !@-B!.-%+!%0,/!3/-'-*!A*-B! B/%'/%&! SK>! )+! )*! 3#0,%! -&! *-'! 6B/%'/%&! B%! 0&%! ,-*.8,')*C! '/%! 2)&+'!%:3%&)1%*'! -&! '/%! +%,-*.9!B/%*! )'! 2)&+'! %*,-8*'%&+!SKMw! !t)&0,!B-8#.! 0&C8%! '/0'!%7%&4!3/-'-*!)+!,-/%&%*'#4!+3#)'!0+!0!.%#-,0#)V%.!B07%!0'!%0,/!$%01!+3#)''%&!)*!4$*30
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
%*#'--(&! 'B-! 6,#0++),0##49! .)+')*,'! -*'-#-C),0#! ,0'%C-&)%+wY! ! "! 201-8+! '/-8C/'H%:3%&)1%*'!B0+!3&-3-+%.!$4!U/%%#%&!)*!MXhi!=Jb?!60*.!&%0#)V%.!$4!@%##18'/G!%'!0#;!)*!MXih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o)C;!M;i?!0!+/-&'H38#+%.!#0+%&!6#%++!'/0*!0!$)##)-*'/!-2! 0! +%,-*.G! B)'/! 0*! 07%&0C%! -2! -*%! 3/-'-*! 3%&! 38#+%9! B0+! .)&%,'%.! 0'! 0! $%01!+3#)''%&G!0*.!'/%!#)C/'!'/%*!30++%.!'/&-8C/!MbH1%'%&!#-*C!-3'),0#!2)$%&+!6)*!-&.%&!'-!)*,&%0+%! '/%! '&0*+)'! ')1%!$4!uJb!*+9;! ! "!Z-,A%#+! ,%##! 6ZPH"9! )*! ,-*E8*,')-*!B)'/! 0!O#0*+! 3&)+1!B0+!8+%.! '-! %22%,')7%#4! )*+%&'! 0*.! &%1-7%! 0! 30'/;! !U/%*! 0! 7-#'0C%! )+!033#)%.!'-!'/%!Z-,A%#+!,%##G!)'!&-'0'%+!'/%!3#0*%!-2!3-#0&)V0')-*!-2!'/%!#)C/'!B)'/)*!2)7%!*0*-+%,-*.+d! '/%!O#0*+!3&)+1! '/%*!.%2#%,'+! 0B04!3/-'-*+!B/-+%!3-#0&)V0')-*!/0+!$%%*! 0#'%&%.G!B/)#%! '&0*+1)'')*C!8*&-'0'%.!3/-'-*+;! ! ]/%&%2-&%G!B/%*!0! 7-#'0C%! )+!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Dirac did not take this “mental model” as a literal description of what was happening, 
but instead considered it to be a picture that helps to make sense of the situation: “One 
may extend the meaning of the word ‘!)+*"#&’ to include any way of looking at the 
fundamental laws which makes their self-consistency obvious.” [28] 
5 Ontology concerns itself with the categorization of concepts, physical entities and 
processes according to their fundamental properties.  Entities with similar characteristics 
belong to similar categories or sub-categories.  
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FIG. 1.8. Schematic diagram of the delayed-choice experiment conducted by Hellmuth, 
et al.  PC-A is a Pockels cell used to rotate the plane of photon polarization when a 
voltage is applied; a Glans prism is used to pass unrotated photons, and to reflect away 
rotated photons.  Only one path to BS2 is available with the voltage applied. [31] 
 
 !
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FIG. 1.9. Counting rates in “normal” mode [dots; no voltage applied throughout] and in 
“delayed-choice” mode [crosses; second path is unblocked after photon encounters BS1] 
as a function of path length difference.  A clear interference pattern is observed in both 
data sets. [31] !!!! F'! +%%1+! '/0'! *-! 10''%&! /-B! 0*! %:3%&)1%*'! )+! .%7)+%.G! B%! -$+%&7%! '/%!$%/07)-&! -2! I80*'0! '-! $%! 30&'),#%H#)A%! )*! +-1%! ,)&,81+'0*,%+G! 0*.! ,-*+)+'%*'!B)'/!-8&! %:3%,'0')-*+! 2-&! ,#0++),0#! B07%+! )*! -'/%&+G! $8'! B%! ,0**-'! .%1-*+'&0'%! $-'/!'43%+! -2! $%/07)-&+! +)18#'0*%-8+#4;! ! t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v)A%!'/%!
C).! 0*.! C'.6! -2! P/)*%+%! 3/)#-+-3/4G! S-/&! +0B! 8$,!(&,&.*'#)*2! 0+! 0*!%3)+'%1-#-C),0#f! '--#!B)'/! $&-0.%&! )13#),0')-*+d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o)C;! M;Mb?! "! ,'**&#>7'/&!)*'%&3&%'0')-*! -2! '/)+! &%+8#'! B-8#.! )*+)+'! '/0'! %0,/! %#%,'&-*! 3&-30C0'%+! 0+! 0!.%#-,0#)V%.! B07%! 0*.! )+! ,-/%&%*'#4! +3#)'! 0'! $-'/! +#)'+G! )*'%&2%&%+! B)'/! )'+%#2G! '/%*!$%,-1%+! )*+'0*'#4! #-,0#)V%.! )*! )'+! )*'%&0,')-*! B)'/! '/%! .%'%,')*C! +,&%%*;! ! ]/%!
8$!&.3'6&.09.*&#!#&*'*)$.!B-8#.!+04!%0,/!%#%,'&-*R+!$%/07)-&!0'!'/%!'B-!+#)'+!18+'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Epistemology concerns itself with the nature of knowledge, and how it is acquired.  In 
simplest terms, it addresses the question: How do we know what we know? 
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FIG. 1.10. Buildup of a single electron interference pattern.  Single electrons are initially 
detected at seemingly random places, yet an interference pattern is still observed to build 
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7 Non-local and/or statistical (probabilistic) perspectives, by their standards. 
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FIG. 1.11. Cross-sectional analysis of student responses to the statement: It is possible 
for physicists to carefully perform the same experiment and get two very different results 
that are both correct (expressed as a fraction of total responses: PHYS1, N=2200; 
PHYS2, N=1650; PHYS3, N=730). Error bars represent the standard error on the 
proportion. !!
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FIG. 1.12. Post-instruction student responses to the double-slit essay question, from 
seven different modern physics offerings of various instructional approaches                   
[R = @&'()%*; MW = F'**&#>G'/&; C/A = 8$!&.3'6&.EH6.$%*)+].  Error bars represent 
the standard error on the proportion; N ~ 50-100 for each course. !!!
!
FIG. 1.13. Post-instruction student responses to the statement: H.0&(&+*#$.0 ).0'.0'*$,0
&:)%*%0 '*0 '0 -&5).)*&0 I4"*0 ".A.$7.J0 !$%)*)$.0 '*0 &'+30 ,$,&.*0 ).0 *),&, from seven 
different modern physics offerings of various instructional approaches [R = @&'()%*;    
MW = F'**&#>G'/&; C/A = 8$!&.3'6&.EH6.$%*)+].  Error bars represent the standard 
error on the proportion; N ~ 50-100 for each course. !
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FIG. 1.14. Combined student responses from both PHYS3 courses to the statement: H.0
&(&+*#$.0 ).0 '.0 '*$,0 3'%0 '0 -&5).)*&0 4"*0 ".A.$7.0 !$%)*)$.0 '*0 &'+30 ,$,&.*0 $50 *),&, 
grouped by how those students responded to the double-slit essay question.  Error bars 
represent the standard error on the proportion (N~60). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!@&'()%*! ! !!!F'**&#>G'/&! ! H6.$%*)+!\(KZ^[K(!]^!t^nSv(HKvF]!(KK"y!en(K]F^[!
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FIG. 2.1. Cross-sectional analysis of student responses to the statement: 7',%&,86&&%9$",46-,
8:2&%5%&'&,'6,5#-"4)$$2,8"-46-+,':",&#+",";8"-%+"*',#*3,<"','/6,0"-2,3%44"-"*',-"&)$'&,
':#', #-", 96':, 56--"5' (expressed as a fraction of total responses: PHYS1, N=2200; 
PHYS2, N=1650; PHYS3, N=730). Error bars represent the standard error on the 
proportion. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 In informal interviews, physics faculty members at the University of Colorado 
responded approximately 35% Agree, 60% Disagree, and 5% Neutral. 
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FIG. 2.2. Longitudinal study of student responses to the statement: 7', %&, 86&&%9$", 46-,
8:2&%5%&'&,'6,5#-"4)$$2,8"-46-+,':",&#+",";8"-%+"*',#*3,<"','/6,0"-2,3%44"-"*',-"&)$'&,
':#', #-", 96':, 56--"5' (expressed as a fraction of total responses: N=124). Error bars 
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TABLE 2.I. Categorization of reasoning provided by students in response to the 
statement: 7',%&,86&&%9$",46-,8:2&%5%&'&,'6,5#-"4)$$2,8"-46-+,':",&#+",";8"-%+"*',#*3,<"',
'/6,0"-2,3%44"-"*',-"&)$'&,':#',#-",96':,56--"5'9 
 
 !!!!!!!
TABLE 2.II. Distribution of reasoning provided by students before and after instruction 
in modern physics, in response to the statement: 7',%&,86&&%9$",46-,8:2&%5%&'&,'6,5#-"4)$$2,
8"-46-+,':",&#+",";8"-%+"*',#*3,<"','/6,0"-2,3%44"-"*',-"&)$'&,':#',#-",96':,56--"5'9  
Categories are as given in Table 2.I.  Errors are the standard error on the proportion. 
PRE-QM INSTRUCTION (+/-2%) POST-QM INSTRUCTION (+/-5%) 
CATEGORY 
AGREE 
 (N=231) 
DISAGREE 
(N=199) 
AGREE 
(N=41) 
DISAGREE 
(N=26) 
A 10% 5% 32% 27% 
B 3% 0% 17% 4% 
C 28% 6% 10% 8% 
D 59% 20% 41% 19% 
E 0 69% 0 42% ! !!!!
A Quantum theory/phenomena 
B Relativity/different frames of reference 
C There can be more than one correct answer to a physics problem. Experimental results are open to interpretation. 
D Experimental/random/human error Hidden variables, chaotic systems 
E There can be only one correct answer to a physics problem. Experimental results should be repeatable. 
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!
FIG. 2.3. Representation of a double-slit experiment with single electrons in the 
Quantum Wave Interference PhET simulation; used in the end-of-term essay question. !!
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TABLE 2.III. Student responses to the Quantum Wave Interference essay question from 
two offerings of PHYS3.  Numbers in parentheses represent the standard error on the 
proportion. 
CATEGORY PHYS3A (%) (N=72) PHYS3B (%) (N=44) 
!"#$%&', 18 (5) 75 (7) 
H#''"-.A#0", 78 (5) 11 (5) !!!! M'#/+&',!7$.3!4.'5!JKLMG!1.#$,+,!(),.!$+,0.&/+/!('!'5+!4+-%&&%&-!(&/!+&/!.7!'5+!,+3+,'+$!'.!(//%'%.&()!,'('+3+&',!(00+&/+/!'.!(&!.&)%&+!*+$,%.&!.7!'5+!FXWMM!7.$!3./+$&!056,%1,!,'#/+&',=!%&1)#/%&-@!!
J#?)@!W&!+)+1'$.&! %&!(&!('.3!5(,!(!/+7%&%'+!4#'!#&2&.>&!0.,%'%.&!('!+(15!3.3+&'!%&!'%3+9!
(Z'! 3%-5'! 4+! +B0+1'+/! '5('! ,'#/+&',! >5.! 5(*+! )+($&+/! '.! *%+>! (&! +)+1'$.&! (,!/+).1()%;+/!#&'%)!/+'+1'+/!%&!'5+!1.&'+B'!.7!(!/.#4)+<,)%'!+B0+$%3+&'!>.#)/!(),.!*%+>!%'! (,! ,#15! %&! .'5+$! 1.&'+B',=! ,#15! (,! ('.3,9! !e%,(-$++3+&'!>%'5! '5%,! ,'('+3+&'! .&!('.3%1! +)+1'$.&,! 1.#)/! 4+! 1.&,%,'+&'! >%'5! +%'5+$! (! H#''"-.A#0"! .$!
I68"*:#<"*J=<*6&'%5! 0+$,0+1'%*+=! >5+$+(,! (-$++3+&'! >.#)/! 4+! 3.$+! 1.&,%,'+&'!>%'5!(!!"#$%&'!0+$,0+1'%*+9!!:5%)+!>+!(-(%&!.4,+$*+!/%77+$+&1+,!%&!,'#/+&'!$+,0.&,+,!4+'>++&!'5+! '>.!JKLMG!1.#$,+!.77+$%&-,! ED(4)+!O9ZnH! '5+$+! %,!&.'! '5+!,(3+!,'$.&-!4%(,! '.>($/! (! ,%&-)+! 0+$,0+1'%*+! (,! ,++&! %&! D(4)+! O9ZZZ9! ! e%,(-$++3+&'! >%'5! '5%,!,'('+3+&'! (3.&-! JKLMGW! ,'#/+&',! %&1$+(,+/! 46! OO^=! (&/! 46! NG^! 7.$! JKLMG_!,'#/+&',U! (-$++3+&'! >%'5! '5%,! ,'('+3+&'! /+1$+(,+/! 46! V^! %&! JKLMGW=! >5%)+! '5+!&#34+$! .7! JKLMG_! ,'#/+&',! (-$++%&-! >%'5! '5%,! ,'('+3+&'! %&1$+(,+/! 46! (!1.30($(4)6!,3())!(3.#&'9!!
TABLE 2.IV. Student responses to the statement: =*,"$"5'-6*,%*,#*,#'6+,:#&,#,3"4%*%'",
9)',)*C*6/*,86&%'%6*,#',"#5:,+6+"*', %*,'%+"@  Numbers in parentheses represent the 
standard error on the proportion. 
!!
(
PHYS3A (%) (N=41) PHYS 3B (%) (N=36) 
RESPONSE PRE POST PRE POST 
AGREE 44 (8) 39 (8) 48 (8) 54 (8) 
NEUTRAL 32 (7) 17 (6) 39 (8) 21 (7) 
DISAGREE 22 (6) 44 (8) 10 (5) 23 (7) 
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A#0"! 0+$,0+1'%*+! %&! '5+! +,,(6! 8#+,'%.&! '+&/+/! '.! /%,(-$++! >%'5! '5+! &.'%.&! '5('!('.3%1! +)+1'$.&,! +B%,'! (,! ).1()%;+/! 0($'%1)+,U! (&/! '5+! 3(f.$%'6! .7! ,'#/+&',! >5.!0$+7+$$+/! (! !"#$%&'! 0+$,0+1'%*+! %&! '5+! 7%$,'! 1(,+! (),.! '..2! (!!"#$%&'! ,'(&1+! .&! '5+!8#+,'%.&!.7!('.3%1!+)+1'$.&,9!!"7!0($'%1#)($!%&'+$+,'=!5.>+*+$=!($+!'5+!,'#/+&',!>5.!>+$+!&.'!1.&,%,'+&'!%&!'5+%$!$+,0.&,+,@!Ng^!.7!'5.,+!>5.!/%,(-$++/!>%'5!kW[O=!(&/!GG^! .7! '5.,+! >5.! (-$++/=! .77+$+/! (! $+,0.&,+! '5('! >(,! %&1.&,%,'+&'! >%'5! '5+%$!$+,0.&,+! '.! '5+!k:Z!+,,(6!8#+,'%.&9! !D5('! %,=! Ng^!.7! ,'#/+&',!/%,(-$++/!>%'5! '5+!,'('+3+&'! .&! ('.3%1! +)+1'$.&,=! 6+'! -(*+! (! !"#$%&'! $+,0.&,+! .&! '5+! %&'+$7+$+&1+!8#+,'%.&U! GG^! .7! ,'#/+&',! >+$+! '5+! $+*+$,+@! '(2%&-! (! !"#$%&'! ,'(&1+! .&! ('.3%1!+)+1'$.&,=! 4#'! 0$+7+$$%&-! (!H#''"-.A#0"! 0+$,0+1'%*+! .&! '5+! 8#+,'%.&! .7! +)+1'$.&!%&'+$7+$+&1+9!!
TABLE 2.IV. Student responses to the statement: =*,"$"5'-6*,%*,#*,#'6+,:#&,#,3"4%*%'",
9)', )*C*6/*, 86&%'%6*, #', "#5:, +6+"*', %*, '%+", grouped according to how they 
responded to the QWI essay question.  Numbers in parentheses represent the standard 
error on the proportion. 
QA#2 - POST 
QWI  
DISAGREE (%) NEUTRAL (%) AGREE (%) 
H#''"-.A#0" (N=66) 56 (6) 11 (4) 33 (6) 
!"#$%&' (N=46) 18 (6) 18 (6) 64 (7) !!!!!!!!!
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<<<>(4500=7K(=16(*:89588:.1!! D5+!/('(!0$+,+&'+/!%&!'5%,!15(0'+$!,+$*+!(,!+*%/+&1+!%&!,#00.$'!.7!'5$++!2+6!7%&/%&-,9!!C%$,'=!,'#/+&'!0+$,0+1'%*+,!>%'5!$+,0+1'!'.!3+(,#$+3+&'!(&/!/+'+$3%&%,3!%&!'5+!1.&'+B',!.7!1)(,,%1()!056,%1,!(&/!8#(&'#3!3+15(&%1,!+*.)*+!.*+$!'%3+9! !D5+!/%,'$%4#'%.&! .7! $+(,.&%&-! 0$.*%/+/! 46! ,'#/+&',! %&! $+,0.&,+! '.! '5+! FXWMM! ,#$*+6!,'('+3+&'! %&/%1('+! '5('! '5+! 3(f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k#(&'#3!:(*+!Z&'+$7+$+&1+!+,,(6!8#+,'%.&!%&/%1('+!'5('!5.>!,'#/+&',!*%+>!(&!+)+1'$.&! >%'5%&! '5+! 1.&'+B'! .7! (! /.#4)+<,)%'! +B0+$%3+&'! 1(&! 4+! ,%-&%7%1(&')6!%&7)#+&1+/!46!%&,'$#1'%.&9!!Z&,'$#1'.$!W!+B0)%1%')6!'(#-5'!,'#/+&',!'5('!+(15!+)+1'$.&!0(,,+,!'5$.#-5!4.'5!,)%',!(&/! %&'+$7+$+,!>%'5! %',+)7=!(&/!0$.*%/+/!,'#/+&',!>%'5!(&!%&<1)(,,!*%,#()%;('%.&!.7!'5%,!0$.1+,,!*%(!'5+!k:Z!J5c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f.$%'6!.7!JKLMG_!,'#/+&',!0$+7+$$+/!(!!"#$%&'!,'(&1+!.&!+)+1'$.&,!%&!'5%,!1.&'+B'9!D5%$/=!>+!7%&/!'5('!3(&6!,'#/+&',!/.!&.'!+B5%4%'!(!1.&,%,'+&'!0+$,0+1'%*+!.&!8#+,'%.&,! .7! .&'.).-6! (&/! +0%,'+3.).-6! (1$.,,!3#)'%0)+! 1.&'+B',9! !:5%)+! '5+! /('(!,5.>&! %&! D(4)+! O9Zn! /.! /+3.&,'$('+! ,.3+! (3.#&'! .7! 1.&,%,'+&16! %&! $+,0.&,+,!$+-($/%&-! '5+! 8#+,'%.&! .7! (&! +)+1'$.&?,! ).1('%.&=! (! ,%-&%7%1(&'! &#34+$! .7! ,'#/+&',!
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>5.!0$+7+$$+/!(!H#''"-.A#0"! %&'+$0$+'('%.&!.7! (&! +)+1'$.&!/%77$(1'%.&! +B0+$%3+&'!>.#)/!,'%))!(-$++!'5('!(&!+)+1'$.&!%&!(&!('.3!5(,!(!/+7%&%'+!A4#'!#&2&.>&T!0.,%'%.&9!!:+!1.&1)#/+! '5('! ,'#/+&',!>%))!&.'!&+1+,,($%)6!/+*+).0! $.4#,'! 1.&1+0',! $+-($/%&-!'5+!&('#$+!.7!8#(&'(=!>5%15!>.#)/!4+!1.&,%,'+&'!>%'5!(! $+,.#$1+,!*%+>!.7! ,'#/+&'!+0%,'+3.).-%+,!(&/!.&'.).-%+,!%&!056,%1,9!ENS<NaH!:%'5.#'! 0(,,%&-! f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f+1'%*+!>.#)/! 4+! 7.$!,'#/+&',! '.! (00)6! (! 0($'%1#)($! 0+$,0+1'%*+! A/+'+$3%&%,'%1! .$! 0$.4(4%)%,'%1=! ).1()! .$!&.&).1()T!('!'5+!(00$.0$%('+!'%3+9!!Z7!>+!($+!'.!%&1)#/+!'5+,+!-.(),!7.$!.#$!1)(,,+,=!%'!%,!%30.$'(&'!'.!#&/+$,'(&/!5.>!'5+,+!3+,,(-+,!($+!,+&'!'.!.#$!,'#/+&',=!(&/!>5('!%&,'$#1'%.&()!0$(1'%1+,!3(6!0$.3.'+!,#15!#&/+$,'(&/%&-,9!EF5(0'+$!GH!
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'+3+7+19+8(H!D=/2+7()I(
(
A>( M9! J.)).12! (&/! P9! e9! C%&2+),'+%&=! M#,'(%&%&-! F5(&-+@! Z&,'$#1'.$! c77+1',! %&!D$(&,7.$3+/!X($-+!X+1'#$+!F.#$,+,=!KL!I,K-65""3%*<&,MNNO!AWZJ!J$+,,=!p+)*%))+=!PL=!ORRST9!
(
)>!:9!q9!W/(3,=!q9!q9!J+$2%&,=!P9!J./.)+7,26=!p9!e#4,.&=!P9!e9!C%&2+),'+%&!(&/!F9!c9!:%+3(&=! W! &+>! %&,'$#3+&'! 7.$! 3+(,#$%&-! ,'#/+&'! 4+)%+7,! (4.#'! 056,%1,! (&/!)+($&%&-!056,%1,@! '5+!F.).$(/.!X+($&%&-!W''%'#/+,!(4.#'!M1%+&1+!M#$*+6=!K:2&@,!"0@,
P>Q,K:2&%5&,L3)5#'%6*,!"&"#-5:!)=!N=!RNRNRN!AORRST9!!
G>! r9!:9! F$+,>+))=!L3)5#'%6*,!"&"#-5:=! O&/!c/9! AJ$+&'%1+!K())=! c&-)+>../!F)%77,=!Pr=!ORRVT=!009!Ga]<Gag9!!
@>!W9!_#77)+$=!M9!W))%+=!C9!X#44+&!s!_9!F(304+))=!D5+!/+*+).03+&'!.7!7%$,'!6+($!056,%1,!,'#/+&',?! %/+(,!(4.#'!3+(,#$+3+&'! %&! '+$3,!.7!0.%&'!(&/!,+'!0($(/%-3,=! 7*'@, R@,P5%@,
L3)5@!)GL!NN!AORRNT9!!
M>!_9!b9!d$++&+=!>:",L$"<#*',S*%0"-&"!AP.$'.&=!P+>!L.$2=!PL=!ORRGT9!!
N>(M9!:9!K(>2%&-=!=,T-%"4,U%&'6-2,64,>%+"!A_(&'(3=!P+>!L.$2=!PL=!NaggT9!!
O>!M9!_9!p1q(-(&=!q9!q9!J+$2%&,!(&/!F9!c9!:%+3(&=!b+7.$3%&-!(!)($-+!)+1'#$+!3./+$&!056,%1,!1.#$,+!7.$!+&-%&++$%&-!3(f.$,!#,%&-!(!Jcb<4(,+/!/+,%-&=!KL!I,K-65""3%*<&,
MNNO!AWZJ!J$+,,=!p+)*%))+=!PL=!ORRST9!!
P>!5''0@tt05+'91.).$(/.9+/#!!
Q>!5''0@tt05+'91.).$(/.9+/#t,%3#)('%.&,t,%3,9050o,%3\k:Z!!
AR>!:9!K9!M'(00=!D5+!F.0+&5(-+&!Z&'+$0$+'('%.&=!=+@,R@,K:2&@!@R=!NRag!ANa]OT9!!
AA>( M9! d.)/5(4+$=! M9! J.)).12=! p9! e#4,.&=! J9! _+()+=! (&/! q9! J+$2%&,=( D$(&,7.$3%&-!I00+$<e%*%,%.&! k#(&'#3! p+15(&%1,@! X+($&%&-( d.(),! (&/! W,,+,,3+&'=! KL!I,
K-65""3%*<&,MNNV!AWZJ=(p+)*%))+=!PL=!ORRaT9!!
A)>!c9!b+/%,5=!r9!M(#)!(&/!b9!M'+%&4+$-=!M'#/+&'!+B0+1'('%.&,!%&!%&'$./#1'.$6!056,%1,=!
=+@,R@,K:2&@!NN=!ONO!ANaagT9!!
AG>!n9!q9!"'+$.!(&/!q9!c9!d$(6=! hW''%'#/%&()!-(%&,!(1$.,,!3#)'%0)+!#&%*+$,%'%+,!#,%&-!'5+! J56,%1,! (&/! c*+$6/(6! D5%&2%&-! 1#$$%1#)#3=i, K:2&@, !"0@, P>Q, K:2&%5&, L3)5#'%6*,
!"&"#-5:!@!ANT=!RORNRY!AORRgT9!!
A@>!e9!K(33+$=!M'#/+&'!$+,.#$1+,!7.$!)+($&%&-!%&'$./#1'.$6!056,%1,=!=+@,R@,K:2&@!NP=!MVO!AORRRT9!!
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AM>!M9!J.)).12=!hP.!M%&-)+!F(#,+@!X+($&%&-!d(%&,=!M'#/+&'!W''%'#/+,=!(&/!'5+!Z30(1',!.7! p#)'%0)+! c77+1'%*+! b+7.$3,i! KL!I, K-65""3%*<&, MNNW! AWZJ! J$+,,=! p+)*%))+=! PL=!ORRVT9!!
AN>(e9!K(33+$=!M'#/+&'!$+,.#$1+,!7.$!)+($&%&-!%&'$./#1'.$6!056,%1,=!=+@,R@,K:2&@!NP=!MVO!AORRRT9!!
AO>! e9! K(33+$=! W9! c)46=! b9! c9! M15+$$! (&/! c9! C9! b+/%,5=! hb+,.#$1+,=! C$(3%&-! (&/!D$(&,7+$i! %&!>-#*&4"-,64,X"#-*%*<=! +/%'+/!46! r9!p+,'$+! AZ&7.$3('%.&!W-+!J#4)%,5%&-=!ORRVT!009!ga<NNa9!!
AP>!W9!d#0'(=!e9!K(33+$!(&/!c9!C9!b+/%,5=!D5+!1(,+!7.$!/6&(3%1!3./+),!.7!)+($&+$,?!.&'.).-%+,!%&!056,%1,=!R@,X"#-*%*<,P5%"*5"&!AQ=!OgV!AORNRT9!!
AQ>( e9! K(33+$=! W9! d#0'(! (&/! c9! C9! b+/%,5=! "&! M'('%1! (&/! e6&(3%1! Z&'#%'%*+!"&'.).-%+,=!R@,X"#-*%*<,P5%"*5"&!)R=!NSG!AORNNT9!
(
! "#!
!"#$%&'()(
(
*+,-.+/(0-.12321.,.45-(,6("4771-(!+2248+9+/(:(;,24,.45-6(
4-(0-6.2+8.52($2,8.4816(,-7(#66584,.17(<.+71-.(=+.85/16(
(
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FIG. 3.1. Post-instruction student responses to the double-slit essay question, from seven 
different modern physics offerings of various instructional approaches [R = /$,*"-.;    
MW = 0,..$)12,3$; C/A = 456$%!,7$%897%5-."'].  Error bars represent the standard 
error on the proportion; N ~ 50-100 for each course. !!!!
!
FIG. 3.2. Post-instruction student responses to the statement: 9%& $*$'.)5%& "%& ,%& ,.5+&
$:"-.-& ,.& ,& #$;"%".$& <=(.& (%>%5?%@& 65-"."5%& ,.& $,'!& +5+$%.& "%& ."+$, from seven 
different modern physics offerings of various instructional approaches [R = /$,*"-.;   
MW = 0,..$)12,3$; C/A = 456$%!,7$%897%5-."'].  Error bars represent the standard 
error on the proportion; N ~ 50-100 for each course. !
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FIG. 3.3. Post-instruction student responses to the double-slit essay question, from four 
different modern physics offerings of various instructional approaches                                
[A = /$,*"-.8B.,."-."',*; B1 & B2 = 0,..$)12,3$; C = 456$%!,7$%897%5-."'].  Error 
bars represent the standard error on the proportion; N ~ 100 for each course. 
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FIG. 3.4. Post-instruction student responses to the statement: 9%& $*$'.)5%& "%& ,%& ,.5+&
$:"-.-&,.&,&#$;"%".$&<=(.&(%>%5?%@&65-"."5%&,.&$,'!&+5+$%.&"%&."+$, from four different 
modern physics offerings of various instructional approaches [A = /$,*"-.8B.,."-."',*;   
B1 & B2 = 0,..$)12,3$; C = 456$%!,7$%897%5-."'].  Error bars represent the standard 
error on the proportion; N ~ 100 for each course. !
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TABLE 3.II. Categorization of lecture slides relevant to promoting non-classical 
perspectives, with a point total for each category. 
THEME DESCRIPTION OF LECTURE SLIDE B1 C 
G"7!.& Relevant to the dual wave/particle nature of light, 
or emphasizing its particle-like characteristics 
15 9 
0,..$)& Relevant to the dual wave/particle nature of matter, 
or emphasizing its wave-like characteristics 
15 16 
45%.),-."%7&
I$)-6$'."3$-&
Relevant to randomness, indeterminacy, or the 
probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics; explicit 
contrast between quantum & classical descriptions. 
28 22 !!
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FIG. 3.5. The occurrence of lecture slides for both PHYS3 courses by topic (as describe 
in Table 3.I), for each of the themes described in Table 3.II. !! T1.2),! b#! '/-! /! 52,/0,2! %.48,2! 17! )6*-,)! 0'/0! )+12,-! *%! 0',! G"7!.! /%-!
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FIG. 3.6. Ratio of point totals from topic area B for each interpretive theme to the total 
number of slides used during these lectures.  Error bars represent the standard error on the 
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FIG. 3.8. Lecture slide from Course B1 (left, F%;"%".$&BJ(,)$&2$**) and a nearly identical 
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FIG. 3.9. Lecture slide used in both PHYS3 courses describing the double-slit 
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FIG. 3.10. Pre/post student responses from both PHYS3 courses to the statement: 9%&
$*$'.)5%&"%&,%&,.5+&!,-&,&#$;"%".$&=(.&(%>%5?%&65-"."5%&,.&$,'!&+5+$%.&5;&."+$E! Error 
bars represent the standard error on the proportion (N~60). !!!!
 
FIG. 3.11. Combined student responses from both PHYS3 courses to the statement: 9%&
$*$'.)5%& "%& ,%& ,.5+& !,-& ,& #$;"%".$& =(.& (%>%5?%& 65-"."5%& ,.& $,'!& +5+$%.& 5;& ."+$, 
grouped by how those students responded to the double-slit essay question.  Error bars 
represent the standard error on the proportion (N~60). !!
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TABLE 4.I Summary of four courses from which students were recruited for interviews, 
including a characterization of each instructor’s stance on interpretive themes, as taught 
in that course; instructor labels correspond to those given in Figs. 3.1 & 3.2. 
INSTRUCTOR STUDENT POPULATION 
INTERPRETIVE 
APPROACH 
STUDENTS 
INTERVIEWED 
MW-1 )#''"!*+#,"7 3 
C/A-2 Engineering 802"/5#."/7 5 
C/A-1 6 
C/A-3 Physics 802"/5#."/9-./0&'%17 5 !!! A&%!3.+)-*2)/-!8'9%8+!53(%.!3.!A'98%!X<P!2/--%+1/.6!)/!)&/+%!53(%.!3.!T35+<!K<#!O!K<F!I&%-%=!)&%!8'9%8+!\$@#!'.6!H]E@#!2/--%+1/.6!)/!P.+)-*2)/-+]H/*-+%+!W#!O!H=!-%+1%2)3(%87=!'+!6%+2-39%6!3.!H&'1)%-!KJ<!!A&%!8'9%8+!*+%6!,/-!6%+2-393.5!3.+)-*2)3/.'8!'11-/'2&%+! &'(%! 9%%.! 6%+2-39%6! %'-83%-=! 9*)! 2'.! 9%! 9%+)! 388*+)-')%6! 97! &/0! %'2&!3.+)-*2)/-! '66-%++%6! )&%! 6/*98%@+83)! %?1%-34%.)! 03)&! +3.58%! :*'.)'<! ! P.+)-*2)/-!!\$@#! IW#! 3.! H&'1)%-! KJ! 0'+! %?18323)! 3.! 1-/4/)3.5! '! 0'(%! 4/6%8! /,! 3.63(36*'8!:*'.)'! '+! )&%7! 1-/1'5')%! )&-/*5&! 9/)&! +83)+=! 3.)%-,%-%!03)&! )&%4+%8(%+=! '.6! )&%.!9%2/4%! 8/2'83>%6! *1/.! 6%)%2)3/.<! ! P.+)-*2)/-! H]E@F! )/86! +)*6%.)+! )&')! '! :;#/';<7
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
(
(
(
(
(
(
! "X!
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`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a?3+)%.2%! /-! ./.@%?3+)%.2%! /,! 2%-)'3.! &366%.!('-3'98%+<D!!FJ P+! )&%! 0'(%! ,*.2)3/.! '! 4')&%4')32'8! )//8! )&')! %.2/6%+! 1-/9'9383)3%+!C3.,/-4')3/.@0'(%D=!/-!3+!3)!1&7+32'887!-%'8!C4'))%-@0'(%DS!! KJ b/%+!)&%!10$$#2&"70=7'5"73#,"7=;/1'%0/!I/-!!"6;1'%0/70=7'5"7&'#'"J!-%1-%+%.)!'!1&7+32'8!1-/2%++=!/-!+34187!'!2&'.5%!3.!N./08%65%!/,!)&%!/9+%-(%-S!!!
(
(
! "_!
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
0#''"123#4"D! B3438'-! )/! )&%! 802"/5#."/7 ?/'"!2!"'#'%0/! 03)&! -%+1%2)! )/!3.6%)%-43.'27!'.6!)&%!./.@%?3+)%.2%!/,!&366%.!('-3'98%+=!9*)!'8+/!'+2-39%+!1&7+32'8!-%'83)7!)/!)&%!0'(%!,*.2)3/.<!!A&/*5&!./)!6%+2-39%6!97!)&%!B2&-c63.5%-!%:*')3/.=!)&%!
10$$#2&"7 0=7 '5"7 3#,"7 =;/1'%0/! -%1-%+%.)+! '! 1&7+32'8! 1-/2%++! 3.6*2%6! 97!4%'+*-%4%.)<!!
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
1 Nonlocal features come into play when other quantum effects (e.g., entanglement) are to 
be accounted for, in which case the 10$$#2&"70=7'5"73#,"7=;/1'%0/ must be seen as a (non-
local) physical process. 
! "d!
TABLE 4.II. Summary of our characterizations of four formal interpretations of 
quantum mechanics, in terms of three interpretive themes (described in Section II).  The 
-./0&'%1 perspective is not a formal interpretation in itself, but is included for 
completeness. 
INTERPRETATION HIDDEN VARIABLES? 
INFO- OR 
MATTER-
WAVE? 
COLLAPSING WAVE 
FUNCTION? 
("#$%&'9@'#'%&'%1#$7 YES/AGNOSTIC INFO KNOWLEDGE 
802"/5#."/7 NO INFO PHYSICAL 
)#''"!*+#,"7 NO MATTER PHYSICAL 
A%$0'*+#,"7 YES MATTER KNOWLEDGE 
-./0&'%17 AGNOSTIC AGNOSTIC AGNOSTIC !!
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
(
>>>?E?(738.*-36(*F91*66(G*B,*+6(3/03(9010BB*B(3/56*(5+(*F9*13(91595-*-36!! $%! &'(%! &71/)&%+3>%6! )&')! )&%! 1%-+1%2)3(%+! /,! 4'.7! 4/6%-.! 1&7+32+!+)*6%.)+!/.!:*'.)*4!1&%./4%.'!'-%!+35.3,32'.)87! 3.,8*%.2%6!97!)&%!2/44/.18'2%!I'.6! 3.)*3)3(%J! ./)3/.! /,! 1'-)328%+! '+! 8/2'83>%6! 3.! +1'2%<! ! P.! 28'++32'8! 1&7+32+=! '+! 3.!2/88/:*3'8! *+'5%=! )&%! 0/-6! 1'-)328%! 5%.%-'887! 2/../)%+! +/4%! +4'88! /9Y%2)=! +/! 3)!+&/*86!./)!9%!+*-1-3+3.5!)&')!+)*6%.)+!0&/!&'(%! 8%'-.%6!'9/*)!1'-)328%+!1-34'-387!03)&3.! )&%! 2/.)%?)! /,! 28'++32'8! 1&7+32+! +&/*86! 1%-+3+)! 3.! )&3.N3.5! /,! )&%4! '+!432-/+2/132!'.'8/5+!)/!4'2-/+2/132!/9Y%2)+!0&%.!8%'-.3.5!'9/*)!:*'.)*4!1&7+32+<!!A&3+! 0/*86! 9%! '.! %?'418%! /,! 1$#&&%1#$7 #''!%4;'"7 %/5"!%'#/1"=! 3.! )&%! +%.+%! )&')!+)*6%.)+!4'7!%?18323)87!'))-39*)%!)/!:*'.)*4!1'-)328%+!#$$!/,!)&%3-!28'++32'8!'.'8/5+=!3.28*63.5!'!8/2'83>%6!1/+3)3/.!I+)*6%.)!2/6%+!'-%!'+!53(%.!9%8/0!3.!A'98%!X<PPPJQ!! eP! 5*%++! '.! %8%2)-/.! &'+! )/! C'80'7+! 9%! ')D( '! 6%,3.3)%! 1/3.)<! P)! 3+! '! 1'-)328%=!0%[(%!,/*.6!3)!&'+!4'++!'.6!3)!&'+!)&%+%!3.)-3.+32!:*'83)3%+=!83N%!)&%!2&'-5%!3)!&'+=! +/! 3)! 0388! &'(%! '! 6%,3.3)%! 1/+3)3/.=! 9*)! 6*%! )/! *.2%-)'3.)7! 3)! 0388! 9%! '!1/+3)3/.!)&')!3+!*.N./0.<f!CBAGba`A!g^FD!! A&3+! +)')%4%.)! -%(%'8+! ./)! /.87! /.%! +)*6%.)[+! 9%83%,! 3.! 8/2'83>%6! 4'++3(%!1'-)328%+=! 3)! '8+/! +*55%+)+! '! +)'.2%! /.! )&%! *.2%-)'3.)7! '++/23')%6!03)&! '! 1'-)328%[+!1/+3)3/.Q!3)+!/9Y%2)3(%87!-%'8!('8*%!0388!9%!*.N./0.!*.)38!-%(%'8%6!97!4%'+*-%4%.)<!!
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TABLE 4.III. Summary of individual student interview responses with respect to three 
interpretive themes (as described in Section III), grouped by overall perspective.  The 
label F;#/';< (Q) is used as shorthand for '!)#''"!*+#," perspective. 
STUDENT 
PERSPECTIVE CODE 
HIDDEN 
VARIABLES? 
INFO OR 
MATTER WAVE? 
COLLAPSING WAVE 
FUNCTION? 
R1 YES INFO KNOWLEDGE 
R2 YES INFO KNOWLEDGE ("#$%&'!
R3 YES INFO KNOWLEDGE 
QR1 NO/YES MATTER/INFO PHYSICAL 
QR2 NO/YES MATTER/INFO KNOWLEDGE 
QR3 NO/YES MATTER/INFO KNOWLEDGE 
@2$%'7
F;#/';<]7
("#$%&'7 QR4 NO/YES MATTER/INFO AGNOSTIC 
P1 YES MATTER KNOWLEDGE 
P2 YES/ AGNOSTIC 
MATTER/ 
AGNOSTIC 
KNOWLEDGE/ 
AGNOSTIC A%$0'*+#,"!
P3 YES MATTER KNOWLEDGE 
Q1 NO MATTER KNOWLEDGE 
Q2 NO MATTER PHYSICAL/AGNOSTIC 
Q3 NO MATTER PHYSICAL 
Q4 NO MATTER PHYSICAL 
F;#/';<7
G)#''"!*+#,"H!
Q5 NO MATTER PHYSICAL/AGNOSTIC 
F;#/';<]7
-./0&'%1! QA1 NO/ AGNOSTIC MATTER/ AGNOSTIC PHYSICAL/ AGNOSTIC 
C1 NO INFO PHYSICAL 
C2 NO INFO/AGNOSTIC PHYSICAL/AGNOSTIC 802"/5#."/7
C3 NO/ AGNOSTIC INFO AGNOSTIC !!!!!
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“The tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao.  The name that can be named is not the 
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$#'%( 5( :( !;+99.,+;( +/>( @*4.A!;+99.,+;( $-B9.,9( CD**E9( FA)G( H*,326*9( FAFIJK!?/*.+-38*'+/!*+!*)%!8+3.(%!,/-!*)%!6)'1+(+6)<!:%)'/-!'*(!(*.38*3.%D!!c%7'%&!.%1%7,/*!9,*)%9,*'8(!@8+961%M!%M6+/%/*',1(=!-'00%.%/*',1!%23,*'+/(=!&,7%!%23,*'+/(BC!.%7'%&!81,(('8,1! %1%8*.'8'*<! ,/-! 9,;/%*'(9=! V,M&%11Z(! %23,*'+/(! ,/-! )+&! *)%<! 1%,-! *+! ,!&,7%!-%(8.'6*'+/!+0!1';)*D!Ng%8*3.%(!JA#P!5+7%.!6.+6%.*'%(!+0!&,7%(!@(36%.6+('*'+/=!'/*%.0%.%/8%BC! ,--.%((! *)%! &,7%! 6.+6%.*'%(! +0! 1';)*! *).+3;)! i+3/;Z(! -+3:1%A(1'*!%M6%.'9%/*! ,/-!V'8)%1(+/! '/*%.0%.+9%*%.(D! ! ?/*.+-38%!6+1,.'S,*'+/! ,/-!6+1,.'S'/;!0'1*%.(! '/! ,/*'8'6,*'+/! +0! 03*3.%! *+6'8(! 8+/8%./'/;! 6)+*+/! -%*%8*'+/D! Ng%8*3.%! RP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Students were asked to make a contribution to the discussion board each week of the 
latter half of the course as part of their homework assignment, but no efforts were made 
to verify their participation, and students were free to put as little or as much effort as 
they liked into their postings. 
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2 Much of the lecture and homework material on magnetic moments and repeated spin 
measurements was inspired by D. F. Styer. [18] 
3 The “Local Reality Machine” argument is due to N. D. Mermin. [17] 
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$#'%(555(:(#77;.,+3.8/9(8L(12+/324(P*,-+/.,9(CD**E9(QAF)G(H*,326*9(I)AOOJK!V+*'7,*%! *)%! T8).j-'/;%.! %23,*'+/! *).+3;)! ,/,1+;'%(!&'*)! %1%8*.+9,;/%*'8!&,7%(!,/-! (+17%! 0+.! 0.%%! 6,.*'81%(! '/! *%.9(! +0! 61,/%! &,7%(D! Ng%8*3.%(! H[AH\P! ?/*.+-38%!(23,.%!&%11!6+*%/*',1(!@'/0'/'*%!,/-!0'/'*%B!,/-!3(%!*)%9!*+!9+-%1!%1%8*.+/(!'/!&'.%(D!Ng%8*3.%(!H]AHaP!G.,9%!-'(83(('+/(!+0!23,/*39!*3//%1'/;!,(!,!8+/(%23%/8%!+0!*)%!&,7%!:%),7'+.!+0!9,**%.=! *)%/!,661<! *3//%1'/;! *+!(8,//'/;! *3//%1'/;!9'8.+(8+6%(=!,/-!,!-%(8.'6*'+/!+0!,16),A-%8,<D!Ng%8*3.%(!H"A#JP!!O661<!*)%!T8).j-'/;%.!%23,*'+/!*+! ,/! %1%8*.+/! '/! ,! #AQ! 5+31+9:! 6+*%/*',1! ,/-! -%7%1+6! *)%! T8).j-'/;%.!9+-%1! +0!)<-.+;%/D! ! k%/%.,1'S%! *+! 931*'A%1%8*.+/! ,*+9(! ,/-! ,88+3/*! 0+.! *)%! 6%.'+-'8'*<! +0!%1%9%/*(D! Ng%8*3.%(! #HA#[P! ! c%7'%&! 0+.! *)%! *)'.-! %M,9D! Ng%8*3.%! #\P! YM61,'/!9+1%831,.!:+/-'/;!,/-!8+/-38*'+/!:,/-'/;!'/!*%.9(!+0!*)%!(36%.6+('*'+/!+0!,*+9'8!6+*%/*',1(! ,/-! %1%8*.+/!&,7%! 03/8*'+/(D! Ng%8*3.%(! #]A#"P! O661<! *)%(%! 8+/8%6*(! *+!*)%! *)%+.<! +0! *.,/('(*+.(! ,/-! -'+-%(D! Ng%8*3.%! RIP! ! G'/'()! &'*)! ,! 0+.,<! '/*+!.,-'+,8*'7'*<=! /381%,.! %/%.;<=! ,/-!/381%,.!&%,6+/(! @,*! (*3-%/*! .%23%(*B! Ng%8*3.%(!RJARHP!c%7'%&!0+.!*)%!0'/,1!%M,9D!Ng%8*3.%(!R#ARRP!!
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
4 For example, an (unpublished) analysis by this author of pre-instruction QMCS scores 
from several modern physics courses showed them to be normally distributed about an 
average consistent with random guessing. !
! JII!
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`X5TC!NHJP!(*3-%/*!.%(6+/(%(!,.%!;'7%/!'/!E,:1%![D?B4!
(
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
 !O!*).+3;)!5!.%6.%(%/*!(+9%!6,**%./(!&)'8)!9';)*!:%!+:(%.7%-D!?0!<+3!*)'/F!/+/%!'(!,66.+6.',*%=!,/(&%.!QD!!$)'8)!6,**%./!&+31-!<+3!%M6%8*!*+!+:(%.7%!&)%/m!!
U?(V+.#;'*!)6,((!*).+3;)!*)%!-+3:1%!+6%/'/;>!!
W?(V*'*4"#$%!)6,((!*).+3;)!*)%!-+3:1%!(1'*>!!
! JIJ!
TABLE 5.I. Pre- and post-instruction student responses (in percent) to items 6 & 7 from 
the content survey used in the modern physics course from Fall 2010.  The standard error 
on the proportion for all cases was ~5% (Pre: N=110; Post: N=88). Students shift from 
expecting !/+/'.# behavior for marbles and electrons, to expecting 1/==*#*%"!behavior.  
PRE (N=110) A B C D 
Marbles 15% 60% 21% 5% 
Electrons 14% 51% 35% 1% 
POST (N=88) A B C D 
Marbles 9% 86% 2% 2% 
Electrons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h!@noA!HhB=!,/-!*)%!,7%.,;%!0+.! 6+(*A'/(*.38*'+/! '*%9(! 8+99+/! *+! :+*)! (3.7%<(! &,(! aIh! @noA! #hB=! 0+.! ,!/+.9,1'S%-! ;,'/! +0! ID\#D! ! NT%%! O66%/-'M! 5! 0+.! ,! 8+961%*%! 1'(*! +0! 6.%A! ,/-! 6+(*A'/(*.38*'+/! '*%9(! 0.+9! *)%! 8+/*%/*! (3.7%<=! &'*)! ,/! '*%9A:<A'*%9! (399,.<! +0!(*3-%/*!.%(6+/(%(DP!! O(! 6,.*! +0! *)%'.! 0'.(*! )+9%&+.F! ,((';/9%/*=! (*3-%/*(! &%.%! ,1(+! ,(F%-! *+!8+961%*%! *)%! (,9%! +/1'/%! ,**'*3-%(! (3.7%<! ,-9'/'(*%.%-! '/! +*)%.! 8+3.(%(D! ! $%!(399,.'S%!:%1+&!*)%!-'(*.':3*'+/!+0!6.%A'/(*.38*'+/!(*3-%/*!.%(6+/(%(!@'/!*%.9(!+0!,;.%%o/%3*.,1o-'(,;.%%B! 0+.! *)%! %/*'.%! 81,((=! ,1+/;!&'*)! *)%! 0311! .%(6+/(%(! +0! 0+3.!(%1%8*!(*3-%/*(D! !E)%(%!0+3.!(*3-%/*(!@-%/+*%-!,(!O=!U=!5!p!QB!&%.%!/+*!(%1%8*%-!'/!+.-%.! *+! :%! .%6.%(%/*,*'7%! +0! ,/<! +/%! ;.+36! +0! (*3-%/*(C! *)%'.! .%(6+/(%(! '/(*%,-!(%.7%!*+!-%9+/(*.,*%!*<6'8,1!6.%o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
(
! JIH!
F?! ?*! '(!6+((':1%! 0+.!6)<('8'(*(! *+!8,.%0311<!6%.0+.9!*)%!(,9%!9%,(3.%9%/*!,/-!;%*!*&+!7%.<!-'00%.%/*!.%(31*(!*),*!,.%!:+*)!8+..%8*D!!
PRE Agree Neutral Disagree 
Class (N=94) 0.65 0.13 0.22 
 
Student A: 
 
(Agree) I feel that no matter how much technology advances or how 
much we learn, we can never fully understand how the world works and 
in many cases, we use outcomes of experiments to look at phenomena 
in different ways that may or may not be entirely correct in the real 
world. For instance, looking at the behavior of light as both a particle 
and wave. So, yes, I believe that an experiment came be conducted 
twice with different outcomes. 
 
Student B: 
 
(Agree) I don't know of any examples, but the fact that quantum 
physics has some things that seem counter-intuitive and contradict 
classical physics, it seems that this could be a possibility. 
 
Student C: 
 
 
(Strongly Agree) What the two physicists are measuring could be 
highly unstable and sensitive to multiple external stimulus. 
Student D: (Strongly Agree) It is possible for identical measurements to produce 
different results if that which is being measured can exist in more than 
one state at the same time. Thus, one would not know whether the 
subject of the measurement is the object in one state or the other. 
Interpreting this question differently, one could comment on the fact 
that the very act of measuring itself introduces new elements into a 
system, and thus actually changes the outcome of the measurement. ! ^7%.,11! 81,((! .%(6+/(%(! ,.%! 8+/('(*%/*! &'*)! 6.'+.! .%(31*(=! &'*)! ,! (*.+/;!9,L+.'*<! +0! (*3-%/*(! ,;.%%'/;! &'*)! *)'(! (*,*%9%/*=! *)+3;)! '*! ()+31-! :%! 8,3*'+/%-!*),*! (*3-%/*(! 7,.<! ;.%,*1<! '/! *)%! .%,(+/'/;! :%)'/-! *)%'.! .%(6+/(%(=! ,(! (%%/! '/!5),6*%.! HD! ! T*3-%/*(! O=! U! p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b!,/!,**'*3-%!8+99+/1<!(%%/!'/!6.%A'/(*.38*'+/!.%(6+/(%(D!!!!!!!!!
! JI#!
I?! E)%! 6.+:,:'1'(*'8! /,*3.%! +0! 23,/*39! 9%8),/'8(! '(! 9+(*1<! -3%! *+! 6)<('8,1!1'9'*,*'+/(!+0!+3.!9%,(3.%9%/*!'/(*.39%/*(D!!
PRE Agree Neutral Disagree 
Class (N=94) 0.46 0.32 0.22 
 
Student A: 
 
(Neutral) I really don't know enough about quantum theory to make a 
guess on that. However, even our most basic assumptions about the 
world have sometimes proven to be incorrect and quantum seems to 
involve so much theory that we can never really be sure if it actually 
functions the way physicists think it does or if we are coming up with 
theories that just fit what we find without even seeing the entire 
picture. 
 
Student B: 
 
(Strongly Agree) I believe that in the future, we would be able to 
make more accurate and exact assertions due to technological 
advances and would not need to rely on probability.  
 
Student C: 
 
(Neutral) I don't know what quantum mechanics is yet. 
 
Student D: 
 
(Strongly Disagree) The probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics is 
a fundamental property of the system. For example: it is impossible to 
define (not just measure) the position and momentum of an electron at 
the same instant in time (Heisenberg's uncertainty principle). Thus, the 
uncertainty exists outside of the instruments used to try to measure 
those properties. (I would really, really like to learn the math behind 
these statements!) ! c%(6+/(%(! )%.%! &%.%! 9+.%! 7,.'%-! *),/! &'*)! *)%! 0'.(*! (*,*%9%/*=! *)+3;)!,;.%%9%/*!,9+/;(*!*)%!81,((!'(!9+-%.,*%1<!0,7+.%-C!*)%!'/-'7'-3,1!.%(6+/(%(!.,/;%!0.+9! (*.+/;! ,;.%%9%/*! *+! (*.+/;! -'(,;.%%9%/*D! ! E)%! *&+! /%3*.,1! .%(6+/(%(! 0.+9!T*3-%/*(! O!p! 5! '/-'8,*%! ,! ('9'1,.! *%/*,*'7%/%((! -3%! *+! ,! 1,8F! +0! F/+&1%-;%! ,:+3*!23,/*39! 9%8),/'8(C! T*3-%/*(! O! p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
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
! JIR!
N?!$)%/! /+*! :%'/;! +:(%.7%-=! ,/! %1%8*.+/! '/! ,/! ,*+9! (*'11! %M'(*(! ,*! ,! -%0'/'*%! @:3*!3/F/+&/B!6+('*'+/!,*!%,8)!9+9%/*!'/!*'9%D!!
PRE Agree Neutral Disagree 
Class (N=94) 0.72 0.09 0.19 
 
Student A: 
 
(Strongly Agree) An electron is a fundamental piece of an atom, 
though it moves extremely fast, so at any point in time, yes it does 
occupy a position being that it is matter. 
 
Student B: 
 
(Strongly Agree) An electron is a particle, and every particle has a 
definite position at each moment in time.  
 
Student C: 
 
(Agree) Because I have been told this since 9th grade. 
 
Student D: 
 
(Agree) An electron occupies a single definite position at any given 
point in time. It is only our measurement (and thus knowledge) of that 
position at any given point in time that is subject to the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle, where either the position or the momentum of 
the electron may be measured to a high level of precision, but not 
both. ! O(! %M6%8*%-=! ,! (*.+/;!9,L+.'*<! +0! '/8+9'/;! (*3-%/*(! 8)+(%! *+! .%(6+/-! '/! ,!9,//%.!*),*!&+31-!:%!8+/('(*%/*!&'*)!.%,1'(*!%M6%8*,*'+/(C!,11!0+3.!+0!+3.!'/-'7'-3,1!(*3-%/*(!&%.%!'/!,;.%%9%/*!*),*!,*+9'8!%1%8*.+/(!()+31-!%M'(*!,(!1+8,1'S%-!6,.*'81%(D!!E)%! .%,(+/'/;! '/7+F%-! :<! T*3-%/*(! O! p! U! '(! 8+/('(*%/*! &'*)! +3.! )<6+*)%('(! +0!
4'.!!/4.') .""#/;:"*) /%-*#/".%4*! b! %1%8*.+/(=! ,(! ,! 0+.9! +0! 9,**%.=! ),7%! *)%! (,9%!6.+6%.*'%(! ,(! 9,8.+(8+6'8! 6,.*'81%(=! '/813-'/;! ,! 1+8,1'S%-! 6+('*'+/! ,*! ,11! *'9%(C!T*3-%/*! O! 03.*)%.! '961'%(! *),*! *)%! 3/8%.*,'/*<! '/! ,/! %1%8*.+/Z(! 6+('*'+/! 8,/! :%!,**.':3*%-! *+! '*(! (&'0*=! 8),+*'8! 9+*'+/! ,:+3*! *)%! /381%3(! b! ('9'1,.! *+! *)%! )'--%/A7,.',:1%! (*<1%! .%,(+/'/;! +0! T*3-%/*! 5! '/! .%(6+/(%! *+! *)%! 0'.(*! (3.7%<! '*%9D! ! l%.%=!T*3-%/*!5!9,F%(!,/!,66%,1!*+!,3*)+.'*<4!*)%!'-%,!+0!1+8,1'S%-!%1%8*.+/(!8+/0+.9(!*+!&),*! )%! ),(! :%%/! *+1-! '/! (8)++1! ('/8%! @6.%(39,:1<B! 0'.(*! 1%,./'/;! ,:+3*! *)%!(*.38*3.%!+0!,*+9(D! !V+(*!'/*%.%(*'/;1<=!T*3-%/*!Q!'(!%M61'8'*! '/!,((%.*'/;!*)%!.%,1'(*!:%1'%0! *),*! %1%8*.+/(! ,1&,<(! %M'(*! ,(! 1+8,1'S%-! 6,.*'81%(C! )%! 81,'9(! '*! '(! +3.!('931*,/%+3(! 8%$A'*1&*! +0! '/8+96,*':1%! +:(%.7,:1%(! *),*! '(! 8+/(*.,'/%-! :<! *)%!3/8%.*,'/*<!6.'/8'61%D!!!!!!!!!!
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! JI[!
O?!?!*)'/F!23,/*39!9%8),/'8(!'(!,/!'/*%.%(*'/;!(3:L%8*D!
 
PRE Agree Neutral Disagree 
Class (N=94) 0.85 0.13 0.02 
 
Student A: 
 
(Strongly Agree) From the examples I have heard and some of the 
theory, I think quantum mechanic is very interesting. 
 
Student B: 
 
(Strongly Agree) I think that I'm going to learn that what I would 
think is correct is actually completely incorrect. Plus, it just sounds 
cool. 
 
Student C: 
 
(Neutral) I don't know yet. 
 
Student D: 
 
(Strongly Agree) Quantum mechanics fascinates me precisely 
because it is so counterintuitive. I want to challenge my perception of 
the world, and there are few better ways to do that than QM. It is also 
interesting to me because I am much more used to physics on very 
large, indeed cosmic scales. It is especially interesting to see how the 
world of the unimaginably tiny and the world of the unimaginably large 
interact... !
(
(
)?! ?! ),7%! )%,.-! ,:+3*! 23,/*39!9%8),/'8(! *).+3;)! 6+631,.! 7%/3%(! @:++F(=! 0'19(=!&%:('*%(=!%*8DDDB!!
PRE Agree Neutral Disagree 
Class (N=94) 0.61 0.19 0.20 
 
Student A: 
 
(Strongly Agree) [BLANK] 
 
Student B: 
 
(Strongly Disagree) I'm completely out of the "physics loop" and 
hope to get more into it in this class! 
 
Student C: 
 
 
(Agree) I read part of the book In Search Of Schrodinger's Cat by 
John Gribbin 
 
Student D: 
 
(Agree) In high school, I got a taster of quantum mechanics through 
generalized physics books, but nothing more in depth. Beyond that, my 
knowledge of quantum mechanics is limited, and comes primarily from 
several online lectures by MIT (through itunes U) and several from the 
University of Madras (posted on youtube). !!!!
! JI\!
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! JI]!
 
 
L20.S01. Students are reminded that the double-slit experiment can be performed with 
single photons, which are detected individually.  Wave intensity is associated with the 
probability for detection, which is greater in locations where there is constructive 
interference. 
 
 
 
 
 
L20.S02. Dirac offered his interpretation of these kinds of experiments long before they 
could be realized: each photon must pass through both slits as a delocalized wave and 
interfere with itself; interference with other photons does not occur. 
! JIa!
 
 
L20.S03. A “single-photon source” was employed by Aspect in 1986 to explore the 
wave-particle duality of photons. The two-step excitation process greatly reduces the 
intensity of the source, where the goal is to detect only specific photons: ones emitted in a 
two-step, back-to-back de-excitation process. 
 
 
 
 
 
L20.S04. Detection of the first photon (!1) in PM1 signals the counters to await the 
detection of the second photon (!2).  The gate is open for a time equal to twice the 
lifetime of the intermediate state, making it highly probable that a second photon was 
emitted during that time period. 
! JI"!
 
 
L20.S06. With a little discussion, students quickly converged on (A).  The greatest 
student confusion arose from the schematic nature of the diagram, which implies there is 
open space between BS1 and the two photomultipliers, which might allow for a photon 
reflected at BS1 to reach PMB.  This question helps check that students understand the 
purpose of each element of the experimental setup (beamsplitter, mirror, detector, 
counter). 
 
 
 
L20.S08. Following the previous concept test and subsequent discussion, it should now 
be clear there is only one path by which a photon might reach PMA: it must have traveled 
along Path A, by reflection at BS1, and reflection again at MA. 
! JJI!
 
 
L20.S09. The same is true for a detection in PMB: the photon can only have traveled via 
Path B, by transmission at BS1, and reflection at MB. 
 
 
 
 
 
L20.S10. It is still possible to record a detection in both photomultipliers during the short 
time the gate is open – when this happens, the coincidence counter (NC) is triggered.  
How often this happens has implications for how we interpret the behavior of photons. 
 
 
! JJJ!
 
 
L20.S11. We first require some kind of statistical measure of how often the two 
photomultipliers are firing together versus firing separately.  This can be defined in terms 
of a ratio of the counting rates per unit time for each of the three counters, or 
equivalently, in terms of the probability for each of the counters to be triggered during the 
short time the gate is open. 
 
 
 
L20.S12. If the detectors were to fire together more often than not (implying that the 
photon energy is coherently split at BS1 and deposited equally in both detectors – wave 
behavior), then " should be # 1.  It will be less than one if the detectors tend to fire 
independently (implying each detection corresponds to a single photon following a single 
path – particle behavior). 
! JJH!
 
 
L20.S13. At all intensities (but particularly at low counting rates), the two 
photomultipliers fire independently more often than not.  Since only a single path leads to 
either of the two detectors, we interpret these results as indicating that each photon is 
either reflected or transmitted at BS1, but not both. 
 
 
 
 
 
L20.S14. The experiment is run again as before, except that now a second beam splitter 
(BS2) is inserted into the path.  It is impossible to determine which-path information 
through a detection in either one of the photomultipliers. 
! JJ#!
 
 
L20.S15. With the second beam splitter in place, there are now multiple paths a photon 
could take to be detected in a given photomultiplier.  Students were quick to converge on 
(C) as the correct answer, with less discussion than was required for the first concept test. 
 
 
 
 
 
L20.S16. Detection in either of the photomultipliers yields no information about which 
path a photon must have taken to get there.  With multiple possible paths, interference 
effects are expected, though not of a kind previously encountered by students.  In this 
case, interference is observed by comparing the counting rates in the two detectors. 
! JJR!
 
 
L20.S17. According to quantum mechanics, the counting rates in the two detectors are 
oppositely modulated according to the difference in path lengths between A & B.  
Photons that had only taken Path A should not be affected by any changes made to Path 
B, yet their behavior at BS2 is determined entirely by the relative lengths of both paths. 
 
 
 
L20.S18. An explicit connection is made between the interpretation of a photon’s 
behavior at BS1 and the which-path information available to the experimenter.  There 
was no favored response to this moderately rhetorical clicker question, which was meant 
more to get students thinking and talking about the validity of our interpretations, and to 
prime them for the delayed-choice experiment. 
! JJ[!
 
 
L20.S19. The question is now whether we can make a change in the experimental 
apparatus after the photon has encountered the first beam splitter; in such a way that we 
go from conducting Exp. 1 to Exp. 2 (or vice-versa) after the photon has already 
“decided” how to behave when it encounters BS1. 
 
 
 
 
L20.S20. While structurally similar to the first experiment, this one utilizes a laser tuned 
to such low intensity that there is, on average, only one photon per pulse. 
 
 
! JJ\!
 
 
L20.S21. When a voltage is applied to the Pockels cell it rotates the plane of polarization 
of a photon such that it is always reflected by the Glans prism into PMA.  This voltage 
can be turned on and off with a frequency that is sufficient for the time resolution of this 
experiment. 
 
 
 
 
L20.S22. Two 10-meter lengths of fiber optic cable introduce a transit delay time of 
about 30 nanoseconds after the photon has encountered the first beam splitter. 
 
 
! JJ]!
 
 
 
L20.S22. With a voltage applied to the Pockels cell (PC-A), any photon reflected at BS1 
will be detected in PMA with 100% probability. 
 
 
 
 
L20.S24. With a voltage applied to the Pockels cell, any photon transmitted at BS1 will 
have an equal likelihood of being detected in either PM1 or PM2. 
 
 
 
! JJa!
 
 
L20.S25. With no voltage applied to the Pockels cell, both Path A and Path B are open to 
the photon.  Since self-interference is possible in this case, we may fix the mirrors so that 
every photon is detected only in PM1 when no voltage is applied. 
 
 
 
 
L20.S26. This may form the basis of a quantum epistemological tool for students.  With 
only one path possible, no interference effects should be seen (photons behave like 
particles); two (or more) paths means interference should be visible (photons behave like 
waves). 
 
! JJ"!
 
 
 
L20.S27. When the experiment is run, interference is seen whenever two paths were open 
to the photon, and absent when only one path was open, regardless of which was the case 
at the time the photon encountered the first beam splitter. 
 
 
 
 
L20.S28. Dirac’s interpretation suggests the photon is coherently split into a 
superposition state at the first beam splitter in all three experiments, and then collapses to 
a point when (randomly) interacting with a detector. 
 
! JHI!
 
 
 
L20.S29. It is hoped that, by this point, students will not just accept, but conclude for 
themselves that photons never exhibit both types of behaviors simultaneously. 
 
(
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! JHJ!
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Student A: 
 
To me, realism can be described as the idea that things happen 
whether someone is there to witness it. For example, if a tree falls in 
the middle of the woods and there is nothing around to hear it, does it 
still make a sound?  Locality represents an intuition that objects around 
us can only be directly influenced by other objects in its immediate 
surrounding.  Completeness is a description of the world that is 
represented by the smallest physical attributes such as particles, 
electrons, waves, atoms, etc. Completeness describes the complete 
world as one.  A great example of hidden variables is the example 
referred to in class about 2 socks being put into different boxes, mixed 
up and sent to opposite sides of the universe.  Once you discover the 
color of one sock, you know the color of the other one... entanglement.  
These socks are hidden variables until one sock’s color is discovered. 
 
Student B: 
 
Realism is a property in which every measurable quantity exists. In 
other words, everything is definite, and there is no superposition. The 
only thing that keeps us from knowing what all the quantities are is our 
ignorance.  Completeness refers to a theory that can describe 
everything without leaving anything unknown. By this definition, 
quantum physics is not complete because when we measure a certain 
quantity such as the projection of the atom in the Z direction, then we 
can’t know its projection in the X direction. 
 
Locality is the concept of being able to relate all actions to actions that 
occurred before them. For example, locality can describe a car accident 
– all the events that lead up to the car accident are clear and relate to 
one another. Bohr’s interpretation of entanglement is not local, because 
we have no way of explaining how the observation of one atom 
collapses the wave such that the other atom (which would be miles 
apart) instantaneously is affected. 
 
Student C: 
 
 
Locality: Locality of the two particles that are being separated and 
measured means that in some way the particles are linked to each 
other. These two linked particles are then able to influence each other 
with out traveling faster than the speed of light. 
 
Realism: Realism suggests that no quantum superposition exists. If I 
see a red sock in the classic two socks in box experiment, the sock was 
red all along and the other sock was blue all along. 
 
Completeness: If the sum total parts of any experiment is known, the 
outcome can be predicted. There is completeness to an experiment that 
can always be predicted. Quantum mechanics suggests otherwise. 
 
Hidden Variables: A hidden variable could influence the outcome of an 
experiment and explain the non-locality of entangled particles. A 
tachyon is an example of a hidden variable, it is something that can 
travel faster than the speed of light. 
! JHH!
Student D: Realism states that a quantity in a measured system has an objectively 
real value, even if it isn’t known. For example, under a realist 
interpretation, an atom always has a particular spin, we are simply 
unable to know that spin before we measure it (it is “hidden”). Locality 
is the concept that there must always be a causative chain in the real 
world linking two events, in other words, that one object may only 
effect another by causing a change in its local surroundings that may 
eventually propagate to cause a change in the second object through 
its local surroundings. Entanglement appears to violate this principle by 
allowing two particles to influence the state of each other regardless of 
their physical separation or the material in-between them. For a 
physical theory to be “Complete” according to the guidelines set by 
EPR, it must be able to explain the nature and behavior of everything in 
physical reality. In this sense, quantum mechanics is not complete; if 
locality is not to be violated quantum mechanics cannot explain all of 
the physical properties of a system at the most basic level. 
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FIG. 5.1. Total number of postings made by students by the end of the Fall 2010 
semester.  Well over 3/4 of the enrolled students made at least four contributions to the 
discussion board over the course of the semester. 
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Subject: Delayed-Choice Experiments   
Date: October 12, 2010 10:53 PM 
 
[…] It seems that what's important for the argument is what's going on at the first beamsplitter.  I think 
Dirac is saying that we can think of each photon always taking both paths and then the collapse of the 
wavefunction forces the photon to suddenly go from being in both paths to being in just one? 
Date: October 17, 2010 7:46 PM 
 
I got the same message from Dirac's statement that "each photon interferes only with itself" and that the 
photon is wavelike until observed as a particle. Or innocent until proven guilty if you will ;) 
 
Still, riddle me this, how can a propagating wave suddenly switch to particle like behavior? 
 
And the weirdness of quantum mechanics persists. 
Date: October 19, 2010 3:34 AM 
 
That has been tough to grasp for me as well, how do we understand that there is some mechanism for 
the wave to switch to particle behavior? 
 
We have only the wave equation collapse and probability which seem like the algorithms we 
discarded earlier in the semester for the "farmer and the seed". I know there isn't an answer yet of the 
process its what me have to accept for now since the math coincides with experimentation so 
perfectly. (My observations thus far) 
Date: October 19, 2010 9:56 AM 
 
I've been thinking about the nature of photons and the like, and I've decided that "behaving like a 
particle/wave" doesn't say anything about what the photon actually is. These comparisons just give us 
something to relate them to, at certain times. Photons are in a category all their own, and behave like 
nothing we know classically. 
Date: November 3, 2010 12:39 AM 
 
Like so much in our world: words can never suffice. 
 
It's just so very perturbing to me: the idea a wave acts like a wave when we want it to and vice 
versa with the particle. Why is the measurement so important? Have particles such as photons 
always acted this way even when we were ignorant of things not just at the quantum level, but at 
simply the cellular level? I sometimes wonder if the world behaves in a quantum manner just 
because we are observing it behave in a quantum manner, like the whole of existence is just a 
hypothetical wave in someone's photon experiment and there's a whole other particle-side out 
there which we don't know about. Is it just a question of making an effort to find it? 
Date: November 9, 2010 7:14 PM 
 
I wholeheartedly agree. Light quanta is a concept used to explain certain phenomena we perceive 
in certain experiments, not the absolute truth. What the photon actually is can only be described in 
partially complete terms "wave or particle" that end up confusing the people. 
 
But light behaves in a so called "classical" manner, does it not? You perceive light all the time. As 
you are reading this light is stimulating nerves in your eyes. You know the effects of light well. 
So, do photons truly behave like nothing we know classically? 
 
 
 
 Date: November 15, 2010 9:49 PM 
 
We've discussed plenty of times that objects that were previously believed to have only 
"classical" properties behave in a quantum manner. Bucky balls for instance are quite "large" 
especially compared to an electron or photon and in general I would say that we would think of 
the Bucky ball behaving "classically." That said, we've seen interference patterns from them 
which is strictly a quantum behavior. What is your justification for light behaving 
"classically"? Remember that your retina is a measurement device and will destructively alter 
the quantum state of a photon. 
(
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Student A: Student One interprets this sequence of screen shots classically, he 
obviously is thinking of this problem not quantum mechanically because 
if he did he would think the electron is going through both slits at the 
same time although he is thinking of this in terms of the Bohr model a 
bit.  I think this is because he knows that we don’t know the true 
position of the electron which means he is also thinking of it in terms of 
the uncertainty principle too.  He thinks classically because he thinks it 
can’t go through 2 slits at the same time. 
 
Student B: 
 
Student One believes that the electron is indeed just a particle the 
whole time, but is moving around so fast in a random way that we can’t 
detect it.  He does not believe in wave-particle duality of electrons.  He 
does believe that there are hidden variables (i.e., position).  He also 
does not believe that there is a superposition.  Overall, he has a realist 
point of view that the electron has a specific path but we just don’t 
know it. 
 
Student C: 
 
 
Student 1 is taking a somewhat realist perspective.  They are assuming 
the electron traveled through one slit or the other.  They claim the 
reality of the situation is the particle-like electron existed in a cloud of 
probability, and passes through one slit or the other as the cloud 
moved through the double slits.  This explanation does not mention the 
probability density predicted by the wave equation. 
 
Student D: 
 
Student 1’s statement is consistent with that of someone who holds 
realism to be true.  He/she assumes that: 1) The electron was always a 
particle with a fixed position in space and time; and 2) The only reason 
that the probability field is so large is because we are unable to 
determine its position (a “hidden variable”) prior to it striking the 
screen.  Thus, he believes that the properties of the electron are always 
the same, but we (the observer) are only able to observe those 
properties under a given set of circumstances (when the particle hits 
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Student A: For Student 1, I agree that the prob. density is large because we don’t 
know position of the electron – we never do.  I disagree that this can’t 
be represented quantum mechanically.  From experiments in the past it 
is proven that we get fringes (pattern). 
 
For Student 2, I disagree that the electron is the blob because in the 
brighter part of the blob there is a higher probability that an electron 
will be detected than in the dimmer part.  Although I agree the electron 
acts as a wave, I disagree that a single electron can be described as a 
wave packet. 
 
The third student isn’t saying the first 2 are wrong.  All he is saying is 
that the interference patterns are a result of probability not classical 
physics and that both are right.  We don’t know how we get the results 
we do so we work with probabilities. 
 
Student B: 
 
Since Student One believes that the electron was traveling within the 
blob and went through only one slit, he believes that electrons act as 
particles.  This would mean that he would never observe interference.  
This is not true though because the experiment shows that over a long 
time, interference is observed. (Even the nickel atoms in a crystal 
lattice experiment shows this too.)  Since Student 2 believes that the 
electron acts as a wave packet, he suggests that we have a small 
uncertainty in its position (and large uncertainty in its momentum).  
However, if we had a small uncertainty in its position, then we could 
later predict where it would show up on the screen.  The double-slit 
experiment shows this.  In other words, the blob doesn’t represent the 
electron, but rather the probability density of the electron to be 
detected.  Experiments show that we don’t really know what the 
electron is doing before we detect it.  Student 3 is indeed disagreeing 
with Students 1 & 2 by saying that Students 1 & 2 can’t make some of 
their claims, as we really just can’t tell what the electron is doing 
between being emitted from the gun and being detected on the screen.  
He might not be stating that Students 1 & 2 are necessarily wrong, but 
he says that quantum mechanics can’t conclude their conclusions.  A 
practicing physicist would most likely agree with Student 3 because it is 
consistent with the Aspect experiment for photons. 
 
Student C: 
 
 
Student 2 describes the electron as a wave packet.  When a double slit 
experiment is performed, the interference pattern that is observed 
corresponds to a probability density that can be described by a wave-
packet equation.  A packet of waves would interfere with itself, creating 
a probability of the electron to pass through both slits.  Also, which slit 
the electron went through cannot be measured without altering the 
uncertainty in the momentum. 
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Student D: Rationale/Evidence for Student 1 (aka EPR): 
Realism argument: all objects must have definite properties within the 
system regardless of observation.  Location is real but hidden variable.  
Makes intuitive sense. 
 
Against Student 1: 
Idea of definite quantities for all states (Local Realism) does not hold to 
experiment.  Probabilistic provides correct explanation, deterministic 
does not.  Single-photon interference experiments. 
 
Rationale/Evidence for Student 2 (aka Bohr): 
Electron is a wave function that collapses to a determinate state at 
plate.  Consistent with matter waves argument put forward by 
deBroglie.  Allows for interference with only one electron. 
 
Against Student 2: 
Fails when applied quantitatively; no mechanism for wave collapse yet 
developed. 
 
No, Student Three is simply stating the theory behind the 
interpretations put forth by the first two students.  In other words, he 
is limiting his assessment of the experiment to what can be predicted 
and explained through existing QM theory.  A practicing physicist would 
tend to agree with Student 3 because his description requires the least 
assumptions and adheres to what we know as opposed to what we 
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Student A: 
 
I think from what I have learned in this class that Student 3 is correct.  
Probability can show us patterns but we really don’t know what’s going 
on before.  It is reasonable to agree with both Student One who thinks 
classically and Student 2 who thinks quantum mechanically because 
that allows you to form your own ideas about what is going on but the 
truth is that we don’t know what’s going on between emission and the 
screen. 
 
Student B: 
 
I personally believe that the electron acts like a wave until we observe 
it.  This is Dirac’s interpretation.  Student 1 & Student 2 can’t both be 
right because that would suggest that the electron acts like a wave and 
particle at the same time, and there is experimental evidence that 
refutes this. 
 
Student C: 
 
 
Since electrons show both wave and particle like behavior, it would be 
reasonable to side with either Student 1 or 2.  Student 2 used a more 
wave-like interpretation, Student 1 used a more particle like 
interpretation. 
 
I personally visualize the situation as a flow of some fluid that travels 
through the two slits in waves.  It appears through all space as soon as 
the electron is fired.  The electron then rides this chaotic fluid toward 
the screen and strikes in a location that is somewhat determined by the 
interference patterns of the fluid.  Trying to measure this fluid flow 
collapses the waves created. 
 
Student D: 
 
I personally agree with Student 3.  I see no reason to jump to a 
conclusion regarding the electron’s behavior without a quantitative 
mechanism to explain its behavior between source and the plate.  We 
know from this experiment that an electron exhibits behavior consistent 
with that of a wave, but we do not know exactly why or how that is so.  
That being said, I find Student 2’s statement a more convenient way to 
think about the electron’s behavior. 
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! JH"!
/+!-%0'/'*'7%!,/(&%.D! !O*!*)'(!6+'/*=!&%!&+31-!8),.,8*%.'S%!T*3-%/*!O!,(!@&%$!"/4!b!)%!.%8+;/'S%(!*)%!'961'8,*'+/(!+0!8+96%*'/;!6%.(6%8*'7%(=!:3*!'(!3/&'11'/;!*+!*,F%!,!(*,/8%!+/!&)'8)!9';)*!:%(*!-%(8.':%!.%,1'*<D!T*3-%/*!U!-+%(!/+*!%M61'8'*1<!(,<!&)'8)!(*3-%/*!)%!,;.%%(!&'*)=!:3*!.%6+.*(!)'(!:%1'%0! '/!Q'.,8Z(!9,**%.A&,7%! '/*%.6.%*,*'+/D! !_+*'8%=!)+&%7%.=! *),*!)%!(,<(! *)%!%1%8*.+/! .4"!! 1'F%! ,! &,7%=! ,/-! /+*! *),*! ,/! %1%8*.+/! /!! ,! &,7%D! ! $'*)+3*! 03.*)%.!'/0+.9,*'+/!0.+9!T*3-%/*!U=!)'(!7'%&(!,*!*)'(!6+'/*!9';)*!:%!8+/('(*%/*!&'*)!%'*)%.!,!
E:.%":+! +.! ,!9$,*%-.&*%! 6%.(6%8*'7%=! ('/8%!)'(! (*,/8%!+/! *)%! .%,1'*<!+0! *)%!&,7%!03/8*'+/=!,/-!*)%!/,*3.%!+0!'*(!8+11,6(%=!'(!3/81%,.D!$%!9,<! %,('1<! 61,8%! T*3-%/*! 5!&'*)'/! *)%!</'$"CF.2*! 8,*%;+.<C! '/-%%-=! )'(!.%(6+/(%!(+3/-(!%%.'1<!('9'1,.!*+!T*3-%/*!X#!@0.+9!5),6*%.!RB!b!*)%!'/*%.0%.%/8%!+0!/+/1+8,1! 23,/*39!&,7%(! -%*%.9'/%(! *)%! *.,L%8*+.'%(! +0! 1+8,1'S%-!6,.*'81%(D! ! E)%(%!*&+!(*3-%/*(!,..'7%-!,*!*)%!(,9%!8+/813('+/(!'/-%6%/-%/*1<C!&%!9,-%!+/1<!83.(+.<!9%/*'+/! +0! U+)9Z(! '/*%.6.%*,*'+/! '/! +3.! 81,((=! ,/-! '*! &,(! /+*! -'(83((%-! ,*! ,11! '/!T*3-%/*! X#Z(! 81,((D! ! E)'(! (3;;%(*(! *),*! (38)! '-%,(!9,<! :%!9+.%! 6.%7,1%/*! ,9+/;!(*3-%/*(!*),/!'*!(%%9%-!,*!0'.(*!;1,/8%D!T*3-%/*!QZ(!(%/*'9%/*(!,.%!/+*!(+!-'00%.%/*! 0.+9!T*3-%/*!O!b! '*! '(/Z*!F/+&/!&)<! 23,/*,! :%),7%! ,(! *)%<! -+=! ,/-! (+! :%'/;! ,;/+(*'8! .%23'.%(! *)%! 0%&%(*!,((396*'+/(! @*)+3;)! )%! -+%(! 9%/*'+/! *),*! )%! 0'/-(! '*! 3(%031! *+! %961+<! ,! &,7%!-%(8.'6*'+/! '/! *)'(! ('*3,*'+/BD! ! ?*! (%%9(! .%,(+/,:1%! *+! 8),.,8*%.'S%! T*3-%/*! Q! ,(!(3:(8.':'/;!*+!,!9$,*%-.&*%B@&%$!"/4!6%.(6%8*'7%!,*!*)'(!(*,;%!+0!*)%!8+3.(%D!E)%! 81,((! ,(! ,! &)+1%! 6%.0+.9%-! &%11! +/! *)'(! %M,9! 23%(*'+/4! f][h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ah!+0!(*3-%/*(!8)+(%!*+!%M61'8'*1<!,;.%%!&'*)!T*3-%/*!^/%=!*)+3;)! +/1<! +/%! +0! *)%9! ,;.%%-! &'*)! *)'(! (*,*%9%/*! %M813('7%1<C! *)%! .%9,'/'/;!(*3-%/*(! &%.%! (61'*! :%*&%%/! ,;.%%'/;! &'*)! :+*)! +0! *)%! 0'.(*! *&+! (*,*%9%/*(=! +.!,;.%%'/;!&'*)!,11!*).%%D!!R\h!+0!(*3-%/*(!(,'-!*)%<!,;.%%!&'*)!T*3-%/*!E&+=!+.!&'*)!:+*)! +0! *)%! 1,(*! *&+! (*,*%9%/*(=! &)'1%! #\h! 6.%0%..%-! T*3-%/*! E).%%Z(! (*,*%9%/*!%M813('7%1<D!!
55?&?(#99*99./0(Z2308./0($*697*,3.=*9!! O(!6,.*!+0!*)%'.!0'/,1!)+9%&+.F!,((';/9%/*=!(*3-%/*(!&%.%!,(F%-!*+!.%(6+/-!*+! *)%!(,9%!6+(*A'/(*.38*'+/!,**'*3-%(!(3.7%<! *),*!),-!:%%/!,-9'/'(*%.%-! '/!+*)%.!8+3.(%(D! ! $%! .%6+.*! )%.%! *)%! 0'/,1! 81,((! &'-%! .%(6+/(%(! *+! %,8)! (3.7%<! '*%9=!L3M*,6+(%-!&'*)!)+&!*)%<!.%(6+/-%-!,*!*)%!:%;'//'/;!+0!*)%!(%9%(*%.D!!$%!('9'1,.1<!
! J#I!
+00%.!8+961%*%!.%(6+/(%(!0.+9!T*3-%/*(!O=!U!p!5D!!T*3-%/*!Q!-'-!/+*!.%(6+/-!*+!*)'(!0'/,1! (3.7%<=!:3*!&%!(),11!)%,.! 0.+9!)'9!,;,'/! '/!+3.!-'(83(('+/!+0! *)%! 0'/,1!%((,<!,((';/9%/*!:%1+&D!NT%8*'+/!??DGP!!
F?! ?*! '(!6+((':1%! 0+.!6)<('8'(*(! *+!8,.%0311<!6%.0+.9!*)%!(,9%!9%,(3.%9%/*!,/-!;%*!*&+!7%.<!-'00%.%/*!.%(31*(!*),*!,.%!:+*)!8+..%8*D!!
 Agree Neutral Disagree 
POST (N=90) 0.78 0.06 0.17 
PRE (N=94) 0.65 0.13 0.22 
 
Student A: 
 
(Disagree) Take the example of hidden variables.  If you put one red 
sock and one blue sock into identical boxes and both socks are identical 
beside their color, and you send them across the universe, then your 
technically performing the same measurement.  When you open one 
box you find out what color the sock is in that box and it can be either 
red or blue, two different results.  At the same time you also know 
what is in the other box every time you perform the experiment, in that 
respect, you are kinda getting the same result. 
(PRE: Agree) 
 
Student B: 
 
(Strongly Agree) This is possible especially when it comes to 
measuring the position of an electron. This is because there is no 
definite position to begin with. All we can know is the probability of 
finding the electron in a particular position, but probability does not 
determine where the electron will be when we measure it. 
(PRE: Agree) 
 
Student C: 
 
 
(Strongly Agree) Two very different results could confirm the same 
fact. Being correct is nothing more than confirming a fact. 
(PRE: Strongly Agree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sm'0! &%! ,.%! 9%,(3.'/;! *)%! 6+('*'+/! +0! ,/! %1%8*.+/=! &%! &'11! 9%,(3.%! ,!-'00%.%/*! 6+('*'+/! %,8)! *'9%D! U3*! '0! &%! 8+96'1%! ,11! +3.! .%(31*(!&%!&'11! 0'/-!6+('*'+/(!*),*!8+..%(6+/-!*+!*)%!&,7%!03/8*'+/D!?!(*.+/;1<!-'(,;.%%!&'*)!*)%!,:+7%! (*,*%9%/*! :%8,3(%! '0! ,/! %M6%.'9%/*! '(! 6%.0+.9%-! 8+..%8*1<! '*! ()+31-!6.+-38%!*)%!(,9%!.%(31*(ut!!E)%!-'(*.':3*'+/!'/!E,:1%![D??!+0!*)%!F'/-(!+0!.%,(+/'/;!'/7+F%-!:<!(*3-%/*(!,*!6.%A!,/-! 6+(*A'/(*.38*'+/! @:<! *)%! (,9%! 8,*%;+.'S,*'+/! (8)%9%! %961+<%-! '/! 5),6*%.! HB!
! J#J!
()+&(!*),*!(*3-%/*(!()'0*%-!-.,9,*'8,11<!'/!*)%'.!6.%0%.%/8%(!0+.!-%*%.9'/'(*'8!,/-!)'--%/A7,.',:1%! (*<1%! *)'/F'/;! @5,*%;+.'%(! Q! p! YBD! ! T*3-%/*(! ()'0*%-! 0.+9! R]h! *+!J]h! '/! 6.+7'-'/;! 5,*%;+.<! Q! p! Y! .%(6+/(%(! @&)%*)%.! '/! ,;.%%9%/*! +.!-'(,;.%%9%/*BD! ! O/-! &)'1%! +/1<! J]h! +0! (*3-%/*(! '/7+F%-! 23,/*39! 6)%/+9%/,!@5,*%;+.<!OB! ,*! *)%! +3*(%*! +0! *)%! 8+3.(%=! \[h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
 
TABLE 5.II. Categorization (as in Chapter 2) and distribution of reasoning provided at 
pre- and post-instruction, in agreement or disagreement with the statement: G")/!),$!!/;'*)
=$#),-(!/4/!"!) "$)4.#*=:''(),*#=$#+)"-*)!.+*)+*.!:#*+*%").%1)&*") "A$)2*#()1/==*#*%")
#*!:'"!)"-.").#*);$"-)4$##*4"; standard error on the proportion $ 5% in each case. 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
A Quantum theory/phenomena 
B Relativity/different frames of reference 
C There can be more than one correct answer to a physics problem. Experimental results are open to interpretation. 
D Experimental/random/human error Hidden variables, chaotic systems 
E There can be only one correct answer to a physics problem. Experimental results should be repeatable. 
PRE-INSTRUCTION (N=94) POST-INSTRUCTION (N=90) 
CATEGORY AGREE DISAGREE AGREE DISAGREE 
A 15% 2% 58% 7% 
B 4% 0 0 0 
C 13% 0 10% 0 
D 29% 3% 9% 4% 
E 1% 14% 0 4% 
TOTAL 62% 19% 77% 15% !!!
! J#H!
I?! E)%! 6.+:,:'1'(*'8! /,*3.%! +0! 23,/*39! 9%8),/'8(! '(! 9+(*1<! -3%! *+! 6)<('8,1!1'9'*,*'+/(!+0!+3.!9%,(3.%9%/*!'/(*.39%/*(D!!
 Agree Neutral Disagree 
POST (N=90) 0.18 0.21 0.61 
PRE (N=94) 0.46 0.32 0.22 
 
Student A: 
 
(Strongly Agree) The probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics 
comes from the fact that there are aspects of quantum mechanics that 
can’t be measured due to physical limitations of our measurement 
instruments.  For instance how the uncertainty principle interacts with 
electrons orbiting a nucleus.  Electrons are too small and move too fast 
for humans to know exactly where an electron is at a certain moment, 
so we can only perform one measurement at a time.  Position and 
momentum of a particle can’t be known at the same time, we can only 
calculate the probability of finding them there. 
(PRE: Neutral) 
 
Student B: 
 
(Strongly Disagree) It seems that the probabilistic nature of 
quantum mechanics is mostly due to the nature of sub-atomic particles 
rather than the limitations of our measurement instruments. If the 
particles were in definite states and definite positions to begin with, or 
even if there were a wave function that could define the exact state of 
the particles at any time, then one could argue that the problem is our 
measurement instruments. Perhaps such a formula will exist in the 
future, but that would mean that the limitation is our knowledge, not 
our instruments.  
(PRE: Strongly Agree) 
 
Student C: 
 
(Neutral) I have no idea. 
(PRE: Neutral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
! J##!
N?!$)%/! /+*! :%'/;! +:(%.7%-=! ,/! %1%8*.+/! '/! ,/! ,*+9! (*'11! %M'(*(! ,*! ,! -%0'/'*%! @:3*!3/F/+&/B!6+('*'+/!,*!%,8)!9+9%/*!'/!*'9%D!!
 Agree Neutral Disagree 
POST (N=90) 0.26 0.18 0.57 
PRE (N=94) 0.72 0.09 0.19 
 
Student A: 
 
(Strongly Agree) Every physical thing exists whether it is being 
observed or not.  This is the idea of realism, and I completely agree 
with it.  An electron is a particle therefore I believe that it has a 
physical manifestation.  An electron will definitely still exist at a definite 
position at every moment in time.  This correlates with my answer 
above.  
(PRE: Strongly Agree) 
 
 
Student B: (Disagree) This thought process only makes sense if one were to view 
electrons as particles (like billiard balls). However, we know from 
experimentation that the electron has wave-like properties and can be 
described in the form of an electron cloud (Schrodinger’s model). Thus, 
we can have an idea of where we are likely to find the electron if we 
make a measurement, but when we don't make a measurement, the 
electron should not be acting like a particle. But then again, we can't be 
100% sure of what's happening when we aren't measuring... 
(PRE: Strongly Agree) 
 
Student C: 
 
(Neutral) If an electron orbits a nucleus in a forest and no physicist is 
there to observe it, does it obey the uncertainty principle? 
(PRE: Agree) !! O(!&'*)!*)%!(%8+/-!(3.7%<!'*%9=!&%!&+31-!),7%!1'F%-!0+.!+3.!(*3-%/*(!*+!%$"!8)++(%! *+! ,;.%%!&'*)! *)'(! (*,*%9%/*=! ,/-!+/1<!H\h!+0! *)%9!-'-!:<! *)%! %/-!+0! *)%!(%9%(*%.D! !$%!9,<!/+*! '/0%.!*++!938)!0.+9!T*3-%/*!5Z(!*+/;3%A'/A8)%%F!.%(6+/(%=!%M8%6*! *+!(3;;%(*!)'(!/%3*.,1!,**'*3-%! '961'%(! *)'(!23%(*'+/!9,<!/+&!),7%!,(! 1'**1%!@+.!,(!938)B!9%,/'/;!*+!)'9!,(!8+/('-%.'/;!*)%!(+3/-!+0!+/%!),/-!81,66'/;!b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g%*!3(! 8+/('-%.!*)%(%!(*3-%/*(Z!1,(*!*)+3;)*(!+/!*)%!-+3:1%A(1'*!%M6%.'9%/*!:%0+.%!-.,&'/;!,/<!0'/,1!8+/813('+/(!+/!*)%'.!+7%.,11!+3*;+'/;!6%.(6%8*'7%(4!!!
! J#R!
Student A: I agree with Student 1 mostly except for the fact that the electron 
could be going through both slits at the same time for all we know.  I 
also agree with student 2 because I think that the electron is acting as 
a wave and again possibly go through both slits at the same time.  
Therefore I agree more with student 3 because we really don’t know 
what is happening between the moment the electron is shot from the 
gun and it hits the detection screen. 
 
Student B: I agree with student three because it seems that the electron can act 
as a wave until we observe it. Even if this isn't the reality, there's 
nothing we can know about it from when the electron is emitted to 
when it is detected. However, student one and student two cannot be 
both correct because the electron cannot act like a wave (student 2) 
and a particle (student 1) at the same time, because there is 
experimental evidence that refutes this. 
 
Student C: 
 
Student One is assuming the electron is always a particle. Student Two 
is assuming that the electron is pretty much a wave until it gets 
smooshed by the screen. Student three is sticking to the fact that the 
electron has a probability of going in certain places on the screen. I 
think there will always be a more accurate description of observations 
and quantum mechanics is, for now, an accurate description of reality. 
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 Agree Neutral Disagree 
POST (N=90) 0.98 0.02 0.0 
PRE (N=94) 0.85 0.13 0.02 
 
Student A: 
 
(Strongly Agree) I found quantum mechanics to be an interesting 
subject because the concepts around it are not proven.  A lot of what is 
behind quantum mechanics is qualitative which is very different than 
most physics classes which are quantitative.  It is nice to look at a 
complex subject such as physics from a qualitative manner because for 
the past two years I’ve been taking all engineering classes which are all 
involving math significantly. 
(PRE: Strongly Agree) 
 
Student B: 
 
(Strongly Agree) The fact that there are truths associated with 
quantum mechanics that still can't be explained is a very interesting 
concept. I have never been taught something in school that is proven 
in experiments but still lacks a proper reasoning (such as 
entanglement). I also think it's very interesting to learn how sub-
atomic particles behave so differently than macroscopic particles. 
(PRE: Strongly Agree) 
 
Student C: 
 
(Strongly Agree) Quantum mechanics is strange and interesting and 
mind stretching. This has been a great course. 
(PRE: Neutral) !
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TABLE 6.I Summary of the four courses to be compared in this section, including a 
characterization of each instructor’s approach to interpretive themes. For reference, how 
each course was denoted in Chapter 3 is also included [n/a = not applicable]. 
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FIG. 6.1. Average pre- and post-instruction student responses to the statement: 7) #4,38)
9:"3#:;) ;$/4"3,/-) ,-) "3) ,3#$%$-#,35) -:<=$/#, from five modern physics courses for 
engineers, plus the FA10 semester. [Error bars represent the standard error on the 
proportion; N ~ 50-100 for each course]. 
(
(
! "##!
(
FIG. 6.2. Post-instruction student responses to the statement: 7) #4,38) 9:"3#:;)
;$/4"3,/-),-)"3),3#$%$-#,35)-:<=$/#, from four modern physics offerings, as denoted in 
Table 6.I. [Error bars represent the standard error on the proportion; N ~ 50-100 for each 
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FIG. 6.3. Post-instruction student responses to the double-slit essay question, from four 
different modern physics courses, as denoted in Table 3.I. [Error bars represent the 
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! "#Q!
&'(! )'9/,017! ,%&(*)*(&1&,-%! -8! &'(! 31+(! 8.%0&,-%! B! 8-*! '-3! 0-.74! 0-%/(*+1&,-%! -8!1%5.71*!6-6(%&.6!177-3!8-*!1! 7-017,R(4!)1*&,07(!&-!(D,/&! ,%!1!/&1&(!-8!R(*-!1%5.71*!6-6(%&.6! ,%! ,&/! -*A,&! 1A-.&! &'(! %.07(./l! ! @',/! 4,88,0.7&9! ,/! *(6-+(4! 3'(%! 3(!0'--/(!&-!+,(3!1&-6,0!(7(0&*-%/!1/!4(7-017,R(4!/&1%4,%5!31+(/!,%!E.1%&,R(4!6-4(/!-8!+,A*1&,-%?! !\-*(! ,6)-*&1%&792!'1+,%5!17*(149!(/&1A7,/'(4! 71%5.15(!1%4!0-%0()&/!/)(0,8,0!&-!,%&(*)*(&,+(!&'(6(/2!3(!3(*(!1A7(!&-!(D)7,0,&79!,4(%&,89!&'(!)-/,&,-%!-8!1%!1&-6,0!(7(0&*-%!1/!9(&!1%-&'(*!(D16)7(!-8!1!',44(%!+1*,1A7(2!3',0'!3(!'14!1*5.(4!0-.74%V&! (D,/&! 1/! 1!61&&(*! -8! )*,%0,)7(?! ! m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`!'(%0(!&'(!A*-14(%,%5!-8!/)(0&*17!7,%(/?! !@',/!C,%4!-8!*(1/-%,%5!,/!%-&!.%,E.(!16-%5!)'9/,0,/&/2!WSX!1%4!'1/!&'(*(8-*(!7,C(79!A((%!.&,7,R(4!A9!6-4(*%!)'9/,0/!,%/&*.0&-*/!(7/(3'(*(?!!!
 
FIG. 6.4. Post-instruction student responses to the statement: '4$3)31#)<$,35)1<-$%($?@)
"3)$+$/#%13),3)"3)"#1;)-#,++)$A,-#-)"#)")?$B,3,#$)C<:#):3831D3E)21-,#,13)"#)$"/4);1;$3#)
,3)#,;$, from four different modern physics courses, as denoted in Table 3.I. [Error bars 
represent the standard error on the proportion; N ~ 50-100 for each course.] !
! "#T!
M(! '1+(! )*(+,-./79! 0'1*10&(*,R(4! &'(! -&'(*! &3-! 0-.*/(/! 1/! '1+,%5! 4(L(6)'1/,R(4!61&&(*/!-8! ,%&(*)*(&1&,-%! ,%! &'(! 71&&(*!)1*&/!-8! &'(!0-.*/(2! W;'1)&(*!HX!1%4! '(1*4! 8*-6!-%(! ,%/&*.0&-*! W]^UOL;NK`! $%/&*.0&-*! ;! ,%! ;'1)&(*! HX! 1A-.&!3'1&!'14!,%87.(%0(4!',/!,%/&*.0&,-%17!0'-,0(/!B!'(!8(7&!&'1&!5,+,%5!/&.4(%&/!1!810,7,&9!3,&'!&'(! 61&'(61&,017! &--7/! -8! E.1%&.6! 6(0'1%,0/! /'-.74! &1C(! )*(0(4(%0(! -+(*! 1!4(&1,7(4!(D)7-*1&,-%!-8!,&/!)'9/,017!,%&(*)*(&1&,-%2!3',0'!6,5'&!1%9319/!A(!A(9-%4!&'(! /-)',/&,01&,-%! -8! ,%&*-4.0&-*9! /&.4(%&/?! ! @'-.5'! 4,88(*(%&! ,%! ',/! -+(*177!,%&(*)*(&,+(!1))*-10'2! ,&! &.*%/!-.&!&'(!-&'(*!,%/&*.0&-*!WYJZL\M`!$%/&*.0&-*!F=!,%!;'1)&(*!HX!-88(*(4!/,6,71*!*(1/-%,%5! 8-*!'1+,%5!614(!1!/,6,71*!0'-,0(2!1%4!/-! ,&! ,/!3-*&'3',7(! &-! 0-%/,4(*! -%(! 71/&! &,6(! ,%! 4(&1,7!3'1&!3(! 0-%/,4(*! &-! A(! 1! 0-66-%!6-&,+1&,-%! 8-*! &'(! 4(L(6)'1/,/! -8! ,%&(*)*(&,+(! &'(6(/! ,%! ,%&*-4.0&-*9! 6-4(*%!)'9/,0/!0-.*/(/2!100-*4,%5!&-!&'(!,%/&*.0&-*!8-*!YJZL\Mn!! i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oX!$!4-%V&!&',%C!&'(!W(%5,%((*,%5X!/&.4(%&/!3,77!A(! 6-*(! /.00(//8.7! ,%! &'(,*! /0,(%&,8,0! (%4(1+-*/2! 3'(&'(*! ,&V/! 1! )(*/-%17!,%&(*(/&!-*!01*((*2!A9!5,+,%5!&'(6!7-&/!1%4!7-&/!-8! ,%8-*61&,-%!1A-.&!'-3!&-!&',%C!-8!&'(!31+(!8.%0&,-%?!!@'(!*(1779!,6)-*&1%&!0-%0()&!$!8((7!,/!&-!/((!&'1&!&'(*(! ,/! /-6(!/-*&!-8!.%0(*&1,%&9! ,%+-7+(42!3',0'! ,/!%(32!3',0'! ,/!4,88(*(%&!8*-6!071//,017!6(0'1%,0/?!WoX!K&!&'(!.%4(*5*14.1&(!7(+(72!$!8((7!,&!,/!,6)-*&1%&!&-!61C(! &'(! /&.4(%&/! 0.*,-./! &-! 7(1*%!6-*(! 1A-.&! ,&! B! 1%4! /-! (+(%! ,8! &'(9!4-%V&! .%4(*/&1%4! (+(*9&',%5! 8*-6! &',/! 0-.*/(2! ,8! &'(9! 1*(! 0.*,-./! 1A-.&! ,&2!&'1&V/!6-*(!,6)-*&1%&!&'1%!&-!C%-3!3'(*(!&'(!(7(0&*-%!*(1779!,/2!$!&',%C?j!!M(!/((!&'(!,%/&*.0&-*!8-*!YJZL\M!D1:+?)4"($)+,8$?!8-*!',/!/&.4(%&/!&-!4,/15*((!3,&'!&',/! /&1&(6(%&2! 1%4! 9(&! TSc! -8! &'(6! 0'-/(! &-! 31#) ?,-"5%$$?! ! [(0177! &'1&! &',/!,%/&*.0&-*!614(! ',/! -3%!6-4,8,01&,-%/! &-! &'(! 8,*/&!6-4(*%! )'9/,0/! 0.**,0.7.62! &-!
! "#b!
,%07.4(!1%!(%&,*(!7(0&.*(!-%!E.1%&.6!6(1/.*(6(%&!1%4!,%&(*)*(&1&,-%!&-31*4/!&'(!(%4!-8!&'(!0-.*/(!GA.&!3,&'-.&!/)(0,8,0!*(8(*(%0(!&-!1&-6,0!/9/&(6/I?!K&!&'(!(%4!-8!&'(!,%&*-4.0&,-%!&-!61&&(*!31+(/2!-.*!&*1%/8-*6(4!0-.*/(!1%4!YJZL\M!A-&'!.&,7,R(4!1!7(0&.*(!/7,4(!/,6,71*!&-!&'(!-%(!/'-3%!,%!<,5?!Q?S!B!%-&(!&'1&!A-&'! 0-.*/(/! -88(*(4! /,6,71*! (D)7,0,&! 5.,41%0(2! 17A(,&! 4(0-%&(D&.17,R(42! -%! '-3! &-!&',%C!-8!(7(0&*-%/!3'(%!%-&!A(,%5!-A/(*+(4n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
!
D5E@( )@F@! K! 7(0&.*(! /7,4(! (E.,+17(%&! &-! -%(! ./(4! ,%! (10'! -8! &3-! 6-4(*%! )'9/,0/!0-.*/(/! 8-*! (%5,%((*/2! YJZL\M! p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n!*(0-5%,R,%5!1!4,88(*(%0(!A(&3((%!&'(!(D)(*,6(%&17!.%0(*&1,%&9!-8!071//,017!6(0'1%,0/!1%4!&'(!8.%416(%&17!.%0(*&1,%&9!-8!E.1%&.6!)'9/,0/?!!^-3!4-!&'(/(!8-.*!0-.*/(/!0-6)1*(!3,&'!*(/)(0&!&-!/&.4(%&!*(/)-%/(/!&-!-.*!71/&!1&&,&.4(/!/&1&(6(%&!
! "#f!
-%!&'(!)*-A1A,7,/&,0!%1&.*(!-8!E.1%&.6!6(0'1%,0/l!![(17,/&!(D)(0&1&,-%/!6,5'&!7(14!,%0-6,%5!/&.4(%&/!&-! 81+-*!15*((6(%&!3,&'!&'(!/&1&(6(%&n!F4$)2%1<"<,+,-#,/)3"#:%$)
1B) 9:"3#:;) ;$/4"3,/-) ,-) ;1-#+G) ?:$) #1) #4$) +,;,#"#,13-) 1B) 1:%) ;$"-:%$;$3#)
,3-#%:;$3#-H!!M(!8,%4!&'1&!&'(!,%0-6,%5!)(*0(%&15(!-8!/&.4(%&/!8*-6!177!&'*((!-8!&'(!(%5,%((*,%5! 0-.*/(/! 15*((,%5! 3,&'! &',/! /&1&(6(%&! ,/! %(1*79! ,4(%&,0172!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!WYJZL[NOn! #Sc`! YJZL\Mn! #bc`! YJZL<K">n! #QcX! A.&! &'1&! ,%0-6,%5! 1&&,&.4(/! 8-*!)'9/,0/! 61_-*/! 3(*(! /,5%,8,01%&79! 6-*(! 81+-*1A7(! G3,&'! -%79! 1! E.1*&(*! -8! &'(6!15*((,%52!1%4!-+(*!'178!4,/15*((,%5!A(8-*(!,%/&*.0&,-%I?!! $&!3-.74! /((6! 8*-6!',/! (D)71%1&,-%!-8! 1&-6,0! (%(*59!E.1%&,R1&,-%! &'1&! &'(!
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n!/&.4(%&!,%&(*(/&!,%!E.1%&.6!6(0'1%,0/!,%0*(1/(4!8*-6!T>c! &-!TSc! 8-*!',/! 0-.*/(! G3,&'!">c! *(/)-%4,%5!%(51&,+(79! 1&! )-/&L,%/&*.0&,-%I2!A.&! &'(!*()-*&(4! ,%&(*(/&!16-%5!/&.4(%&/! 8*-6!-.*!0-.*/(! ,%0*(1/(4! 8*-6!bSc!&-!fbc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FIG. 6.6. Post-instruction student responses to the statement: F4$)2%1<"<,+,-#,/)3"#:%$)1B)
9:"3#:;);$/4"3,/-),-);1-#+G)?:$)#1)#4$)+,;,#"#,13-)1B)1:%);$"-:%$;$3#),3-#%:;$3#-, 
from four different modern physics courses, as denoted in Table 3.I. [Error bars represent 
the standard error on the proportion; N ~ 50-100 for each course.] 
 
!
FIG. 6.7. Normalized favorable gain in the (post – pre) rate of student agreement with the 
statement: F4$) 2%1<"<,+,-#,/) 3"#:%$) 1B) 9:"3#:;) ;$/4"3,/-) ,-) ;1-#+G) ?:$) #1) #4$)
+,;,#"#,13-) 1B) 1:%) ;$"-:%$;$3#) ,3-#%:;$3#-, from four different modern physics 
courses, as denoted in Table 3.I.  A positive favorable gain is defined as a decrease in 
agreement with this statement. [N ~ 50-100 for each course.] ! !
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In setup Y, the photons exhibit particle like behavior because the 
photon can only have one path to get to a particular photomultiplier.  I 
know this because beamsplitter one will either allow the photon 
through or reflect it.  If it reflects it it will go to PMA, if it is let through 
it will go to PMB.  It can’t take Path A to get to PMB thus there is one 
path to take, it acts as a particle. 
(
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Particle-like behavior expected in setup Y.  Photon’s path is predictable 
depending on the detector in which it was detected.  It either gets 
reflected or transmitted at BS1, thus if detected at PMA, it must have 
been reflected and if detected at PMB, it must have been transmitted.  
We also know that ! = PC/(PAPB) = 0 if there is only one photon in the 
apparatus during the time constant.  This implies that PC = 0 and no 
wave like behavior, acts like a particle.  There is only one BS, so it will 
act like a particle (we know this even before conducting exp.) 
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Experiment Y should show photons acting like a particle.  This is due to 
the fact that which path the photon takes can be determined by which 
photomultiplier is triggered.  If the photon struck mirror B, PMB will 
fire, if the photon struck mirror A, PMA will fire.  If there was truly only 
a single photon in the source only one of the photomultipliers will fire, 
and each would fire with a 50/50 chance. 
(
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Experiment Y (Aspect’s 1st Experiment) 
The photon may take one of 2 paths, but not both, and thus travels 
along a defined path consistent with the behavior of a particle.  The 
way the experiment is set up, a photon may only take one of: 
     source – beamsplitter – mirror A – photomultiplier A 
     source – beamsplitter – mirror B – photomultiplier B 
If a photon is to be detected in PM1, its pair must have exited the 
source in exactly the opposite direction, and by geometry can only take 
one of the two paths listed above. 
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In setup X, the photons exhibit wave like behavior because the photon 
can take either Path A or Path B and still get to PMA or PMB, we don’t 
know which path it took, thus since it is unpredictable, it acts like a 
wave.  Since it can take either path and still get to either 
photomultiplier, I know it can be represented as a wave. 
 
A32=*/3(CT( Wave-like behavior expected in Setup X.  Photon behaves like a wave 
because there is interference if we change the path length (move BS2).  
Thus it seems to interfere with itself.  In this experiment, we can’t 
know which path the photon takes due to the existence of BS2 (it could 
be detected by either PM, and have taken either path).  We can also 
change BS2’s location such that all the photons are detected in PMA or 
PMB.  Throughout the experiment, it seems that the photon somehow 
“knows” that there are both paths.  The BS2 lets us conclude this 
before starting the experiment (that it can behave like a wave). 
(
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Experiment X should show photons acting like waves.  The path the 
photon took is undeterminable.  Mirror B could have been hit with a 
photon and either PMB or PMA could fire.  This implies a wave is being 
propagated through both possible paths.  The wave then describes an 
equal probability of triggering each photomultiplier provided each path 
is the same length.  Interference can happen if the paths are different 
length and cause only one photomultiplier to trigger. 
! "SQ!
A32=*/3(GT( Experiment X (Aspect’s 2nd Experiment) 
The exact path taken by the photon is rendered indeterminate by the 
second beamsplitter; we can’t know which path the photon actually 
took to PMA or PMB.  If we vary the path length of A or B, and observe 
interference as a result in the detectors, a logical explanation is that 
the wave that represents the photon split at beamsplitter 1, and then 
(due to the difference in phase created by the changed path length) 
interfered with itself to produce the observed results.  The presence of 
the 2nd beamsplitter essentially randomizes whether a photon 
travelling along path A or B ends up in PMA or PMB (50% chance of 
either for fixed path length), thus rendering the path of the photon 
indeterminate, which allows for the above conclusions to be drawn. 
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FIG. 6.8. Slide 12 from Lecture 20 (Single-Photon Experiments, see Chapter 5).  In the 
first experiment, wave behavior is associated with coincidental detection; it is associated 
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No, we could not because we don’t know which path the photon took, it 
could have taken path A in which it which it would be detected by 
photomultiplier A or it could have taken path B and not been detected 
by PMA.  Since it has not been detected yet we can’t determine the 
probability it’s already on a definite path. 
(
A32=*/3(CT(
 
This is the delayed-choice experiment.  We can indeed predict the path 
that the photon took if BS2 is not present depending on the detector in 
which it was detected.  Thus, the probability of being detected in PMA 
would be 50/50 (0.5).  It would act just as if we ran experiment Y and 
behave like a particle.  Put the beam splitter back and it acts like a 
wave again.  There is no “tricking” the photon! 
(
A32=*/3(!T(
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First assume that experiment X is set up so that interference occurs 
and only PMA is firing.  If the photon is still traveling through the 
apparatus, and BS2 is then suddenly removed, the photon will switch to 
acting like a particle.  The photon will no longer only fire in PMA due to 
interference, but will instead show particle-like behavior and trigger 
either PMB or PMA with a 50/50 probability.  BS1 results in either path 
from BS1 being 50/50 probable.  Because when BS2 is removed, the 
path the photon took is now better known and particle like behavior is 
observed.  In other words, once BS2 is removed PMB firing means MB 
was hit by a photon, and PMA firing means MA was hit by a photon. 
(
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Yes, the probability will be 0.5 – same result as Experiment X with 
equal path lengths, but with a definite path for any given photon.  A 
photon may exhibit either wave-like or particle-like properties, but not 
both in the same instant.  Removing the 2nd beamsplitter “forces” the 
photon to exhibit particle-like behavior by making its path definite 
retroactively – example of a “delayed choice” experiment. 
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TABLE 6.II Distribution of student responses to multiple-choice question #6 from the 
second midterm exam – correct response highlighted in bold.  
A) 0 B) 1/4 C) 1/2 D) 3/4 E) 1 RIGHT WRONG 
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TABLE 6.III Distribution of student responses to multiple-choice question #30 from the 
post-instruction content survey – correct response highlighted in bold.  
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IJJT!K(].!.0/,,-!9/6I266/-!4a-!LJJ#M&!!H&! W&!9E'*B*3-! '&! '&! ./0123,-!9&! :;<,53-! ?&!9*66/8-! H&! O/2)-! O&! G/9*,>/0! *3)! ?&! @&!%2/+*3-! :/I/65C23B! *3)! O/,/*0ED23B! .D@R! ,2+;6*>253,! 750! R/*ED23B! Q;*3>;+!9/ED*32E,-!89%&<%&!"#$%!.0-!YJ#!KLJJZM&!!H&!W&!9E'*B*3-!'&!'&!./0123,!*3)!?&!@&!%2/+*3-!%D8!A/!,D5;6)!>/*ED!>D/!W5D0!+5)/6!*3)!D5A!>5!>/*ED!2>!/77/E>2I/68-!!"#$%&'()%&*+,&!"#$-.$&/01.23-45&'($(26."!--!J"J"JT!KLJJZM&!!4&! :&! 9/0+23-! ],! >D/! +553! >D/0/! AD/3! 35<5)8! 6551,c! O/*62>8! *3)! >D/! [;*3>;+!>D/508-!!"#$%&+402#!43!KYM-!TZ!K"SZ^M&!!4&!:&!9/0+23-!%D*>X,!%053B!A2>D!>D2,!.2665Ac!!"#$%&+402#!-,-!S!K"SZSM&!!O&!P&!4/A>53-!H4U&!"#$-.$&G4576453$&'(2@-3#,&/-5$3(-5&U2$&.466(.3E&?13&N4"6&U45&3"(&
D29(!K%506)!HE2/3>272E-!H23B*C50/-!LJJSM&!!e&!'&!d>/05! *3)!'&! @&! P0*8-!(>>2>;)23*6! B*23,! *E05,,!+;6>2C6/! ;32I/0,2>2/,! ;,23B! >D/!.D8,2E,! *3)! @I/08)*8! RD23123B! E;002E;6;+-& !"#$%& '()%& *+,& !"#$-.$& /01.23-45&
'($(26."!-!K"M-!JLJ"JY!KLJJZM&!!e&! d>/05-! H&! .5665E1! *3)! 4&! =231/6,>/23-! (! .D8,2E,! :/C*0>+/3>X,! O56/! 23! .0/C*023B!.D8,2E,!R/*ED/0,F!RD/!?5650*)5!G/*0323B!(,,2,>*3>!95)/6-!89(6%& <%& !"#$%!.3-! "L"Z!KLJ"JM&!!(&!.*2,-!V-(@$&N4"6Q$&+-9($E&-5&!"#$-.$E&!"-@4$4="#&250&!4@-3#!K?6*0/3)53!.0/,,-!dV750)-!"SS"M&!!P&! _&! .5,3/0-! '&! (&! H>021/-! .&! %&! b/A,53! *3)! %&! (&! P/0>\5B-! (EE5++5)*>253! 57! *!,E2/3>272E! E53E/C>253F! R5A*0)! *! >D/508! 57! E53E/C>;*6! ED*3B/-! *.-%& /01.%! 00-! L""!K"SZLM&!!H&! .5665E1-!45! H23B6/! ?*;,/F! G/*0323B!P*23,-! H>;)/3>!(>>2>;)/,-! *3)! >D/! ]+C*E>,! 57!9;6>2C6/!@77/E>2I/!O/750+,-!!/'G&!64.((0-5D$&IJJR!K(].!.0/,,-!9/6I266/-!4a-!LJJ^M&!!H&! .5665E1! *3)! 4&! :&! =231/6,>/23-! H;,>*2323B! ?D*3B/F! ]3,>0;E>50! @77/E>,! 23!R0*3,750+/)!G*0B/!G/E>;0/!?5;0,/,-!!/'G&!64.((0-5D$&IJJT!K(].!.0/,,-!9/6I266/-!4a-!LJJ#M&!!
! "$L!
@&!O/)2,D-!_&!H*;6!*3)!O&!H>/23</0B-!H>;)/3>!/VC/E>*>253,!23!23>05);E>508!CD8,2E,-!89%&
<%&!"#$%!00-!L"L!K"SSZM&!!H&!O/)3/0-!?2>*>253!H>*>2,>2E,!705+!""J!a/*0,!57!.D8,2E*6!O/I2/A-!!"#$%&+402#!/3-!^L!KLJJ^M&!!9&! O/23/0-! _&! :&! H65>>*-! 9&! R&! b&! ?D2! *3)! G&! W&! O/,32E1-! 4*nI/! CD8,2E,! 0/*,5323BF! (!E5++2>+/3>! >5! ,;<,>*3E/U<*,/)! E53E/C>253,-! G4D5-3-45& 250& C5$361.3-45! 13-! "!KLJJJM&!!(&!G&!O5<23,53-!Q;*3>;+!9/ED*32E,!.*,,/,!(35>D/0!R/,>-!*.-(5.(!,1.-!YT^!K"SZLM&!!(&!G&!O5<23,53-!G55CD56/!?65,/)!23!Q;*3>;+!9/ED*32E,!R/,>-!*.-(5.(!,16-!YJ!K"SZTM&!!@&!HED0o)23B/0-!fRD/!.0/,/3>!H2>;*>253!23!Q;*3>;+!9/ED*32E,-g! 23!B125319&+"(46#&
250&;(2$16(9(53-!_&!(&!%D//6/0!*3)!%&!b&!N;0/1!K@),&M!K.023E/>53-!4_-!"SZTM!C&!"^L&!!d02B23*668! C;<62,D/)! ;3)/0! >D/! >2>6/-! f:2/! B/B/3Ap0>2B/! H2>;*>253! 23! )/0!Q;*3>/3+/ED*321-g! W-(& V2316U-$$(5$."273(5-! ,4-! ZJ$! K"ST^Mk! >0*3,6*>253! 23>5!@3B62,D!<8!_&!:&!R02++/0-!"SZJ&!!(&!HD2+538-!RD/!O/*62>8!57! >D/!Q;*3>;+!%506)-!*.-(53-7-.&89(6-.25! K_*3;*08!"SZZ-!CC&!Y#U^TM&!!?&!H23BD-!H>;)/3>!;3)/0,>*3)23B!57![;*3>;+!+/ED*32E,-!89%&<%&!"#$%!06-!Z!KLJJ"M&!!?&! H23BD-! (,,/,,23B! *3)! 2+C05I23B! ,>;)/3>! ;3)/0,>*3)23B! 57! [;*3>;+!+/ED*32E,-!
!/'G&!64.((0-5D$&IJJT!K(].!.0/,,-!9/6I266/-!4a-!LJJ#M&!!?&!H23BD-!H>;)/3>!;3)/0,>*3)23B!57![;*3>;+!+/ED*32E,!*>!>D/!</B23323B!57!B0*);*>/!23,>0;E>253-!89%&<%&!"#$%!.0-!T!KLJJZM&!!_&!:&!H65>>*-!]3!)/7/3,/!57!?D2X,!d3>565B2E*6!]3E5+C*>2<262>8!b8C5>D/,2,-!<41652@&47&3"(&
:(265-5D&*.-(5.($!,2-!"^"!KLJ""M&!!_&!:&!H65>>*!*3)!9&!R&!b&!?D2-!RD/!2+C*E>!57!53>565B8!>0*2323B!53!E53E/C>;*6!ED*3B/F!b/6C23B! ,>;)/3>,! ;3)/0,>*3)! >D/! ED*66/3B23B! >5C2E,! 23! ,E2/3E/-! G4D5-3-45& 250&
C5$361.3-45!,-5!L#"!KLJJ#M&!!%&!b&!H>*CC-!RD/!?5C/3D*B/3!]3>/0C0/>*>253-!89%&<%&!"#$%!-2-!"JSZ!K"S$LM&!!:&!=&!H>8/0-!+"(&*3625D(&M46@0&47&B125319&;(."25-.$! K?*+<02)B/!`32I/0,2>8!.0/,,-!?*+<02)B/-!LJJJM&!!9&!R/B+*01!*3)!_&!(&!%D//6/0-!"JJ!a/*0,!57!Q;*3>;+!98,>/02/,-!*.-(53-7-.&89(6-.25!K=/<0;*08!LJJ"-!CC&!#ZU$^M&!!
! "$T!
%&! R2>>/6-! _&! W0/3)/6-! W&! P2,23-! R&! b/0\5B-! b! N<23)/3! *3)! 4&! P2,23-! @VC/02+/3>*6!)/+53,>0*>253!57![;*3>;+!E500/6*>253,!5I/0!+50/!>D*3!"J!1+-!!"#$%&'()%&8!/.!K^M-!TLLS!K"SSZM&!!(&! R535+;0*-! _&! @3)5-! R&! 9*>,;)*-! R&! '*A*,*12! *3)! b&! @V*A*-! :/+53,>0*>253! 57!,23B6/U/6/E>053!<;26);C!57!*3!23>/07/0/3E/!C*>>/03-!89%&<%&!"#$%!/.-!""$!K"SZSM&!!4&!P&!I*3!'*+C/3-!RD/!HE*3)*6!57!Q;*3>;+!9/ED*32E,-!(+&!_&!.D8,!.0-!SZS!KLJJZM&!!_&!I53!4/;+*33-!f9/*,;0/+/3>!*3)!O/I/0,2<262>8g!*3)!fRD/!9/*,;023B!.05E/,,g! 23!
;23"(923-.2@& P415023-45$& 47& B125319& ;(."25-.$! K.023E/>53! `32I/0,2>8! .0/,,-!.023E/>53-!4/A!_/0,/8-!"S^^M-!CC&!TY$UYY^&!!(&!%*>,53-!Q;*3>;+!HC55123/,,!%23,-!@23,>/23!G5,/,! 23!.D5>53!R/,>-!*.-(5.(!,..-!YZ"!K"SS$M&!!(&! %D2>*1/0-! /-5$3(-5E& N4"6& 250& 3"(& B125319& W-@(992,& P649& B125319& +"(46#& 34&
B125319&C5746923-45!K?*+<02)B/!`32I/0,2>8!.0/,,-!?*+<02)B/-!"SS#M&!!H&! %;>>2C05+-! 9&! :&! HD*0+*-! ]&! :&! _5D3,>53-! O&! ?D2>*0//! *3)! ?&! ?D/03ED51-!:/I/65C+/3>!*3)!`,/!57!*!?53E/C>;*6!H;0I/8!23!]3>05);E>508!Q;*3>;+!.D8,2E,-!C53%&
<%&*.-%&/01.%!41+7/8-!#T"!KLJJSM&!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! "#$!
APPENDIX A 
 
Evolution of Online Survey Items !
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
!"#$%&'!*/*%8%)*!7'!
59!H.!5,!9(,,56'&!8(+!912,545,.,!.(!4*+&87''2!9&+8(+/!.1&!,*/&!&G9&+5/&0.!*03!=&.!.)(!-&+2!3588&+&0.!+&,7'.,!.1*.!*+&!6(.1!4(++&4.:!-./012'!3042'./042'!3506!!
59! H.! 5,!9(,,56'&! 8(+!912,545,.,! .(!4*+&87''2!9&+8(+/!.1&!,*/&!/&*,7+&/&0.!*03!=&.!.)(!-&+2!3588&+&0.!+&,7'.,!.1*.!*+&!6(.1!4(++&4.:!-./506!!
:9!V04&+.*50.2! 50![7*0.7/!/&41*054,! 5,!/(,.'2!37&! .(! .1&! '5/5.&3!*447+*42!(8!(7+!/&*,7+&/&0.!50,.+7/&0.,:!-./016!!
:9! S1&! 9+(6*65'5,.54! 0*.7+&! (8! [7*0.7/! /&41*054,! 5,! /(,.'2! 37&! .(! 912,54*'!'5/5.*.5(0,!(8!(7+!/&*,7+&/&0.!50,.+7/&0.,:!-!3042'./042'!3506!!
:9!S1&!9+(6*65'5,.54!0*.7+&!(8![7*0.7/!/&41*054,!5,!/(,.'2!37&!.(!.1&!'5/5.*.5(0,!(8!(7+!/&*,7+&/&0.!50,.+7/&0.,:!-./506!
! "#D!
;9'E0!&'&4.+(0! 50!*0!*.(/!1*,!*!3&8505.&!67.!70<0()0!9(,5.5(0!*.!&*41!/(/&0.! 50!.5/&:!-./012'!3046!!
;9!N1&0! 0(.! 6&50=! (6,&+-&3I! *0! &'&4.+(0! 50! *0! *.(/! ,.5''! &G5,.,! *.! *! 3&8505.&! J67.!70<0()0K!9(,5.5(0!*.!&*41!/(/&0.!50!.5/&:!-./042'!3502'./506!!
<9! H! .150<![7*0.7/!/&41*054,! 5,!*0! 50.&+&,.50=!,76\&4.:!-./012'!3042'./042'!3502'
./506!!
=9! H! 1*-&! 1&*+3! *6(7.! [7*0.7/!/&41*054,! .1+(7=1! 9(97'*+! -&07&,! J6((<,I! 85'/,I!)&6,5.&,I!&.4:::K!J./012'!3042'./042'!3502'./506!
'
 
>,"?@%A!@(*'%!!/&'B"%!*(,)7 
 LXOE@O!CUSO?!E,!6&8(+&I!.1&+&!*+&!0(!]+5=1.]!(+!])+(0=]!*0,)&+,!.(!.1&!8(''()50=![7&,.5(0:!N&! *+&! 50.&+&,.&3! 50!)1*.! 2(7! *4.7*''2! 6&'5&-&:! ! L'*2!)5.1! .1&!^7*0.7/!N*-&!H0.&+8&+&04&!,5/7'*.5(0I!*.?!!1..9?__91&.:4('(+*3(:&37_0&)_,5/7'*.5(0,_,5/,:919`,5/a^NH!!H0!9*+.547'*+I!,&'&4.!.1&!]@50='&!L*+.54'&,]!.*6!*.!.1&!.(9!(8!.1&!,4+&&0I!*03!.1&0!4'54<!(0!.1&!]A(76'&!@'5.,]!67..(0!*.!.1&!+5=1.!(8!.1&!35,9'*2:!@&'&4.!]O'&4.+(0,]I!*03!.1&0!85+&!.1&!=70:::!!C()!4(0,53&+!.1&!8(''()50=?!!
 
 
Three students discuss this Quantum Wave Interference simulation:'
'
!CDEFGC'5?!!S1*.!6'(6!+&9+&,&0.,!.1&!9+(6*65'5.2!3&0,5.2I!,(!5.!.&'',!2(7!.1&!9+(6*65'5.2!(8!)1&+&!.1&!&'&4.+(0!4(7'3!1*-&!6&&0!6&8(+&!5.!15.!.1&!,4+&&0:!N&!3(0b.!<0()!)1&+&!5.!)*,!50!.1*.! 6'(6I! 67.! 5.!/7,.! 1*-&! *4.7*''2! 6&&0! *! .502! 9*+.54'&! .1*.!)*,! .+*-&'50=! 50! .1&!35+&4.5(0!5.!&03&3!79I!,(/&)1&+&!)5.150!.1*.!6'(6:!-!3016 
 
! "#>!
S1&!9+(6*65'5.2!3&0,5.2! 5,!,(! '*+=&!6&4*7,&!)&!3(0c.!<0()!.1&!.+7&!9(,5.5(0!(8! .1&!&'&4.+(0:! @504&! (0'2! *! ,50='&! 3(.! *.! *! .5/&! *99&*+,! (0! .1&! 3&.&4.50=! ,4+&&0I! .1&!&'&4.+(0!/7,.! 1*-&! 6&&0! *! .502! 9*+.54'&I! .+*-&'50=! ,(/&)1&+&! 50,53&! .1*.! 6'(6I! ,(!.1*.!.1&!&'&4.+(0!)&0.!.1+(7=1!(0&!,'5.!(+!.1&!(.1&+!(0!5.,!)*2!.(!.1&!9(50.!)1&+&!5.!)*,!3&.&4.&3:'-./012'!3042'./042'!3502'./506'
'
 
 
!CDEFGC':?!!C(I! .1&!&'&4.+(0!5,0b.! 50,53&!.1&!6'(6I! .1&!6'(6!+&9+&,&0.,!.1&!&'&4.+(0d!H.b,!0(.! \7,.!.1*.!)&!3(0b.!<0()!)1&+&!5.!5,I!67.!.1*.!5.!5,0b.!50!*02!(0&!9'*4&:!H.b,!+&*''2!,9+&*3!(7.!(-&+!.1*.!'*+=&!*+&*!79!70.5'!5.!15.,!.1&!,4+&&0:!-!3016'
 S1&! 6'(6! +&9+&,&0.,! .1&! &'&4.+(0! 5.,&'8I! ,504&! *0! &'&4.+(0! 5,! 3&,4+56&3! 62! *! )*-&!9*4<&.! .1*.! )5''! ,9+&*3! (7.! (-&+! .5/&:! S1&! &'&4.+(0! *4.,! *,! *! )*-&! *03! )5''! =(!.1+(7=1! 6(.1! ,'5.,! *03! 50.&+8&+&! )5.1! 5.,&'8:! S1*.c,! )12! *! 35,.504.! 50.&+8&+&04&!9*..&+0! )5''! ,1()! 79! (0! .1&! ,4+&&0! *8.&+! ,1((.50=!/*02! &'&4.+(0,:' -./012' !3042'
!3502'./506 
 H! .150<! .1&! 6'(6! +&9+&,&0.,! .1&! &'&4.+(0! 5.,&'8I! ,504&! *! 8+&&! &'&4.+(0! 5,! 9+(9&+'2!3&,4+56&3!62!*!)*-&!9*4<&.:!S1&!&'&4.+(0!*4.,!*,!*!)*-&!*03!)5''!=(! .1+(7=1!6(.1!,'5.,!*03!50.&+8&+&!)5.1!5.,&'8:!S1*.c,!)12!*!35,.504.!50.&+8&+&04&!9*..&+0!)5''!,1()!79!(0!.1&!,4+&&0!*8.&+!,1((.50=!/*02!&'&4.+(0,:!-./046 
 
 
 
!CDEFGC';?!!^ 7*0.7/! /&41*054,! ,*2,! )&c''! 0&-&+! <0()! 8(+! 4&+.*50I! ,(! 2(7! 4*0c.! &-&+! ,*2!*02.150=!*.!*''!*6(7.!)1&+&!.1&!&'&4.+(0!5,!6&8(+&!5.!15.,!.1&!,4+&&0:!-!3016'!^ 7*0.7/!/&41*054,!5,!(0'2!*6(7.!9+&354.50=!.1&!(7.4(/&,!(8!/&*,7+&/&0.,I!,(!)&!+&*''2!4*0c.!<0()!*02.150=!*6(7.!)1*.!.1&!&'&4.+(0!5,!3(50=!6&.)&&0!6&50=!&/5..&3!8+(/!.1&!=70!*03!6&50=!3&.&4.&3!(0!.1&!,4+&&0:!-./012'!3046!!!E''!)&! 4*0! +&*''2! <0()! 5,! .1&! 9+(6*65'5.2! 8(+!)1&+&! .1&! &'&4.+(0!)5''! 6&! 3&.&4.&3:!^7*0.7/!/&41*054,!/*2!9+&354.!.1&!'5<&'51((3!8(+!*!/&*,7+&/&0.!(7.4(/&I!67.!5.!+&*''2!3(&,0b.!.&''!7,!)1*.!.1&!&'&4.+(0!5,!3(50=!6&.)&&0!6&50=!&/5..&3!8+(/!.1&!=70!*03!6&50=!3&.&4.&3!*.!.1&!,4+&&0:'-./042'./506!!!^ 7*0.7/!/&41*054,! '&.,! 7,!9+&354.! .1&! 50.&+8&+&04&!9*..&+0I! 67.! H! .150<!)&! +&*''2!4*0c.! <0()! (+! ,*2! *02.150=! *6(7.! )1*.! &*41! &'&4.+(0! )*,! 3(50=! 6&.)&&0! 6&50=!&/5..&3!62!.1&!=70!*03!6&50=!3&.&4.&3!(0!.1&!,4+&&0:!!-!3506'!
! "##!
APPENDIX B 
 
Interview Protocol 
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION (name, declared major, previous physics and 
mathematics courses, both at CU and in high school, motivations for enrolling in the 
course) 
 
ASK STUDENTS TO DESCRIBE AN ELECTRON 
 
DESCRIBE AN ELECTRON IN AN ATOM 
(Do students use a planetary model as a first-pass description?  Are students aware of the 
limitations of the Bohr model?  Do electrons move in orbits as localized particles?  Does 
the student describe the electron in terms of an !"!#$%&'(#"&)*, or a #"&)*(&+(,%&-.-/"/$0?  
What is this cloud?  Does it represent something physical, or is it a mathematical tool?  If 
the electron is described as a wave, what is it that’s waving?  Is there something moving 
up and down in space?) 
 
RESPOND TO THE STATEMENT: 
1'(!"!#$%&'(/'(.'(.$&2(3.4(.(*!+/'/$!(-)$()'5'&6'(,&4/$/&'(.$(!.#3(2&2!'$(/'($/2!$!
IN AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT AND EXPLAIN REASONING 
(Is the student’s response consistent with their earlier descriptions of atomic electrons? 
 
DESCRIBE THE SETUP FOR THE DOUBLE-SLIT EXPERIMENT 
(What is observed?  Can the experiment be run with both light and electrons?  What is 
observed when only single quanta pass through the apparatus at a time?  What happens if 
you block one of the slits?  What happens if you place a detector at one of the slits to see 
which slit individual quanta passed through?  How do students explain the fringe pattern?  
If they explain the experiment in terms of localized particles, what is the source of 
interference?  If they prefer a wave-description of quanta, how did the student explain 
why single quanta are detected as localized points?  Is it possible for a particle to pass 
through two slits simultaneously?  Does a wave packet description of individual particles 
reflect an ignorance of that particle’s true position or momentum? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
! "#%!
RESPOND TO THE ONLINE SURVEY QUESTION ON THE DOUBLE-SLIT 
EXPERIMENT: 
 
A sequence of screen shots from the Quantum Wave Interference simulation.  A bright 
spot (representing the probability density for a single electron) emerges from an electron 
gun (A), passes through both slits (B), and a single electron is detected on the far screen 
(C).  After many electrons, a fringe pattern develops (not shown). 
Three students discuss the Quantum Wave Interference simulation:  
Student 1: The probability density is so large because we don't know the true position of 
the electron. Since only a single dot at a time appears on the detecting screen, the electron 
must have been a tiny particle, traveling somewhere inside that blob, so that the electron 
went through one slit or the other on its way to the point where it was detected.  
Student 2: The blob represents the electron itself, since an electron is described by a 
wave packet that will spread out over time. The electron acts as a wave and will go 
through both slits and interfere with itself. That's why a distinct interference pattern will 
show up on the screen after shooting many electrons.  
Student 3: Quantum mechanics is only about predicting the outcomes of measurements, 
so we really can't know anything about what the electron is doing between being emitted 
from the gun and being detected on the screen. 
 
(Ask students to read each statement one at a time, and respond before moving on to the 
next statement.  Are student responses to the essay question consistent with their earlier 
descriptions of the experiment?  Are student responses consistent with their earlier 
descriptions of atomic electrons?  If not, why not?  Is the student aware of 
inconsistencies?) 
 
 
! "#&!
QUESTIONS REGARDING INTERPRETATIONS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS 
(Is the student aware there are multiple interpretations of quantum mechanics?  Can they 
name any of them or describe their features?  Has the student heard of the Copenhagen 
Interpretation, and can they describe what it entails?  Does the student know what the 
word determinism means within the context of physics?  Did they have an opinion as to 
how they think their instructor would have wanted them to respond to earlier interview 
questions? 
 
RESPOND TO THE STATEMENT: 
7$(/4(,&44/-"!(+&%(,304/#/4$4($&(#.%!+)""0(,!%+&%2($3!(4.2!(!8,!%/2!'$(.'*(9!$($6&(:!%0(
*/++!%!'$(%!4)"$4($3.$(.%!(-&$3(#&%%!#$; 
IN AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT AND EXPLAIN REASONING. 
 
RESPOND TO THE STATEMENT: 
<3!(,%&-.-/"/4$/#('.$)%!(&+(=).'$)2(2!#3.'/#4(/4(2&4$"0(*)!($&($3!("/2/$.$/&'4(&+(&)%(
2!.4)%!2!'$(/'4$%)2!'$4;!
IN AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT AND EXPLAIN REASONING. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
Selected Modern Physics Course Materials (Fall 2010) 
 
 
1. Course Calendar     pp. 182 – 184 
2. Course Syllabus     pp. 185 – 190 
3. Student Survey (Pre-Instruction)  pg. 191 
4. Student Survey (Post-Instruction)  pp. 192 – 193 
5. Homework 06 Solutions    pp. 194 – 204 
6. Homework 07 Solutions    pp. 205 – 211 
7. Exam 2 Solutions     pp. 212 – 224 
8. Exam 3 – H-Atom Essay Solution  pp. 225 – 226 
9. Quantum Tunneling Tutorial (New)  pp. 227 – 232 
10. Tunneling Tutorial (w/PhET Sim)  pp. 233 – 235 
11. Quantum Tunneling Tutorial (Old)  pp. 236 – 241 
12. Final Essay Outline & Criteria   pp. 242 – 243 
13. Content Survey (Pre/Post)   pp. 244 – 256  
 
Lecture slides for Weeks 6-8 [New Material] are available online at: 
 
http://www.colorado.edu/physics/EducationIssues/baily/dissertation/ 
 
Course materials from previous modern physics offerings are available online at: 
 
http://www.colorado.edu/physics/EducationIssues/modern/ 
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Week 1 (8/23 – 8/27): 
 
L01: Introduction 
 
L02: Review Math & EM Waves 
 
L03: EM Waves (cont.) 
 
 
Week 2 (8/30 – 9/3): 
 
L04: Waves and Superposition 
 
L05: Photoelectric Effect 1 
 
L06: Photoelectric Effect 2 
 
 
Week 3 (9/6 – 9/10): 
 
L07: Modeling in Physics 
 
L08: Atomic Spectra 
 
 
Week 4 (9/13 – 9/17): 
 
L09: Atomic Spectra & Discharge Lamps 
 
L10: Atomic Spectra (cont.) & Lasers 
 
L11: Finish Lasers & Double-Slit Experiment with Light 
 
 
Week 5 (9/20 – 9/24): 
 
L12: Exam 1 Review 
 
L13: Balmer Series & Bohr Model 
 
L14: Bohr Model (cont.) 
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Week 6 (9/27 – 10/1) [NEW MATERIAL]: 
 
L15: Atomic Spin 
 
L16: Stern-Gerlach Experiments 
 
L17: Probability 
 
 
Week 7 (10/4 – 10/8) [NEW MATERIAL]: 
 
L18: EPR/Entanglement 
 
L19: Local Realism 
 
L20: Single-Photon Experiments 
 
 
Week 8 (10/11 – 10/15) [NEW MATERIAL]: 
 
L21: Complementarity 
 
L22: Electron Diffraction/Matter Waves 
 
L23: Wave Function/Uncertainty Principle 
 
 
Week 9 (10/18 – 10/22): 
 
L24: Exam 2 Review 
 
L25: Schrödinger Equation 
 
L26: Potentials/Potential Energy 
 
 
Week 10 (10/25 – 10/29): 
 
L27: Infinite Square Well 
 
L28: Finite Square Well/Tunneling 
 
L29: Tunneling Tutorial (in-class) 
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Week 11 (11/1 – 11/5): 
 
L30: Alpha-Decay/STM 
 
L31: STM (cont.)/Measurement 
 
L32: Hydrogen Atom 1 
 
 
Week 12 (11/8 – 11/12): 
 
L33: Hydrogen Atom 2 
 
L34: Multi-Electron Atoms/Periodic Table 
 
L35: Bonding & Color 
 
 
Week 13 (11/15 – 11/19): 
 
L36: Exam 3 Review 
 
L37: Molecular Bonding/Solids 
 
L38: Conductivity 
 
 
Week 14 (11/29 – 12/3): 
 
L39: Semi-Conductors/Diodes/Transistors 
 
L40: Semi-Conductors/Diodes/Transistors (cont.) 
 
L41: Nuclear Weapons & Nuclear Energy 
 
 
Week 15: 
 
L42: Nuclear Weapons & Nuclear Energy (cont.) 
 
L43: Final Exam Review 
 
L44: Final Exam Review/Last Day of Class 
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Course Materials: 
 
Textbook: Knight, Physics for Scientists and Engineers – Volumes 3 & 5 
Calculator: Bring this to class. 
A Clicker for use in class, available in bookstore. 
 
Instructors: 
 
Professor Noah Finkelstein & Charles Baily 
 
Graduate Graders: 
 
Yi-Ping Huang, Yu Ye, Xiao Yin 
 
Undergraduate Learning Assistants: 
 
Danny Rehn & Sam Milton 
 
Prerequisites: Physics II (E&M), Introductory Lab 
 
Co-Requisite: Calculus III 
!!
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
.#$%!#C*!C#%+&>!!Q,!*-3)!2048*70V2!=,5817+!2),4.8!;*!471H4*!0,!0)*!2048*70>!!"#$%%"
&'$%"'()"*+,-.(+"#/0"*,12$+*"#034"+/'+" $*"(0+"/$*5/.3"0#("03"6.32$+*"'(0+/.3"
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;-3B+5,478>! !()*!:519-56!:45:,2*!,/!,//13*!),452! 12! 0,!:5,<18*! 1781<184-.!)*.:! 0,!2048*702! 0)-0! 7**8! 10>! !_*! -5*! -7A1,42! 0,! :5,<18*!=)-0*<*5! )*.:! 12! 7*3*22-56! /,5!*<*56!2048*70@!5*+-58.*22!,/!0)*15!;-3B+5,478@!0,!8,!=*..!17!0)*!3,452*!-78!-3)1*<*!-..! ,/! 0)*! .*-5717+! +,-.2>! ! U,=*<*5@! 10! 12! 6,45! 5*2:,721;1.106! 0,! 5*3,+71`*! 0)-0! 6,4!7**8!0)-0!)*.:@!-78!0,!0-B*!-8<-70-+*!,/!102!-<-1.-;1.106!;6!-2B17+!0,!9**0!=10)!42>!!!
;=DEF7<!!!
;%(+/*A!B-/)#&#B-.<!0)*!-9,470!6,4!=1..!.*-57!8*:*782!,7!),=!943)!0),4+)0!-78!:5-3013*!6,4!:40!17!812051;40*8!2*721;.6!,<*5!0)*!0*59>!!?<*56,7*!=),!9-B*2!-7!),7*20!-00*9:0!0,!8,!-..!0)*!-221+7*8!=,5B!,7!019*!=1..!:-22@!7,59-..6!=10)!-!+5-8*!,/!C!,5![>!!
;%(+'!0#GB#*'*?&<!!
!I7S3.-22!-301<101*2!-78!a7.17*!P-50131:-01,7!F"]b!,/!+5-8*Gc!!
!  Participation points (not graded): 2 pts per class for participating in clicker 
questions.  Occasionally additional participation points for more extended 
activities. 
!  Graded in-class points: 3 pts for each reading quiz (~once per week). Occasionally 
there will be a graded clicker questions during class (1 pt each). 
!  Drop lowest 3 participation days.  
Homework (42.5% of grade): Weekly homework, various numbers of points each. 
!  Drop lowest homework grade.  
!  Online Participation/Feedback: + 1 extra-credit point each week towards HW grade 
Exams (47.5% of grade): 3 x 1 -Hour Exams are 50pts each, Final Exam is 75 points. 
1. Homework 
• Homework will typically be due Tues midnight (11:59p Tues) on CU Learn & Long 
Answers due in the basement cabinet Wed by the beginning of class.  
• Homework are web based and accessed through the course homepage table of 
contents. They are available directly on CU Learn. Many weeks there will be one 
long answer write up where you will need to show your work that will be due in class 
on Wednesday.  
• We encourage you to work together on the homework problems, but you must 
write up the answers in your own words.  There will be 2 Problem Solving 
Sessions each week: Mondays and Tues. The location is at reserved tables near the 
! "##!
rear of the Physics Help Room.  This is a great opportunity to come work on the 
homework with your classmates! 
• Homework is a large part of your grade, so failing to turn in more than one 
assignment, and thereby getting a 0 will have a big impact on your grade. Talk to us, 
NOW, if you will have a scheduling problem during the term so that you will be 
unable to complete any of the assignments.  Permission for exceptions from the 
normal class work schedule must be requested in advance.  
• It is best if you print out the assignment early, so you see the problems before class.  
• Homework solutions may be accessed through the Physics 2130 Home Page.  The 
answers and solutions to the previous weeks homework will normally be available at 
noon on the Wed they are due.    
• Homework grading will be done by the course graders. There will be essay questions 
on the homework.  Each week, a sampling of the essays will be graded with the 
grading rubric.  When answering the essays you should keep in mind the grading 
rubric: !
"%/?'%/(!>#%!A%(+/*A!*#*HG(?-'G(?/0()5!&-#%?H'&&(.!I$'&?/#*&@!!M-76! ,/! 0)*! ),9*=,5B! H4*201,72! -2B! 6,4! 0,! 42*! :)6213-.! :51731:.*2! 8123422*8! 17!3.-22! 0,! -7-.6`*! -! 2104-01,7! -78! 5*-2,7! -7! ,403,9*>! ! Y,5! *-3)! ,/! 0)*! H4*201,72! ,5!:-502! ,/! H4*201,72@! 0)*! -72=*5!=1..! ;*! +5-8*8! /,5! 3,55*307*22! ,7! -! 23-.*! ,/! ]! 0,! ^!;-2*8!,7!0)*!/,..,=17+!54;513c!!!!">!I8*701/1*2!:)6213-.!:51731:.*!,5!:51731:.*2!0)-0!-5*!5*.*<-70!0,!-72=*517+!0)*!H4*201,7c!F$!1/!3,55*30@!]!1/!155*.*<-70!:51731:.*@!"!1/!)-<*!;,0)!2,9*!5*.*<-70!-78!2,9*!155*.*<-70!:51731:.*2>G!!$>! ?A:.-172! ),=! 0)*! :51731:.*F2G! -::.6! 0,! 0)*! 2104-01,7! 8*2351;*8! 17! 0)*!:5,;.*9c!F"!1/!3,55*30@!]!1/!7,0G!!%>!?9:.,62!:5,:*5!5*-2,717+!0,!*A:.-17!0)*!.,+13!17!+,17+!/5,9!),=!:51731:.*!-::.1*2!0,!0)*!2104-01,7!0,!0)*!-72=*5!0,!0)*!H4*201,7c!F$@!"@!]!-33,5817+!0,!.*<*.!,/!3,55*307*22>!!I/!d"!,5!d$!-5*!]@!0)12!2),4.8!-40,9-013-..6!;*!]>G!&>! Z.-5106! ,/! =51017+c! F$! 1/! +,,8@! "! 1/! 81//134.0! ;40! 3-7! ;*! /1+45*8! ,40@! ]! 1/!173,9:5*)*721;.*>!!I/!]!)*5*@!-..!0)*!,0)*52!=1..!;*!]>G!Q,! 1/! 6,45!-72=*5! 12! 23,5*8!-2!'T^!-78! 0)*!H4*201,7! F:-50G! 12!=,50)!"!:0@! 6,4!=1..!5*3*1<*!]>^"!:02!/,5!0)-0!:-50>!!!
1@!J*H0)(&&!I$'&?/#*&5!(0?/:/?/'&5!(*+!I$/KK'&!#*!%'(+/*A<!!!
 
")/0L'%&<!R,4!=1..!7**8!0,!;46!05-729100*52!F424-..6!5*/*55*8!0,!-2!D3.13B*52EG!/5,9!0)*!;,,B20,5*!/,5!-72=*517+!H4*201,72!17!3.-22>!!!
 
='(+/*A!M$/KK'&<! C/0*5! *-3)! 5*-817+! -221+79*70! 0)*5*! =1..! ;*! -! <*56! 2),50! H41`!3,<*517+!0)*!9-0*51-.!17!3.-22!=,50)!$!0,!%!:,1702!
 
J*H0)(&&!0)/0L'%!I$'&?/#*&<!K4517+!3.-22!0)*5*!=1..!;*!9-76!H4*201,72!,7!=)13)!6,4!*70*5! 6,45! 5*2:,72*! 4217+! 3.13B*52>! ! R,45! -72=*52! =1..! ;*! 5*3,58*8! -78! 6,4!=1..!5*3*1<*!$!:,1702!0,=-582!6,45!17S3.-22!+5-8*!:*5!3.-22!/,5!24;910017+!-76!-72=*5!0,!
! "#e!
-..!,/!0)*!H4*201,72@!=)*0)*5!,5!7,0!6,45!-72=*52!-5*!3,55*30>! !()*5*!=1..!;*!-!/*=!H4*201,72@! 06:13-..6!]! 0,!$!:*5! 3.-22*2@! /,5!=)13)! 6,4!=1..! 5*3*1<*!,7*!:,170! 1/! 6,4!)-<*!0)*!3,55*30!-72=*5@!-78!]!1/!173,55*30>!!f5-8*8!H4*201,72!=1..!424-..6!;*!.-0*!17!0)*! 3.-22! -78! ,7*2! 0)-0! 7*-5.6! -..! 2048*702! +*0! 3,55*30! 1/! 0)*6! )-<*! ;**7! :-617+!-00*701,7>!!
 
J*H0)(&&! 0)/0L'%! (0?/:/?/'&<! Q,9*!=**B2! 0)*5*! =1..! ;*! -! 9,5*! *A0*78*8! 17S3.-22!-301<106!/,5!=)13)!6,4!=1..!5*3*1<*!-88101,7-.!:,1702!/,5!:-50131:-017+>>!!
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• Each exam is worth 50 points towards your total exam grade.  
• ()*5*!=1..!;*!7,!*-5.6!,5!.-0*!*A-92!+1<*7!-78!7,!9-B*S4:!*A-92> 
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• ?A-9!+5-8*2!-78!2,.401,72!=1..!;*!:,20*8!-/0*5!0)*!*A-9!,7!0)*!3,452*!=*;210*> !!!
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• Approximately once per week there will be an online participation question - one 
point per week of extra credit towards your homework grade. 
• The Online Participation forms are due by Tues midnight with the HW.  !
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*,12$+*"&03"'"83'-."#034"+/'+"$*"(0+"+/.$3"0#("03"6.32$+*"'(0+/.3"*+,-.(+"+0"-0"
*0>!!
Student Classroom and Course-Related Behavior: Students and faculty each have 
responsibility for maintaining an appropriate learning environment. Students who fail to 
adhere to such behavioral standards may be subject to discipline. Faculty have the 
professional responsibility to treat all students with understanding, dignity and respect, to 
guide classroom discussion and to set reasonable limits on the manner in which they and 
their students express opinions.  Professional courtesy and sensitivity are especially 
important with respect to individuals and topics dealing with differences of race, culture, 
religion, politics, sexual orientation, gender variance, and nationalities.  Class rosters are 
provided to the instructor with the student's legal name. I will gladly honor your request 
to address you by an alternate name or gender pronoun. Please advise me of this 
preference early in the semester so that I may make appropriate changes to my records. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Modern Physics Survey (Pre-Instruction) 
Physics 2130, Fall 2010 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Below are several statements that may or may not describe your beliefs or opinions. You 
are asked to rate each statement by selecting a number between 1 and 5 where the 
numbers mean the following: 
1. Strongly Disagree  
2. Disagree  
3. Neutral  
4. Agree  
5. Strongly Agree  
Choose one of the above five choices that best expresses your feeling about the 
statement. If you have no strong opinion either way, choose 3.  
A textbox follows each statement, asking you to briefly explain the reasoning behind 
your answer (e.g. what is going through your mind as you were formulating a response). 
Please note that, for some of the statements, the wording is deliberately ambiguous; we 
are particularly interested in how you interpret each statement, and any argumentation in 
support of your response. 
WE ARE ASKING THAT YOU EXPRESS YOUR OWN BELIEFS. YOUR 
SPECIFIC ANSWERS WILL NOT AFFECT ANY EVALUATION OF YOU AS A 
STUDENT.  
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Modern Physics Survey (Post-Instruction) 
Physics 2130, Fall 2010 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Below are several statements that may or may not describe your beliefs or opinions. You 
are asked to rate each statement by selecting a number between 1 and 5 where the 
numbers mean the following: 
1. Strongly Disagree 
2. Disagree 
3. Neutral 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly Agree  
Choose one of the above five choices that best expresses your feeling about the 
statement. If you have no strong opinion either way, choose 3.  
A textbox follows each statement, asking you to briefly explain the reasoning behind 
your answer (e.g. what is going through your mind as you were formulating a response). 
Please note that, for some of the statements, the wording is deliberately ambiguous; we 
are particularly interested in how you interpret each statement, and any argumentation in 
support of your response. 
WE ARE ASKING THAT YOU EXPRESS YOUR OWN BELIEFS. YOUR 
SPECIFIC ANSWERS WILL NOT AFFECT ANY EVALUATION OF YOU AS A 
STUDENT.  
SURVEY 
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Three students discuss this Quantum Wave Interference simulation: 
STUDENT ONE: The probability density is so large because we don't know the true 
position of the electron. Since only a single dot at a time appears on the detecting screen, 
the electron must have been a tiny particle traveling somewhere inside that blob, so that 
the electron went through one slit or the other on its way to the point where it was 
detected.  
STUDENT TWO: I think the blob represents the electron itself, since a free electron is 
properly described by a wave packet. The electron acts as a wave and will go through 
both slits and interfere with itself. That's why a distinct interference pattern will show up 
on the screen after shooting many electrons.  
STUDENT THREE: All we can really know is the probability for where the electron 
will be detected. Quantum mechanics may predict the likelihood for a measurement 
outcome, but it really doesn’t tell us what the electron is doing between being emitted 
from the gun and being detected at the screen.  
Which students (if any) do you agree with, and why? What’s wrong with the other 
students’ arguments? What is the evidence that supports your answer? 
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Physics 2130 Fall 2010 
Homework 06 Solutions 
 
M/C & Short Answer: 10 Points 
Essays: 11 Points 
Long Answer: 9 Points 
 
3. (0.5 Points) Which of the following is NOT a possible probability? 
 
A. 25/100 
B. 1.25 
C. 1 
D. 0 
 
Answer: B 
 
Remember that probabilities are normalized so that the sum of the probabilities for all 
possible outcomes is equal to one.  Therefore, a probability expressed as a number that is 
not between 0 and 1 (inclusive) makes no sense – we can’t say there is a 125% chance of 
an outcome occurring. 
 
4. (0.5 Points) Among twenty-five items, nine are defective, six having only minor 
defects and three having major defects.   Determine the probability that an item selected 
at random has major defects, given that it has defects. 
 
A. 1/3 
B. 0.25 
C. 0.12 
D. 0.08 
 
 Answer: A 
 
The answer is not C [3/25 = 0.12] because that is the probability of selecting an item with 
a major defect from the collection of all 25 items.  We are assuming that on this particular 
trial we have selected one of the nine items that have defects, of which only three of those 
nine have a major defect.  The answer is therefore 3/9 = 1/3 = A. 
 
5. (1 Point) ABCD is a square.  M is the midpoint of BC and N is 
the midpoint of CD.  A point is selected at random in the square.  
Calculate the probability that it lies in the triangle MCN.  
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SOLUTION: 
Let 2x be the length of the square. 
 Area of square = 2x !  2x = 4x
2 . 
Area of triangle MCN = . 
P[Point in MCN] =  
 
6. Two balanced dice are rolled. Let X be the sum of the two dice. Obtain the probability 
distribution of X (i.e. what are the possible values for X and the probability for obtaining 
each value?). Check that the probabilities sum to one. 
 
(1 Point) What is the probability for obtaining X >= 8? 
SOLUTION: 
When the two balanced dice are rolled, there are 36 equally likely possible outcomes: 
 
 
The possible values of X are: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.  
The possible outcomes are equally likely, so the probabilities P[X] are given by: 
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P[2] = P1,1] = 1 / 36 
P[3] = P[1,2] + P[2,1] = 2 / 36 = 1 / 18 
P[4] = P[1,3] + P[2,2] + P[3,1] = 3 / 36 = 1 / 12 
P[5] = P[1,4] + P[2,3] + P[3,2] + P[4,1] = 4 / 36 = 1 / 9 
P[6] = P[1,5] + P[2,4] + P[3,3] + P[4,2] + P[5,1] = 5 / 36 
P[7] = P[1,6] + P[2,5] + P[3,4] + P[4,3] + P[5,2] + P[6,1] = 6 / 36 = 1 / 6 
P[8] = P[2,6] + P[3,5] + P[4,4] + P[5,3] + P[6,2] = 5 / 36 
P[9] = P[3,6] + P[4,5] + P[5,4] + P[6,3] = 4 / 36 = 1 / 9 
P[10] = P[4,6] + P[5,5] + P[6,4] = 3 / 36 = 1 / 12 
P[11] = P[5,6] + P[6,5] =  2 / 36 = 1 / 18 
P[12] = P[6,6] = 1 / 36 
 
Therefore, P[X >= 8] = 5/36 + 4/36 + 3/36 + 2/36 + 1/36 = 15/36 
 
7. (1 Points) What is the average value of X? 
SOLUTION: 
The average of X is given by 
<X> = ! X P(X) = 2*(1/36) + 3*(1/18) + 4*(1/12) + 5*(1/9) + 6*(5/36) 
+ 7*(1/6) + 8*(5/36) + 9*(1/9) + 10*(1/12) + 11*(1/18) + 12*(1/36) = 7 
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8-9. An atom in the state       is shot into the following line of three Stern-Gerlach 
analyzers.  Analyzer A is tilted at an angle of –! from the vertical, Analyzer B at +", and 
Analyzer C at –#. 
 
For these problems ! = 150, " = 350 & # = 200 . 
 
(1 Point) What is the probability the atom exits from the plus-channel of Analyzer C? 
 
(1 Point) What is the probability the atom exits from the minus-channel of Analyzer C? 
 
For Questions 8 & 9, you may find it useful to play with the Stern-Gerlach Sim, but you 
should calculate the exact probabilities, and then check that your answer is close to what 
is measured in the simulation - a number that may or may not exactly match the correct 
answers for the below. 
 
Probability of atom entering A emerging from the plus-channel is . 
 
Probability of atom entering B emerging from the minus-channel is sin
2((! + ") / 2) . 
 
Probability of atom entering C emerging from the plus-channel is 
 
cos2
1800 ! (" + # )
2
$
%&
'
()
= sin2((" + # ) / 2) . [Remember: We are interested in the relative 
angle between the incoming state and the orientation of the analyzer.] 
 
Probability of atom entering C emerging from the minus-channel is cos
2((! + " ) / 2) . 
 
We are asking about the probability for a specific outcome at Analyzer A AND a specific 
outcome at Analyzer B AND a specific outcome at Analyzer C – the AND is a signal that 
the total probability is the product of the individual probabilities.  The probability of the 
atom entering Analyzer A emerging from the plus-channel of Analyzer C is therefore: 
 
  cos
2(! / 2)sin2((! + ") / 2)sin2((" + # ) / 2)  
 
The probability of it emerging from the minus-channel of Analyzer C is: 
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  cos
2(! / 2)sin2((! + ") / 2)cos2((" + # ) / 2)  
 
If ! = 150, " = 350 & # = 200, then the probability for emerging from the plus-channel of 
Analyzer C is: 
 
 cos
2(7.50 )sin2(250 )sin2(27.50 ) = 0.037  
 
…and the probability for emerging from the minus-channel is: 
 
 cos
2(7.50 )sin2(250 )cos2(27.50 ) = 0.138  
10. (1 Point) Why don’t these two probabilities sum to 1? 
These two probabilities don't sum to one because there's also some probability that the 
atom will leave through the minus-channel of Analyzer A or the plus-channel of 
Analyzer B.  Note that the probability for an atom entering Analyzer C to leave from 
either the plus-channel OR the minus-channel of Analyzer C is equal to one (because we 
always get one of two answers at any analyzer) – but we’ve asked about the probability 
for an atom entering A to exit at C. 
 sin
2((! + " ) / 2) + cos2((! + " ) / 2) = 1  
 
11. A particular Stern-Gerlach analyzer has three settings, each oriented 1200 from the 
other.  During lecture we found the probability for an atom that entered in a definite state 
of   to leave from the plus-channel if the detector setting is random.  In this same 
situation: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(0.5 Points) What is the probability for an atom to leave the minus-channel if the 
incoming atom is in the state mZ = +mB? 
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We solve this problem just as in lecture.  The probability to leave the minus channel if the 
incoming atom is in the state mZ = +mB is 0 if the analyzer is set to A, and 3/4 if the 
analyzer is set to either B or C.  If the settings on the analyzer are random, then the total 
probability to exit from the minus channel is [1/3 x 0] + [1/3 x 3/4] + [1/3 x 3/4] = 2/4 = 
50.0% [1/3 for each possible random orientation, and the 3/4 comes from sin2(1200/2)]. 
 
12. (0.5 Points) What is the probability for an atom to leave the plus-channel if the 
incoming atom is in the state m1200 = +mB?  
 
The probability of an atom entering in any state that is aligned (or anti-aligned) with any 
one of the three settings to exit from the plus-channel is [1/3 x 1] + [1/3 x 1/4] + [1/3 x 
1/4] = 50.0% 
 
13. (0.5 Points) What is the probability for an atom to leave the minus-channel if the 
incoming atom is in the state m1200 = +mB? 
 
The probability to leave the minus channel if the incoming atom is in the state mZ = +mB 
is 0 if the analyzer is set to A, and 3/4 if the analyzer is set to either B or C.  The total 
probability to exit from the minus channel is [1/3 x 0] + [1/3 x 3/4] + [1/3 x 3/4] = 2/4 = 
50.0%.  We also see this if we recognize that the probability in #12 and the probability in 
this problem add up to 1. 
 
14. Consider the same situation as in Questions 11, 12 & 13, but now settings B and C 
are oriented at +/- 110 degrees from the vertical (instead of 120 degrees). 
 
(1 Point) What is the probability for an atom in the state of spin up along the +z-axis to 
leave from the plus-channel if the settings are random? 
 Answer: 55.3 % 
Just as in the lecture problem, the probability of an atom entering with  leaving 
through the plus-channel is [1/3 x 1] + [1/3 x 0.328] + [1/3 x 0.328] = 55.26% [1/3 for 
each possible random orientation, and the 0.328 comes from cos2(1100/2)].  Comparing 
this result with previous problems, we should understand that the 1/2 probabilities in 
those situations are special circumstances for the axes oriented at 120 degrees, and isn’t a 
general statement about two-state systems always having equal likelihoods for either 
outcome. 
 
(0.5 Points) In the experiment depicted below, which of the following best describes the 
state of an atom that leaves the plus-channel of Analyzer B? 
A)  
B)  
C)  
D)  
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Answer: B 
The atom is in the definite state  since it left from the plus-channel of the horizontal 
Analyzer B; mZ is indefinite: there is an equal probability for the atom to exit from either 
channel of Analyzer C.  Either state  or  would say that the outcome 
at Analyzer C is pre-determined to be spin-up, when it is actually indeterminate until 
measured.  It doesn’t matter what order we write multiplicative terms in a quantum state, 
so =  [they both contain the same information, so are equivalent; the 
order does not reflect the order in which measurements are made]. 
 
Questions 16 – 18 refer to the reading “100 Years of Quantum Mysteries”. 
 
16. (2 Points) As discussed in this article, what were some of the problems in classical 
physics that led to the development of quantum theory? 
 
1) Attempts to use classical physics to predict the spectrum of thermal radiation from a 
perfect absorber (and emitter – a “blackbody”) found that that the power radiated by a 
blackbody would be infinite (the so-called “Ultraviolet Catastrophe”).  In 1900, Planck 
was able to predict the correct blackbody spectrum, but only if he assumed (without 
physical justification) that the thermal radiation exists in discrete amounts (and not 
continuous).  This idea was further applied by Einstein in explaining the photoelectric 
effect, who interpreted the results as implying that the energy of electromagnetic 
radiation comes in quantized bits (photons). 
 
2) Rutherford had demonstrated from scattering experiments that the atom should consist 
of electrons orbiting about a compact nucleus, yet classical electromagnetic theory 
predicted that accelerating (orbiting) charges should radiate away their energy in the form 
of light.  This would happen over a very short time, which contradicts the observation 
that most atoms are stable.  Bohr side-stepped this problem by supposing that the laws of 
classical electromagnetism don’t apply at the atomic level, and that a single photon is 
emitted only when an electron transitions from a higher to a lower energy state. 
 
17. (2 Points) How are the terms theory and interpretation used in this article? 
 
At the end of the article, the authors refer to theories as consisting of two components: 
mathematical equations, and words that explain how the equations are connected to what 
is observed in experiments.  They also discuss how some theories are really subsets of a 
more general theory, but with a limited range of application – quantum mechanics is the 
ii!
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low-energy version of the more fundamental quantum field theory; and similarly with 
Newtonian gravity and general relativity (Einstein’s theory of gravity).  Newtonian 
gravity is good enough to put satellites in orbit, and quantum mechanics is good enough 
to talk about the behavior of particles at low energies, but the more fundamental theories 
also describe nature at much higher energies than what we experience in everyday life 
(which is why they were discovered later). 
 
In contrast, the interpretations discussed in this article don’t relate to what is directly 
observable.  They are the result of scientists trying to make physical sense of what the 
mathematical equations imply, but they generally have to do with “what’s really going 
on” when we’re not making a measurement (observation) [or rather, what’s going on in 
the time just before we make a measurement or just after] – sort of like questions about 
whether a tree falling in the forest makes a sound when no one is around.  Einstein 
favored deterministic interpretations, whereas Bohr decided that the probabilistic nature 
of quantum theory was reflective of the inherently probabilistic behavior of quantum 
systems.  These kinds of interpretative themes were generally considered to be a matter 
of philosophical taste for many years; as we’ll learn later in the course, physicists 
eventually began to realize that some of these questions could be put to experimental test. 
 
18. (2 Points) Is there any experimental evidence in favor of any of the interpretations 
discussed in this article?  In the cases where there is not, why would a scientist favor one 
interpretation over another? 
 
As mentioned in Question #17, the interpretations discussed in this article can’t be 
distinguished from each other by any physical measurement, since they mostly have to do 
with what’s happening when we’re not making measurements.  Still, physicists may 
favor one type of interpretation over another for various reasons, usually having to do 
with the physical intuitions we build up through experience.  Decoherence seems to be 
popular among physicists as a solution to the measurement problem, in part because it 
provides a plausible physical mechanism for why we can never observe quantum 
superpositions in macroscopic systems.  The Many-Worlds interpretation may be 
equivalent to decoherence in the sense that both make identical predictions about what is 
observed (not superposition states), but it may also seem like nothing more than crazy 
science-fiction to many scientists.  In this course we will evaluate the merits and 
drawbacks of some of these interpretations of quantum mechanics – in the end, you can 
decide for yourself what kind of interpretation works best for you, but you should always 
be conscious of when that interpretation is legitimate, and if/when it will lead you to 
wrong answers. 
 
19. This question refers to the reading assignment “Probability” 
 
(2 Points) According to this article, in what way(s) is quantum mechanics a probabilistic 
theory? 
 
As described in this article, in quantum mechanics the position of a particle must be 
described with a probability density, which tells us about the likelihood of finding the 
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electron within a region of space when we make a measurement.  The outcome of any 
individual position measurement can’t be predicted ahead of time, but if we make many 
position measurements on similar systems, a graph of the data for where we find the 
electron each time should follow the same pattern as the probability density. 
 
LONG ANSWER 
 
Suppose you have a classical particle in a 1-dimensional box, bouncing back and forth 
between the two walls without friction or other loss of energy.  Since the particle is 
bouncing between the two walls at constant speed, there is an equal likelihood of finding 
it at any point in the box if we look at some random time.  The probability density for the 
position of this classical particle is therefore constant (a flat line, meaning equal 
probability everywhere between the two walls): 
 
 !(x) = A  for 0 " x " L ;   !(x) = 0  otherwise  
 
…where L is the length of the box, and A is some constant with appropriate units. 
 
1) (1 Point) What must A be equal to in order for to be normalized?  In other words, 
for what value of A is the normalization condition  satisified? 
 
SOLUTION: 
 
 
1= !(x) dx
"#
+#
$ = A dx0
L
$ = A % x&' ()0
L
= A % L = 1     *      A = 1
L
 
 
2) (1 Point) Make a sketch of the normalized for . 
 
SOLUTION: 
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A!
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3) (1 Point) Show (using mathematics, not symmetry arguments) that the average value 
of x is equal to L/2.  In other words, compute 
 
x = x
!"
+"
#  $(x) dx  
 
SOLUTION: 
 
x = x
!"
+"
#  $(x) dx =
1
L
x dx
0
L
# =
1
L
1
2
x2
%
&
'
(
)
*
0
L
=
L
2
 
 
Suppose instead the probability density for the position of a particle were given by: 
 
!(x) = Asin2 " x
L
#
$%
&
'(
  for 0 ) x ) L ;   !(x) = 0  otherwise  
 
4) (2 Points) What must A be equal to in order for  to be normalized? 
HINT: Use the trigonometric identity 
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Physics 2130 Fall 2010 
Homework 07 Solutions 
 
M/C & Short Answer: 5 Points 
Essays: 14 Points 
Long Answer: 10 Points 
 
3. (1 Point) The function $(x) is shown in the graph below: 
 
 
 
If a probability density function for the position of a particle is given by %(x) = |$(x)|2 
[i.e., the probability distribution is equal to the magnitude squared of the function $(x)], 
rank the probabilities of finding the particle in the regions shown. 
 
A) P[III]  >   P[I]   >  P[II] 
B) P[II]   >   P[I]   >  P[III] 
C) P[III]  >   P[II] >   P[I] 
D) P[I]    >   P[II]  >  P[III] 
E) P[II]   >   P[III] >  P[I] 
 
Answer: E 
 
The most probable region is where the probability density is greatest, and the square of a 
real function is always positive.  Since %(x) = |$(x)|2, %(x) is greatest in Region II, then 
Region III, followed by Region I. 
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4. (1 Point) Atoms leaving the plus-channel of a vertically oriented Stern-Gerlach 
analyzer are fed into a second analyzer oriented in the +x-direction.  With Analyzer 2 
oriented at 900 to Analyzer 1, either result  or  is equally likely. 
 
 
What is the average value of mX? [<mX> = ?] 
Answer: 0 
 
mX = P !X"# $%(+mB ) + P &X"# $%('mB ) = (0.50)(+mB ) + (0.50)('mB ) = 0  
 
 
5-8. In an Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) experiment, an initial state of an atom pair is 
represented by initial and various hypothetical final states are shown below. What are the 
probabilities for observing each of the final states? 
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SOLUTION: (0.5 Points Each) 
The entangled atom-pairs are in a state of zero total spin, meaning the results at the 
analyzers are perfectly anti-correlated – we always get opposite answers.  The first two 
outcomes therefore occur with equal probability (50/50).  The second two outcomes 
never occur (zero probability) since the total spin for the atom pairs must add up to zero. 
(Notice that in this situation there is no such thing as a probability just for the right atom 
to exit from the plus-channel, because the probability for the right atom to exit from the 
plus-channel depends on whether the left atom exits from the plus-channel or minus-
channel.  The two atoms exist in an entangled state, but the right atom doesn’t have a 
state unto itself.) 
Questions 9 & 10 refer to the readings: “A Quantum Threat to Special Relativity” & 
“Is the moon there when nobody looks?” 
9. (4 Points – 1 Point Each) What is meant by the terms realism, locality & 
completeness?  What are some examples of hidden variables? 
 
(1 Point) Realism refers to a perspective where the properties of physical systems are 
considered to be objectively real (observation independent), in the sense that they exist 
and have definite values independent of any observer, human or not.  Physical systems 
exist in definite states, whether we can completely know what that state is or not. 
 
(1 Point) Locality refers to the intuitive notion that a measurement performed on one of 
two systems which are physically isolated from each other can’t have any influence on 
the outcome of a measurement performed on the other, and vice-versa. [We find 
however, that correlated measurements can be performed on photon-pairs separated by 
more than 10 km.]  Locality assumes there must be a physical mechanism for any 
interaction between two distant systems. 
 
(1 Point) Completeness refers to whether a theory would be able (in principle) to 
describe (predict) all of the relevant properties of a physical system.  If particles do 
indeed have simultaneously a definite position and momentum, then quantum mechanics 
would be considered incomplete, since it is unable to describe both of these quantities 
simultaneously.  However, if these quantities do not have any definite value independent 
of measurement, then quantum mechanics might indeed be a complete description of 
reality. 
 
(1 Point) The term hidden variable refers to any of these physical quantities not 
described by an incomplete theory.  Some examples might be the position or momentum 
of a particle (things to do with its trajectory), the orientation of an atom’s magnetic 
moment, the polarization state of a photon, etc… 
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10. (2 Points) Does entanglement allow for faster-than-light communication?  If so, what 
kind of information can be communicated?  If not, why not? 
 
No.  The entangled particles are traveling at a finite speed, even though the collapse of 
the wave function is assumed to be instantaneous.  When distant correlated measurements 
are being performed, both observers will know ahead of time what the outcome of the 
other’s measurement will be before they compare data, as long as the analyzers are 
oriented along the same axis.  In this way, a randomly generated encryption key 
composed of strings of 1’s and 0’s (“up” and “down”) could be transmitted between the 
two persons (each knows what the other measured), but it still takes a finite amount of 
time for the atom-pairs to travel the distance from source to detector.  Most importantly, 
neither of the two observers (nor any person at the source) has any way to control the 
outcome of any particular measurement (it is random), which is what we’d need to be 
able to do in order to transmit a faster-than-light signal. 
 
When we wrote this question, we were thinking about communicating information 
between two humans, but if you answered that entanglement allows two particles to 
communicate with each other at faster-than-light speeds, then that answer will also be 
accepted – but let’s not be too liberal about using the word “communication” when we’re 
talking about inanimate objects. 
 
11. (2 Points) In the two Aspect experiments discussed in class, where the goal was to 
produce a “single-photon” source, the calcium atoms were excited to the upper level by a 
two-photon absorption process: 
 
Why did the experimenters excite the calcium atoms with a laser pulse of 3.05 eV 
photons followed by a pulse of 2.13 eV photons, rather than with single photons with the 
same energy as the two original photons combined (single-photon excitation)? 
 
In this course we have emphasized all along that two-photon absorption by an atom is a 
much rarer occurrence than any single-photon excitation.  The experimenters exploited 
this fact in order to keep the intensity of the photon source as low as possible.  If the 
experimenters had excited the calcium atoms to the upper level through single-photon 
absorption, then a large number of atoms would have been able to undergo de-excitation 
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by back-to-back two-photon emission, and the intensity of the photon source would have 
been too high to expect to have single photons in the apparatus at one time.  Since the 
two-photon absorption process is much rarer, the experimenters were able to reduce the 
intensity down to an acceptable level. 
 
12. (2 Points) In your own words, explain what the anti-correlation parameter (") is, both 
in terms of its mathematical definition, and in terms of what it physically tells us, in the 
context of single-photon experiments as performed by Aspect.  Why didn’t Aspect 
measure " = 0 if photons are supposed to be acting like particles? 
 
In the first Aspect experiment, there were two PMT’s connected to a coincidence counter, 
which clicked only when a photon was detected in both PMT’s during the time the gate 
was open.  The anti-correlation parameter " is defined as: 
, where P1 and P2 are the probability for PMT1 and PMT2 to be triggered 
respectively, and P12 is the probability for both PMT’s to be triggered while the gate is 
open.  When the intensity of the photon source is low, " >= 1 if photons are behaving like 
classical waves (since P12 is greater than P1 times P2, meaning the PMT’s are being 
triggered together more often than not) & " >= 0 if photons are behaving like particles 
(since both PMT’s should not trigger simultaneously if there is only a single photon in 
the apparatus).  " should equal zero only if there were always exactly one photon in the 
apparatus during the time the gate is open, but the intensity of the photon source is not 
quite that low.  Aspect continually reduced the intensity of the photon source, but had to 
extrapolate the data down to single-photon luminosity. 
 
13. (2 Points) Log onto CU Learn and click on the “Discussions” tab on the left-hand 
side.  There you will find several topic threads that have been seeded with some of your 
questions from two of the reading assignments: “100 Years of Quantum Mysteries” & “A 
Quantum Threat to Special Relativity”.  Each week, you will receive two homework 
points for contributing to the discussion there by making at least one post per week.  A 
posting worth full credit can be an answer or explanation to one of the questions already 
posted (or an elaboration or re-wording of an already posted explanation), an additional 
question relevant to the topic thread, a comment on a previous posting that contributes to 
the overall discussion, or even starting a new topic thread on something else relevant to 
the course.  All of the postings will be anonymous to other students (but not to the 
instructors), so feel free to say what’s really on your mind, but please remember to be 
respectful at all times. 
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LONG ANSWER 
 
(5 Points) In class we have discussed correlated measurements performed on systems of 
two entangled atoms.  The assigned reading “The Reality of the Quantum World” 
discusses correlated measurements performed on entangled photon pairs.  In what ways 
are these systems of entangled photon pairs similar or different from systems of 
entangled atom pairs?  In what sense are the particles in each system entangled (i.e., what 
properties are correlated for each of the two types of systems)?  What types of 
measurements are performed to determine these properties, and what are probabilities for 
the possible results of these measurements for both types of systems? 
 
The systems are similar in the sense that for both, two quantum particles are produced in 
an entangled superposition state, where the outcome of a given set of measurements is 
indeterminate until the moment one or both of the particles are observed.  Even when the 
two measurements are performed at a distance, the outcomes of the two measurements 
are correlated in some way when we are asking the same question. 
 
In the case of atoms, the pair is produced in a superposition state of zero total spin; a set 
of Stern-Gerlach analyzers measure the projection of each atom’s spin along some axis.  
There is a 50/50 probability that a given atom will be observed in either the “spin-up” 
state or the “spin-down” state along the axis of measurement, but the outcomes for each 
atom-pair are always anti-correlated, meaning we always get opposite answers at the two 
analyzers. 
 
In the case of photons, the pair is produced in a superposition state of equal parts vertical 
and horizontal linear polarization.  When each photon is passed through a set of linear 
polarizing films oriented along some axis, there is a 50/50 probability for a photon to 
either be transmitted or blocked, but the outcomes for each photon-pair are always strictly 
correlated, meaning either both are transmitted or both or blocked, so that we always get 
the same answers at the two analyzers. 
 
(5 Points) As discussed in class and in the readings, what do the two single-photon 
experiments performed by Aspect tell us about the nature of photons?  How were the two 
experiments designed to demonstrate the particle and the wave nature of photons?  When 
answering, don’t concern yourself with technical details (such as how the photons were 
produced); focus instead on how the design of each experimental setup determined which 
type of photon behavior would be observed.  How are the elements of these two 
experiments combined in a delayed-choice experiment, and what do delayed-choice 
experiments (along with the two Aspect experiments) tell us about the nature of photons?   
 
The two experiments performed by Aspect were designed to demonstrate either the 
particle behavior of photons, or their wave behavior.  In each experiment, a photon was 
passed through a beam splitter, where it had a 50/50 probability of being either 
transmitted or reflected along one of two possible paths.  In the first experiment, photons 
were detected either in one PMT or the other (but not both simultaneously), meaning 
each photon could have taken only one of the two possible paths on the way to being 
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detected.  This experiment demonstrated that photons behave like particles, always taking 
either one path or the other when they encounter the beam splitter. 
 
The second experiment was similar to the first, except now a second beam splitter was 
inserted at the point where the two separate paths intersected.  Now, each photon might 
be again either transmitted or reflected at the second beam splitter, and detected in one 
PMT or the other, but now we have no information about which path the photon took.  
By changing the distance travelled along just one of the paths (by moving one of the 
mirrors) each photon is observed to interfere with itself – we can arrange it so all the 
photons are detected in one PMT, or that all of them are detected in the other PMT, or 
anywhere in between (depending on the path-length difference).  Since each photon is 
somehow “aware” of the length travelled along both paths, it must have acted like a 
wave, taking both paths simultaneously when it encounters the beam splitter. 
 
In a delayed-choice experiment, it is now arranged so that we can open or block one of 
the paths after the photon has encountered the first beam splitter.  If one of the paths is 
blocked, then any photon we detect must have travelled along just one of the two paths – 
the photon should behave like a particle when it encounters the first beam splitter and go 
one way or the other.  If both paths are left open, then the photon can have travelled by 
either path and interference is observed – each photon was coherently split at the first 
beam splitter and took both paths, behaving like a wave.  This setup allows us to switch 
from Experiment 1 (photon takes Path A or Path B at the first beamsplitter) to 
Experiment 2 (photon takes both Paths A & B at the first beamsplitter) after the photon 
has encountered the first beam splitter, yet the photon still acts as though we’ve been 
conducting Experiment 2 all along, which makes us question whether the photon could 
really have already “decided” whether to behave like a wave or a particle before the 
choice was made to block one of the paths or leave it open. 
 
Results from these three experiments demonstrate that photons behave like waves when 
wavelike properties are measured (interference), and like particles when particle-like 
properties are measured (which-path information), but also that we should not think of a 
photon as simultaneously both particle and wave (a “wavicle”).  We can take a 
Complementarity point of view and say no experiment can be designed to simultaneously 
demonstrate both particle and wave behavior.  Dirac says we can always think about an 
unobserved photon acting like a wave, but we must accept the collapse of the 
wavefunction at the moment of detection to mean the photon goes from being in both 
paths, to suddenly being in just one. 
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A) 0 
B) 1/4 
C) 1/2 
D) 3/4 
E) 1 
D?#G!1!/&!/*!?-'!+'>/*/?'!&?(?'!
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_!b!d@!Q4::,2*!6,4!)-<*!-7!*.*305,7!-78!-!:),0,7!;,0)!9,<17+!0)5,4+)!/5**!2:-3*@!*-3)!=10)!-!0,0-.!*7*5+6!,/!e!*N>!
!
_@!_)-0!12!0)*!8*[5,+.1*!=-<*.*7+0)!17!79!,/!0)*!:),0,7i!CG!]>&"!79! [G!"%#!79! ZG!$^J!79! KG!&"]!79!?G!P),0,72!8,!7,0!)-<*!-!8*[5,+.1*!=-<*.*7+0)>!
!
 
! = hc
E"
=
1240 eV # nm
9 eV
= 138 nm !
7(G'!(&!?-'!C(:')'*A?-!C'e:'!0()0$)(?'+!())!()#*A@!
!
!
"! $!
! $"'!
d@!_)-0!12!0)*!8*[5,+.1*!=-<*.*7+0)!,/!0)*!*.*305,7i!CG!]>&"!79! [G!]>'#!79! ZG!"%#!79! KG!$^J!79! ?G!^$J!79!
 
! = h
p
  &  
p2
2m
= E      "      ! = h
2mE
!
 
! = 6.6 "10
#34 J $ s
2(9.11"10#31kg)(9 eV)(1.6 "10#19 J / s)%& '(
1/ 2 = 4.1"10
#10  m = 0.41 nm !
!
!
f!b!24@!C7!*.*305,7V2!=-<*!/47301,7!;*0=**7!A!j!]!-78!A!j!\!12!8*2351;*8!;6!0)*!/,..,=17+!/47301,7c!!
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L
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2" x
L
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'(
 for 0 ) x ) L !!  !(x) = 0 for x < 0 and x > L !
!
f@!_)-0!8,*2!0)*!/47301,7! .,,B!.1B*i!
!
!
24@!Y,5!-7!*.*305,7!8*2351;*8!;6!0)12!2-9*!/47301,7c!!()*!.1B*.1),,8!0)-0!6,4!/178!0)*!:-5013.*!-0!A!j!\T$!12!qqqqq!0)*!.1B*.1),,8!,/!/17817+!10!-0!\T&>!!CG!+5*-0*5!0)-7! [G!29-..*5!0)-7! ZG!0)*!2-9*!-2!KG!I9:,221;.*!0,!0*..!
!
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L
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! $"J!
22@! Y,5! '" -$&&.3.(+" #':." &,(;+$0(@! :.,00*8! ;*.,=! ,7! 0)*! 51+)0@! ),=! 8,! 0)*!:5,;-;1.101*2!,/!/17817+!0)*!*.*305,7!<*56!3.,2*!F=10)17!-!<*56!29-..!8120-73*!8AG!0,!A!j!f@!U@!I@!r@!-78!s!3,9:-5*i!FfjP5,;-;1.106!,/!/17817+!0)*!*.*305,7!7*-5!:,170!f@!*03kGc!
A) G = H = I = J = K 
B) H > J = G = K > I 
C) I > H > G = J = K 
D) J > H > I = G = K 
E) H > I > J > G = K !
!
!
21@!C!/5**!*.*305,7!12!+*7*5-..6!8*2351;*8!;6!0)*!=-<*!/47301,7! !(x) = Aexp(ikx) >!C33,5817+!0,!?4.*5V2!/,594.-@!0)12!12! !(x) = Aexp(ikx) = A "[cos(kx) + isin(kx)] !Y,5!0)12!=-<*!/47301,7@!-!;1++*5!L!k!!
A) means a bigger wavelength 
B) has no effect on wavelength 
C) means a smaller momentum 
D) means a larger momentum 
E) has no effect on momentum 
!
!
23>!The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle is generally applied to very small objects such 
as electrons and protons.  Which of the following statements best explains why don’t we 
use the uncertainty principle on larger objects such as cars and tennis balls? 
 
A) The errors of measurement can always, in principle, be made smaller by using 
more sensitive equipment. 
B)  Large objects at any instant of time have an exact position and exact momentum 
and with sufficient care we can measure both precisely. 
C) Large objects obey Newton’s laws of motion, to which the uncertainty principle 
does not apply. 
D) Because it does apply to large objects, but the uncertainties are so small that we 
don’t notice them. 
!
!
!
!
!
 
p = h
!
  &  k = 2"
!
     #      p = !k
! $"^!
!
14. Three particles of equal mass are 
traveling in the same direction. The de 
Broglie waves of the three particles are as 
shown at right.  Rank the speeds of the 
particles I, II andIIIc 
 
A) VII  > VI > VIII 
B) VII  > VIII > VI 
C) VI  = VII  > VIII 
D) VII  > VI  = VIII 
 
Amplitude has no relation to wavelength, 
which is the same for I & II; these are 
shorter than III, and so III has the least 
speed, while I & II are the same. 
 
2U!b!2^>!Z,7218*5!0)*!/,..,=17+!0=,!3-2*2c!!
"(&'!2<!C0!019*!0!j!]@!-7!*.*305,7!12!8*2351;*8!;6!-!:.-7*!=-<*@! FAG!j!C*1BA@!=)*5*!=*!)-<*!85-=7!0)*!5*-.!:-50!;*.,=!F0)*!=-<*!B**:2!+,17+!/,5*<*5!,//!0)*!*8+*!,/!0)*!:-:*5Gc!!
!!
"(&'!1<!C0!019*!0!j!]@!-7!*.*305,7!12!8*2351;*8!;6!-!=-<*!:-3B*0!-2!85-=7!;*.,=c!!!!!
!
2U@!C5*!0)*!/,..,=17+!20-0*9*702!054*!,5!/-.2*i!
J>!()*5*!12!7,!473*50-1706!17!0)*!9,9*7049!,/!0)*!*.*305,7!17!Z-2*!">!!
JJ>! ()*! 473*50-1706! 17! 0)*! :,2101,7! ,/! 0)*! *.*305,7! 17! Z-2*! "! 12! .*22! 0)-7! 0)*!473*50-1706!17!0)*!:,2101,7!,/!0)*!*.*305,7!17!Z-2*!$>!
A) I = true, II = true 
B) I = true, II = false 
C) I = false, II = true 
D) I = false, II = false 
!
!
! $"#!
2^@!_)13)! ,/! 0)*! /,..,=17+! 20-0*9*702!8'&?! 'PB)(/*&!=)-0! 12! )-::*717+!=10)! 0)*!473*50-1706!17!9,9*7049!/,5!Z-2*!$!-78!=)6c!
A) The uncertainty in momentum for case 2 is the same as for case 1, because the 
wavelength is the same. 
B) The uncertainty in momentum for case 2 is less than for case 1, because the wave 
is less spread out. 
C) The uncertainty in momentum for case 2 is greater than for case 1, because to 
create a localized wave packet requires the superposition of sine waves with a 
range of wavelengths and a range of momentum. 
D) The uncertainty in momentum for case 2 is less than for case 1, because the wave 
is more spread out and uncertainty in momentum and position trade off. 
E) The uncertainty in momentum for case 2 is greater than for case 1, because the 
wave packet is made up of a number of electrons with a range of momentum. 
!
!
!
!
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!
2_@!g!"#$%&:-22*2!0)5,4+)!0)*!8,4;.*!2.10i!!"!
!
2d@!g'()*!+,&:-22!0)5,4+)!0)*!8,4;.*!,:*717+i!!Q!
!
2f@!g+!+-%)./,&:-22!0)5,4+)!0)*!8,4;.*!2.10i!!"!
!
14@!g!"#$%&:-22*2!0)5,4+)!0)*!-::-5-042!=)*7!./+&.0&%$+&,!"%,&",&-.1+)+2i!!D!
!
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!
11@!P5,0,72!-5*!-33*.*5-0*8! /5,9!5*20! 0)5,4+)!-!:,0*701-.!81//*5*73*!,/!"]]]!N,.02!;*/,5*! :-2217+! 0)5,4+)! -! 8,4;.*S2.10! -::-5-042! -78! ;*17+! 8*0*30*8! ,7! -! 235**7>!!_)-0!=,4.8!;*!0)*!8*[5,+.1*!=-<*.*7+0)!/,5!0)*2*!:5,0,72!17!:13,9*0*52i!F"!:9!j!"]S"$!9G!!CG!]>e]!:9! [G!">#]!:9! ZG!%#>^!:9! KG!^^>%!:9! ?G!"$&]!:9!!!
 
! = h
2mE
=
(6.6 "10#34 J $ s)
2(1.67 "10#27 kg)(1000 eV)(1.6 "10#19 J / eV%& '(
= 9.0 "10#13 m = 0.90 pm !!!!!!!!
F77DX! MYF7NJ9Z7<! ! ,[FD7F! Z9NF! h! X9Y! `Y7N! DZ7VF=! NOF! 6J=7N! F77DX!
MYF7NJ9Z!RF2!h!24!,9JZN7S!DZE!NOFZ!9ZF!96!NOF!NV9!=F`DJZJZ;!F77DX!
MYF7NJ9Z7!RF1!9=!F3!h!d!,9JZN7S@!!J6!X9Y!"O997F!N9!=F7,9ZE!N9!Q9NO!96!
NOF![D7N!NV9!F77DX!MYF7NJ9Z75!VF!VJ[[!;JiF!X9Y!NOF!,9JZN7!69=!NOF!
OJ;OF=!96!NOF!NV9!7"9=F7@!!
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E1. (REQUIRED – 3 PARTS, 10 POINTS TOTAL) In the sequence of screenshots 
shown below (taken from the PhET Quantum Wave Interference simulation), we see: A) 
a bright spot (representing the probability density for a single electron) emerges from an 
electron gun; B) passes through both slits; and C) a single electron is detected on the far 
screen.  After many electrons pass through and are detected, a fringe pattern develops 
(not shown). !
!
Three students discuss the Quantum Wave Interference simulation:  
!
Student 1: The probability density is so large because we don't know the true position of 
the electron. Since only a single dot at a time appears on the detecting screen, the electron 
must have been a tiny particle traveling somewhere inside that blob, so that the electron 
went through one slit or the other on its way to the point where it was detected.  
!
Student 2: The blob represents the electron itself, since a free electron is properly 
described by a wave packet. The electron acts as a wave and will go through both slits 
and interfere with itself. That's why a distinct interference pattern will show up on the 
screen after shooting many electrons.  
!
Student 3: All we can really know is the probability for where the electron will be 
detected.  Quantum mechanics may predict the likelihood for a measurement outcome, 
but it really doesn’t tell us what the electron is doing between being emitted from the gun 
and being detected at the screen.   
 
E1.A (2 Points) In terms of the interpretations of quantum phenomena we’ve discussed 
in class, how would you characterize the perspective represented by Student 1’s 
statement?  What assumptions are being made by Student 1 that allows you to identify 
their perspective on this double-slit experiment? 
 
Student One’s statement would be consistent with a realist perspective (that of Albert 
Einstein). [Other key words we accepted: classical ignorance, hidden variables, “anti-
Complementarity, and the like.  Student One assumes the position of the electron is a real 
! $$"!
but unknown quantity, and that the superposition wave packet is an expression of classical 
ignorance.  Student One assumes that if the electron is detected at only one point in space, 
then it must have always existed at some one point in space as it was passing through the 
apparatus, and therefore must pass through one slit or the other on its way from source to 
detector.  Student One considers the position of the electron to be a hidden variable. 
 
E1.B (6 Points) For each of the first two statements (made by Students 1 & 2), what 
rationale or evidence (experimental or otherwise, if any) exists that favors or refutes these 
two points of view?  As for the third statement, is Student 3 saying that Students 1 & 2 
are wrong?  Why would a practicing physicist choose to agree or disagree with Student 
3? 
 
In favor of Student One: 
Intuition, Classical/Newtonian physics. 
Particles are always localized upon detection. 
If a detector is placed at either (or both) of the slits, electrons are detected at one slit or the 
other, but not both. 
 
Against Student One: 
Covering one slit shouldn’t affect particles that were only passing through the other slit. 
Localized particles shouldn’t create an interference pattern. 
Electrons show the same wave behavior as photons, which have been shown to be capable of 
taking multiple paths. 
 
In favor of Student Two: 
All arguments against Student One – particularly the formation of an interference pattern. 
Bell’s Theorem, along with entanglement and tests of local schemes, as well as single- 
photon experiments, tell us that quantum phenomena must be nonlocal; and 
that superposition states are real, and not a result of classical ignorance. 
 
Against Student Two: 
Doesn’t explain why particles are only detected at a single point. 
No known evidence that Student Two’s perspective on the double-slit experiment is 
incorrect, but we must accept collapse of the wave function to explain the outcome 
of measurements.. 
Some might object to the student saying the wave packet “is” the electron.  However, we are 
  certainly modeling a single electron with a wave packet, and this model doesn’t lead 
to incorrect predictions. 
 
Student Three: 
Not necessarily saying Students 1 & 2 are wrong, but arguing that quantum mechanics 
explains how to predict probabilities for measurements, and that Students 1 & 2 are 
speculating on what is going on between source and detection without really knowing for 
sure.  Physicists may choose to go with Student 3 since problems about how to physically 
interpret the wave function don’t have to get in the way of making the correct calculations.  
Physicists may choose to disagree with Student 3 since scientists regularly make physical 
interpretations of mathematical theories, which can lead to greater insight, or eventually 
new tests of old and new ideas.  We also observe evidence of wave behavior, and so thinking 
of an electron as a wave packet is consistent with this. 
! $$$!
E1.C (2 Points) Which student(s) (if any) do you personally agree with?  If you have a 
different interpretation of what is happening in this experiment, then say what that is.  
Would it be reasonable or not to agree with both Student 1 & Student 2?  This question is 
about your personal beliefs, and so there is no “correct” or “incorrect” answer, but you 
will be graded on making a reasonable effort in explaining why you believe what you do. 
 
 
E2. (OPTION ONE – 4 PARTS, 8 POINTS TOTAL) A double-slit experiment is 
performed with a low-intensity beam of electrons, so that only one electron at a time is 
passing through the apparatus; after a period of time a fringe pattern forms on the 
detection screen. !
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!13.6 eV
n2
!!!!!!7!j!"@!$@!%@!k!
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!
,D=N!D<!"[D77J"D[!,D=NJ"[F!
A ball of mass ' rolls back and forth 
without any loss of energy between 
two very high walls (at x=0 & x=2L).  
There is a ramp centered at x=L that 
extends upward to a height less than h.  
The ball has total energy 3454678'#$ 
(kinetic plus potential). !
1) Is the total energy of the ball as it rolls from x=2L to x=0 increasing, decreasing or 
staying the same?  (Explain your answer) 
 
The total energy of the ball remains constant (E=mgh).  The kinetic and potential 
energies of the ball change, but the sum of the two is constant (conservation of energy). 
 
2) Sketch below (all on one graph) the kinetic energy, gravitational potential energy, and 
total energy of the ball between x=0 and x=2L. 
!
3) Is the amount of time the ball spends between x=0 and x=L greater than, less than or 
equal to the amount of time it spends between x=L and x=2L? (Ignore any time the ball 
spends on the ramp.)  Why? 
 
Because its kinetic energy is least in the region x=0 to x=L, the ball moves at a slower 
speed there, and therefore spends more time in that region than in the region where it is 
moving quickly (x=L to x=2L). 
 
4) If someone were to take a photograph of the ball at some random time, would the 
probability of finding the ball in the first half (between x=0 & x=L) be greater than, less 
than, or equal to the probability of finding it in the second half (between x=L & x=2L)?  
Why? 
 
The ball spends the most time in the left side, and so the probability for finding it there 
when looking at some random time is greater than where it spends the least time. 
!
!
!
!
! $$#!
,D=N!Q<!79[YNJ9Z7!N9!7"O=lEJZ;F=e7!FMYDNJ9Z!!
The time-independent Schrödinger equation is given by: !
 
!!2
2m
d 2" (x)
dx2
+V (x)" (x) = ETOT" (x) !
!
This can be rewritten as: !
 
d 2!
dx2
= "
2m
!2
E "V( )! = 2m
!2
V " E( )! !!
1) If E < V, will the solutions to Schrödinger’s equation be real exponentials or complex 
exponentials? [Hint: Is the quantity on the right-hand side positive or negative in this 
case?] 
 
If E < V, then the quantity on the right is positive, and the solutions to the equation are 
real exponentials (exponential growth or decay). 
 
2) Write down the most general solution to Schrödinger’s equation for the case when 
 E  < V [in terms of the quantities given – you may define any new constants, as needed]. 
 
!E<V x( ) = Aexp +"x( ) + Bexp #"x( )  where 
 
! = 2m
!2
V " E( )  
 
3) If E  > V, will the solutions to Schrödinger’s equation be real exponentials or complex 
exponentials? [Again, consider whether the right-hand side is positive or negative.] 
 
If E > V, then the quantity on the right is negative, and the solutions to the equation are 
complex exponentials (oscillatory solutions). 
 
4) Write down the most general solution to Schrödinger’s equation for the case when 
 E  > V [in terms of the quantities given – you may define any new constants, as needed]. 
 
!E>V x( ) = C exp +ikx( ) + Dexp "ikx( )  where 
 
k = 2m
!2
E !V( )  !
!
!
!
!
!
!
! $$e!
,D=N!"<!F[F"N=9Z!JZ!D!VJ=F!R<"!m!=S!!
Consider an electron with total energy E moving to the right through a very long smooth 
copper wire with a small air gap in the middle: !
!!
Assume that the work function of the wire is V0 and that V = 0 inside the wire. 
 
1) If E > V0, draw a graph of the electron’s potential and kinetic energy in all three 
regions.  Also draw a dashed line indicating the total energy of the electron. 
!!
2) In each of the three regions, are the solutions to Schrödinger’s equation real 
exponentials or complex exponentials?  Write down a solution for each of the three 
regions corresponding to an electron traveling to the right. 
 
 
Region I: (E > V) Complex exponential: ! I x( ) = Aexp +ikI x( )  
 
 
Region II: (E > V) Complex exponential: ! II x( ) = Bexp +ikII x( )  
 
 
Region III: (E > V) Complex exponential: ! III x( ) = C exp +ikIII x( )  
!
! $%]!
3) How does the deBroglie wavelength of the electron compare in each of the three 
regions?  Rank the wavelengths in the three regions (!1, !2, !3) from largest to smallest.  
If the wavelength is not defined in a particular region, then say so. 
 
The wavelengths in regions I & III are the same, since the kinetic energy (= total energy) 
is the same there.  The kinetic energy in region II is smaller, so it has less momentum, 
and therefore a longer wavelength. !2  > !1 = !3. 
 
 
4) How does the amplitude of the electron’s wave function compare in each of the three 
regions? [Hint: think about |!(x)|2 what tells you in terms of probabilities – remember 
your answers to Part A]. 
 
Just as with the ball in the gravitational field, if we look at some random time the electron 
will be most likely to be found in the region where its kinetic energy is least.  Greater 
probability corresponds to greater amplitude, and so the amplitude should be largest in 
region II.  If we consider also that there is some probability for the wave to be reflected at 
the barrier (even when E > V), then the amplitude on the right side should be smaller than 
the amplitude on the left side. 
 
 
5) With this information in mind, sketch the real part of the electron’s wave function in 
all three regions [keep in mind requirements on the continuity of the wave function]: !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
! $%"!
,D=N!E<!F[F"N=9Z!JZ!D!VJ=F!R<"!n!!=S!
!!
Consider the same situation as in Part C, but now the total energy E of the electron is 
less than the work function V0. 
 
1) If E < V0, draw a graph of the electron’s potential and kinetic energy in all three 
regions.  Also draw a dashed line indicating the total energy of the electron. !
!
 
2) In each of the three regions, are the solutions to Schrödinger’s equation real 
exponentials or complex exponentials?  Write down a solution for each of the three 
regions corresponding to an electron traveling to the right. 
 
 
Region I: (E > V) Complex exponential: ! I x( ) = Aexp +ikI x( )  
 
 
 
Region II: (E < V) Decaying real exponential: ! II x( ) = Bexp "#x( )  
 
 
 
Region III: (E > V) Complex exponential: ! III x( ) = C exp +ikIII x( )  !!!!
! $%$!
3) How does the deBroglie wavelength of the electron compare in each of the three 
regions?  Rank the wavelengths in the three regions (!1, !2, !3) from largest to smallest.  
If the wavelength is not defined in a particular region, then say so. 
 
Again, the wavelengths in regions I & III are the same, since the kinetic energy (= total 
energy) is the same there.  The kinetic energy in region II is negative(!), and the resulting 
exponentially decaying wave function has no wavelength associated with it.  !2 not 
defined;  !1 = !3. 
 
4) How does the amplitude of the electron’s wave function compare in each of the three 
regions? [Hint: think about |!(x)|2 what tells you in terms of probabilities].  Explain what 
physical meaning we can make from the shape of the wave function in Region II.  
 
Here, the electron is much more likely to be reflected than transmitted, and so the 
amplitude should be greater in Region I than in Region III.  The wave function is 
exponentially decaying in Region II, meaning there is a decreasing probability for 
transmission the thicker (or higher) the barrier is. 
 
5) With this information in mind, sketch the real part of the wave function for this 
electron [keep in mind requirements on the continuity of the wave function]: !
!
!
6) Using the solution to #5, what conclusions can you make about the possible position of 
the particle? How is this different than a classical particle in the same situation? Can you 
offer an explanation of why classical objects (people) don't exhibit the same property, 
called tunneling? 
 
This means there is a (small) chance that the electron can be found on the other side of 
the potential barrier, since the wave function penetrates into the “classically forbidden” 
region.  A classical (localized) particle should not be able to penetrate into any region 
where its total energy is less than its potential energy.  The kinetic energy of the electron 
in the barrier region is negative(!), which doesn’t make sense for a localized particle, but 
implies exponentially decaying solutions for a wave.  Classical objects don’t tunnel 
because they don’t have the properties of waves. 
! $%%!
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,(%?!D<!")(&&/0()!,(%?/0)'!C!;-..!,/!9-22!'!5,..2!0,!0)*!51+)0!,7! -! /.-0@! /51301,7.*22! 245/-3*!=10)!0,0-.!*7*5+6!3&8&9'#$>!()*!;-..! 2,,7! *73,470*52! -! 2.,:*8!245/-3*!-78!5,..2!4:!0,!)*1+)0!:$>!C/0*5@! 0)*! ;-..! 5,..2! ;-3B! 8,=7!0)*! 5-9:@! -.=-62! 20-617+! 17!3,70-30!=10)!0)*!245/-3*>!!!
1) Is the total energy of the ball as it rolls from 0 to 3L increasing, decreasing, or 
staying the same? !!!!
2) Sketch the kinetic energy, gravitational potential energy, and total energy of the 
ball between 0 and 3L. !!!!!
3) Is the amount of time the ball spends between L and 2L greater than, less than, or 
equal to the amount of time it spends between 0 and L? How does it compare to 
the amount of time it spends between 2L and 3L? (Ignore the time the ball spends 
on the ramp.) !!!
4) Now imagine that we take a photograph of the ball at some random time 
BEFORE it reaches 2L. Is the probability of finding the ball between 0 and L 
greater than, less than or equal to the probability of finding it between L and 2L? 
Why? !!!!!!
! $%&!
,D=N!Q<!M$(*?$G!,(%?/0)'!C/?-!F!m!i!RY&/*A!,-FN!&/GS!
!
1) Observe the plot of the wave function for plane wave solutions for the case where 
E > V. Why is the wave function oscillating up and down?  !!
2) Now widen the width of the wire gap (where V > 0) to 3.5 dashed-lines wide. 
How does the wavelength of the wave function in this region compare to the 
wavelength in the region to the left? How about to the region on the right? Lastly, 
how do the wavelengths in the regions on the left and right compare to each 
other? !!
3) What does your answer to (2) tell you about the kinetic energy of the particle in 
each of these three regions? Be sure to discuss this with your group members. !!
4) Now refer back to the classical particle case. How does your answer to (3) 
compare to your answer to PART A question 2? How is wavelength related to 
kinetic energy? !!!
5) Now let’s look at the amplitude of the wave function. What does the amplitude of 
!  (or |!|2 ) tell you?  !!!
6) If we were to make a measurement of position of the wave function, would we be 
more likely to find it in the region to the left of the air gap or in the air gap (for 
now ignore the region to the right of the air gap, very much like you did in PART 
A)? !!!
7) In this case of E > V, explain how measurements of position for a quantum 
particle compare to taking a photograph of a classical particle. !!!
!
! $%'!
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1) What happens to the ball as it starts to go up the hill? Is it possible for the ball to 
be found between L and 2L? How about between 2L and 3L? !!!!
,D=N!E<!M$(*?$G!,(%?/0)'!C/?-!F!n!i!
1) Now, using the PhET sim, decrease the size of the wire gap to 1 dashed-line wide 
and increase the height of the potential energy line all the way to the top. What 
type of function do you see in region 1 and 2? !!
2) What type of function is shown inside the wire gap? Hint: It might be more 
obvious if you look at the wave function when the air gap is very wide… but 
return to 1 dashed-line wide for the next question! !!!
3) How do the wavelengths of the wave function on the left and right of the air gap 
compare to each other? What does that tell you about the kinetic energy of the 
particle in each of those regions? !!!
4) Now refer back to PART C with the classical particle. How does the kinetic 
energy of the classical particle in regions 2 and 3 compare to the kinetic energy of 
the quantum particle in regions 2 and 3? !!
5) What does the amplitude of ! (or |!|2) tell you about finding a particle in regions 
2 or 3? !!
6) If we were to make a measurement of the particle’s position with E < V, which 
region would we be most likely to find it in? Compare this to the case of the 
classical particle. 
 
 
! $%J!
Tutorial: Quantum Tunneling (old) 
Sam McKagan, et al. 
 
In this tutorial you will explore the physics of an electron traveling through an air gap in 
a wire – first in the case in which the electron has enough energy to get through the gap 
classically, and then in the case in which it does not. If you’re paying attention, you 
should be surprised by some of the results.  
 
Consider an electron initially moving to the right through a very long smooth copper wire 
with a small air gap in the middle. (See figure below.) The work function of copper is V0.  
 
 
 
PART I: E > V0: Suppose the electron shown above has an initial energy E > V0.  
 
1. In the space below, sketch a graph of the potential energy V of the electron as a 
function of horizontal position x. Define V = 0 inside the wire. Once you have V(x) 
sketched, use a dashed line to show the energy of an electron that satisfies the E > V0 
condition.  
 
 
 
 
2. For the region in the copper wire to the left of the air gap, write down the general 
solution for &(x,t).  Plug it into the Schrodinger Equation to make sure it works and solve 
for the total energy E of the electron.  
 
The general solution is:  ! x,t( ) = Ae
ikx + Be" ikx( )e" iEt /!  
 
Plugging into the Schrodinger equation: 
 
!
!2
2m !k
2( )" x,t( ) + 0 = i! !iE / !( )" x,t( )  
 
This simplifies to: 
 
!2k2
2m = E  
 
 
! $%^!
For the region in the air gap, write down the general solution for &(x,t). Is the value of k 
here the same as the value of k in the previous region? Why or why not? If not, call it k' 
to distinguish it from the k above. Plug your solution into the Schrodinger Equation to 
make sure it works and solve for the total energy E of the electron.  
 
The general solution is:  ! x,t( ) = Ae
ik ' x + Be" ik ' x( )e" iEt /!  
 
Plugging into the Schrodinger equation: 
 
!
!2
2m !k '
2( ) +V0"#$
%
&'
( x,t( ) = i! !iE / !( )( x,t( )  
 
This simplifies to: 
 
!2k '2
2m +V0 = E  
 
The k here is not the same as the k above because it is related to the total energy E in a 
different way than the k above. Another way to say this is that the kinetic energy in the 
gap is different than the kinetic energy in the wire. 
 
For the region in the copper wire to the right of the air gap, write down the general 
solution for &(x,t). Is the value of k here the same as either of the values of k above?  
Why or why not? If not, call it k'' to distinguish it from the k’s above. Plug your solution 
into the Schrodinger Equation to make sure it works and solve for the total energy E of 
the electron.  
 
Because the potential here is the same as in the left wire, the solution is the same, the k is 
the same, and the energy is the same: 
 
!2k2
2m = E  
 
3. In the plot below, sketch the shape of the real part of the wave function at t = 0 in each 
region for the case where E > V0. The air gap starts at x = 0 and ends at x = L. Don’t 
worry about the relative magnitudes of the waves in the different regions, but think 
carefully about the general shape of the graph in each region.  
 
! $%#!
4. What is the basic shape of the real part of the wave function in each of the three 
regions? For example, is it linear, constant, quadratic, exponential, sinusoidal, or 
something else? 
  
It’s sinusoidal in all three regions.  
 
5. Is the total energy of the electron to the right of the air gap greater than, less than, or 
equal to the energy of the electron to the left of the air gap? Explain how you arrived at 
your answer. 
  
Equal to.  Energy must be conserved, so the total energy can’t change.  
 
6. Fill in the values for the potential, kinetic, and total energy of the particle in each of the 
three regions in the table below. Your answers should be in terms of E and V0.  
 
 Left Wire Air Gap Right Wire 
Potential Energy 0 V0 0 
Kinetic Energy E E-V0 E 
Total Energy E E E 
 
 
7. On top of the graph you drew in question 1, now sketch the kinetic energy KE of the 
electron as a function of position. Be sure to label each of the energies clearly.  
 
 
 
8. Write an equation that relates the kinetic energy of a particle to its deBroglie 
wavelength. 
 
KE = p
2
2m =
h2
2m!2  
 
9. Are the wave functions you sketched in question 3 consistent with your equation in 
question 8 and your kinetic energies in question 6? Resolve any discrepancies.  
 
My equation in question 8 tells me that the as the kinetic energy increases, the 
wavelength decreases, and vice versa. In question 6 I said that the kinetic energy in the 
right wire is equal to the kinetic energy in the left wire, and this is consistent with my 
drawing, which shows the same wavelength in these two regions. I also said that kinetic 
energy is smaller in the gap, and this is also consistent with my drawing, which shows a 
larger wavelength in this region.  
 
 
 
 
 
! $%e!
PART II: E < V0: Now suppose the electron has an initial kinetic energy E < V0.  
 
10. In the space below, sketch a graph of the potential energy V of the electron as a 
function of horizontal position x.  Define where V = 0 inside the wire. Once you have 
V(x) sketched, use a dashed line to show the energy of an electron that satisfies the         
E < V0 condition.  
 
11. For the region in the copper wire to the left of the air gap, write down the general 
solution for &(x,t).  Plug it into the Schrodinger Equation to make sure it works and solve 
for the total energy E of the electron.  
The general solution is:  ! x,t( ) = Ae
ikx + Be" ikx( )e" iEt /!  
Plugging into the Schrodinger equation: 
 
!
!2
2m !k
2( )" x,t( ) + 0 = i! !iE / !( )" x,t( )  
This simplifies to: 
 
!2k2
2m = E  
 
For the region in the air gap, write down the general solution for .(x,t). Plug your solution 
into the Schrodinger Equation to make sure it works and solve for the total energy E of 
the electron.  
The general solution is:  ! x,t( ) = Ae
" x + Be#" x( )e# iEt /!  
Plugging into the Schrodinger equation: 
 
!
!2
2m "
2( ) +V0#$%
&
'(
) x,t( ) = i! !iE / !( )) x,t( )  
This simplifies to: 
 
!
!2" 2
2m +V0 = E  
 
For the region in the copper wire to the right of the air gap, write down the general 
solution for &(x,t).  Plug your solution into the Schrodinger Equation to make sure it 
works and solve for the total energy E of the electron.  
 
The general solution is:  ! x,t( ) = Ae
ikx + Be" ikx( )e" iEt /!  
Plugging into the Schrodinger equation: 
 
!
!2
2m !k
2( )" x,t( ) + 0 = i! !iE / !( )" x,t( )  
This simplifies to: 
 
!2k2
2m = E  
 
! $&]!
12. In the plot below, sketch the shape of the real part of the wave function at t = 0 in 
each region for the case where E < V0. The air gap starts at x = 0 and ends at x = L. Don’t 
worry about the relative magnitudes of the waves in the different regions, but think 
carefully about the general shape of the graph in each region.  
 
13. What is the basic shape of the real part of the wave function in each of the three 
regions?  For example, is it linear, constant, quadratic, exponential, sinusoidal, or 
something else? 
 
It’s sinusoidal in regions I and III and it’s a decaying exponential in region II.  
 
14. It is often stated that a particle can quantum mechanically tunnel through a barrier. 
Explain what is meant by this.  
 
In this example, although classically the electron does NOT have enough energy to get 
out of the metal and into the air gap, there is a solution to the Schrodinger equation in this 
region. This means there is a non-zero probability to find the electron in the air gap. The 
probability decays exponentially as you go farther into the gap, but if the gap is thin 
enough, the electron can “tunnel” through the gap into the copper wire on the right, wire 
it has enough energy to stay.  
 
15. Consider an electron that has tunneled through the barrier.  Is the energy of the 
electron to the right of the air gap greater than, less than, or equal to the energy of the 
electron to the left of the air gap?  Explain how you arrived at your answer.  
 
Equal to. Energy must be conserved, so the total energy can’t change.  
 
16. Fill in the values for the potential, kinetic, and total energy of the particle in each of 
the three regions in the table below. Your answers should be in terms of E and V0.  
 
 Left Wire Air Gap Right Wire 
Potential Energy 0 V0 0 
Kinetic Energy E E-V0 E 
Total Energy E E E 
 
! $&"!
 
17. On top of the graph you drew in question 10, now sketch the kinetic energy KE of the 
electron as a function of position. Be sure to label each of the energies clearly.  
 
 
18. Do you notice anything unusual about the kinetic energy?  
 
The kinetic energy is negative in the air gap! This is because the particle doesn’t have 
enough total energy to be in this region, but it is “borrowing” some kinetic energy to 
compensate for having a potential energy greater than its total energy. There is no 
classical analogue to the situation, and if you try to think of the electron as a classical 
particle moving around in this region, it won’t work. But we can describe the behavior of 
the wave function in this region without any problem and it accurately predicts the results 
of experiments. 
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• K*3,)*5*73*!
• Q3)5x817+*5V2!Z-0!
• a;h*301<*!p*-.106!
• I78*0*5917-36!17!L4-7049!M*3)-7132!
• L4-7049!Z56:0,+5-:)6!
• L4-7049!Z,9:4017+!
• L4-7049!(*.*:,50-01,7!
• Q0517+!()*,56!
• L4-7049!f5-<106!
• [,2,72!-78!Y*591,72!
• Z.-2213-.!P)62132!<2>!L4-7049!P)62132!
• L4-7049!:)62132!17!:,:4.-5!34.045*!
• C76!19:,50-70!*A:*519*70!17!0)*!)120,56!,/!H4-7049!:)62132!
• 9%5!.#$!G(.!0-##&'!?#!C%/?'!(!B'%&#*()!%'>)'0?/#*!#*!.#$%!'PB'%/'*0'&!
/*!?-/&!0#$%&'!8.!(*&C'%/*A!?-'!>#))#C/*A!I$'&?/#*&!/*!(&!G$0-!+'?(/)!(&!
B#&&/8)'!RB)$&!(*.?-/*A!')&'!.#$!C#$)+!)/L'!?#!(++S<!!
! $&%!
K*2351;*! 6,45! *A:*51*73*! ,/! .*-5717+! -;,40! H4-7049! 9*3)-7132! 17! 0)12! 3,452*>!!_)-0!9,01<-0*8!6,4!0,!0-B*!0)12!3,452*@!=)-0!2,50!,/!H4*201,72!818!6,4!)-<*!3,917+!17@!-78!=*5*!0)*2*!H4*201,72!,5!9,01<-01,72!-885*22*8!84517+!0)*!3,452*i!!U-2!0)12!3,452*!3)-7+*8!6,45!18*-2!-;,40!:)62132!-78!0)*!:5-3013*!,/!231*73*!17!-76!=-6i!!I/!2,@!=*5*! 0)*5*! -76! :-50134.-5! 18*-2! ,5! 81234221,72! 0)-0! .*8! 0,! 0)12! 3)-7+*! 17! 6,45!:*53*:01,72i! ! _)-0! 0,:13F2G! /5,9! 0)12! 3,452*! =*5*! 9,20! 170*5*2017+! 0,! 6,4! F-78!=)6Gi! !C5*! 0)*5*! 0,:132! 0)-0!6,4!=12)!=*!)-8!3,<*5*8! 17! 0)12!3,452*@!,5!,7*2! 0)-0!6,4!=12)!=*!)-87V0i!!_)-0!0*-3)17+!0*3)71H4*2!F.*3045*@!:**5S172054301,7@!5*-817+2@!3,73*:0! 0*202@! 2194.-01,72@! *03kG!=*5*! )*.:/4.! /,5! 6,4! 17! .*-5717+! -;,40! H4-7049!9*3)-7132@!-78!17!=)-0!=-6i!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
! $&&!
`#+'%*!,-.&/0&!"#*0'B?$()!7$%:'.!!yZ,55*30!-72=*52!-5*!)1+).1+)0*8!17!Q9[Ez!!
M$'&?/#*&!2!?-%#$A-!T!5*/*5!0,!0)*!/,..,=17+!0=,!*A:*519*702c!!I7!,7*!*A:*519*70!*.*305,72!-5*!05-<*.17+!/5,9!-!2,453*!0,!-!8*0*3017+!235**7>!I7!-!2*3,78!*A:*519*70!.1+)0!12!05-<*.17+!/5,9!-!2,453*!0,!-!:),0,+5-:)13!:.-0*>!!Y,5!*-3)!H4*201,7@!3),,2*!/5,9!0)*!,:01,72!C!0)5,4+)!K!;*.,=!0)*!9,20!-::5,:51-0*!-72=*5!-33,5817+!0,!H4-7049!:)62132>!!
A. It is behaving like a particle. 
B. It is behaving like a wave. 
C. It is behaving like both a particle and a wave. 
D. You cannot tell if it is behaving like a particle or a wave. !U,=!12!0)*!:-5013.*T=-<*!;*)-<17+!=)*7k!
!
2@!g-7!*.*305,7!12!05-<*.17+!/5,9!0)*!2,453*!0,!0)*!8*0*3017+!235**7i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
9.1% 53.4% 21.6% 15.9% 53.4 46.6% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
61.3% 17.1% 18.9% 2.7% 17.1% 82.9% !
1@!g0)*!.1+)0!12!05-<*.17+!/5,9!0)*!2,453*!0,!0)*!:),0,+5-:)13!:.-0*i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
2.3% 63.6% 21.6% 12.5% 63.6 36.4% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
13.5% 52.3% 31.5% 2.7% 52.3% 47.7% !!
3@!g-7!*.*305,7!170*5-302!=10)!0)*!8*0*3017+!235**7i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
93.2% 5.7% 1.1% 0 93.2% 6.8% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
64.0% 9.0% 21.6% 5.4% 64.0% 36.0% !!
! $&'!
T@!g0)*!.1+)0!170*5-302!=10)!0)*!:),0,+5-:)13!:.-0*i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
64.8% 30.7% 4.5% 0 64.8% 35.2% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
31.5% 24.3% 29.7% 14.4% 31.5% 68.5% !
M$'&?/#*&!U!?-%#$A-!f!5*/*5!0,!0)*!/,..,=17+!0)5**!*A:*519*702c!!I7! ,7*! *A:*519*70! *.*305,72! :-22! 0)5,4+)! -!8,4;.*S2.10! -2! 0)*6! 05-<*.! /5,9! -! 2,453*! 0,! -!8*0*3017+!235**7>!!I7!-!2*3,78!*A:*519*70!.1+)0!:-22*2!0)5,4+)!-!8,4;.*S2.10! -2! 10! 05-<*.2! /5,9! -! 2,453*! 0,! -!:),0,+5-:)13!:.-0*>!!I7! -! 0)158! *A:*519*70! 9-5;.*2! :-22! 0)5,4+)!0=,! 2.10S.1B*! ,:*717+2! -2! 0)*6! 05-<*.! /5,9! -!2,453*! 0,!-7!-55-6!,/!3,..*3017+!;172@! 218*S;6S218*>! ! ()*! 51+)0S)-78! /1+45*! 81-+5-92! 0)*!*A:*519*70-.! 2*04:@! -78! 0)*! /1+45*2! ;*.,=!2),=! 5,4+).6! 0)*! :,221;.*! :-00*572! =)13)!3,4.8!;*!8*0*30*8!,7!0)*!<-51,42!235**72>!!
 C!0)5,4+)!Z!5*:5*2*70!2,9*!:-00*572!=)13)!91+)0!;*!,;2*5<*8>!I/!6,4!0)17B!7,7*!12!-::5,:51-0*@!-72=*5!K>!!_)13)!:-00*57!=,4.8!6,4!*A:*30!0,!,;2*5<*!=)*7k!
!
U@!g!"#$%&:-22*2!0)5,4+)!0)*!8,4;.*!2.10i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
0 1.1% 98.9% 0 98.9% 1.1% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
10.8% 45.1% 43.2% 0.9% 43.2% 56.8% 
!
! $&J!
^@!g'()*!+,&:-22!0)5,4+)!0)*!8,4;.*!,:*717+i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
0.9% 86.4% 2.3% 2.3% 86.4% 13.6% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
14.4% 59.5% 20.7% 5.4% 59.5% 40.5% 
!
_@!g+!+-%)./,&:-22!0)5,4+)!0)*!8,4;.*!2.10i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
0 12.5% 87.5% 0 87.5% 12.5% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
14.4% 51.0% 34.6% 0.9% 34.6% 65.4% 
!
d@!g!"#$%&:-22*2!0)5,4+)!0)*!-::-5-042!=)*7!./+&.0&%$+&,!"%,&",&-.1+)+2i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
92.0% 4.5% 3.4% 0 92.0% 8.0% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
64.0% 12.6% 20.7% 2.7% 64.0% 36.0% 
!
f@!g+!+-%)./,&:-22!0)5,4+)!0)*!-::-5-042!=)*7!./+&.0&%$+&,!"%,&",&-.1+)+2i!PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
97.7% 2.3% 0 0 97.7% 2.3% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
70.3% 8.1% 18.0% 3.6% 70.3% 29.7% !
24@! !C33,5817+!0,!0)*!473*50-1706!:51731:.*@!0)*!9,5*!=*!B7,=!-;,40!-7!*.*305,7V2!:,2101,7@!0)*!.*22!=*!B7,=!-;,40!102k!
A. …speed. 
B. …momentum. 
C. …kinetic energy. 
D. All of these. !PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
2.3% 45.5% 1.1% 51.1% 51.1% 48.9% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
15.3% 7.2% 5.4% 72.1% 72.1% 27.9% 
! $&^!
22@!!Z),,2*!0)*!-72=*5!C!0)5,4+)!K!0)-0!12!0)*!9,20!-::5,:51-0*!-72=*5!-33,5817+!0,!H4-7049!:)62132>!!()*!U*12*7;*5+!O73*50-1706!P51731:.*!12!9,20.6!-::.1*8!0,!<*56!29-..! ,;h*302! 243)! -2! *.*305,72! -78! :5,0,72>! _)6! 8,7V0! =*! 42*! 0)*! 473*50-1706!:51731:.*!=10)!.-5+*5!,;h*302!243)!-2!3-52!-78!0*7712!;-..2i!!
A. The errors of measurement can always, in principle, be made smaller by using 
more sensitive equipment. 
B. Large objects at any instant of time have an exact position and exact momentum, 
and with sufficient care we can measure both precisely. 
C. Large objects obey Newton’s laws of motion, to which the uncertainty principle 
does not apply. 
D. Because it does apply to large objects, but the uncertainties are so small that we 
don’t notice them. !PaQ(!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
0 6.8% 9.1% 84.1% 84.1% 15.9% Pp?!
A B C D %Correct %Incorrect 
3.6% 18.0% 23.4% 55.0% 55.0% 45.0% !
!
!
!
21@!!()*!81-+5-9!-0!51+)0!2),=2!0)*!*.*305,713!*7*5+6!.*<*.2!17!-7!-0,9!=10)! -7! *.*305,7! -0! *7*5+6! .*<*.!39>!_)*7! 0)12! *.*305,7!9,<*2! /5,9!*7*5+6! .*<*.! 39! 0,! 37@! .1+)0! 12! *9100*8>! ()*! +5*-0*5! 0)*! *7*5+6!81//*5*73*!;*0=**7!0)*!*.*305,713!*7*5+6!.*<*.2!39!-78!37!k!!
A. …the more photons emitted. 
B. …the brighter (higher intensity) the light emitted. 
C. …the longer the wavelength (the more red) of the light emitted. 
D. …the shorter the wavelength (the more blue) of the light emitted. 
E. More than one of the above answers is correct. !!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
0 2.3% 12.5% 73.9% 11.4% 73.9% 26.1% Pp?!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
5.4% 20.7% 5.4% 22.5% 45.9% 22.5% 77.5% 
!
!
! $&#!
23@! !C7!*.*305,7!17!-7!-0,9!)-2!0)*!*7*5+6!.*<*.!81-+5-9!-0!51+)0>! !()*!*.*305,7!12! 17! 102! .,=*20!*7*5+6!20-0*@!-2!2),=7!17!0)*!81-+5-9>!_)-0! 12!0)*!.,=*20!*7*5+6!:),0,7!0)-0!10!3-7!-;2,5;i!!
A. It can absorb a photon of any energy. 
B. E1 
C. E2 
D. E2 – E1 
E. E4 – E3 !!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
3.4% 2.3% 14.8% 78.4% 1.1% 78.4% 21.6% Pp?!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
20.7% 20.7% 17.1% 33.3% 8.1% 33.3% 66.7% !
!
!
!
6#%!'(0-!I$'&?/#*!2T!?-%#$A-!2^@!3),,2*!0)*!8*2351:01,7!/5,9!C!0)5,4+)!K!=)13)!;*20!8*2351;*2!0)*!=-<*!:-3B*0!1..4205-0*8!0,!0)*!51+)0>!!
A. Poorly defined position, well defined wavelength. 
B. Well defined position, poorly defined wavelength. 
C. Well defined position, well defined wavelength. 
D. Poorly defined position, poorly defined wavelength. !!!
2T@!qqqqq!!!!
2U@!qqqqq!!!!!!
2^@!qqqqq!!!!!
! $&e!
"&>!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
97.7% 0 1.1% 1.1% 0 97.7% 2.3% Pp?!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
44.1% 1.8% 50.5% 3.6% 0 44.1% 55.9% !"'>!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
2.3% 5.7% 12.5% 79.5% 0 79.5% 20.5% Pp?!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
27.9% 24.3% 23.4% 24.3% 0 24.3% 75.7% !"J>!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
0 92.0% 2.3% 5.7% 0 92.0% 8.0% Pp?!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
6.4% 50.4% 9.9% 33.3% 0 50.4% 49.6% !!
17. Three particles of equal mass are traveling 
in the same direction. The de Broglie waves of 
the three particles are as shown at right. 
 
Rank the speeds of the particles I, II andIII 
 
A) VII  > VI > VIII 
E) VII  > VIII > VI 
F) VI  = VII  > VIII 
G) VII  > VI  = VIII 
 
 PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
4.5% 4.5% 86.4% 4.6% 0 86.4% 13.6% !!!!
!
! $']!
6#%!'(0-!I$'&?/#*!2d!?-%#$A-!145!choose the most appropriate answer from A 
through C. 
 
A. The de Broglie wavelength of the particle will increase. 
B. The de Broglie wavelength of the particle will decrease. 
C. The de Broglie wavelength of the particle will remain the same. 
 
What will happen when a quantum particle is traveling from left to right with constant 
total energy (dashed line: E0), in a region in which the potential energy (solid line: V(x)) 
is… 
 
 
!
2d@!qqqqq!Z,720-70i!!!
!
!
!
!
2f@!qqqqq!I735*-217+i!!!!!!!
!
14@!qqqqq!K*35*-217+i!!!
!
2d@!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
1.1% 0 98.9% 0 0 98.9% 1.1% 
!
2f@!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
59.1% 39.8% 1.1% 0 0 59.1% 40.9% 
!
14@!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
36.4% 60.2% 3.4% 0 0 60.2% 39.8% 
! $'"!
12@!R,4!2**!-7!*.*305,7!-78!-!7*405,7!9,<17+!;6!6,4!-0!0)*!2-9*!2:**8>! !U,=!8,!0)*15!=-<*.*7+0)2!"!3,9:-5*i!! C> "7*405,7!{!"*.*305,7![> "7*405,7!|!"*.*305,7!Z> "7*405,7!j!"*.*305,7!!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
18.2% 54.5% 27.3% 0 0 54.5% 45.5% !
6#%!I$'&?/#*&!11H13@!3,7218*5!-7!*.*305,7!=10)!0)*!:,0*701-.!*7*5+6c!>!!!()12! :,0*701-.! *7*5+6! /47301,7@! :.,00*8! -0! 51+)0@! 12! ,/0*7!5*/*55*8! 0,!-2!-7! 17/1710*! 2H4-5*!=*..!,5!-! 51+18!;,A>! !R,45!*.*305,7! 12! 17! 0)*! .,=*20! *7*5+6! 20-0*! ,/! 0)12! :,0*701-.!*7*5+6@! =10)! -! =-<*! /47301,7! "F;G! j! ""F;G! -78! -!3,55*2:,7817+!*7*5+6!3">!!!
11@!Q4::,2*!0)-0!6,4!9*-245*!0)*!:,2101,7!,/!0)12!*.*305,7!<*56! :5*312*.6@!=10),40! 8*205,617+! 0)*! *.*305,7>! !_)13)! ,/!0)*! /,..,=17+! 20-0*9*702! 9,20! -3345-0*.6! 8*2351;*2! 0)*!5*24.0!,/!0)12!9*-245*9*70i!! C> R,4!=1..!/178!0)-0!0)*!*.*305,7!12!2:5*-8!,40!17!2:-3*!;*0=**7!]!-78!\>![> R,4!=1..!/178!0)*!*.*305,7!-0!0)*!;,00,9!,/!0)*!=*..>!Z> R,4!=1..!/178!0)*!*.*305,7!-0!;!j!\T$>!K> R,4!=1..! /178! 0)*!*.*305,7!-0!,7*!:-50134.-5! .,3-01,7@! 2,9*=)*5*!;*0=**7!]!-78! \>! ! ()*5*! 12! -7! *H4-.! :5,;-;1.106! ,/! /17817+! 0)*! *.*305,7! -76=)*5*!;*0=**7!]!-78!\!?> R,4!=1..! /178! 0)*!*.*305,7!-0!,7*!:-50134.-5! .,3-01,7@! 2,9*=)*5*!;*0=**7!]!-78! \>! ! I0! 12!9,20! .1B*.6! 0,! ;*! /,478! -0! ;! j! \T$@! ;40! 10! 3,4.8! -.2,! ;*! /,478!*.2*=)*5*!=10)!2,9*!:5,;-;1.106>!
&PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
1.1% 1.1% 1.1% 14.8% 81.9% 81.9% 18.1% !!!
!
!
! $'$!
13@& 60%+)! 9*-24517+! 0)*! :,2101,7@! 6,4! 9*-245*! 0)*! +/+)#<! ,/! 0)*! 2-9*! *.*305,7>!!_)13)!,/!0)*!/,..,=17+!20-0*9*702!8*2351;*2!0)*!5*24.0!,/!0)12!*7*5+6!9*-245*9*70i!C> ()*!<-.4*!0)-0!6,4!9*-245*!=1..!;*!3">![> ()*!<-.4*!0)-0!6,4!9*-245*!3,4.8!:,221;.6!;*!3">!Z> ()*!<-.4*!0)-0!6,4!9*-245*!=1..!/.%!;*!3">!!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
22.7% 48.9% 28.4% 0 0 48.9% 51.1% 
!
1T@! ()*! /1+45*! -0! 51+)0! 2),=2! -! :,0*701-.! *7*5+6! /47301,7!
=F;G@!=)*5*!0)*!:,0*701-.!*7*5+6!12!17/1710*!1/!;!12!.*22!0)-7!]!,5!+5*-0*5!0)-7!\@!-78!)-2!-!2.-70*8!;,00,9!17!;*0=**7!]!-78!\@!2,!0)-0!0)*!:,0*701-.!=*..!12!8**:*5!,7!0)*!51+)0!0)-7!,7!0)*!.*/0>! ! _)13)! ,/! 0)*! :.,02! ,/! }"F;G}~! <2>! ;! 12! 9,20! .1B*.6! 0,!3,55*2:,78!0,!-!20-01,7-56!20-0*!,/!0)12!:,0*701-.!=*..i!!
!! !!!!!!!?>!M,5*!0)-7!,7*!,/!0)*2*!12!-!:,221;.*!20-01,7-56!20-0*>!!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
2.3% 15.9% 27.3% 42.0% 12.5% 42.0% 58.0% 
! $'%!
1U@!()*!:.,0!-0!51+)0!2),=2!-!27-:2),0!,/!0)*!2:-01-.!:-50!,/!-!,7*S819*721,7-.!=-<*!/47301,7!/,5!-!:-5013.*@!
!FAG@!<*5242!A>!! FAG!12!:45*.6!5*-.>!!()*!.-;*.2@!I@!II@!-78!III@!17813-0*!5*+1,72!17!=)13)!9*-245*9*702!,/!0)*!:,2101,7!,/!0)*!:-5013.*!3-7!;*!9-8*>!!a58*5!0)*!:5,;-;1.101*2@!P@!,/!/17817+!0)*!:-5013.*!17!5*+1,72!I@!II@!-78!III@!/5,9!;1++*20!0,!29-..*20>!! C> PFIIIG!{!PFIG!{!PFIIG![> PFIIG!{!PFIG!{!PFIIIG!Z> PFIIIG!{!PFIIG!{!PFIG!K> PFIG!{!PFIIG!{!PFIIIG!?> PFIIG!{!PFIIIG!{!PFIG!!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
0 0 0 0 100% 100% 0% 
!
!
1^@! I/! -! :-5013.*! 12! ;,478! 17! -! :,0*701-.! =*..@! =)13)! 20-0*9*70! ;*20! 8*2351;*2! 0)*!<-.4*2!,/!0,0-.!*7*5+6!0)-0!:-5013.*!3-7!:,221;.6!)-<*i!!
A. It can have only certain discrete values of total energy. 
B. It can have any value of total energy as long as it is small enough that the particle 
remains bound. 
C. It can have any value of total energy as long as it is large enough that the particle 
remains bound. !PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
71.6% 25.0% 3.4% 0 0 71.6% 28.4% !
1_@!I/!-!:-5013.*!12!>54!;,478!17!-!:,0*701-.!=*..@!=)13)!20-0*9*70!;*20!8*2351;*2!0)*!<-.4*2!,/!0,0-.!*7*5+6!0)-0!:-5013.*!3-7!:,221;.6!)-<*i!! C>!I0!3-7!)-<*!,7.6!3*50-17!81235*0*!<-.4*2!,/!0,0-.!*7*5+6>![>!I0!3-7!)-<*!-76!<-.4*!,/!0,0-.!*7*5+6!-2!.,7+!-2!10!12!29-..!*7,4+)!0)-0!0)*!:-5013.*!5*9-172!!!!!!47;,478>!Z>!I0!3-7!)-<*!-76!<-.4*!,/!0,0-.!*7*5+6!-2!.,7+!-2!10!12!.-5+*!*7,4+)!0)-0!0)*!:-5013.*!5*9-172!!!!!!47;,478>!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
17.0% 6.8% 76.2% 0 0 76.2% 23.8% 
! $'&!
!
1d@!C7!*.*305,7!=10)!*7*5+6!3!12!05-<*.17+!0)5,4+)!-!3,7843017+!=15*!=)*7!10!*73,470*52!-!29-..!+-:!17!0)*!=15*!,/!=180)!=>!!()*!:,0*701-.!*7*5+6!,/!0)*!*.*305,7!-2!-!/47301,7!,/!:,2101,7!12!+1<*7!;6!0)*!:.,0!-0!51+)0@!=)*5*!=]!{!3>!!_)13)!,/!0)*!/,..,=17+!2B*03)*2!9,20!-3345-0*.6!8*2351;*2!-!27-:2),0!,/!0)*!5*-.!:-50!,/!0)*!=-<*!/47301,7!,/!0)12!*.*305,7i!!!!
!
!
!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
71.6% 3.4% 12.5% 12.5% 0 71.6% 28.4% 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
D! "!Q!
E! F!
! $''!
1f@! Q4::,2*! 0)-0! 17! 0)*! *A:*519*70! 8*2351;*8! /*! I$'&?/#*! 1d@! 6,4!=,4.8! .1B*! 0,!
2+-)+(,+! 0)*! 2:**8! ,/! 0)*! *.*305,7! 3,917+! ,40! ,7! 0)*! 51+)0! 218*>! ! _)13)! ,/! 0)*!/,..,=17+!3)-7+*2!0,!0)*!*A:*519*70-.!2*0S4:!=,4.8!8*35*-2*!0)12!2:**8i!
!!!!!!!!!!?>!M,5*!0)-7!,7*!,/!0)*!3)-7+*2!-;,<*!=,4.8!8*35*-2*!0)*!2:**8!,/!0)*!*.*305,7>!!
!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
13.6% 4.5% 46.6% 10.2% 22.7% 46.6% 53.4% 
!
!
!
!
!
!
! $'J!
34@!()*!*.*305,7!17!-!)685,+*7!-0,9!12!17!102!+5,478!20-0*>!!R,4!9*-245*!0)*!8120-73*!,/!0)*!*.*305,7!/5,9!0)*!743.*42>!!_)-0!=1..!;*!0)*!5*24.0!,/!0)12!9*-245*9*70i!! C> R,4!=1..!9*-245*!0)*!8120-73*!0,!;*!0)*![,)5!5-8142>![> R,4! 3,4.8! 9*-245*! -76! 8120-73*! ;*0=**7! `*5,! -78! 17/17106! =10)! *H4-.!:5,;-;1.106>!Z> R,4!-5*!9,20!.1B*.6!0,!9*-245*!0)*!8120-73*!0,!;*!0)*![,)5!5-8142@!;40!0)*5*!12!-!5-7+*!,/!,0)*5!8120-73*2!0)-0!6,4!3,4.8!:,221;.6!9*-245*>!K> ()*5*! 12! -!9,20.6! *H4-.! :5,;-;1.106! ,/! /17817+! 0)*! *.*305,7! -0! -76! 8120-73*!=10)17!-!5-7+*!/5,9!-! .100.*!;10! .*22!0)-7!0)*![,)5!5-8142!0,!-! .100.*!;10!9,5*!0)-7!0)*![,)5!5-8142>!!!PaQ(!
A B C D E %Correct %Incorrect 
29.5% 2.3% 48.9% 18.1% 0 48.9% 51.1% !!
 
! "#$!
!""#$%&'(%(
(
)*+*,-*.(/01*20345(#6715()839*:(7;.(<=;7+(#>>7:(
)8?1=>>=0;>(@301(<083()-8.*;->(A<7++(BCDCE(
 
 
)-8.*;-(!(
( "3*F&;>-38,-=0;()839*:( ( ( ( GHI(BJK(
( /01*2034("30?+*1>( ( ( ( GGI(BJL(
( #671(M8*>-=0;>( ( ( ( ( GGI(BNJ(
( "0>-F&;>-38,-=0;()839*:( ( ( ( GHI(BNL(
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(
)-8.*;-(P(
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)-8.*;-(S(
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(
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! "#%!
)-8.*;-(!(!
"3*F&;>-38,-=0;()839*:(
(
DI! &'! ()!*+))(,-.! /+0!*12)(3()')! '+!340./5--2!*.0/+06!'1.!)46.!6.4)50.6.7'!478!9.'!':+!;.02!8(//.0.7'!0.)5-')!'14'!40.!,+'1!3+00.3'<!!
(Agree) I feel that no matter how much technology advances or how much we 
learn, we can never fully understand how the world works and in many cases, we 
use outcomes of experiments to look at phenomena in different ways that may or 
may not be entirely correct in the real world. For instance, looking at the behavior of 
light as both a particle and wave. So, yes, I believe that an experiment came be 
conducted twice with different outcomes. !
BI! =1.! *0+,4,(-()'(3! 74'50.! +/! >547'56! 6.3147(3)! ()! 6+)'-2! 85.! '+! *12)(34-!-(6('4'(+7)!+/!+50!6.4)50.6.7'!(7)'056.7')<!
 
(Neutral) I really don't know enough about quantum theory to make a guess on 
that. However, even our most basic assumptions about the world have sometimes 
proven to be incorrect and quantum seems to involve so much theory that we can 
never really be sure if it actually functions the way physicists think it does or if we 
are coming up with theories that just fit what we find without even seeing the entire 
picture. !
QI!?1.7! 7+'! ,.(79! +,).0;.8@! 47! .-.3'0+7! (7! 47! 4'+6! )'(--! .A()')! 4'! 4! 8./(7('.! B,5'!57C7+:7D!*+)('(+7!4'!.431!6+6.7'!(7!'(6.<!!
(Strongly Agree) An electron is a fundamental piece of an atom, though it moves 
extremely fast, so at any point in time, yes it does occupy a position being that it is 
matter. !
RI!&!'1(7C!>547'56!6.3147(3)!()!47!(7'.0.)'(79!)5,E.3'<!!
(Strongly Agree) From the examples I have heard and some of the theory, I think 
quantum mechanic is very interesting. !
JI! &! 14;.! 1.408! 4,+5'! >547'56!6.3147(3)! '10+591! *+*5-40! ;.75.)! B,++C)@! /(-6)@!:.,)('.)@!.'3<<<D!!
(Strongly Agree) [Blank] !!
(
(
(
(
(
(
! "#F!
/01*2034("30?+*1>(
(
/TCDU(
(
DQI(?14'!40.!4'+6)!648.!+/@!478!1+:!40.!'1.!*40')!+/!'1.!4'+6!3+7/(950.8G!!
Atoms are made up of a particular configuration of electrons, protons and neutrons.  
The center of an atom is called its nucleus which is comprised of the protons and 
neutrons.  Electrons surround the nucleus in different orbit levels. !
BDI!=1.!/+03.!BHD!.A*.0(.73.8!,2!4!31409.!B>D!(7!47!.-.3'0(3!/(.-8!BID!()!9(;.7!,2!'1.!.>54'(+7J !!&7! /43'@! '1.!.-.3'0(3! /(.-8!4'!472!*+(7'! (7!)*43.! ()!!"#$%"!! (7! '.06)!+/! '1.! /+03.! '14'!:+5-8!,.!.A*.0(.73.8!,2!4!31409.!*-43.8!4'!'14'!*+(7'!(7!)*43.J!! !BI-.3'0(3!/(.-8!8./(7.8!4)!/+03.!*.0!57('!31409.D!!K+:!8+! 2+5! B*.0)+74--2D! $%&"'('"&! '1.! 3+73.*'! +/! 47! .-.3'0(3! /(.-8G! &)! '1.! .-.3'0(3!/(.-8!)+6.'1(79!'14'!()!*12)(34--2!0.4-@!.;.7!'1+591!:.!347L'!+,).0;.!('!8(0.3'-2G!M0!()!('!4!64'1.64'(34-!'++-!8.;().8!,2!*12)(3()')!'+!.A*-4(7!+50!+,).0;4'(+7)!478!'+!64C.!34-35-4'(+7)!.4)(.0G!N!6(A!+/!,+'1@!+0! ()! ('! )+6.'1(79!.-).!.7'(0.-2G!O.6.6,.0@!:.!40.! (7'.0.)'.8! (7! :14'! 2+5! 43'54--2! '1(7C! P! '1.0.! 40.! 7+! Q3+00.3'R! +0! Q(73+00.3'R!47):.0)!'+!'1()!>5.)'(+7<!S-.4).!*0+;(8.!'1.!0.4)+7(79!,.1(78!2+50!0.)*+7).<!
 
I think that electric fields are real things that cant be seen heard, etc. because they 
are comprised of negative charges that can be harnessed into electrical energy.  This 
energy has been used to build the world that we live in today. 
(
(
/TCBU(
(
DBI( &'! ()! )4(8! '14'! '1.!*1+'+.-.3'0(3! .//.3'! 8.6+7)'04'.)! '1.!*40'(3-.T-(C.!74'50.! +/!-(91'<!IA*-4(7!1+:!'1()!3+73-5)(+7!()!0.431.8<!=14'!()@!:14'!!"#!$%&!'()*+!,%-!'.!!()!3+7)()'.7'!:('1!*40'(3-.T-(C.!,.14;(+0!/+0!-(91'!,5'!7+'!:('1!:4;.T-(C.!,.14;(+0G!U('.!4'!-.4)'!':+!*(.3.)!+/!.;(8.73.<!!
Any light will give at least a few electrons enough energy to move like a partical 
because each light quantum delivers all of its energy to just one electron.  Therefore, 
all the energy used to project an electron is used in one direction making it act like a 
particle and not like a wave.  If we increase the intensity of the light, then more light 
quantum will deliver its energy to a single electron. !
 
! "VW!
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
Einstein proposed a new theory, a new model and a new interpretation of the data.  
To me there are not really any differences between the three in this case.  Einstein 
came up with the model E=hf, which in turn made a whole new theory about light 
quantum, and it is obvious that this would create a new interpretation of the data. 
(
/TCQU(!
QI(?14'!:4)!'1.!*+(7'!+/!'1.!QH406.0!478!'1.![..8)R!)'+02!B/0+6!-.3'50.DG!!
To show an analogy of theory, model, and interpretation can all work together to 
form an abstract idea. The different schemes in this analogy also play a role in this 
abstract idea. !
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Theory: Schemes of why certain #s of sprouts came up. 
 
Model: Way of showing the different combinations to produce different #s of sprouts. 
 
Interpretation: How one interprets this analogy as a whole and why we get the 
results that we do. !
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Electromagnetic theory predicted that orbiting electrons would radiate away their 
energy, and would spiral into the nucleus continuously, but a hydrogen atom was 
known to be stable.  This didn’t make any sense because it led to an underprediction 
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of hydrogen’s lifetime by 40 years.  Bohr’s theory used quanta to explain this 
discrepancy. 
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In this article, theories are used to describe ideas that scientists, and physicists came 
up with to explain why this happen the way that they do.  Interpretations are used to 
describe the way that scientists think of a given theory.  It represents the thought 
processes of a given person/scientist. 
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There is no experimental evidence in favor of one interpretation over another.  A 
scientist would favor one interpretation over another because he/she feels or 
believes in that particular interpretation.  It also may depend on what the scientist is 
trying to do with a specific interpretation. 
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Quantum mechanics is a probabilistic theory because it is impossible to attempt to 
compute where a certain electron is or will be at a certain time.  Probabilistic theory 
can be used to compute this through the Schrodinger equation. 
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To me, realism can be described as the idea that things happen whether someone is 
there to witness it. For example, if a tree falls in the middle of the woods and there is 
nothing around to hear it, does it still make a sound?  Locality represents an intuition 
that objects around us can only be directly influenced by other objects in its 
immediate surrounding.  Completeness is a description of the world that is 
represented by the smallest physical attributes such as particles, electrons, waves, 
atoms, etc. Completeness describes the complete world as one.  A great example of 
hidden variables is the example referred to in class about 2 socks being put into 
different boxes, mixed up and sent to opposite sides of the universe.  Once you 
discover the color of one sock, you know the color of the other one... entanglement.  
These socks are hidden variables until one sock’s color is discovered. 
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Entanglement doesn’t allow for faster than the speed of light communication because 
this method of entanglement involves observations that cannot be controlled.  For 
example, in the sock analogy described above, the person/ thing that discovers the 
color of one of the socks cannot transmit a signal to the other person receiving the 
other sock before he/she already knows what it is.  Therefore no information is 
actually being transmitted in this process. 
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The experimenters excited the calcium atoms with two seperate pulses because they 
wanted only one electron to be spontaneously emitted at a given time, and exciteing 
two photons seperately to get the highest energy level to emit an electron is the only 
way to emit a photon at 2.93 eV and bring the energy level back down to ground 
state. 
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The anti correlation parameter alpha is equal to the probability for Nc (probability for 
both photomultiplier A and B are both triggered) to be triggered divided by the 
probability that photomultiplier A times the probability that photomultiplier B is 
triggered.  If there is a great intensity of photons being emitted then alpha will be 
high and this represents a wavelike nature of light.  If the intensity is small, then 
alpha will be small and represents a particle like nature of light.  Alpha is not zero 
because Aspect could not fire a single photon.  That is the only way it could be zero. !
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Entanglement is used to describe a system where one measurement effects another 
measurement. Systems of entangled atom pairs have a few similarities and a few 
differences to entangled photon pairs.  First of all, an atom will always have a 
magnetic moment around it also known as the spin of the atom.  When two atoms 
are entangled, we know that the two atoms will have opposite spins (for example if 
you know the spin of one atom is up, and then you know that the spin of the other 
atom must be down.)  The best way to describe entanglement of a photon pair is by 
using the example of light passing through a polarizer.  When a photon passes 
through the polarizer at one specific angle like 135 degrees, then you know that if 
you fire another photon into the same polarizer with the same reference angle that 
you will get the same result (the photon will pass through.)  However if you were to 
rotate that same polarizer 90 degrees then you know that the photons won’t pass 
through it. The main difference between entangled atom pairs and entangled photon 
pairs is that photon pairs will behave with each other and entangled atom pairs will 
always oppose each other. A major similarity between these two types of 
entanglement is that if you know the outcome of one measurement, then you will 
know the outcome of the other one as well, just as I described above.  A good way 
to measure entanglement of atom pairs is through using a stern-gerlach analyzer 
and a good way to measure the entanglement of photon pairs is through playing with 
the polarization of light.  
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When Aspect performed these two single photon experiments, he made one distinct 
difference in the design of the experiment.  In the first experiment, Aspect shot a 
beam of light through a beam splitter and off a mirror (either A or B) and into a 
photomultiplier that corresponds to the given mirror.  In the second experiment as 
discussed in class, Aspect added a second beam splitter near the two 
photomultipliers so that a photon could travel on either the path (the photon can hit 
either mirror A or mirror B and still hit either one of the two photomultipliers (A or 
B), but may be interfered with depending on the lengths of the paths. These two 
different experiments tell us that a photon can either behave like a particle where a 
photon must travel in one distinct path to get to a particular photomultiplier, as 
displayed in experiment one, or the photon could behave like a wave, where the 
photon could take either path to get to a particular photomultiplier as shown in 
experiment two.  In the delayed choice experiment, experiment three from lecture, 
these first two experiments are in some sense combined.  In this experiment, the 
photon is triggered by a voltage to take either path A or path B or both.  The photon 
would take path A if it is detected by photomultiplier A and if it takes path B then 
you know that the photon was detected by either photomultiplier 1 or 2.  This only 
happens when there is a voltage applied to PCA, and we know that there won’t be 
any interference involved because we know which path was taken.  On the other 
hand, if you don’t apply a voltage, then you know that the photon could have taken 
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either path.  In this case we know that the photon was detected by photomultiplier 
A, and because two different paths are possible, we know that there is possibly 
interference involved.  This final experiment tells us that a photon cannot behave like 
a wave and like a particle at the same time. 
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Thinking of electrons as waves instead of particles explains why energy levels of 
hydrogen are quantized because waves can’t accelerate, they are at a constant 
velocity which means that they will stay in their given energy level unless they are 
excited by another electron.  An electron can’t be in between energy levels, therefore 
they are quantized.  This goes with bohr’s theory that electrons cant accelerate; a 
partical wave that starts propagating around the nucleus must meet up with its 
original path therefore it cant radiate energy. 
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Exam 2 
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Student One interprets this sequence of screen shots classically, he obviously is 
thinking of this problem not quantum mechanically because if he did he would think 
the electron is going through both slits at the same time although he is thinking of 
this in terms of the Bohr model a bit.  I think this is because he knows that we don’t 
know the true position of the electron which means he is also thinking of it in terms 
of the uncertainty principle too.  He thinks classically because he thinks it can’t go 
through 2 slits at the same time. 
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For Student 1, I agree that the prob. density is large because we don’t know position 
of the electron – we never do.  I disagree that this can’t be represented quantum 
mechanically.  From experiments in the past it is proven that we get fringes 
(pattern). 
 
For Student 2, I disagree that the electron is the blob because in the brighter part of 
the blob there is a higher probability that an electron will be detected than in the 
dimmer part.  Although I agree the electron acts as a wave, I disagree that a single 
electron can be described as a wave packet. 
 
The third student isn’t saying the first 2 are wrong.  All he is saying is that the 
interference patterns are a result of probability not classical physics and that both 
are right.  We don’t know how we get the results we do so we work with 
probabilities. 
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I think from what I have learned in this class that Student 3 is correct.  Probability 
can show us patterns but we really don’t know what’s going on before.  It is 
reasonable to agree with both Student One who thinks classically and Student 2 who 
thinks quantum mechanically because that allows you to form your own ideas about 
what is going on but the truth is that we don’t know what’s going on between 
emission and the screen. 
(
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In setup Y, the photons exhibit particle like behavior because the photon can only 
have one path to get to a particular photomultiplier.  I know this because beam 
splitter 1 will either allow the photon through or reflect it.  If it reflects it will go to 
PMA, if it is let through it will go to PMB.  It can’t take Path A to get to PMB thus 
since there is one path to take, it acts as a particle. 
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In setup X the photons exhibit wavelike behavior because the photon can take either 
Path A or Path B and still get to PMA or PMB, we don’t know which path it took, thus 
since it unpredictable, it acts as a wave.  Since it can take either path and still get to 
either photomultiplier, I know it can be represented as a wave. 
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No, we could not because we don’t know which path the photon took, it could have 
taken Path A in which it would be detected by photomultiplier A or it could have 
taken Path B and not been detected by PMA.  Since it has not been detected yet we 
can’t determine the probability, it’s already on a definite path. !
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(Disagree) Take the example of hidden variables.  If you put one red sock and one 
blue sock into identical boxes and both socks are identical beside their color, and you 
send them across the universe, then your technically performing the same 
measurement.  When you open one box you find out what color the sock is in that 
box and it can be either red or blue, two different results.  At the same time you also 
know what is in the other box every time you perform the experiment, in that 
respect, you are kinda getting the same result. !
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(Strongly Agree) The probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics comes from the 
fact that there are aspects of quantum mechanics that can’t be measured due to 
physical limitations of our measurement instruments.  For instance how the 
uncertainty principle interacts with electrons orbiting a nucleus.  Electrons are too 
small and move too fast for humans to know exactly where an electron is at a certain 
moment, so we can only perform one measurement at a time.  Position and 
momentum of a particle can’t be known at the same time, we can only calculate the 
probability of finding them there.    
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(Strongly Agree) Every physical thing exists whether it is being observed or not.  
This is the idea of realism, and I completely agree with it.  An electron is a particle 
therefore I believe that it has a physical manifestation.  An electron will definitely still 
exist at a definite position at every moment in time.  This correlates with my answer 
above. 
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(Strongly Agree) I found quantum mechanics to be an interesting subject because 
the concepts around it are not proven.  A lot of what is behind quantum mechanics is 
qualitative which is very different than most physics classes which are quantitative.  
It is nice to look at a complex subject such as physics from a qualitative manner 
because for the past two years I’ve been taking all engineering classes which are all 
involving math significantly.!
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I agree with Student 1 mostly except for the fact that the electron could be going 
through both slits at the same time for all we know.  I also agree with student 2 
because I think that the electron is acting as a wave and again possibly go through 
both slits at the same time.  Therefore I agree more with student 3 because we 
really don’t know what is happening between the moment the electron is shot from 
the gun and it hits the detection screen.!
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Final Essay:!
 
Although some people think that quantum mechanics is a very boring and difficult 
subject, I found it to be a very interesting topic to learn about.  As an engineer, most of 
what I study ends up being taught primarily with numbers therefore a lot of the work I 
have done in the past couple of years has been computational.  Honestly, modern physics 
and quantum mechanics was a very nice break from all of the number crunching because 
there was a lot more theory involved with understanding topics that are covered in this 
class.  As Carl Wieman says, “Quantum mechanics is the greatest intellectual 
accomplishment of human race.”  From what I have learned in this class that quantum 
mechanics is used in about a third of all the engineering that surrounds us, I would 
definitely have to agree with Carl that it is a very important achievement by humanity.  
Since quantum mechanics is so important to how people live their lives, I found myself 
being able to engage with the class a lot better than most of my classes.  A big motivation 
for me taking this class was that  in the past, I have taken primarily math classes, and 
physics classes and  because of  all of this background knowledge of these sciences, I 
thought that physics 3 would be an interesting, yet difficult class to take. Another 
motivation for me taking this class was that my sister took this class 4 years ago, and she 
encouraged me to take it so that we can discuss physics not only on the classical level, 
but on the quantum level as well.  My last major motivating factor that enticed me into 
taking this course is that it is a required course for electrical engineering, which happens 
to be my major.  I guess that that is enough of a motivation to take a class in itself! 
Coming into this course, i really didn’t know much about quantum mechanics at all.  All I 
knew about quantum mechanics was that it had something to do with the study of how 
light and matter interact with each other.  So, the first couple of weeks of this class were 
exiting because I was learning qualitative things at a rapid rate and i felt like the 
knowledge that i was gaining was sticking pretty well.  Initially, I had a lot of questions 
about how things differ classically from quantum mechanically, and about the differences 
between particle-like and wave-like behaviors exhibited a photon.  But, over the course 
of the semester, I felt like I ended up grasping these concepts pretty well.   
 This class has changed my perception of science and has definitely changed my 
ideas about physics drastically. Like most people, I have always perceived physics 
quantitatively,  but quantum physics is not so much about that I found out, minus 
Schrodinger’s equation of course.  
Rather, most of the topics we covered involving quantum mechanics was 
primarily conceptual.  On top of that, because these topics are so conceptual, most of the 
ideas behind quantum mechanics are extremely difficult to prove without doing in depth 
research about a particular topic.  Prior to this class I thought of subjects that had to do 
with concepts that are proven and declared as theorems and laws as sciences, but now 
that I am almost finished learning about modern physics, I obviously know how theories 
can be scientific and can lead to very significant legitimate finding.  Some of the major 
topics that we covered in this course that changed my views on physics include the 
concept of entanglement, hidden variables, locality, realism, and completeness.  All of 
these topics are purely conceptual, yet they explain different aspects of physics not 
necessarily logically, but in a manner that is comprehensible to human beings.  For 
example, the idea from class that if you but a blue sock and a red sock into different 
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identical boxes and mix them up and send them across the universe,  the sock in each box 
can be looked at as red and blue at the same time from a quantum mechanical point of 
view, until the true identity of one of the socks is reveled, then we know the true color of 
both socks.  This concept was very intriguing to me, because it defies all of what my 
brain logically tells me, that the sock is always red or blue, but cannot be both.  I am glad 
that i had this change in perception of physics because it lets me think outside the box a 
little bit better. 
 The most interesting topics to me were topics that I could see physical 
applications of.  For example, I really enjoyed the sections on lasers because I knew  
what a laser was, (now I actually know!) before we covered the material, so I found 
myself paying extra attention to those topics so that i could learn more about them.  I 
really liked the  process of how we learned about lasers because we simplified everything 
down to the requirements that are needed to make a laser work, such as a method of 
recycling photons(like mirrors), stimulated emission of photons(more atoms in an upper 
energy level than a lower one, also known as population inversion), and same color of 
photons that are in phase with each other and go in the same direction.  I also really 
enjoyed the section where we learned about tunneling.  The concept that a particle can 
actually go through a potential barrier was extremely interesting to me.  I thought that the 
long homework problem that related to tunneling was a very cool topic to explore;  Even 
though I know its not actually possible because quantum mechanical concepts like 
tunneling only apply to microscopic particles, I thought that it was fun to think about 
something so abstract as a person being able to tunnel through a door. Even if its 
probability is so incredibly close to zero, we were actually able to put a number to the 
probability using the tunneling equation.  I also thought that the history behind quantum 
mechanics was fun to learn about.  Its crazy how fast humans progress in sciences 
nowadays.  It started out with the Thomson  model of an atom which said that the mass of 
an atom was uniformly distributed through out the atom, then it went to Rutherford’s 
solar system model which said that the majority of the atom is in the middle (nucleus), 
next it went to Bohr’s model of the atom,  followed by DeBroglie’s model, and then 
finally Schrodinger’s model of the atom(Leon).  Schrodinger’s model put the concepts 
together of all of these other models and made a model that actually worked for all cases 
that a non man-made atom can endure.  One last thing that i found pretty interesting were 
the quotes by famous scientists and mathematicians that were posted on the lecture slides.  
A lot of those slides were either really informative, or they were hilarious!  For example, 
the Dr. Evil quote about sharks with “freakin” laser beams attached to their heads was a 
very appropriate quote to put in the laser slides.  These are just a few of the topics that we 
covered in this course that i found interesting,  I am also really enjoying what we are 
learning about as im writing this paper which is nuclear weapons.  Pretty much, the most 
interesting topics to me that we covered were topics that involved applications of 
quantum mechanics. 
 Even though there were not too many topics that I found to be uninteresting, there 
are a few that I wish that we spent less time on.  For instance,  I thought that we got into 
the topics aver model vs. theory vs. interpretation etc.  were a little bit boring to learn 
about for more than a few minutes.  Also, I didn’t really enjoy learning about Stern-
Gerlach analyzers because I thought that they were a bit confusing, and i didn’t really see 
the point to learning about them.  While learning about Stern-Gerlach analyzers, we did 
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not really discuss anything about the applications of them in depth. We learned how they 
were involved with entanglement, how one outcome will effect all of the other outcomes, 
but I really wanted to see a more physical application.  Later on I came to found out that 
Stern-Gerlach analyzers have applications involving things like chemistry.  I took the 
time read a little bit into how Stern-Gerlach deflection patterns are used in supersonic 
beams, and even though, I found this to be interesting, it was incredibly difficult to 
comprehend (C Weiser).  I think i would have been more involved in learning about this 
topic we talked about the applications of the Stern-Gerlach analyzer before we learned 
about how they work.  Another topic that I found uninteresting was the math behind the 
proof of Schrodinger’s equation.  I found this proof of it to be very confusing, and I lost 
interest in learning about the the equation very fast, but im glad that we didn’t spend as 
much time on it as past modern physics classes at CU Boulder did.  Although there were 
a few topic that I didn’t enjoy too much or that I thought we spent too much time on, 
there were a lot more topics that I did enjoy. 
 I think that the structure of this course was designed very well.  I think that how 
this class  is set up allows students to access the tools and information thus helping them 
to succeed in this course.  The website for this class is probably the most useful website 
that I have had throughout college.  It was extremely helpful to have all of the lecture 
slides posted on there for reference, and it was nice to have all the simulations that our 
teachers provided us to make the learning process a little bit easier, and more enjoyable.  
Also, I found the help room to be very helpful in allowing students who want to do well 
on their homework, and who seek further explanation about topics.  Without the help 
room, I would have been a lot more confused about a majority of the topics that we 
covered in class.  On top of that, I found that the clicker questions were helpful as well.  
The clicker questions keep students who go to lecture but have trouble staying engaged in 
lecture on their toes and it keeps them alert.  I would know, im one of those students...  
Another good teaching technique that was used in this class was giving out candy to 
student who interact with the class.  Not only does the sugar stimulate our brains for a 
few minutes, but the candy also acts as a pretty good motivating factor for student to 
speak their mind.  The teaching techniques used in this course were very beneficial and 
were appreciated greatly. 
 Overall, I was very satisfied by this class.  I feel that I have learned a lot more 
about physics, and I have developed a different perception about how science works.  All 
of the questions that I had coming into this course were addressed in the first few weeks, 
and from there on out it was fun to learn about physics in a quantum manner.  The 
motivations that I had for taking this course were addressed as well, as long as I pass this 
class, which im pretty positive will happen.  Learning about quantum mechanics was 
very interesting, although I wish that we covered more applications of quantum 
mechanics.   
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(Agree) I don't know of any examples, but the fact that quantum physics has some 
things that seem counter-intuitive and contradict classical physics, it seems that this 
could be a possibility.  !
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(Strongly Agree) I believe that in the future, we would be able to make more 
accurate and exact assertions due to technological advances and would not need to 
rely on probability.  !
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(Strongly Agree) An electron is a particle, and every particle has a definite position 
at each moment in time.  !
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(Strongly Agree) I think that I'm going to learn that what I would think is correct is 
actually completely incorrect. Plus, it just sounds cool.  !
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(Strongly Disagree) I'm completely out of the "physics loop" and hope to get more 
into it in this class!!
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Atoms are made up of protons, electrons and neutrons. There is a dense nucleus in 
the center of the atom, which contains positively charged protons and neutrally 
charged neutrons. The nucleus is surrounded by negatively charged electrons. !
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I believe that the electric field exists, just as I believe that gravity exists. Just as 
gravity can cause something to fall, the electric field can exert a force onto a charge. 
The definition of the electric field at any point in space is the force that would be 
experienced by a charge placed at that point in space. Similarly, the definition of 
gravity is the force that something would feel towards the center of the earth at a 
particular point in space, and just as the force of gravity varies with location, so does 
the electric field. 
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1. Energy depends on color (frequency) 
2. Electrons come out of metal immediately (there is no time delay to heat up). 
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Both of these are contrary to the classical predictions that would be correct if light 
were just a wave.  However, these two realities show that light has particle-like 
behavior. !
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I believe that Einstein did not propose a new theory; rather, he dwelled on a 
previous theory that was not complete. He interpreted the previously available data 
and came up with explanations for it. This is still a very big achievement, but the 
original idea did not come from him. 
 
I believe a theory is the first time an idea comes up in somebody’s mind. I’m not too 
sure what a model is. Interpretation is one’s belief as to what that theory means, or 
why it is a reality/false. This is the part that can be different for each person. 
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The purpose of this story was to show us how theories come to exist, and what can 
be done after a theory is proposed. People can come up with many different theories 
to explain a certain observation. Then, through experiments, some of those theories 
are refuted and eliminated. Finally, the results of the experiments can be interpreted 
differently by different people as well. In general, coming up with a correct theory 
(explanation for an observation) is not all as obvious as one may think. !
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A theory is an assertion based on observation. Basically, an answer to a question 
that arises based on observation or experiment. A model is some sort of 
representation of a procedure or experiment. Interpretation is an explanation of why 
the theory works. The interpretation involves a lot of analysis from the experiment. 
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One of the problems was Rutherford’s atom model didn’t explain why the electrons of 
an atom don’t radiate away here energy and spiral into the nucleus in about a 
trillionth of a second. Of course this was observed to not happen, but classical 
physics wasn’t able to explain why this is so. 
 
Another example of what classical physics couldn’t explain is that according to 
classical physics, ultraviolet radiation and x-rays should blind you when you look at 
the heating elements of a stove. This is obviously not the case, but classical physics 
had no explanation as to why. 
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The word interpretation is used once to explain the Copenhagen interpretation of 
quantum physics, which is their interpretation of the superposition theory, in order to 
explain the difference between the theory that atoms exist in superposition in 
different locations, and the reality that we observe them, which is in only one state. 
The theory was something they believed in, so they had to interpret it in some way 
to make it hold, without disproving their observations. Their interpretation was: the 
act of observing the card (or atom), triggers an abrupt change in its wave function, 
and from then onward only that part of the wave function survives. This was an 
answer that is satisfying to some, because at least it explains why we observe the 
reality that we observe, and it is based on the theory holding as true. 
 
Based on this interpretation, however, others interpreted that the theory is 
fundamentally wrong, because there was no definite equation to explain the 
outcomes observed. 
 
Another form of an interpretation is by Hugh Everett, who took the idea of 
superposition to its extreme as he interpreted that based on the theory of something 
being able to exist in two superpositions simultaneously, this would also pertain to 
the world in which we live and that there is a wave function that describes the 
actions of the universe. But this would also imply that there are what was called 
“many-worlds” as each component of one’s superposition perceives its own world 
simultaneously. 
 
Therefore, just as we discussed before, a theory is an attempt at explaining a certain 
observation (or a number of observations), and an interpretation is what tries to 
explain why that theory is correct. 
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The experimental evidence that once we observe an atom, it is no longer in two 
superpositions and thus collapses into one, is observed. Whether that is the correct 
interpretation or not (that the reason for this is the observance), we can’t be 100% 
sure, but it does provide an explanation that at least does not refute our 
observation. 
 
However, the interpretation that everything does indeed exist in both superposition 
states simultaneously, well, this is less tangible based on our observations. The 
reason a scientist would favor this interpretation might be that it provides an 
explanation that is practically impossible to test, and so may be a better 
philosophical reason to want to accept based on faith than an abstract idea that was 
tested, but just so bizarre in comparison with what physics was known to be for that 
particular scientist. In other words, perhaps the latter interpretation explains 
everything about the theory, but there is really no way to prove it, whereas the 
former interpretation only explains a particular observation, and is consistent with 
what we observe, but perhaps it is less general, but more tangible. 
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Quantum mechanics is a probabilistic theory in that it does not measure a definite 
position of an electron, but rather provides probabilities of having an electron in a 
particular position. As stated in the article: “one cannot predict where the electron 
will be – one can only compute the probability that it will of will not be at a given 
place or places.” 
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Realism is a property in which every measurable quantity exists. In other words, 
everything is definite, and there is no superposition. The only thing that keeps us 
from knowing what all the quantities are is our ignorance. 
 
Completeness refers to a theory that can describe everything without leaving 
anything unknown. By this definition, quantum physics is not complete because 
when we measure a certain quantity such as the projection of the atom in the Z 
direction, then we can’t know its projection in the X direction. 
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Locality is the concept of being able to relate all actions to actions that occurred 
before them. For example, locality can describe a car accident – all the events that 
lead up to the car accident are clear and relate to one another. Bohr’s interpretation 
of entanglement is not local, because we have no way of explaining how the 
observation of one atom collapses the wave such that the other atom (which would 
be miles apart) instantaneously is affected. 
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No, entanglement does not allow for faster-than-light communication. This is 
because the whole concept of entanglement is based on the fact that the atom pairs 
start in an indefinite state, and only become a definite state once they are observed. 
The purpose of communication is to get a meaningful thought from one person to 
another. If I already know what I want to communicate, then it is not in an indefinite 
state, so entanglement does not apply. Even if we were to say that I’ll create a set of 
random characters to communicate with someone else, this is the best we can do at 
mocking entanglement. But still, in that case, the only way to actually communicate 
those random characters would be for the other person to see them, which would 
take longer time (to reach the other person) than the speed of light. One thing to 
keep in mind is that the two people haven’t coordinated beforehand, otherwise, it’s 
not counted as communication. The atom pair seems to somehow be able to 
coordinate beforehand or always be in a “coordinated state” at any instance in time, 
so the concept, as we know it, of communication, does not apply to the atoms, and 
hence, we cannot take the property of entanglement and use it in communication. 
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The only way we can conduct the experiment in a way that would provide 
accurate/meaningful results is such that we have only one photon in the apparatus 
at a time. If we had used single-photon excitation, in that case, many atoms would 
get excited and give off photons simultaneously. This would make it hard to see how 
each individual photon acts. However, if we make it very unlikely that an atom get 
excited (absorb a photon), then only very few photons will actually be ejected from 
the excited atoms at the desired energy level (2.25 eV). The best way we can make 
it very improbable that the atom will get excited to the 5.18 eV state is to depend on 
a unlikely event as double-excitation. This way, we can have a better chance that 
there will only be one photon at a time in the apparatus. 
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Mathematically, alpha is the probability that both detectors are triggered for a 
specific photon (a coincidence), divided by the product of the probabilities of each 
detector to be triggered separately. Physically, it tells us whether or not a 
coincidence is more likely than not. In the event of a coincidence, the conclusion is 
that the photon acted like a wave. In the event of each detector being triggered at 
separate times, the photons act like particles. What this means is that if alpha is 
greater than one, and if photons act like particles, then alpha is between zero and 
one. The reason Aspect never measured alpha=0 is because it was never practical to 
have only one photon at a time in the experiment, and thus have that one photon 
act like a particle, and then have the numerator of the definition equal to zero. 
However, if we extrapolate theoretically, we see that alpha should be zero. 
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They were different in that entangled photon pairs have different properties to 
measure, and thus require different apparatuses to properly test the theories. In 
other words, we had to use different experiments because they each have different 
superposition concepts. With the atom pairs, a Stern-Gerlach analyzer was used 
because the main correlated property that is associated with atoms is the atomic 
spin. For the photons, however, we want to know whether the photon behaves like a 
particle or a wave. The similarity of the two systems of entangled pairs is that in 
both systems, there is some form of “communication” between the two items. There 
is some way that one atom is “aware” of the state of the other, and the same for 
photons. Thus, they both deal with entanglement, but just in different ways. 
 
In the systems of entangled atom pairs, the correlated property between the two 
atoms was the projection of the atom on a given axis, depending on its angular 
momentum (atomic spin). The correlated property for the photon pairs is the 
polarization state of the photon. Though different properties, they each had strictly 
correlated outcomes- for the atom pair, if one atom had a positive projection on the 
z-axis, the other had a corresponding negative projection on the z-axis. For the 
photons, both protons would have the same linear-polarization. Either both photons 
would pass through the polarized film or neither would. 
 
Measurements that were performed on the atom pairs was the atomic spin, and 
measurements that were performed on the photon pairs were the paths taken in the 
apparatus. For the photon experiment, an important factor was the time it took for 
the photon to start its journey in the apparatus and reach the switch for the different 
detectors. Basically, they had to turn on the switch after the photon had already 
started its movement in the apparatus. This was determined by very precise time 
measurements for the switches. 
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As for the probabilities, when it comes to atoms, there is a 50-50 (equal) probability 
for an atom to have a positive or negative orientation on a measured axis. For the 
photons, with the polarized plates, there was a 50-50 chance for the photon to be in 
a horizontal state or a vertical state. We notice that whatever the possible states of 
atoms or photons may be, they must correlate. 
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The two single-photon experiments performed by Aspect tells us that photons 
sometimes act like particles and sometimes act like waves (and interfere with 
themselves), but cannot be both a particle and a wave simultaneously. The 
experiments were designed so that in the first experiment, the photon could only 
take one path at a time, thus only acting like a particle. The second experiment, 
however, added an extra beam splitter. This experiment was designed in such a way 
that when the splitter was fixed in a certain position, there was no way of knowing 
which path the photon takes. But when we slowly change one of the path lengths by 
moving one of the beam splitters, interference is observed. Thus, this experiment 
was designed so we could see wave-like interference as well as just particle-like 
behavior. The very intriguing result of this experiment is that each photon somehow 
is “aware” of both paths. So, assuming that the photon can somehow sense that we 
are conducting experiment one as opposed to experiment two, just to prove whether 
or not that is the case lead to the third experiment. In other words, if the photon 
was aware of both paths all along, perhaps it’s because it was given a “sneak 
preview” of the apparatus before being emitted. So in order to fully understand the 
nature of photons, they had to somehow come up with a way to “trick” the photon 
into now being able to know or predict the paths that it could possibly take. That’s 
when the delayed-choice element was added to the apparatus. The idea here was to 
let a photon be emitted and start moving through the apparatus, and then change 
the path it can take, so it would be caught “off-guard” if it had a preconceived idea 
about the apparatus before being emitted. All these experiments can combine in one 
concept- that photons can be waves or particles.  Also, there is some kind of 
phenomena that exists such that the photon is “aware” of both paths. What this 
means is that maybe the photon is actually in both paths simultaneously 
(superposition), but collapses to one position when it reaches the detector. 
(
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Exam 2 
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Student One believes that the electron is indeed just a particle the whole time, but is 
moving around so fast in a random way that we can’t detect it.  He does not believe 
in wave-particle duality of electrons.  He does believe that there are hidden variables 
(i.e., position).  He also does not believe that there is a superposition.  Overall, he 
has a realist point of view that the electron has a specific path but we just don’t 
know it. 
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Since Student One believes that the electron was traveling within the blob and went 
through only one slit, he believes that electrons act as particles.  This would mean 
that he would never observe interference.  This is not true though because the 
experiment shows that over a long time, interference is observed. (Even the nickel 
atoms in a crystal lattice experiment shows this too.)  Since Student 2 believes that 
the electron acts as a wave packet, he suggests that we have a small uncertainty in 
its position (and large uncertainty in its momentum).  However, if we had a small 
uncertainty in its position, then we could later predict where it would show up on the 
screen.  The double-slit experiment shows this.  In other words, the blob doesn’t 
represent the electron, but rather the probability density of the electron to be 
detected.  Experiments show that we don’t really know what the electron is doing 
before we detect it.  Student 3 is indeed disagreeing with Students 1 & 2 by saying 
that Students 1 & 2 can’t make some of their claims, as we really just can’t tell what 
the electron is doing between being emitted from the gun and being detected on the 
screen.  He might not be stating that Students 1 & 2 are necessarily wrong, but he 
says that quantum mechanics can’t conclude their conclusions.  A practicing physicist 
would most likely agree with Student 3 because it is consistent with the Aspect 
experiment for photons as well as probability densities (quantum). 
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I personally believe that the electron acts like a wave until we observe it.  This is 
Dirac’s interpretation.  Student 1 & Student 2 can’t both be right because that would 
suggest that the electron acts like a wave and particle at the same time, and there is 
experimental evidence that refutes this. 
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Particle-like behavior expected in setup Y.  Photon’s path is predictable depending on 
the detector in which it was detected.  It either gets reflected or transmitted at BS1, 
thus if detected at PMA, it must have been reflected and if detected at PMB it must 
have been transmitted.  We also know that alpha = zero if there is only one photon 
in the apparatus during the time constant.  This implies that PC (interference) = 0 -> 
no wave-like behavior -> acts like a particle.  There is only one beam splitter, so it 
will act like a particle (we know this even before conducting experiment). 
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Wave-like behavior expected in setup X.  Photon behaves like a wave because there 
is interference if we change the path length (move BS2).  Thus it seems to interfere 
with itself.  In this experiment, we can’t know which path the photon takes due to 
the existence of BS2 (it could be detected by either PM and have taken either path).  
We can also change BS2’s location such that all photons are detected in PMA or PMB.  
Throughout the experiment, it seems that the photon somehow “knows” that there 
are both paths.  The BS2 let’s us conclude this before starting the experiment (that it 
can behave like a wave). 
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This is the delayed-choice experiment.  We can indeed predict the path that the 
photon took if BS2 is not present depending on the detector in which it was detected.  
Thus, the probability of being detected in PMA would be 0.5.  It would act just as if 
we ran experiment Y and behave like a particle.  Put the beam splitter back and it 
acts like a wave again.  There is no “tricking” the photon! !
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(Strongly Agree) This is possible especially when it comes to measuring the 
position of an electron. This is because there is no definite position to begin with. All 
we can know is the probability of finding the electron in a particular position, but 
probability does not determine where the electron will be when we measure it.  !
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(Strongly Disagree) It seems that the probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics is 
mostly due to the nature of sub-atomic particles rather than the limitations of our 
measurement instruments. If the particles were in definite states and definite 
positions to begin with, or even if there were a wave function that could define the 
exact state of the particles at any time, then one could argue that the problem is our 
measurement instruments. Perhaps such a formula will exist in the future, but that 
would mean that the limitation is our knowledge, not our instruments. !
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(Disagree) This thought process only makes sense if one were to view electrons as 
particles (like billiard balls). However, we know from experimentation that the 
electron has wave-like properties and can be described in the form of an electron 
cloud (Schrodinger’s model). Thus, we can have an idea of where we are likely to 
find the electron if we make a measurement, but when we don't make a 
measurement, the electron should not be acting like a particle. But then again, we 
can't be 100% sure of what's happening when we aren't measuring... !
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(Strongly Agree) The fact that there are truths associated with quantum mechanics 
that still can't be explained is a very interesting concept. I have never been taught 
something in school that is proven in experiments but still lacks a proper reasoning 
(such as entanglement). I also think it's very interesting to learn how sub-atomic 
particles behave so differently than macroscopic particles. 
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I agree with student three because it seems that the electron can act as a wave until 
we observe it. Even if this isn't the reality, there's nothing we can know about it from 
when the electron is emitted to when it is detected. However, student one and 
student two cannot be both correct because the electron cannot act like a wave 
(student 2) and a particle (student 1) at the same time, because there is 
experimental evidence that refutes this.!
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Final Essay: 
 
Poem and Reflection Superposition Duality 
 
So I was sitting in Larry’s office, deciding on what classes to take, 
Physics 3 or organic chemistry was a tough decision I had to make. 
While I sat there considering my options, Larry spoke up to help me out, 
You’ll like the physics class, he says, assuring that I will without a doubt. 
He tells me I’ll enjoy the lectures as they resemble stand-up comedy, 
And learn about modern physics with a hint of educational parody. 
So what the heck is quantum physics? I had absolutely no idea! 
But it seemed more attractive than the other option as I have a chemistry phobia! 
So came the first day of the semester, and I walked into class, 
To see a vibrant game-show host with a gift certificate to half-fast. 
Seeing the life and energy, I knew that this class, I wouldn’t be ditching, 
Especially with a passionate professor who uses words like darn-tootin’ and bitchin! 
So of course I assumed I’d be learning stuff that would intuitively make sense,  
But then I learned of core theories that were contradicted by experiments, 
Like encountering situations in which it seems that photons straddle the fence, 
Is it a wave or a particle? These abstract discussions made me a little bit tense, 
As well as question all the physics I had previously been taught and hence,  
I would doubt my intuition and maybe not want to always put in my two cents. 
But as I reflect upon it all now, at the end of this course,  
And recap everything we’ve learned from Electromagnetic waves to nuclear force, 
I developed a new way of thinking, and of course there’s no remorse, 
That I took such a challenging class, but will admit that it was far from the worst.  
I look back now on all the interesting topics that we learned about, 
And the full spectrum of quantum physics we came across in our course route,  
There are some things that were contradictory that left me dumbfound,  
Starting out with light, how it’s a wave but doesn’t move up and down. 
And how imaginary numbers are used to calculate real situations, 
Is not a common practice we deal with in all that many occasions. 
So I can finally accept that photons have wave-particle duality, 
It was quite a fight but eventually, I was able to change my mentality. 
But the fact that they exist, yet don’t have any mass,  
Whatever! I won’t argue, I’ll just accept it and pass. 
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And we’re allowed to say that Einstein was wrong? I thought that was sacrilegious! 
But then again, on second thought, what isn’t when it comes to quantum physics?? 
Yes- Einstein was wrong- this calls for a song! Or rather a poem, cause I don’t sing,  
Besides, he’s mostly famous for his hair- and sorry Noah, but that’s the most 
important thing!  
Although it’s the truth, I should apologize, and I did not mean for that to hurt, 
But who care’s anyways? You’re just as cool when you wear your Hawaiian shirt! 
And even more impressive is the impeccable Dr. Evil impersonation, 
Yes, after meeting Noah, I believe that physicists will rule the nation! 
And he has god policies, like the cheat sheet- without it, this class I would resent,   
For all the different entities, we’ve run out of letters to represent! 
There’s wavelength, Lambda, Plank’s constant, h, and h-bar has a 2-pi,  
S, p, d, and f for orbitals, and then a wave function denoted with psi! 
Just thinking of all we have learned, really reminds of this field’s extent,  
But enough about the general stuff, now let’s talk about more course content:  
 
I must admit it’s fascinating that a photon gives all its energy to one electron, 
And if that’s more than what the work function is, it escapes and then it’s gone! 
I also learned about colors, and how they are associated with frequencies, 
And how different atoms create different spectra, one such is Balmer’s series. 
We then went into energy levels, and how electrons like to be in their lowest state,  
But we can shoot them with photons and excite them, and with that in mind we can 
create,  
A powerful concentration of focused energy, also known as a laser, 
And we have mastered this art so much that with it we can even create razors, 
It’s a tricky combination of population inversion, two mirrors, one less reflective, 
But once you get a hang of it you can make a thinner beam that’s more effective,  
It’s things like this that show us, without quantum our lives would be quite different,  
From the words of professor Wieman, it’s our single biggest accomplishment!  
 
Lots of double-slit experiments, with a wall at the end that would detect, 
It was fascinating to see the results and then learn about the photoelectric effect. 
Constructive and destructive interference is clearly a property of a wave, 
But then the detection wall shows a position, just as a particle would behave. 
These curious contradictions in the class are what always kept me alert, 
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And often I would get confused and to the lecture notes I’d have to revert. 
Sometimes I’d forget what agrees with classical views and what’s from quantization? 
It took a bit to understand them, and then, more practice in memorization.  
Contrary to classical belief, frequency is directly related to energy, 
Especially when it comes to photos, Plank’s constant and frequency create a decent 
synergy. 
 
After learning some formulas, we went on to learn more conceptual stuff,  
And we quickly learned that homework assignments were becoming more and more 
tough. 
Differentiating a theory from interpretation is an important concept indeed,     
But really, what the heck does that have to do with a farmer and his seeds? 
Anyways, moving on to interpretations, like Many Worlds and Copenhagen,  
This is where there was hot debate and many different ideas were undertaken. 
Like, how can we really know if Schrödinger cat is dead or alive?  
We won’t! And since it can’t be measured, I’m not taking his side,  
And if that’s the case, what’s the point in even putting up that fight?   
It’s like bringing up the question: does color exist when there is no light? 
And if Many Worlds is indeed correct, so is there really a different me? 
Reciting a different poem, far off in some other galaxy? 
Well if that’s true, you know what I’d do, I’d go out and explore,  
And find that other Hamed out there, and get right down to the core, 
Of all this philosophical debate that I had no idea exists, 
It’s so abstract how even amongst the experts nothing is fixed.  
But wait- if Copenhagen is right, what happens when I observe my superposition?  
One of the two Hameds would collapse! So maybe it wouldn’t be such a good 
decision. 
So instead I’ll comfort myself to Decoherence, and accept that I exist in only one 
state, 
Then would that mean when I came out of my mom, a tiny air particle determined 
my fate? 
But moving on, there’s something even more bizarre called Entanglement. 
That’s something no one can explain, there’s nothing on it- not even a hint! 
A phenomena that has bewildered even the most wise,  
Is it faster than light communication or just a trick to our eyes? 
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It’s so wild those top physicists haven’t even attempted a surmise!  
So big that whoever can explain the mechanism will win a Nobel prize! 
 
Skip a few lectures to Heisenberg’s Uncertainty principle, 
Which by the way, I have to admit, still seems to be quite whimsical. 
Fine- our knowledge about the position is inversely proportional to the wave, 
But what’s the reason for the weird h-over-2 factor that he gave? 
Another thing we learned is that energy of an electron relates to n-squared, 
And from the Stern-Gerlach analyzer, we know that atoms are paired,  
We also saw the development of the different models of the atom,  
How a plum pie was all back then that Mr. Thomson could fathom. 
But then we advanced to Rutherford’s solar system perception, 
But if that were true, electrons would spiral into the nucleus at inception! 
Thankfully Bohr came around to provide the explanation to how so this wasn’t, 
His genius explanation of a spiraling electron was: It just doesn’t! 
Yes! Very convincing, quite impressive indeed! 
But really, de Broglie’s standing wave is what planted the seed, 
For Schrödinger’s model that later came, just in time to save the day, 
It was brilliantly accurate-yes! But made my life harder in many ways!    
Complex differential equations and various electron clouds! 
Not quite my cup of tea, but surely his mother was very proud. 
So this proved that the position of the electron is based on probability, 
Which explained how on the detection sheet there was so much volatility. 
 
Coming up next, was infinite potential wells, tunneling and much more,  
And I’m so grateful for Schrödinger to teach me that I can’t run through a door. 
Towards the end of the semester, we touched a bit on nuclear combustion, 
And what a relief to know that three protons in Uranium keeps the world from total 
destruction! 
 
Well overall, I must express my thanks to Noah, Charlie, Sam and Dan, 
I hope to see you all around campus, indeed to all of you I am a big fan!  
Now at our last lecture, class will be over, yes- it is quite tragic, 
But one thing I will take away from this course is that physics is cooler than magic! 
 
Oh no! Now I realize that too much time has elapsed- 
Because my poem was just measured and now it will collapse! 
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(Strongly Agree) What the two physicists are measuring could be highly unstable 
and sensitive to multiple external stimulus. !
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ANeutral) I don't know what quantum mechanics is yet. !
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(Agree) Because I have been told this since 9th grade. !
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(Neutral) I don't know yet. !
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(Agree) I read part of the book In Search Of Schrodinger's Cat by John Gribbin !!
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Atoms are made of a nucleus and electrons that exist at various energy levels around 
the nucleus. The nucleus is composed of protons and neutrons. The electrons are a 
large distance outside the nucleus and are significantly smaller than the nucleus.!!
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An electric field is as real as any other concept that describes a physical phenomena. 
Mathematics can describe and, under certain conditions, predict the phenomena of 
the electric field.!
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The photoelectric effect demonstrates two examples that both suggest particle-like 
behavior of light. Photoelectrons are not emitted as soon as the frequency of light 
shinning on a material goes below a threshold frequency specific to the material. This 
suggests that light is composed of quantized packets of energy that are absorbed by 
electrons. One electron can absorb only one packet of light quantum. Photoelectrons 
have a greater KE as frequency increases. Waves do not output more power if only 
their frequency changes. 
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A theory is a system that uses models of the physical world as well as interpretation 
to explain. A model is typically a representation of a physical phenomena where as 
an interpretation is based more in opinion. Both interpretation and modeling are not 
limited to the scope of a theory.!
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The farmer and the seeds was a parable that demonstrated scientific interpretation. 
Reasoning using tools in our mental toolbox were used to describe a phenomena that 
was occurring. The only constraints on the interpretation were what tools people 
were using, their imaginations, and what they were observing. !
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The theory was the scheme, the interpretation and model all wrapped into one. The 
model was the mathematics and concepts based on what was observed. 
Interpretation encompassed the scope of the entire process. Everyone interpreted 
the situation slightly differently.!
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Classical physics predicts that an electron orbiting a nucleus would radiate away its 
energy as electromagnetic energy. But this doesn’t happen. The 1900 paper 
published by Max Plank predicted that certain black body radiators should also be 
radiating ultraviolet rays. Clearly a new interpretation of the building blocks of reality 
was needed to explain these weird discontinuities in classical physics.!
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The term interpretation was used repeatedly to talk about how people interpreted 
Schrodinger’s wave equation. Specifically, there was the Copenhagen interpretation, 
the multi world interpretation, Born’s interpretation. All of these were interpretations 
of what was going on with a theory that had been set forth.  Whereas one example 
of a theory discussed in the paper was Decoherence theory. This theory reveals how 
tiny interactions can alter outcomes on the quantum level. This theory seems more 
rigorous. However, this theory is still subject to the same interpretations of multi 
worlds, and so forth. 
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Scientists seem to favor the Copenhagen interpretation. This interpretation matches 
most directly what we observe, however it has the problem that it means the wave 
equation has to collapse. How can the atom suddenly collapse? 
 
The multi worlds theory makes sense from a certain perspective. There are multiple 
ways any outcome can go, and all but one of the outcomes remains.  However, this 
requires the leap that as I am typing this there is also a box with a cat in it that is 
hearing the sound of a tree falling in the forest who is not actually there but is at the 
same time....!
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The article stated that to try and determine the exact location of an electron would 
be “a self defeating experiment which destroys the conditions under which the 
original question was asked.” So to determine the mechanics of tiny quantized things 
cannot, according this article, be done without talking about the likelihood of the 
outcome. We only know with what probability the electrons speed and position are. 
Through tools such as the Schrodinger equation, a decent picture probabilistic can be 
painted. 
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Locality: Locality of the two particles that are being separated and measured means 
that in some way the particles are linked to each other. These two linked particles 
are then able to influence each other with out traveling faster than the speed of light. 
! "Fd!
 
Realism: Realism suggests that no quantum superposition exists. If I see a red sock 
in the classic two socks in box experiment, the sock was red all along and the other 
sock was blue all along. 
 
Completeness: If the sum total parts of any experiment is known, the outcome can 
be predicted. There is completeness to an experiment that can always be predicted. 
Quantum mechanics suggests otherwise. 
 
Hidden Variables: A hidden variable could influence the outcome of an experiment 
and explain the non-locality of entangled particles. A tachyon is an example of a 
hidden variable, it is something that can travel faster than the speed of light.(
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If a stream of entangled particles is being transmitted between two points, the 
observers at both points would expect to see particles with opposite spins every 
single time. If the observers suddenly start getting the same spin observed, 
someone is listening in on the stream. So a definite state cannot be imposed on 
these entangled transmitted particles, but a line of communication can be made so 
that no one can listen in on it can be made.!
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Imagine initially the calcium is excited to the 3.05eV using a pulse of photons, then a 
certain amount of these excited electrons return to the ground state and a small 
portion of the electrons remain excited. Then a 2.13eV pulse is sent at the calcium 
atom. There is now a very small number of atoms that will absorb the 2.13eV 
photons and be excited to an even higher state. This reduces the total number of 
2.93eV photons emitted. If a 5.18eV photon were sent initially there would be more 
2.93eV photons being emitted than in the double excitation case. 
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Mathematically: alpha is the ratio of coincident counts to the probability of the two 
independent events Na and Nb triggering.  Conceptually: When alpha is greater than 
or equal to 1, wave like behavior should be observed. When alpha is less than 1, 
non-classical wave behavior is observed. An explanation for why Mr. Aspect didn’t 
observe alpha = 0 is that his measurements were not ideal. There could have been 
dark counts occurring on the PMTs. There also could have been multiple photons in 
the pathways approaching the PMTs, there was not necessarily an ideal single photon 
source. 
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Both entangled atoms and photons share the similarity of “spooky action at a 
distance”. That is, when we measure one it has gotta collapse the other. Both 
systems showed very similar relationships of the probability of how the particle 
would orient itself once observed. One way the two entangled messes differed was 
the photon’s orientation was determined by how the electric field was associated with 
the photon. The atom’s orientation was determined by the spin of the atom, or the 
magnetic field of the atom, if you will. Both, however, again, exhibit “spooky action 
at a distance”. The observation of the polarization of two entangled photons and the 
spin of two entangled atoms generates this “spooky action at a distance”. 
 
The polarization of entangled photons can be measured as in the Aspect experiment.  
In this case polarizing glass was used to observe the photons. The spin of entangled 
atoms can be observed using the classic stern-gerlach analyzer scenario. Two stern-
gerlach analyzers are used to measure, and collapse, the superposition of the atoms.(
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particles. The other implication of this experiment is some spooky action at a 
distance is occurring between the photons. 
 
The single beam splitter scenario predicted that the photon like nature of light would 
cause the photon to enter one of the photomultiplier tubes but not both. The photon 
has a definite path that it will take. 
 
The double beam splitter scenario predicted that the path of the photon took to enter 
one of the photomultiplier tube is undeterminable. Not only that, the mirrors can be 
arranged so that interference of the photons can cause no photons to pass through 
one pmt and not the other. Both paths are possible and yet only one pmt is firing. 
 
! "FV!
But wait, the story gets better. A delayed choice experiment can be performed that 
reveals that the photon cannot be both a wave and a particle at once. Not only that, 
the photon, even once it begins traveling along a path that would suggest particle 
like behavior, can suddenly be altered so that it exhibits wave like behavior. Can this 
photon be aware of the actions of humans? The weirdness of quantum mechanics 
persists. 
(
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Any fixed volume, area, or length creates boundary conditions for setting up a 
standing wave. Within this boundary, only a fundamental frequency and harmonics 
of that fundamental can establish standing waves in a fixed region. Because each 
wave has a corresponding amount of momentum, the energy of the electron’s wave 
is quantized with energy levels corresponding to the fundamental and harmonics. 
 
As a wave, the electron would not radiate away its kinetic energy to an 
electromagnetic because the wave is propagating at a constant velocity. This implies 
there is no acceleration of the wave happening. 
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Exam 2 
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Student 1 is taking a somewhat realist perspective.  They are assuming the electron 
traveled through one slit or the other.  They claim the reality of the situation is the 
particle-like electron existed in a cloud of probability, and passes through one slit or 
the other as the cloud moved through the double slits.  This explanation does not 
mention the probability density predicted by the wave equation. 
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Student 2 describes the electron as a wave packet.  When a double slit experiment is 
performed, the interference pattern that is observed corresponds to a probability 
density that can be described by a wave-packet equation.  A packet of waves would 
interfere with itself, creating a probability of the electron to pass through both slits.  
Also, which slit the electron went through cannot be measured without altering the 
uncertainty in the momentum. 
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Since electrons show both wave and particle like behavior, it would be reasonable to 
side with either Student 1 or 2.  Student 2 used a more wave-like interpretation, 
Student 1 used a more particle like interpretation. 
 
I personally visualize the situation as a flow of some fluid that travels through the 
two slits in waves.  It appears through all space as soon as the electron is fired.  The 
electron then rides this chaotic fluid toward the screen and strikes in a location that 
is somewhat determined by the interference patterns of the fluid.  Trying to measure 
this fluid flow collapses the waves created. 
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Experiment Y should show photons acting like a particle.  This is due to the fact that 
which path the photon takes can be determined by which photomultiplier is 
triggered.  If the photon struck mirror B, PMB will fire.  If the photon struck mirror A, 
PMA will fire.  If there was truly a single photon in the source only one of the 
photomultipliers will fire, and each would fire with a 50/50 chance. 
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Experiment X should show photons acting like waves.  The path the photon took is 
underterminable.  Mirror B could have been hit with a photon and either PMB or PMA 
could fire.  This implies a wave is being propagated through both possible paths.  
The wave then describes an equal probability of triggering each photomultiplier 
provided each path is the same length.  Interference can happen if the paths are 
different lengths and cause only one photomultiplier to trigger. 
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First assume that Experiment X is set up so that interference occurs and only PMA is 
firing.  If the photon is still traveling will switch to acting like a particle.  The photon 
will no longer only fire in PMA due to interference, but will instead show particle-like 
behavior and trigger either PMB or PMA with a 50/50 probability.  BS1 results in 
either path from BS1 being 50/50 probable.  Because when BS2 is removed, the 
path the photon took is now better known and particle like behavior is observed.  In 
other words, once BS2 is removed, PMB firing means MB was hit by a photon and 
PMA firing means MA was hit by a photon. !
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(Strongly Agree) Two very different results could confirm the same fact. Being 
correct is nothing more than confirming a fact. 
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(Neutral) I have no idea. !
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(Neutral) If an electron orbits a nucleus in a forest and no physicist is there to 
observe it, does it obey the uncertainty principle? !
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(Strongly Agree) Quantum mechanics and is strange and interesting and mind 
stretching. This has been a great course. 
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Student One is assuming the electron is always a particle. Student Two is assuming 
that the electron is pretty much a wave and until it gets smooshed by the screen. 
Student three is sticking to the fact that the electron has a probability of going in 
certain places on the screen. I think there will always be a more accurate description 
of observations and quantum mechanics is, for now, an accurate description of 
reality.!!
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In this present day, products of quantum mechanics can easily be found. 
Laser printers, plasma screen televisions, and iPhones are just a few of the handful 
of common electronic devices whose discovery is steeped in quantum mechanics. 
This paper will discuss the basic quantum mechanics of a component crucial in the 
operation of a digital camera; a device called a charge-coupled device array (CCD 
array for short). A CCD array is a grid of doped semi-conducting devices called CCDs. 
The CCD itself measures the intensity of incident light by storing an electrical charge 
directly proportional to the amount of photons that strike it. The CCD array is 
carefully electrically connected such that the array can be used to harvest the stored 
charge in each CCD. The charges can then be used make a digital picture of the light 
incident on the array. The CCD array is a huge advantage over film and has almost 
entirely replaced film for capturing images. It has proven to be one of the many rock 
star technologies that have been ushered in by the modern digital age. 
 
Let’s start by looking at the construction of a discrete CCD. It all begins when 
a pure semi-conductor is doped to become a p-type semi-conductor. P-type doping is 
a process in which the valence bands of the atoms in a semi-conductor, such as 
silicone (Si), are stripped of a few electrons without giving the semi-conductor a net 
charge so that the semi-conductor becomes more conductive. 
 
 
Figure 1: Energy Band Contents Changing Through P-Type Doping1 
 
The next step in making a CCD is taking the p-type semi-conductor and placing a 
transparent oxide (non-conductive) layer on top of it. A typical transparent oxide 
used is polycrystalline silicon. This p-type semi-conductor and transparent oxide 
layer are then sandwiched in between two metal plates, a gate and a ground plane, 
with two metal connections poking out of the plates. The typical size of a CCD used 
in a digital camera is about a 10 µm cube.  The actual process used to produce such 
a small device is called photolithography and would require another whole paper. 
 
So how does it all work? First, a voltage of about 5V is applied to the metal 
connections. Second, a photon strikes the CCD through the transparent oxide layer. 
If the photon has energy greater than the band gap of the p-type semi-conductor, 
what is called a hole-electron pair is generated in the semi-conductor. The hole-
electron pair is then free to move in the valence and conduction band respectively. 
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Figure 2: Production Of A Hole-Electron Pair Process. 
 
Thirdly the 5V applied causes the hole to whiz down to the ground plane, 
through the conduction band, and is filled by the abundance of electrons floating in 
the ground plane. The 5V causes the electron to be whizzed up through the 
conduction band to the gate where it is stopped from combining with the gate due 
the non-conductive oxide layer being in the way. 
 
By doing a little math, it is not hard to show that if Si is used as the 
semiconductor even the lowest energy light quanta will generate a hole-electron 
pair.  For Si, the band gap energy is about 1.16eV.5 Also, the lowest energy photons 
are about 700nm in wavelength. Using E = hf , we get 
 
E = hf = hc
!
=
1242 eV "nm
700 nm = 1.77 eV  >  1.16 eV  
 
Even low energy red light will produce a hole-electron pair when striking the CCD. So 
the number of trapped electrons will be directly proportional to the number of 
photons hitting the CCD. Since the number of photons in a given area is directly 
proportional to the intensity, we now have a way, using quantum mechanics, to 
measuring how “white” or how “black” a 10 µm by 10 µm square is. 
 
So what? Well, if a 500x500 grid of CCDs is made we get a 5mm by 5mm 
grid. If a lens is placed in front of the 5mm x 5mm grid, there can be a wide image 
cast onto the small grid. So the brighter the image on part of the grid will mean 
more charges store in that portion of the grid. More charges stored means a whiter 
image captured on that portion of the grid. Fewer charges stored means a blacker 
image. We now have the workings of a quantum mechanical eyeball that can see in 
black in white. A typical CCD array can be seen in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Typical CCD Array 
 
The crux of this grid is how to get the charges out of the grid and converted into 
something that can be viewed on a computer or printed onto a piece of paper. A 
simple representation of how the p-type silicone is organized can be seen in figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Close Up Picture of the Array 
 
The array is composed of one solid piece of silicone split into rows and columns. The 
rows of CCDs are separated from each other by rows of Si that have been left 
undoped. One large ground plane is placed on the bottom of the array as well as a 
sheet of transparent oxide on top. The array is then split into columns by strips of 
metal. The charge is pulled off the grid in a conveyor belt like manner. One column 
of charge is dumped into the end column where the charge contained in each 
individual CCD can then be sifted out one by one. This processes of dumping out a 
column of charge and sifting out the rows of the column continues until all the 
individual pockets of charge are read off the CCD array. The details of how the 
charge is pulled off the CCD array can vary from array to array. 
 
While it may seem like a disadvantage to only be able to store black and 
white photographs, CCD arrays can be manufactured so that color images can be 
captured as well. Essentially the grid of CCDs becomes more complex by filtering and 
sorting incident light so that a color image can be extracted from the array.9 The 
main advantage of the CCD over film is sensitivity. A CCD catches about 80% of all 
incident light where as film captures about 1%. Film captures light nonlinearly. That 
is to say, how bright a spot is on a piece of film is not directly proportional to the 
brightness of the image being captured. In a CCD, the number of photons striking is 
very close to the amount of charge stored in it. The linearity of CCD arrays makes 
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analysis of images produced by CCD arrays simpler than analysis of images produced 
by film. 
 
The drawback to CCDs over film is film can handle slightly higher 
temperatures than a CCD. If a CCD made out of Si begins heating up, electrons with 
kinetic energy higher than 1.16eV will begin popping out of the valence band of the 
p-type semiconductor and produce a hole-electron pair. This means that the charge 
stored in the CCD will begin rising even when light is not striking the CCD. This 
obviously is an undesired phenomenon. While these so called dark counts are 
generally not a problem for commercial applications, they can become a problem 
when very precise measurements of light intensity have to be made such as in 
astronomy applications. 
 
So now you too understand how simple quantum mechanics can describe the 
operation of an individual CCD and how the charge it stores depends on the intensity 
of light shinning on it. Using photolithographic techniques p-type silicone, a 
transparent oxide, and some metal can be arranged to create one of these light 
intensity-measuring devices. An array of CCDs and a lens can be used to capture a 
picture electronically. This electronic picture can be extracted from the array by 
doing a bucket brigade extraction technique whose details involve very little 
quantum mechanics. Without such a semiconductor array, almost all the video 
entertainment industry would not be around, astronomy would not be where it is 
today, and worst of all facebook wouldn’t be littered with countless photographs. 
Quantum mechanics is, without a doubt, changing the lifestyle of the technologically 
infused parts of the world. In this case, a quantum mechanical eyeball is the 
contents of the infusion. 
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(Strongly Agree) It is possible for identical measurements to produce different 
results if that which is being measured can exist in more than one state at the same 
time. Thus, one would not know whether the subject of the measurement is the 
object in one state or the other. Interpreting this question differently, one could 
comment on the fact that the very act of measuring itself introduces new elements 
into a system, and thus actually changes the outcome of the measurement. 
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(Strongly Disagree) The probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics is a 
fundamental property of the system. For example: it is impossible to define (not just 
measure) the position and momentum of an electron at the same instant in time 
(Heisenberg's uncertainty principle). Thus, the uncertainty exists outside of the 
instruments used to try to measure those properties. (I would really, really like to 
learn the math behind these statements!) !
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(Agree) An electron occupies a single definite position at any given point in time. It 
is only our measurement (and thus knowledge) of that position at any given point in 
time that is subject to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, where either the position 
or the momentum of the electron may be measured to a high level of precision, but 
not both. !
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(Strongly Agree) Quantum mechanics fascinates me precisely because it is so 
counterintuitive. I want to challenge my perception of the world, and there are few 
better ways to do that than QM. It is also interesting to me because I am much more 
used to physics on very large, indeed cosmic scales. It is especially interesting to see 
how the world of the unimaginably tiny and the world of the unimaginably large 
interact... 
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(Agree) In high school, I got a taster of quantum mechanics through generalized 
physics books, but nothing more in depth. Beyond that, my knowledge of quantum 
mechanics is limited, and comes primarily from several online lectures by MIT 
(through itunes U) and several from the University of Madras (posted on youtube). 
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An atom consists of a number of subatomic particles, whose interactions define the 
properties of the atom as a whole. Any atom can be conceptualized as a field of 
electrons surrounding a tiny, very dense nucleus. The nucleus of an atom, which 
contains the vast majority of the atom’s mass, consists of protons and neutrons in 
various orbital configurations bound together by the strong nuclear force. These 
nucleons in turn consist of quarks (a proton is composed of two up quarks and one 
down quark, whereas a neutron is composed of two down quarks and one up quark). 
The remaining tiny percentage of the atom’s mass is in the form of electrons, which 
exist in the space surrounding the nucleus in orbitals (the regions of space in which 
those electrons are most likely to be found). !
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I interpret an electric field as a mathematical tool that allows us to describe the 
interactions between charges and certain other entities as a function of those 
object’s positions. An electric field is not real in the physical sense because it cannot 
be construed as an independent entity. It a description of the relationship between a 
charge and the force being exerted upon it by either other charges or a varying 
magnetic field at various points in space and time. 
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If light has all of the classical properties of a wave, then changing the frequency of 
light incident on the metal plate while keeping amplitude constant should have no 
effect on the current observed in the system. However, a particle model of light, 
where the energy of each quanta is dependent on frequency, explains the linear 
relationship between the frequency of the incident light and the resulting current in 
the system. A quantum model of light also explains the observation of a threshold 
frequency below which no current is observed. If each photon delivers its energy to 
one electron, whether or not the electron leaves the metal is dependent on the 
amount of energy delivered in the collision, and thus on the frequency of that 
photon. Furthermore, observation showed that changing the intensity of the light had 
no effect on the stopping potential, but if light were a wave, one would expect 
incident light of a greater intensity to result in electrons with a greater kinetic 
energy, requiring a higher stopping potential. However, the stopping potential would 
remain constant if the kinetic energy of the electrons was dependent on the energy 
of the incident photons, independent of intensity. And finally, the (near) 
instantaneous start of current is explained by (equally rapid) subatomic collisions, 
but not by the classical model, where the metal would have to be heated sufficiently 
by the light wave to produce electrons, and thus current, resulting in a delay. !
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The theory of light as a particle was not new when Einstein was conducting his work 
on the photoelectric effect (It had been proposed by Max Planck several years 
earlier). It was Einstein’s correct interpretation of the data that allowed for the 
phenomena observed to be consistent with the theory proposed years earlier, thus 
validating the theory. 
 
A theory is, in essence, an explanation of a set of phenomena based upon a large 
body of experimentation and evidence. A model is the application of that theory to 
the physical world to predict the results of further experimentation (which in turn 
acts as a check on the underlying theory). Because theories are in essence abstract 
constructs, they are reliant on the interpretation of observations. That being said, 
those interpretations are constrained by the internal logic of the system (a valid 
interpretation cannot be made that does not stand up to inductive reasoning). 
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The “Farmer and the Seeds” story illustrated the difficulty of determining the veracity 
of a model applied to a phenomena for which there is limited observational evidence. 
We came up with several explanations for the observations given to us, but could not 
favor one over the other because they all predicted the results of our limited 
observations accurately. Seeing as these models contradicted each other (for 
example, the number of sprouts cannot both be random and governed by (n(dots)-
3)/2)) we were left with a dilemma. !
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We were unable to develop a theory as to why the number of seeds that sprouted 
obeyed any particular model, mostly because we were a.) unable to favor one model 
over another given the limited observational evidence. b.) unable to explain the 
mechanism that caused those models to function. Without that mechanism (why the 
seeds obeyed any given rule) a theory could not be formed. Finally, we were limited 
in that we could not possibly have conceived every possible interpretation, and thus 
were restricted to those interpretations which we already possessed. This in turn 
effected the creation of models to explain the phenomenon. 
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The first and probably most significant problem was the massive discrepancy 
between the lifetime of a hydrogen atom predicted by classical mechanics and the 
actual lifetime of a hydrogen atom. Finding an explanation for this discrepancy led to 
the development of a quantized model of the atom, which in turn led to a search for 
the underlying principles behind the rules which governed those models. Another 
major problem facing the classical model was the observation of the spectral lines of 
hydrogen, which implied quantized energy levels for electrons within the hydrogen 
atom. Bohr’s successful prediction of those lines using his quantized model was a 
major step forward, but led to further discrepancies (it did not predict the energy 
levels of larger atoms). Finding explanations for those shortfalls was major driving 
force in early quantum theory. 
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Much of quantum mechanics originated in the ad-hoc rules put forth to explain 
observed atomic phenomena. Eventually, models based upon quantitative theory, 
the Schrodinger wave equations, those rules were explained and refined those rules. 
The distinction between theory and interpretation in this article comes from the 
implications of those models. Interpretations are simply a way in which the behavior 
implied by the equations can be explained qualitatively and in such a way that 
further useful insights may be developed. 
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The Copenhagen interpretation is untestable, as under that interpretation there is no 
quantitative way to predict when a wave function will collapse. The same applies to 
the many-worlds interpretation. There is no way for an observer in one of the 
possible outcomes to observe the result of another. Decoherence could in theory be 
tested, but obtaining the conditions necessary for tests to occur would be 
exceptionally difficult. As to why scientists favor one over another, the completeness 
of the interpretation mathematically, the implications of the interpretation, and the 
personal “world view” of the scientist all play a role. 
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Quantum mechanics is probabilistic in the sense that we often cannot make 
deterministic conclusions about properties such as the position of an electron, and 
when we can, they end up being of little use as they recursively depend upon the 
manner in which they were measured. Another example is the location of a photon 
hitting a wall after it passes through two slits. We cannot precisely predict where the 
photon will “collapse” onto the wall when it hits it before that event actually occurs, 
but we can ascertain the probability that it will hit any given point. 
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Realism states that a quantity in a measured system has an objectively real value, 
even if it isn’t known. For example, under a realist interpretation, an atom always 
has a particular spin, we are simply unable to know that spin before we measure it 
(it is “hidden”). Locality is the concept that there must always be a causative chain in 
the real world linking two events, in other words, that one object may only effect 
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another by causing a change in its local surroundings that may eventually propagate 
to cause a chance in the second object through its local surroundings. Entanglement 
appears to violate this principle by allowing two particles to influence the state of 
each other regardless of their physical separation or the material in-between them. 
For a physical theory to be “Complete” according to the guidelines set by EPR, it 
must be able to explain the nature and behavior of everything in physical reality. In 
this sense, quantum mechanics is not complete; if locality is not to be violated 
quantum mechanics cannot explain all of the physical properties of a system at the 
most basic level.  
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Einstein’s theory of special relativity states that no information can be transmitted 
faster than the speed of light. Say we have two entangled particles held by two 
individuals. If they are at opposite ends of the galaxy, and one measures the spin of 
their particle, they will instantaneously know the spin of the other’s particle. 
However, there is no way to communicate that knowledge to the other faster than 
the speed of light, and without the knowledge of that initial measurement the 
measured spin appears completely random to the other party (whether they 
measure up or down, if they do not know the spin of the other particle, no useful 
information can be gleaned from the system). Thus, while the action that results in a 
definite spin state can occur at speeds faster than the speed of light, there is no way 
to use that action to communicate information, as the result of the initial 
measurement must still be communicated at speeds equal to or slower than c. 
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Double photon excitation is much less likely to occur than single photon excitation, 
and thus it is easier to get only a small number of photon pairs that correspond to 
the energies expected from the double excitation. The goal is to limit the number of 
excited pairs released in order to make measuring the correlation between the 
photons in the pair possible. 
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Alpha is defined as Pc/(Pa*Pb) where Pa and Pb are the likelihoods that a particular 
photomultiplier tube in Aspect’s experiment is triggered and Pc is the likelihood that 
the coincidence counter is triggered. In other words, it relates the likelihood of the 
photons taking either path to the likelihood that both are triggered.  
(
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Both entangled pairs rely on the conservation of angular momentum to produce 
entanglement. In a pair of entangled atoms, angular momentum is conserved as 
when they are produced they have opposing atomic spin states. In a pair of 
entangled photons, angular momentum is conserved when the two photons are 
emitted back-to-back (in precisely opposing directions in a very short interval)). 
 
In the case of atoms, the spin states could be determined by passing each of the 
atoms though a nonlinear magnetic field in a stern-gerlach analyzer to determine 
their spin (which would correlate to the channel from which they exited). It was 
found that the probability of the two atoms having opposing spins in either 
configuration was equal to 1 (a probability of 0.5 for up/down and a probability of 
0.5 for down/up). 
 
The correlation of photons could be determined using opposing photomultiplier tubes 
linked to a correlator, which would allow the experimenter to determine that the two 
photons were produced from the same excitation at close to the same instant in time 
if the two opposing tubes each detected a photon. The probability that the two 
photons would be detected was close to 1 in the interval of time following the release 
of the first photon up to twice the lifetime of the intermediate state of the electron 
excited to produce photon emission within the atom.(
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In the first experiment, two photomultiplier tubes opposed a third photomultiplier 
tube across a chamber of excited calcium gas. A photon pair would exit in opposite 
directions from an atom in the gas, where one photon would be detected by the third 
photomultiplier, and the other would head towards the other two tubes, where it 
would strike a half-silvered mirror, giving it equal probability of hitting either tube 
one or tube two. If both of the tubes were triggered at the same time more often 
than they were triggered separately, the correlation coefficient alpha would be 
greater than 1, and the results would support the model of light as electromagnetic 
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waves. But if each tube were triggered individually more often than both tubes at 
once, the coefficient would be less than one, and support the particle model of light. 
In the first experiment, Aspect found that the coefficient was always less than one, 
and thus consistent with a particle model of light. 
 
The second experiment used the same setup but introduced a second half-mirror in 
the path of the photon stream which prevented the collection of any information 
regarding the specific path of the photon. Initially results were the same as with 
experiment 1, but when the first mirror was moved back and forth, the number of 
photons detected in the first or second tubes changed in proportion, causing an 
interference pattern between the two to be observed, which seemingly indicated that 
the stream of photons was behaving as a wave (the photons somehow “knew” which 
path was possible, and adjusted accordingly). 
 
The delayed choice experiment, by changing whether one or two paths were 
available after the photon had been emitted, demonstrated that depending on the 
number of paths available, the photon would either act as a particle or as a wave, 
but never as both. If two paths were available, interference would be observed, but if 
only one was available, the photon would act as a particle. 
 
Together, the three experiments demonstrated that the properties exhibited by a 
photon could be either particle-like or wavelike, but the exact nature of those 
properties was dependent on how the experiment itself was conducted and how 
observations on the light were made. 
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Thinking of an electron as a circular standing wave around an atom places boundary 
conditions on exactly what that wave may be. In order to exist as a circular standing 
wave in any particular energy level, it must consist of an integral number of 
wavelengths (C=2*pi*r). Knowing that the De Broglie wavelength of a particle is 
(lambda=h/p, we can substitute out the wavelength of the electron, yielding 
C=nh/mv. By considering the attractive force between the electron and the protons 
in the nucleus, we find that for the electron to be in a circular orbit, v^2 = ke^2/mr. 
Making a final substitution for v demonstrates that the radii at which the electrons 
may exist, and thus the energies they may hold, are quantized: 
 
r =n^2h^2/kme^2. 
 
Electrons in those energy levels do not radiate energy because the quantization of 
the radii at which electrons may exist around the atom forces the angular 
momentum to be quantized as well (as an integer multiple of h-bar). A quantized 
angular momentum means that an electron may neither gain nor lose energy while 
remaining in a single energy level (as the radius (and hence energy, assuming all 
other aspects of the atom remain constant) of that level has already been shown to 
be quantized). 
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Student 1’s statement is consistent with that of someone who holds realism to be 
true.  He/she assumes that: 1) The electron was always a particle with a fixed 
position in space and time; and 2) The only reason that the probability field is so 
large is because we are unable to determine its position (a “hidden variable”) prior to 
it striking the screen.  Thus, he believes that the properties of the electron are 
always the same, but we (the observer) are only able to observe those properties 
under a given set of circumstances (when the particle hits the screen). 
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Rationale/Evidence for Student 1 (aka EPR): 
Realism argument: all objects must have definite properties within the system 
regardless of observation.  Location is real but hidden variable.  Makes intuitive 
sense. 
 
Against Student 1: 
Idea of definite quantities for all states (Local Realism) does not hold to experiment.  
Probabilistic provides correct explanation, deterministic does not.  Single-photon 
interference experiments. 
 
Rationale/Evidence for Student 2 (aka Bohr): 
Electron is a wave function that collapses to a determinate state at plate.  Consistent 
with matter waves argument put forward by deBroglie.  Allows for interference with 
only one electron. 
 
Against Student 2: 
Fails when applied quantitatively; no mechanism for wave collapse yet developed. 
 
No, Student Three is simply stating the theory behind the interpretations put forth by 
the first two students.  In other words, he is limiting his assessment of the 
experiment to what can be predicted and explained through existing QM theory.  A 
practicing physicist would tend to agree with Student 3 because his description 
requires the least assumptions and adheres to what we know as opposed to what we 
postulate. 
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I personally agree with Student 3.  I see no reason to jump to a conclusion regarding 
the electron’s behavior without a quantitative mechanism to explain its behavior 
between source and the plate.  We know from this experiment that an electron 
exhibits behavior consistent with that of a wave, but we do not know exactly why or 
how that is so.  That being said, I find Student 2’s statement a more convenient way 
to think about the electron’s behavior. 
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Experiment Y (Aspect’s 1st Experiment) 
The photon may take one of 2 paths, but not both, and thus travels along a defined 
path consistent with the behavior of a particle.  The way the experiment is set up, a 
photon may only take one of: 
 
source->beamsplitter->mirror A->photomultiplier A 
 
source->beamsplitter->mirror B->photomultiplier B 
! _\$!
 
If a photon is to be detected in PM1, its pair must have exited the source in exactly 
the opposite direction, and by geometry can only take one of the two paths listed 
above. 
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Experiment X (Aspect’s 2nd Experiment) 
The exact path taken by the photon is rendered indeterminate by the second 
beamsplitter; we can never know which path the photon actually took to PMA or 
PMB.  If we vary the path length of A or B, and observe interference as a result in 
the detectors, a logical explanation is that the wave that represents the photon split 
at beamsplitter 1, and then (due to the difference in phase created by the changed 
path length) interfered with itself to produce the observed results.  The presence of 
the 2nd beamsplitter essentially randomizes whether a photon traveling along path A 
or B ends up in PMA or PMB (50% chance of each for fixed path length) thus 
rendering the path of the photon indeterminate, which allows for the above 
conclusions to be drawn. 
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Yes, the probability will be 0.5 (same result as Experiment X with equal path lengths, 
but with a definite path for any given photon). 
 
A photon may exhibit either wave-like or particle-like properties, but not both in the 
same instant.  Removing the 2nd beamsplitter “forces” the photon to exhibit particle-
like behavior by making its path definite retroactively (example of a delayed-choice 
experiment). !
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Personal Reflections on My Experiences 
in General Physics 3 with Dr. Noah Finkelstein 
 
I wish I could say that I chose to take this class solely because it interested 
me, but the simple truth is much less exciting. I decided to take this course for two 
rather mundane reasons: first, to “hedge my bets,” as I had not yet decided on a 
specific major to pursue, and physics 2130 fulfilled requirements for three out of my 
four top choices (Engineering Physics, Astrophysics, and Physics), and second, 
because the class suggested for physics majors (PHYS 2170) was unavailable to me 
as I had not yet declared my major. Although I essentially stumbled into this class, it 
ended up being an immensely positive experience for me.  
Upon entering the class, I was most excited to learn about the various 
interpretations put forth to explain quantum mechanical phenomena. I already had a 
fairly strong footing in the actual mathematics of the material, both from my own 
independent studies and from an exceptional AP Physics course I had taken in my 
senior year in high school. However, neither of those pursuits had given me a strong 
grounding in the overarching theoretical principles behind the material, especially 
when it came to interpreting the experimental data in the more recent work such as 
Aspect’s single photon experiments and electron diffraction. I came in understanding 
the results of those experiments, but not their implications for the nature of light and 
matter. This class did a fantastic job of patching those holes in my understanding. 
This class was unique for me in that it was the first course in which I have 
had fun during lectures. I have always enjoyed the science classes I have taken from 
a purely intellectual standpoint (the material fascinates me, otherwise I wouldn’t be 
there), but this was the first science class I have ever taken where I actually felt 
relaxed during class and managed to just enjoy the material as it was presented. 
Usually in the science classes I have taken I am either severely bored at the pace of 
the material or frustrated in its incompleteness. The lectures in this class were both 
well-paced and structured in such a way as to allow for the exposition of material 
that was not directly presented. For example, the discussions of entanglement left 
me with a very good idea of the basic principles, which I could then use in the online 
readings to explore the implications it had for special relativity. 
For me at least, the most unusual aspect of the class was the complete lack 
of hostility from my classmates when I asked long and/or slightly off-topic questions. 
In some of my introductory classes and in most of my classes in high school, 
questions I posed in class were met with either groans or brusque indifference. There 
was a strong sense that everyone but me just wanted to get on with the lecture, and 
that I was somehow a detriment to the class by always asking for more information. 
I never felt that while attending this class, not even once. Although with my lack of 
experience, I could find that this is just a pleasant aspect of academic life at the 
college level, I suspect that it had far more to do with the way lectures were given. I 
have never been in a class that was so interactive, and yet managed to keep up the 
pace of the material without erupting into a confused mess. 
Out of all of the aspects of this course, I found that I derived by far the most 
knowledge from the lectures themselves. The way the material was presented 
allowed the audience to actually get involved with it in a way that made learning the 
material infinitely easier than it would have been if obtained straight from a text (a 
process with which I am intimately familiar). The powerpoints struck an excellent 
balance between the two undesirable extremes of dumb visual aide and lecture text. 
I found that to be particularly important during the two times I was sick this 
semester. As opposed to some classes (such as my introduction to astronomy class, 
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where the slides were literally just a slideshow of images without explanation) the 
slides posted online for class lectures allowed me to glean most of the material I 
needed to remain current in the class, and the online reading materials and 
discussions helped me the rest of the way.  
After the lectures, one of the things that this class got right where so many 
other classes falter was in the scope of its assessments. All of the midterms and the 
final were an accurate reflection of the material covered during the lectures and in 
the homework and readings. While this may not sound like a massive 
accomplishment, in my (admittedly very limited) experience I have had only one 
other science class that managed to make the link between the material taught and 
the assessments so well. I also enjoyed the online discussions, as they gave me a 
place to discuss material (such as quantum gravity) that could not be included in the 
formal curriculum due to time constraints. The remarkably high intellectual level of 
online discussions surprised me; after years of frustration on sites like 
physicsforums, it was nice to finally be able to have stimulating discussions with my 
peers.  
I made relatively little use of peer instruction outside of the online 
discussions, as I have never been particularly good at dealing with other people face-
to-face, and the comprehensiveness of the lectures, homework, and discussions left 
me without a need for extra help. The simulations proved useful when I was just 
being introduced to subjects, but I found that it was often much more informative to 
look for the limitations of the simulations; doing so allowed me to explore the 
nuances of the material in a way that the simulations themselves did not. For 
example, the simulation of a 1-dimensional potential well made me curious as to how 
a 3-dimensional well would function, which lead to further exploration of how a wave 
model of matter explains atomic structure and bonding.  
Although this class has not significantly changed my ideas about physics and 
the practice of science, it has been one of the few courses I have taken that 
accurately portrays the scientific method of careful observation. The course was 
exceptional in how it handled conclusions drawn from experimental results, the most 
memorable example being the refutation of the “hidden variable” interpretation. The 
class was at its best when discussing the interpretations of experiments and the 
implications of their results; Aspect’s single photon experiments were explained with 
particular clarity and care.  
Almost every topic covered in the class was interesting to me in one way or 
another, but I especially enjoyed the weeks spent on Schrödinger’s equation. 
Professor Finkelstein did an absolutely fantastic job of explaining the application of 
Schrödinger without becoming completely lost in the mathematics. But what I 
appreciated most was the fact that he managed to remain completely true to the 
material while simplifying it enough for it to be accessible to students without the 
extensive mathematical background needed to comprehend it fully. Physics classes 
have often maddened me in how they progress from inaccurate but simple models to 
slightly less inaccurate models without ever explaining why we use the simplified 
models in the first place, but in this course, the evolution of atomic models leading 
up to Schrodinger was explained methodically and exceptionally carefully. Such a 
focus on how less complex models fail to explain certain aspects of experimental 
evidence and are subsequently replaced by incrementally more accurate models was 
to me one of the highlights of the course. 
That having been said, the class was not completely without its drawbacks. I 
found the material towards the very end of the course, specifically the information on 
nuclear weapons and diodes to be relatively distracting. I would greatly have 
preferred another two weeks exploring the nuances of applying the Schrodinger 
wave equation to multi-electron atoms, or even two weeks exploring the 
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rudimentaries of quantum chromodynamics. Of course, a great deal of that has to do 
with my preference for the more theoretical side of the material, as opposed to the 
details of its practical applications (this was the primary reason I left Engineering for 
Astrophysics). However, I understand that physics 2130 tends to be geared towards 
engineering students as opposed to its counterpart physics 2170, and as such, the 
time spent on practical applications of quantum mechanics was completely 
warranted.  
Of all of the classes I have taken up to this point in my academic career, this 
class was struck the best balance between spending time on the origins and theory 
behind the equations as on their application. It reached an excellent balance 
between introducing new concepts and ways of thinking and applying those ideas to 
reach conclusions about experimental results in particular and the physical world in 
general. It was unique among the classes I have taken in that it managed to 
seamlessly link the philosophy of science with its application. And finally on a lighter 
note, I don’t think I will ever forget Dr. Finkelstein pulling out the Darth Vader 
helmet for the tesla coil demo… 
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APPENDIX E 
 
Collected Excerpts from Student Reflections 
(Fall 2010) 
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#3: I would like to begin by taking this opportunity to share what a pleasure it has been 
taking this course this past semester. Although, admittedly, I had only minimal 
expectations coming into this class, I was simply amazed by the sheer amount of material 
I learned this past semester and its applicability to so many of the facets of my major, 
computer engineering. The structure of the course, the introduction to the mathematical 
formulations of quantum mechanics and the presentation of theory/interpretation—all—
did well to impress and inspire me. [….] I was constantly under the impression that I 
could succeed at quantum mechanics due to the nature of this class. Whereas in other 
classes a student may be more concerned with obtaining a good grade versus learning the 
material, in this class I never felt that there was an issue with achieving both a good grade 
and a sense of complete understanding. 
 
#4: Coming into this class I was excited, I was about to be brought up to date in the 
physics world. Newton’s laws of motion and the basic laws of electromagnetism were 
interesting enough. It all seemed quite tangible and practical; however it also seemed 
quite old. It grows tedious to be studying things that were discovered more than a 
hundred years and sometimes many hundreds of years ago. I wanted something a little 
more modern. I dreamed of being on the cutting edge of physics, having the tools at my 
disposal to understand the questions and the advancement of the field. […] Overall it was 
a great class; I liked the emphasis on interaction and the energy of the lectures. This 
quickly became my favorite class. I loved the emphasis on how we come to know 
something and scientific reasoning rather than just knowing it and the integration of 
historical perspectives into the class 
 
#12: Taking this class is probably the best thing that could have happened at this point in 
my career. As a future engineer, quantum computing is my future. …My future is in 
computing and micro-processing, if not directly then at least on the end user side. Thus, 
my future is in quantum computing. 
 
#13: Even though quantum mechanics does not directly relate to what I want to pursue in 
engineering I still think it is important to be able to understand and talk confidently about 
all aspects in physics. […] Throughout the course of this class, I have found that my 
favorite area of study ended up being entanglement, probability and Schrodinger’s cat… 
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…The more we got to read the articles assigned, and discuss the theories both in lecture 
and in the problem solving sessions the more everything began to click.  The combination 
of being able to study the same things in multiple ways with several different points of 
view helped me the most.  …I ended up finding myself wanting to know more about 
several topics…All in all I’d say that I am walking away from quantum physics with 
much more then I came in expecting.  I was dreading having to take another physics class 
and I did not think that I would be interested in anything we covered, and I figured it 
would be mostly over my head. I have heard from previous students what an awful 
experience physics three can be…, I have found a new passion for physics.  
 
#19: In my mind, quantum physics has always been that big scary topic that smart people 
talk about but nobody I know can really understand. Indeed, the title of the subject has 
become synonymous with brainy people who can do math and science that is way beyond 
me. I am a Mechanical Engineering major, and I was compelled to take this course by my 
advisor who insisted that it would be in my best interest to learn quantum mechanics in 
order to expand my mind and learn a new way to think about things. In addition, he 
promised me that if I didn’t take it, I wouldn’t be able to graduate. With such academic 
pressure to take the course, I decided to take the plunge and try to tackle the mechanics of 
things that I cannot see. […] The moment that contributed most to my new understanding 
about the concepts of quantum mechanics occurred during the discussion of the “many 
worlds interpretation” and indeterminacy. […] The presentation of the material in this 
course was as good as it gets. There were so many avenues for learning the material that 
any student who has failed has only himself to blame. I found the lecture to be immensely 
beneficial as it was clear that the professor put a lot of time and energy into the 
preparation each class. During the class, the clicker questions facilitated discussion 
amongst the students in the class, and this lead me to have to explain concepts to others. I 
believe that this is one of the best methods of completing the mental model of a new 
concept as it forces me to fully understand it before vocalizing it. In addition, the peer 
instructors (LA’s) were very helpful in encouraging discussion amongst the students as 
well as ensuring that students were working in the right direction towards the correct 
answer while not giving away any shortcuts that would end the learning process. The 
simulations were very helpful for all students who are more inclined to learn from visuals 
and need to see concepts to understand them. The only medium of instruction that I found 
to not be of use was the textbook, from which little was drawn for the course and which I 
think could be eliminated from future versions of the course.  All in all, the success of the 
class in this semester’s PHYS-2130 course can be attributed to the skill and educational 
knowledge of the professors, and their field of educational research should continue so 
that all other students can benefit from it as I have. 
 
#20: Physics 3 has been a fun course to attend and has changed how I view the world 
around me. Professor Finklestein did a fantastic job teaching the course and had many 
traits that I really liked. He was able to keep the whole class engaged in discussion and 
was able to keep us coming back to class. Professor Finklestein also used many teaching 
aids, like simulations, that were very helpful this semester in understanding the material. 
Like most classes, we learned a fair amount this semester and some things were more 
interesting to learn about than others. […] I personally feel like Physics 3 has changed 
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my ideas about physics and the practice of science an incredible amount. […] The only 
reason I took Physics 3 this semester is because it is a required course for Electrical and 
Computer Engineers and because I failed the same course last semester. This fact made 
believe that I wasn't going to learn much new and that the course was going to be boring. 
However, I was completely wrong. […] Professor Finklestein made the material fun and 
made coming to class a pleasure.  One thing I found particularly helpful throughout the 
semester were the simulations. The simulations always helped me really understand 
whatever we were learning. The nicest thing about the simulations was that it allowed us 
as students to experiment with the concepts that we are being taught. That way if we are 
curious about what something will do when the experiment is changed a little bit, we can 
run the simulation and observe the outcome instead of having to read through an entire 
chapter and do a bunch of math to understand what would happen. The simulations this 
semester made the concepts a lot easier to learn and are a very powerful teaching aid. 
[…] I was convinced that retaking the class this semester was going to be extremely 
boring. I was very wrong.  
 
#22: Coming into physics III as a transfer student, I did not know what to expect.  After 
meeting new people and hearing about what they had covered in this class, it appeared 
clear very early in the semester that this semester’s curriculum would be very different.  
Coming into this class, I knew in the back of my mind that quantum mechanics would be 
a subject that we would touch.  What I did not expect was that we would be spending the 
entire semester on it.  Of course I had questions at the beginning of the semester, and 
with no previous background in quantum mechanics, my list of questions grew as the 
semester progressed. […] Instead, this class has enabled me to understand how physics is 
practiced, and how it works in today’s world.  A particular example of something that 
fascinated me was the concept of how lasers work. […] The teaching techniques that left 
the best impression on me were the well-put together lectures via PowerPoint, as well as 
the time intensive homework.  The PowerPoint lectures were very easy to follow.  
Because they were clearly written, the basic concepts were easily taken away from each 
day of lecture.  Also the fact that the lectures coincided with the homework very well, 
made the long homework assignments a little less nerve-racking.  What was most helpful 
in making this class a better experience for me was the lecture and homework reviews… 
 
#28: Over the past few months I have learned much about the world in which we live, 
and the new and exciting areas of study and work. For the last hundred years, physicists 
have made many great contributions to our knowledge of the universe and the mechanics 
of its operation. Many of these contributions seem to be outside the scope or validity of 
classical physics. This course on Quantum Mechanics has really opened my eyes to the 
current possibilities, and where this exciting field could go in the future. […] Before 
beginning this class I did not know that physics research was so alive, and the directions 
it is going in, and its continued importance. This class helped me realize that there will 
always be a need for pure scientists to research and pioneer new fields of study and 
thought.  This will enable engineers to take these advancements and use them for good. 
[…] Overall I feel that this class will help me in my pursuit of a degree in mechanical 
engineering. I feel that the more in-depth understanding of how our world operates, from 
this class, will help me to be a better engineer and contributor to society. While I am not 
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changing my major to physics, I still feel that the class made a significant impact on me 
and I would definitely like to learn more about many of the topics covered in the class. 
 
#29: Truthfully, when I found out that I had to take Modern Physics, I was very 
apprehensive.  Since I switched my major to Biochemistry last year, my advisor told me 
that algebra based Physics I and II were not sufficient to graduate with a Biochemistry 
degree.  As a result, I had to fulfill my physics requirement by completing PHYS 2130.  
Physics I and II were challenging enough so I was expecting this class to be just as hard.  
However, now that the semester is almost completed, I can say that my journey into the 
quantum realm has been more than fascinating. Modern Physics has imparted a practical 
knowledge of chemistry and the physical world around us; which most of my other core 
classes do not accomplish.  The level of detail that the curriculum provides will be a 
stepping stone of knowledge that will help me build my career as a biochemist.  Before 
taking this class I had the slightest clue about bonding/anti-bonding orbitals or electron 
distributions in various bonds.  Though these concepts were not intuitive for me, I can 
proudly say that learning these complex ideas has not only improved my understanding 
of chemistry but has also given me further confidence as a biochemist. […] Quantum 
mechanics has changed my perception of science and the way which I will practice 
Chemistry now.  From day 1, the electron has been one of the main focuses of Quantum 
Mechanics. […] Another way Quantum Mechanics has taught me more about Chemistry 
is through the Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen atom.  The solutions to this 
equation for the hydrogen atom give the form of the wave function for atomic orbitals, 
and the relative energy of various orbitals.  Without the Schrödinger equation, I’m not 
sure how this data could be obtained besides through experiment.  These solutions are 
also relevant when understanding the orbitals of other atoms such as helium, lithium, and 
carbon, etc.  Furthermore, the Schrödinger equation can be extended to transitions 
between states.  Although Chemists had already described the rules for the number of 
electrons allowed in each shell, they didn’t know why!  Beforehand, my method of 
thinking about Chemistry was based on the rules I’ve been taught.  Now I can think about 
the physical reasons why I am using these guidelines. [….] All of the educators in the 
help sessions are not only familiar with the material you are studying but can effectively 
help you either understand it better or use your resources.  For example, once when I was 
stuck on one of the problems on the Quantum Tunneling tutorial, I asked Danny a 
question and he instantly knew that I should have my quantum tunneling PhET open to 
find the answer and enhance my understanding-which it did! […] The help room is an 
unintimidating environment where I can feel free to ask any question, because the 
students around me are most likely working on the same problem. […] Although I did not 
initially plan to take this class, it ended up being extremely advantageous to my 
comprehension of chemistry.  From my experience, it should be a required class for 
Biochemistry majors, regardless of whether they have a deficiency in calculus-based 
Physics or not.  It’s comical that on the first day of class, everyone I met was some kind 
of Physics or Engineering major.  They all seemed confused when they asked me what 
my major was.  Little did I know that the Quantum Mechanics material had a tremendous 
relation to what I study and they were the ones who ended up learning more about the 
nature of my major, Chemistry.  I like to think of Quantum Mechanics as the final puzzle 
piece to my education. 
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#30: One of the most important motivators for me, when first starting a course, is finding 
a topic that is fascinating. This came very easily in modern physics because of the 
different ideas that quantum mechanics offers. The initial spark, before starting the course 
was my thought of how classical physics will build upon itself in modern times. To my 
astonishment, I soon found out that we were leaving behind the classical view and 
moving into a quantum perspective. Of course this completely destroyed my initial 
questions about the course, but gave me a newly found ideology of physics.  The 
experience of learning quantum mechanics has been excellent in many different ways. 
[…] Many of the tools that this class offered were extremely helpful while learning 
quantum physics. In particular the study sessions each week gave us real help in figuring 
out how to approach particular problems. I would like say, thank you to Professor 
Finkelstein, Charlie, Sam, and Danny for their time spent helping us understand and work 
through quantum mechanics. Another helpful tool were the simulations that we used to 
answer problems because they are easy to use, relevant to the topics, and were great 
visual adds in class. […] All in all I would like to say that I really enjoyed this course and 
would suggest it to anyone who is interested in reformatting their ideology of atoms.  
 
#31: Day by day I am building my dream.  When I was a young kid, I would play with 
Legos, and my dream was to build a Lego spaceship to go to the far reaches of the 
universe. As I have grown older my dreams have changed. My dream now is to be part of 
the designing and building of prosthetic limbs to help the disabled. To do this I must 
become a mechanical engineer. One of the steps to becoming a mechanical engineer and 
accomplishing my dream is taking Physics 2130. Additionally, I decided to take the class 
because I enjoy physics, and I thoroughly enjoy building a greater understanding about 
the world around me. I love learning about concepts that completely change my way of 
thinking. For example, the section on the wave particle duality of objects such as the 
electron was eye opening. It is this type of concept that completely defies all common 
sense and classical physics that makes me feel as if there is an entirely new world waiting 
to discovered. If such basic definitions as being a wave or being a particle can be broken 
than what other common notions are waiting to be redefined? […] Throughout this class I 
feel that my basic idea of physics and logical thinking has been redefined many times. 
The largest paradigm shifts I have experienced in this course occurred when learning 
about undeterminable characteristics, entanglement, and tunneling. […] Besides the 
actual concepts in the course, I greatly enjoyed the way the course was structured and 
taught. The single best aspect of taking Physics 2130 was the low stress environment. In 
engineering almost all of my classes are extremely stressful, and due to the stress I do not 
enjoy them. Too much pressure builds up throughout the year, and too much of my grade 
depends on the exams. […] I have enjoyed my time taking Physics 2130. I feel that it has 
helped me move closer to accomplishing my dream of helping build prosthetic limbs and 
becoming a mechanical engineer. Just as important, I feel that the surprises in quantum 
mechanics have added more wonder into my world, and for that I am thankful. 
 
#35: To be completely honest, I signed up for PHYS 2130 because it is a required course 
for all electrical & computer engineers at CU. I assumed it would be like the Physics 1 
course I dreaded during my freshman year…However, thanks to the dedicated help of 
Professor Noah Finkelstein, Charles Baily, and our two learning assistants Danny and 
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Sam, this physics class goes down as one of the favorite courses I’ve taken during my 
college career. […] One really neat thing about this physics course was it legitimately 
had an effect on my education overall and the manner in which I practice science. As 
engineer students we are primarily trained in numerical analysis. Most often in our course 
work there is only a single correct answer to a problem, however this class has shown me 
that in practice things are rarely so black and white. PHYS 2130 demonstrated that the 
process is more important than any numerical value. Thus in my other lab courses I am 
more willing to accept my experimental results and attempt to explain any abnormalities 
instead of just redoing the experiment. Thinking back on the semester, I believe the 
Single Photon Experiment discussions were the most effective in teaching me about the 
importance of the process. […] In closing, I felt that this course was enjoyable and very 
effective. As with any course there are some things that can be improved upon such as 
textbooks and implementation of clickers. However, with PHYS 2130 these things were 
very minor. What stands out most in my mind is the overwhelming quantity of resources 
provided to the students. These resources, in addition to a great instruction team, really 
made the course very effective. 
 
#39: As the semester comes to an end, another sixteen credits of classes are on the verge 
of being added toward my degree. Of the five classes taken, the class being reflected 
upon is my Modern Physics 2130 class. Modern Physics provided a great learning 
opportunity and I leave the class soon in knowing that much more than just three credits 
were acquired. In exploring the impact of the class upon me, my expectations coming 
into the class will be examined to illustrate my view of physics and science before the 
class. […] Acquiring knowledge about the quantum mechanical world through Modern 
Physics caused a shift in the way the scientific world is viewed. Learning about the 
implications of the double-slit and Aspect experiments along with the electron’s wave 
function literally opened up a whole new world, the quantum world. […] Taking Modern 
Physics 2130 during the fall semester has provided me with valuable knowledge and a 
new fascination with physics. The class met and exceeded my expectations coming in, 
supplying new interest and answering the basics of what the quantum world consists of. 
Learning about lasers, entanglement, and tunneling was an eye-opening and exciting 
process, aided greatly by the use of simulations, lecture notes and homework to allow a 
thorough understanding of all the phenomena. With a quantum view, I see the world in an 
exciting new way, including informative explanations of the physics behind objects such 
as lasers and transistors along with a better comprehension of the science behind atoms 
and the periodic table. The knowledge of quantum mechanics has left me wanting more. 
While my schedule lacks a physics course next semester, I hope to commit to reading 
about physics when time allows. I leave Modern Physics 2130 with a keen understanding 
of the basics surrounding the quantum world and a newfound joy for making sense of the 
world around me. 
 
#40: So naturally this year when I realized I would be taking Physics III – Quantum 
Mechanics, I was a little intimidated. Little did I know that it would end up being one of 
my favorite classes ever taken at CU.  At the end of the summer when everyone is getting 
ready to go back to school, a common question is “so what are you taking this semester?” 
The majority of my friends being business or arts and science majors would respond with 
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the common history, economics or writing classes. So when I would tell them physics III 
- Quantum Mechanics, it was common to get their eyes to bulge or an “excuse me?” And 
to be honest I couldn’t really tell then what that meant either. It didn’t bother me at first 
but then as class got closer it started to set in. I barely got by one and two, and now I have 
to take three. But I needed to take the class to get my mechanical engineering degree, so 
weather I liked it or not, it was going to happen. […] In the end, I had a great quantum 
mechanics experience. I enjoyed going to class, learned more than I thought was possible 
and restored my faith in physics. After talking to people who have taken the class in the 
past, I only wish we could have gone over relativity. It has always seemed like an 
interesting topic and I just wish we could have discussed it a little. But if we did do 
relativity, then we might not have gotten to diodes, so I guess it was for the best. I 
worked hard this semester to finally do well in physics class but I certainly did not do it 
alone. I did well and learned so much thanks to the hard work of professor Finkelstein, 
Charlie and Dan. Without them this experience would not have been the same, and for 
that I am truly grateful.   
 
#43: A love hate relationship, best describes my interactions with Physics 3.  I had no 
idea what I was getting my self in to while signing up for the course. My previous 
knowledge of the class consisted of what my fellow mechanical engineers had informed 
me.  Most of them agreed that the material was really “cool”, “trippy” and a lot of the 
world’s ways were explained. The previous semester of physic 3ers had studied relativity, 
a little bit of Schrödinger’s equation and a few topics I cannot recall. The consensus was 
relativity was really easy but even after completing the course, no one knew what the hell 
Schrödinger’s equation was or how to use it. Schrödinger’s equation was described to me 
as the enormous equation that was written on the board for 3 weeks that no one had any 
idea what any part of it meant. They obviously did not have Professor Noah Finkelstein 
or Professor Charlie Baily.  I originally had not planned on taking physics 3 due to the 
fact that mechanical engineers had the option of either take physics 3 or any other science 
elective, which include organic chemistry or anatomy. Since I am partaking in the bio 
medical option in mechanical engineering here at CU, I have to take both organic 
chemistry and anatomy.  The fact that I had no requirement for this class and still opted to 
participate should be flattering. […] The one thing I can say about Physics 3 that I cannot 
for any other class I’ve taken so far is that when I tell my dad what I’m learning he 
doesn’t know it all already! My dad got his Chemical Engineering degree from 
University of Michigan then went on to Medical School at U of M as well. He knows 
more about everything than any one I’ve met, which is great but I never get to share new 
concepts and information with him.  When explaining quantum physics though he 
doesn’t already know what I’m going to share him before I do unlike thermo, fluids or 
any other engineering course. He was clueless about Schrödinger’s equation and had no 
idea that electron tunneling existed! This is one of the greatest feats so far in my life, and 
I owe this to Noah Finkelstein, Charlie Baily and Danny. […] I also recently just received 
an internship with an optics lab, XXX. They coat glass to make mirrors for “lasers”. 
When touring the lab I was very proud to say I know how lasers work!! Not every 
engineering student can say that. I will be working for them all next semester and in to 
the summer. I chose to write the personal reflection not because it was the “easy” way out 
but because I wanted to share my great thrill of what I learned in this course. I have had 
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more fun, learned more relevant topics than much of my engineering course combined 
and for that I thank you! 
 
#44: Of all the required classes on my curriculum none were as hated as Modern Physics, 
I had already labeled it as the most boring and complicated class, the Mt. Everest of 
classes. The first thing that came to mind was Albert Einstein in front of chalkboard 
writing out mind numbingly large equations, him frazzled and bordering on insane... I 
knew this would be me for the next four months. Talking to my roommate about Physics 
3 last semester had really scared me especially when he said it was hard for him, I have 
never seen a class that was hard for him, I was literally quaking in my shoes. As I walked 
into the class the first day I was expecting a professor as exciting as watching paint dry, it 
is never my luck to get physic professors that are interesting. What I got though was 
completely different, he actually understood fun. There will probably never be a better 
start to a first day than by starting with a game show with an actual prize. This I could tell 
would be a good year. […] This semester has definitely been a learning experience and 
even more so my view of physics has changed a lot. At first due to thinking in a classical 
sense I figured that if two answers are completely different then one must be wrong but I 
have learned that in quantum mechanics there are actually some things that are best 
explained with two completely different answers. At the beginning of the semester I 
found it impossible for particles to be waves and waves to be particles, this is just counter 
intuitive to everything you experience in life. I found this hard to believe because that is 
what I have always liked about physics is that it is easy to connect to what I notice and 
perceive.  Though after going through this course Wave-Particle Duality explains a lot 
about how light and even electrons interact with themselves and other objects. […] This 
class is definitely on my list favorite classes I have ever had in my life, the atmosphere, 
the subject matter, the instructors have made this a very positive experience in what I feel 
has been bland and boring experience previously. With all this new information I feel like 
I can do some more research and engineer products that will benefit people and all this is 
thanks to just learning more about the building blocks of this world. This class has been 
so cool I even contemplated changing majors but I am refraining because I feel my 
calling is in engineering of some kind.  
 
#45: My experience learning about quantum mechanics has been both baffling and 
enlightening to say the least. Although I had no great expectations of bewilderment, 
that’s just what I got. Not only have my perceptions of science and physicists been 
adjusted, I have learned a lot about scientific theory and the current extent of knowledge 
we have of the physical universe. Additionally, some of the most effective employed 
teaching techniques this semester, in descending order, were peer-instruction, textbook 
reading, and the concept tests. […] In addition I believe this course has changed my ideas 
about physics, mainly through the insight offered into scientific theory. It has therefore 
greatly refined my practice of science as well. 
 
#47: Although some people think that quantum mechanics is a very boring and difficult 
subject, I found it to be a very interesting topic to learn about.  As an engineer, most of 
what I study ends up being taught primarily with numbers therefore a lot of the work I 
have done in the past couple of years has been computational.  Honestly, modern physics 
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and quantum mechanics was a very nice break from all of the number crunching because 
there was a lot more theory involved with understanding topics that are covered in this 
class.  As Carl Wieman says, “Quantum mechanics is the greatest intellectual 
accomplishment of human race.”  From what I have learned in this class that quantum 
mechanics is used in about a third of all the engineering that surrounds us, I would 
definitely have to agree with Carl that it is a very important achievement by humanity.  
Since quantum mechanics is so important to how people live their lives, I found myself 
being able to engage with the class a lot better than most of my classes. […] This class 
has changed my perception of science and has definitely changed my ideas about physics 
drastically. […] I think that the structure of this course was designed very well.  I think 
that how this class is set up allows students to access the tools and information thus 
helping them to succeed in this course.  The website for this class is probably the most 
useful website that I have had throughout college.  It was extremely helpful to have all of 
the lecture slides posted on there for reference, and it was nice to have all the simulations 
that our teachers provided us to make the learning process a little bit easier, and more 
enjoyable.  Also, I found the help room to be very helpful in allowing students who want 
to do well on their homework, and who seek further explanation about topics.  Without 
the help room, I would have been a lot more confused about a majority of the topics that 
we covered in class.  On top of that, I found that the clicker questions were helpful as 
well.  The clicker questions keep students who go to lecture but have trouble staying 
engaged in lecture on their toes and it keeps them alert.  I would know, im one of those 
students...  Another good teaching technique that was used in this class was giving out 
candy to students who interact with the class.  Not only does the sugar stimulate our 
brains for a few minutes, but the candy also acts as a pretty good motivating factor for 
student to speak their mind.  The teaching techniques used in this course were very 
beneficial and were appreciated greatly.  Overall, I was very satisfied by this class.  I feel 
that I have learned a lot more about physics, and I have developed a different perception 
about how science works.   
 
#48: When deciding whether to switch from Aerospace Engineering to Mechanical 
Engineering, many things were taken into consideration, but one aspect which I was quite 
worried about was having to go back and take physics 3 or quantum mechanics, which is 
not required for aerospace engineers, and I had never had any plans to take. I had made it 
through the first two required physics courses quite easily. In fact, I enjoyed the content 
of the first two physics classes, and the content of these is what I am largely interested in 
pursuing for my career. I understand that when you drop a ball it falls, that when you put 
two magnets together, they will either attract or repel based on the polarity, and that when 
you hook a light bulb into a system with a battery (correctly) it will light up. But what 
makes up light and why does it make a pretty pattern when it is shined through two small 
slits, I did not know and have never been able to grasp. My knowledge (and many times 
interest) tends to stop at things I can see and know the effects of, and I have always been 
a fan of things I understand. However, I am very glad that I did switch and got the 
opportunity to take this class, because I have learned so much, and never knew that 
something that I had never really dealt with and had never thought about, or for that 
matter never knew existed could be so interesting. […] That was all I could think about 
coming in to this class: that this was going to be a class that I just needed to get through 
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for credit, which I was not going to like it and it was not going to be easy, but if I put 
enough effort into it I could at least make it to the end. As it turns out, I had spent way 
too much time worrying about this class. If I could go back and let myself know that this 
class was going to be a lot of fun, that I was going to learn so much, and that in the end I 
would actually understand it all, I definitely would, as it would have relieved a lot of 
unnecessary stress and contemplation. […] The rest of that first lecture also made an 
impact. I agreed with what the statistics about traditional lectures, that I really don’t take 
away much more than 25% of what is taught in most of my classes, and to try a new 
format would be a better way to absorb information, with more participation and 
interaction between all. […] Overall, I have enjoyed this class very much and hope to 
find more classes that are taught like this one, with professors who really seem to enjoy 
the subject that they are covering and a more interactive structure as this one uses. I also 
feel like I need to subscribe to Scientific American magazine to find more articles like 
that one’s assigned as readings in this class, and then take another modern physics class 
to be able to discuss all of these things. I am very glad I was able to take this class, and 
am sad to see it ending.  
 
#50: "Physics 3 for Engineers" was a required course for me to take through the 
mechanical engineering program. I’ve have enjoyed the concepts presented in previous 
physics courses, but have had trouble being motivated in learning some of the topics not 
because I found classical physics boring, but because most were taught in very plain, dry 
and uninteresting ways. Consequently I found it difficult to be interested in the course, 
though the material itself was of interest of me. Coming into Physics 3 this year was 
certainly daunting as I expected more of the same difficulty staying interested. 
Additionally, with “Quantum Mechanics” in the course title, I felt intimidated and unsure 
if the combination of such foreign topics and an unappealing course structure would 
allow me to make it through the semester. Fortunately, the teaching style was far from 
that and the enthusiasm I saw helped me feel comfortable and motivated. […] I feel that 
quantum mechanics has opened new ways of thinking for me, as in continuing the 
expansion of my universal perceptions, but also between physics, chemistry and the like. 
[…] Overall, I had a very rewarding and productive semester in physics 3. With every 
student having different learning styles, I felt that having all the different resources 
available such as help room, the textbook, the simulations, lecture, etc. catered to any 
students learning habits. Of course one needed to use all of them effectively to do the 
work and grasp the concepts, and for that reason I think I improved my ability to learn 
through mediums that are not my strongest suit.  Topics covered in this course, though 
challenging and often tough to make sense of, were things I am glad I learned for reasons 
other than that I had to learn them for the class. The innovative thought of the pioneers of 
quantum theory and the questions they struggled to make sense of relate very closely to 
the sense of wonder, possibility and mystery that I think everyone feels about the world 
around us. 
 
#55: Entering into Physics III, I had no idea what to expect. Fresh from a rather tedious 
struggle with Physics II, I honestly began to question my desire to pursue an Engineering 
Physics major. […] I entered Physics III with a bitter taste in my mouth. Yet, some 
fragment of my mangled ego compelled me to continue down the path I was on. I have 
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always found physics to be the most intriguing subject, and I was not about to let one 
class ruin it. I approached Physics III as the deal breaker: if this class was like its 
predecessor, then maybe mechanical engineering was a more apt major.  Almost 
immediately I knew that this class was not like the others. After some review, we began 
learning about the photoelectric effect…. After almost every class, I felt the compelling 
urge to tell anybody who would listen long enough about everything I learned that day.  
This course definitely changed my ideas about physics. It completely boggled my mind. 
Things physically impossible were not only achieved but used to create all types of 
intricate technology. This class was the first class where I was asked about my opinion on 
something. I cannot express enough how overjoyed I was to compose a paragraph in an 
engineering class. Usually in classes I am told that the presented material is fact and to 
learn it only to reproduce something that numerous scientists or mathematicians have 
already proven. I was presented with the opportunity of creativity, which is a rarity in the 
engineering world. […] You can be the brightest person in the world, but if you cannot 
express yourself nor have a fear of doing so, your intelligence become irrelevant. This 
also helped me as a female engineer. Every so often we encounter male engineers who do 
not always readily agree with the females. My clique consisted of two prodigious boys. 
But I quickly learned that I had to be assertive enough to express myself. After getting 
numerous questions wrong that would have been right by my logic, I decided to 
reevaluate my strategy.  I remember distinctly the first time I refused to change my 
answer. My two teammates had decided on another, but my refusal meant that none of us 
would have gotten points. I was scared to stick by my answer, but I was confident I was 
right. I essentially forced them to change their responses and copy mine. After the answer 
was unveiled and my correctness confirmed, they were thankful and less hesitant to agree 
with me from then on. […] Overall this class continually impressed me. Throughout the 
course, the almost magical results quantum mechanics attained reassured me that I am in 
the correct major. The teaching style in conjunction with the material made quantum 
physics attainable. I am not sure if it was the teaching that rejuvenated my passion or the 
material itself; either way I welcomed back my old friend, physics, with open arms and 
anticipation. I cannot wait to continue further in quantum physics, 
 
#56: Learning quantum mechanics through this course was a very enjoyable and 
enlightening experience. At first I only took this course because I had to as an engineer 
and didn’t have much of an interest because when I took physics 1 my freshman year, 
and it made me dread the subject. Learning about incline planes and bullets hitting 
ballistic gels wasn’t exactly the most interesting and fascinating subject. Initially before 
taking the course my main questions were, what modern physics was even about, what 
topics will be taught, and will it just be a repeat of physics 1. Once classes began and I 
attended the first lecture I was pleasantly surprised on how the subject was taught. The 
class was very engaging and kept me awake because there were a lot of chances for 
talking with the people around me to discuss a problem, and then use our clickers to 
answer them. This way of teaching was a much better approach for me than with physics 
1. In that class the teacher was just lecturing and deriving equations the whole time. […] 
The modern physics course this semester was a great class in all honesty. The professor 
and Charlie were great assets into the learning of the topics presented to us. All I have to 
say is keep up the great work and there is really nothing needed to change about the 
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course, anyone who is going to take it will have a great time and perhaps, like me, will 
learn to like physics.  
 
#59: As a new transfer student, I had no idea what to expect for class at CU let alone 
Physics 3. After all the great class discussions and useful help-room hours, the semester 
is now coming to an end. I enjoyed this course and learned a lot about the quantum 
physics world and how it applies to engineering topics.  The quantum physics world was 
only a mystery to me before Physics. […] After I receive my Bachelor’s degree in 
Mechanical Engineering, I plan to join the Navy and become a Nuclear Propulsion 
Officer for 5 years then work as a civilian for an engineering company with a contract to 
develop products for the military. …As I mentioned earlier, one of my top motivations 
for taking this course was to understand nuclear reactions and how to apply them to 
engineering. Learning about neutron-induced fission was my favorite part of the class.  
Discoveries such as neutron-induced fission and the material covered in this course have 
given me a new perspective on physics and the practice of science. […] The topics that 
we learned about and the teaching techniques are what made this course material 
interesting and easier to learn. The topics I found most interesting were either major 
breakthroughs in quantum mechanics or closely related to engineering applications. I 
enjoyed learning about the struggle between Einstein and Bohr and their clashing 
opinions on explaining the behavior of particles. When we first started talking about this 
struggle, I had hoped we would get into Einstein’s Theory of Everything and String 
Theory but I still feel that I know enough to be able to research and learn more about 
these topics on my own. I also plan to receive a minor in Electrical Engineering here at 
CU and the diode topic only helps me in obtaining a more in depth understanding. I was 
able to learn these interesting topics easier through the various teaching techniques. The 
class discussions forced us to think more in depth about the topics being presented before 
us. We were coming up with our own ideas to explain the results of the many 
experiments learned in class, thinking and discussing topics as if we were the pioneer 
physicists who got us to where we are in quantum mechanics today. The peer to peer 
discussions in help room hours allowed us to discuss, learn, and teach these topics 
amongst ourselves. When we got stuck, we had help available from the professors and 
learning assistants to give us that extra boost. The class material was supported well by 
the various teaching techniques which allowed us to get the most out of this course as 
possible. Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed this course. I felt that Professor Finkelstein, 
Charlie, Sam, and Danny were great teachers and made the class more enjoyable and 
interesting. I learned a lot and I’m now eager to find out more about quantum mechanics 
and were it will take us in the future. 
 
#60: This class has been a wonderful, interactive experience with quantum physics that 
combines the ideas of classical mechanics and E&M along with new ideas and reasoning 
to explain quantum mechanics in a way that was very easy to understand. […] The first 
day of class was a strange experience coming in as a freshman and seeing only one 
person I knew in there. It was intimidating at first, especially since I had questioned my 
physics knowledge prior to this class. […] Overall, I thought that the class was 
incredible. I'd recommend it to everyone in engineering, as it gives a good understanding 
of a very interesting, complex topic while being really fun. I took the class simply 
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because I had to for my major, but as time went on, I would have to say that my interest 
in the topic has greatly increased, as well as my knowledge of the subject. I'm very glad I 
took the class, and it has kept me interested in physics overall. It's helped me decide that 
I'd stay a mechanical engineer with a good understanding of the universe – it'll help with 
a chemistry understanding of materials as well as an understanding of circuitry and 
electricity and happenings on the subatomic scale. It's been a wonderful class, explaining 
things in a way I can easily understand and ask questions about if I don't understand 
something. It really helped the fact that it was so fast-paced, as I felt comfortable going at 
the rate the class moved and was amazed to find myself understanding the material so 
well, even things I didn't fully understand made enough sense that I could apply them 
using a conceptual thought process. I'm very glad I took this class. It's been a great 
experience for college so far. 
 
#63: As one of the first college classes I had taken I can say I was a bit skeptical about 
taking quantum mechanics. I had no connections to anyone who has ever taken quantum 
mechanics or even to people who thought it was easy. What could be easy about 
Einstein’s or Hawking’s works, two of the most well known and accepted physicists and 
theorists? However, there was no need to worry. […] “100 Years of Quantum Mysteries” 
the idea of quantum cards really changed how I looked at physics. If each physical 
occurrence, such as neurons firing, is in a superposition state and is “perfectly balanced 
on its edge and falls down in both directions at the same time”, then the outcomes are 
limitless. It is a factor of the wave function. […] I am pleased with this new information 
that I have gained from topics I was not aware even existed.  Quantum mechanics was an 
excellent class to transition to from high school. The lecture was amusing and helped to 
reiterate some of the wording in the book. The weekly homework helped to reinforce the 
material that would be covered on the test. The help sessions facilitated learning on 
difficult problems presented on the homework. The staff of this physics class was always 
available to work through problems using a hands on approach which worked well for 
me. When all this was coupled with helpful illustrations and simulations, it allowed my 
mind to fully grasp certain difficult topics. This framework helped to develop good 
grades from beginning to end and definitely helped my success in the class. I can 
definitely say that without the help sessions I would be much more hard-pressed to 
learning the material and submitting the homework by due date. I feel that after this 
semester I have a full understanding of the material presented by quantum mechanics. 
 
#64: I am very excited to have the opportunity to discuss my experience learning 
quantum mechanics in this course. I have talked to friends and family all semester about 
how much I enjoy this class – how this class has tied many parts of my electrical 
engineering degree together. The concepts and material apply to everything I have 
learned since I started my degree at CU. In addition to the material, I feel like I have 
found a class that is truly effective at teaching. This class was organized by people who 
really ‘get it’ in the sense that they really understand how students learn. I do not know 
who to give this credit to, whether it is the Professor or the department in general, but I 
am thrilled with the opportunity to discuss why I think the approach was so effective. 
[…] The point is this: things that we do not experience firsthand can be difficult for us to 
explain and understand. We do not live on the same order of magnitude as proton 
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interaction and we cannot understand what exactly is happening physically. We need to 
erase our common sense and explore abstract descriptions because only then can we 
liberate minds from ourselves. This may be the most important thing I learned in QM. 
This is a big picture idea, maybe bordering philosophical, and I do not know if that was 
the intention of the course but it has changed my world. In the second section of the 
course, I really enjoyed the discussions about realism, hidden variables, the many-worlds 
interpretation, and everything in between. This plays upon the same type of thing – it 
really forced me to look at things completely differently. […] In summary, I am trying to 
escape from the common views of the world and understand it in a new way – or at least 
accept that all of my common sense accusations do not paint the whole picture. There is a 
world out there to be explored and understood and I believe that QM is the best medium 
to understanding it. This class has profoundly impacted me and my sense of the world 
around me. […] From the first day of class to the last day of class, there was a feeling 
that someone actually cared that I was learning. It was always apparent the effort that 
Professor Finkelstein and Charlie were taking. They were in a constant effort to improve 
the course and make it even better – from Charlie asking me about the reading 
assignments outside of class, to Professor Finkelstein addressing the constructive 
criticism and suggestions in front of the whole class, to Charlie spending an entire 
weekend reading people’s drafts in order for them to learn more and get better grades. 
That is an amazing feeling and actually makes going to class not the classic experience of 
grades, homework, and stress.  One would normally expect a class that is so large to be 
more difficult to learn in. However, that was simply not the case with this class. I really 
loved how every day I walk into class there was a topic slide explaining the major ideas 
of the day. It was nice to sit down each lecture and reflect for a few minutes about what 
we were about to learn, how that applies to the real world, and the connection with the 
topics and what we have already learned. In so many of my classes, I do not even know 
what we are learning on any given day. Everything just seems like random disconnected 
pieces of information. In this class, a large effort was made to connect everything 
together and make sense. In two years we are not going to remember how to calculate the 
probability of an electron tunneling through some potential barrier. However, we will 
remember the basic concepts of this idea and the important factors that contributed to this 
probability because we were constantly reminded of the big picture while studying the in 
depth calculations. […] In conclusion, this class has done many things for me. Firstly, I 
have learned a tremendous amount of material and I have learned it well. QM is an 
important class for any engineer and I am very glad my experience in it was so positive. I 
had friends who hated it so much because their Professor did not care and the structure of 
the class set them up to fail. In addition to my learning, I have been so impressed by a 
class that really gets it. I know Professor Finkelstein is involved with researching 
teaching techniques - well keep it up because you are definitely on to something. Most of 
it seems obvious but for whatever reason most of my classes completely fail. There was a 
connection in this class between the teaching unit and the learning unit and I feel like the 
Professors really knew when we were learning and we were not learning. Just taking the 
time and making the effort to see how the students are doing and not just rambling away 
material on a chalkboard is an amazing feeling for any student.  
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#65: When I registered for my 2010 fall semester classes, I was not thrilled with my 
options. I had finished taking all of the classes I was looking forward to and could only 
enroll in classes I needed to graduate.  When fall semester began, I had already resigned 
myself to a semester of drudgery and boredom. So imagine my surprise when I actually 
started my classes.  My biggest question about physics coming into the class was the one 
I did not know I needed to ask, “What is quantum mechanics? […] The best part of the 
class was the lecture. The class was large, but the creative use of candy, clickers, and 
demonstrations made these lectures interactive and some of my favorites in all of my 
years at CU. I really liked how the slower pace allowed for some of the more complex 
ideas of quantum mechanics by repeatedly demonstrating them in different ways. […] 
Overall this was one of the best classes I have taken. Although I do not think I will be 
actively pursuing physics in the future, I will take many of the lessons and questions I 
learned with me. 
 
#67: The main reason I ended up taking Physics 3 / Quantum Mechanics was because it 
was required by my major, electrical engineering.  Before entering this class, I had a 
pretty good understanding of physics, since I took physics 1, circuits 1 through 3, and 
electromagnetic fields.  I even went through some chemistry, all the way through organic.  
Before I got into class, my main questions were simply what is quantum mechanics?  
What exactly did Albert Einstein do besides E=mc2? […] This course completely 
changed my idea of physics and science.  I now know that when I came the first day of 
class I definitely had a classical view of physics in my mind.  Since numbers can get 
infinitely smaller, and were therefore continuous, I assumed that the same thing was true 
for everything in physics, including that on the atomic level. […] The simulations were 
probably the most important resource I had throughout the course.  It was like controlling 
dozens of experiments right at my fingertips that I could manipulate in many different 
ways, so I could explore myself the outcomes of different settings.  Also, don’t listen to 
whoever said they didn’t want candy given out in class, that was by far the best part!  
Overall this course has been one of the best, if not the best course I have taken while at 
the University of Colorado.  Both Professors Finkelstein and Baily were terrific in 
explaining things during lecture… I have learned by far the most in this class and have 
also learned the most interesting subjects.  I am a little disappointed that I took this class 
in my senior year, like how Professor Baily said on the first day of class that this course 
made him choose to be a physics major, Quantum Mechanics has given me a tremendous 
interest in physics and I would love to explore these topics further. 
 
#70: When I signed up for this course I expected to do a lot of raw quantum mechanics 
that involved many complicated differential equations that would not mean anything to 
me. Since this class was kept primarily on theoretical concepts rather than the hard math, 
and I feel this has been more useful and allowed me to learn far more than sticking to the 
math like Schrodinger’s Equation. […] This combination of progressive demonstrations 
and more traditional experimentation allowed a depth of understanding to be gained as it 
helps to have multiple perspectives on each concept. Through interactively getting the 
general feeling of the audience about each problem and not stressing correctness but 
instead understanding, I feel as if a friendlier learning environment was created. Too 
often is correctness so stressed that it becomes difficult for students to interact with the 
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professor during the lecture through sheer fear of being seen as incorrect in front of so 
many people. […] I’m glad I took this course and feel I’ve gained a lot from my 
experiences in it, while developing my grasp on the world and how it functions.  
 
#72: I will provide feedback on the phys2130 class and offer some suggestions, in hopes 
that this helps my professors, as they helped me tremendously. I will dedicate one section 
to answer questions posted on the prompt, as well as a section to general class feedback, 
and the last one for suggestions. This class has taught me a lot, it was very interesting. 
[…] The original motivation that drove me to this class was learning about how the world 
works. I enjoyed the previous classes to it; however, I thought they were generally flawed 
and could have been better organized. The conceptual explanation, as well as the time 
taken to make sure students understood the ideas of physics were not sufficient. Despite 
having a poor experience I was motivated to learn physics on a deeper level. After having 
several discussions physics 2130 began to change my perception of reality on a 
significant level. […] Even though the ideas themselves were very, very interesting, the 
way professor Finkelstein taught the class was absolutely fascinating. The idea of candy 
given to the people who speak up is, in my opinion, by far the best thing I've seen in my 
13.5 years of school experience. Professor Noah … made [these] the most interesting 
lectures I have ever listened to. Instead of plugging some numbers in, I was required to 
understand the concepts and was given a way or a hint on a way to understand them. Not 
to mention the individual research that I did every time I had to do homework. […] Aside 
from new ideas I would have to say that professor Finkelstein has to teach every single 
phys2130 class from now on until he retires. This class is just conceptually too important 
to have some monotone teacher who really doesn't care either way teach it.  At the end of 
this semester I stand looking back on my experiences during the three semesters that I 
went to University of Colorado at Boulder, and physics 2130 is by far the best one I've 
had related to school. The only feeling of dissatisfaction with it is that I wish we covered 
even more than we did, because it was so good.  
 
#75: When I originally registered to take Physics 3, almost a year ago now, I knew 
nothing about the course; it was simply the next required class for my major. […] This 
course had an interesting way of challenging my typical views of physics, science, and 
the world in general. Essentially, it seemed like every day we learned of little ways to 
disprove classical views of physics. Despite often being confusing, it was a very eye 
opening experience. Notably, the concept of superposition blew me away. […] An aspect 
of the class that I really did appreciate was the way it was taught. Unlike most of the 
lectures I sit through every day, I was rarely bored, and always felt involved. It was 
almost like I had to reason through things on my own and teach myself, which led to a 
much deeper understanding of the material. The concept tests were great for challenging 
and forcing myself to understand everything in detail. They also provided a great 
opportunity to discuss the information with the students around me. We were able to help 
each other through the problems, which usually resulted in better learning. Another great 
set of learning tools was the simulations. Even though I had used similar ones in other 
physics courses, they had never been nearly as beneficial. For topics like lasers and wave 
functions, they were invaluable. The way I learn is very visual, so simply hearing a 
description or seeing a mathematical model is not enough. I am certain that I would never 
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have understood those concepts nearly as well without the assistance of the simulations.  
In the end, I enjoy the material covered in Physics 3 a lot more now than I did last 
semester. I think it was mainly a matter of being open to completely new ideas, unlike 
anything I had learned before. The class was unlike anything I had experienced before, 
not just based on the curriculum, but the way it was taught, and how I learned it. With the 
caveat of open mindedness, I would certainly recommend this class to future students. 
 
#79: I am an engineer because I love science and math. Physics three was an easy choice 
for me because I have always wanted to learn more about physics and its applications. 
My first physics experiences were simply trying to understand the mechanics of the 
world around me. Senior year of high school was my first opportunity to learn physics in 
the classroom and really open my eyes. Our physics research and design project for that 
class was especially memorable. We built an ancient steam powered engine. This first 
experience motivated me to go into engineering and learn more about physics and how to 
apply it to mechanical design. When I got to college I did pretty well in physics one and 
two but these were only basic mechanics and electricity /magnetism. All the while I was 
looking forward to quantum mechanics because I knew so little about it. My college 
friends had all said that it was the best class they had ever taken. On top of all that my 
advisor said that professor Finkelstein was really good.  I was really motivated to get the 
homework done and learn all the concepts well because they were all so interesting. I was 
thoroughly intrigued by all the non-classical approaches to physics. Following the 
historical background gave great insight to how these quantum mechanical ideas were 
conceived and developed. Many different experiments and many different theories were 
debated and passed on. Different viewpoints still exist today because there is still so 
much to be discovered about the world.  Overall I think the class was run very well. The 
amount of work was pretty perfectly laid out. It was enough so that you had a lot of 
practice and kept up to date with the class. At the same time it wasn’t too much so that 
you could get it done in one sitting so you could really focus on the task. The tests were 
also well written. […] To summarize I had a great learning experience with Finkelstein 
and the class “Introduction to Quantum Mechanics”. All of my expectations were met 
and my knowledge of the world around me has improved greatly. I hope to pursue 
physics and other sciences in my future because they are very interesting to me. I cannot 
see myself becoming a physicist or scientific researcher but I know that I will use my 
knowledge of physics in my engineering career. All the problems I will solve will require 
the use of physics because it is the backbone of all things in the real world. 
 
#82: Phys 2130 has been one of the most interesting courses of my college career. I could 
have either taken Organic Chemistry, or Physics 3 to fill the same requirement for 
mechanical engineering, however, I chose this course because I am much more interested 
in physics. […] Now, I did not come to learn all this on my own. I enjoyed both Professor 
Finkelstein’s and Charlie’s methods of teaching. Both professors have a way of 
captivating my interest, whether it is the thought-provoking course material, or the […] 
style of teaching of Professor Finkelstein. Throughout the classes in this course, I was not 
only listening and learning through lecture, but also engaged in class discussion with my 
peers during clicker questions, and occasionally outside of class. The homework 
assignments were of reasonable difficulty, to get me thinking and really understanding, 
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but not too difficult to the point of giving up or just being unable to conceive. We learned 
some very advanced concepts, were shown enough derivation, and practiced these 
concepts enough to where I am confident in my knowledge of Physics III. I was only 
unable to fully comprehend one idea in this course, and Charlie was quick in responding 
to my emailed question, and helped me overcome this obstacle. Overall, the only topic 
that we did not cover is relativity, and I am not disappointed. We fit in all the material 
that we possibly could without compromising depth, and I am happy that I understand the 
nature of light, the photoelectric effect, the history of atomic model development, 
Schrodinger’s equation, and all the other topics we covered. 
 
#88: Deciding between science electives was one of the easiest choices I had to make last 
semester. I had the choice between physics three or biology, but there was no way that I 
would choose biology over physics, so physics it was. Physics has always been an 
interesting subject to me, and the fact that we were finally going to learn about Einstein 
and his discoveries was something to look forward to. This was the only expectation I 
had when entering the course since the rumor was, that in this specific course the material 
covered, changes form professor to professor. The first day of class was a little 
disappointing because it seemed like all we were going to talk were waves and how light 
was a wave and a particle at the same time, so how could that possibly be interesting. 
Now I had the first homework lined up and after working on it for hours, it seemed like 
physics was going to be a huge pain in the butt with lots of boring lectures and long 
homework assignments. At this point I had a general bad attitude towards the course, but 
it didn’t take long to change my mind. […] For me the main way to learn the material 
was doing the homework with a group of people during help room hours. Working with 
somebody and reasoning through problems, talking about possible solutions, and if stuck 
talking to LAs. The learning assistances would help me get to the correct answer without 
actually telling me the answer made all the difference in learning. Many of my classes 
aren’t very interactive and just provide you with new information. Some have clickers, 
but don’t provide much time to discuss the answers, and they don’t have a learning 
assistant to help talk about the possible answers. In our class we have two learning 
assistances and two professors who come and talk to us for every clicker question which 
encourages real discussions and reasoning to find the answers. As I mentioned earlier, 
lecture is very entertaining which makes it much easier to pay attention. Rewarding our 
ideas and thoughts ..is another positive aspect of lecture. One of the most important 
things in lecture is that when someone expresses their thoughts and reasoning how they 
got the answer to the problem, even if this person is wrong, the ideas expressed don’t get 
immediately get shut down but rather discussed and reasoned through why they might not 
be correct and then we end up with the correct answer in the end. Never getting a straight 
answer can sometimes be very frustrating, on the other hand this is the most effective 
way for me to learn. […] This course has changed my thinking about everyday things. A 
light bulb is no longer a simple light bulb, electrons are exited to a higher energy level 
and when they jump back down to their ground state they emit photons. Everything is 
now made of electrons and protons and when walking across the room, scraping off 
electrons from the carpet and shocking myself on the doorknob makes me think about the 
work function of the doorknob and my finger. Also if I would walk fast enough there is a 
slight chance that I could tunnel through the door instead of hitting my face on it. […] 
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Looking back at the past months I’m glad I had the chance to take modern physics as my 
science elective and change my thinking about the real world. I must say, for my 
convenience I will have to keep a balance between the realism and quantum way of 
thinking, so I believe the moon is still there even if I’m not looking. 
 
#92: I heard the topic before but actually I have no idea what is it? So when I know 
physic department at University of Colorado at Boulder offer Physic 3: Quantum 
Mechanical so I decided to take this course. I'm unfortunately Computer Science and 
Business double major but still, I'm really interested in this course so I took it to learn 
more about Quantum Mechanical phenomena. […] Definitely the course has changed my 
idea about physic and the practice of science. […] It has been really great semester. I 
learned a lot and expand my understanding about quantum physic. Physic 3 is one of my 
favorite class this semester. All material covered, teaching technique is really great. 
Please keep those teaching technique for future and I believe everyone else will love and 
have a great semester study quantum physics 
 
#93: Physics has always fascinated me. Even as a little kid, I was always asking 
questions about why things happened the way they did in the world around me. […] 
Though I later switched to Mechanical Engineering and then Electrical/Computer 
Engineering, Physics remains to be the most interesting subject I have ever studied. 
When I saw that Physics 3 was a required class for my major, I was very excited and 
enrolled as soon as I could.  Once the semester began, I knew right away that I would 
enjoy the class. Noah and Charlie were a great team; I loved the atmosphere within the 
lecture hall. Having professors that are so obviously enthusiastic about a subject really 
makes a big difference from a student’s perspective. Lectures were always interesting and 
held my attention very well. Being an Electrical Engineering major, most of my classes 
are largely based on complex mathematics. It was nice to have a class where the focus 
was to really learn and understand the concepts before being thrown into the math that 
accompanies them. I appreciated the fact that Noah understood that, with a subject as 
complex as Quantum Mechanics, it was important to ensure that his students really had a 
solid understanding of a concept before clouding it with complicated equations and 
formulae. […]  Having so many resources readily available to us was very beneficial. I 
went to help room almost every week to discuss topics or homework problems I found 
confusing with other students, LAs, or even the professors. […] I can definitely say that 
studying Quantum Mechanics has changed the way I think about Physics and science in 
general. I now look at the world a little differently. For example, when I see color, I don’t 
just see red or blue, I see a material absorbing innumerable photons of varying energies, 
and emitting photons of a certain energy (or a specific combination of energies) 
corresponding to the color of light I’m observing. […] When I’m using my new, green 
(532nm) laser pointer, I can understand what is going on inside this fascinating little 
device. Within the reflective optical cavity is a gain medium that is excited as it is 
pumped with energy until a population inversion exists within the cavity. […] Not only 
did I learn about Quantum Mechanics, I also learned a great deal about science in 
general. I now know the importance of interpretation and how two well educated and 
respected individuals can interpret phenomena very differently without one being 
necessarily wrong. This class taught me to open up my mind and think outside the box. 
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[…] If anything, studying Quantum Mechanics has only made me more curious about the 
world around me. I find myself frequently searching the internet for answers to questions 
I have about physical phenomena. I have learned a different style of thinking that I know 
will be very valuable in my future. […] It’s a beautiful thing for a student to come out of 
a class with a strengthened thirst for knowledge and learning. I can say with certainty and 
satisfaction that my thirst for knowledge about the universe I exist in has only been 
amplified over the course of this past semester; I hope that this thirst will never be 
quenched. 
 
#97: As I approach the final days of my undergraduate college career, I find myself 
reflecting upon my extensive coursework: Covering topics ranging from economics and 
marketing to advanced thermodynamics. With this interesting mix of classes all 
contributing towards my degrees in mechanical engineering, economics, and my 
certificate in project management, I wonder why I abstained from fully broadening my 
understanding of the physical sciences until my final semester in college. Physics 2130, 
has been one of my most interesting and memorable classes at CU, despite its completion 
being part of a long list of requirements for my graduation in mechanical engineering. 
[…] Specifically, there were a few lectures that were especially powerful in their ability 
to alter my perception of the physical world. Chronologically, the first of these was the 
“Local Realism-EPR” Lecture. […] The next lecture in quantum physics that helped to 
reinforce this paradigm-shift was the lecture on measurement. […] Finally, the lecture on 
complementarity, which describes the wave-particle duality of protons and electrons as 
exclusive, also played an integral role in the shift of my mindset of scientific 
understanding. […] In general, despite having a severe case of the dreaded, senior-itis, I 
still learned a great amount from Charlie and Prof. Finkelstein in PHYS 2130 and the 
class proved to be one of my favorite, interesting, and most meaningful classes at the 
University of Colorado. 
 
#99: As a mechanical engineer I am interested in how the world works and the principles 
that govern it. Even so, I struggled through physics one and two, bogged down by the 
numerous equations and lackluster topics. Circulating rumors told me that physics three 
was quite different from the first two courses in that it explored the almost magical 
phenomena of the world. This renewed my interest in the topic and I was eager to take 
the course. […] Physics one and two skewed my view of physics. I did not find the “plug 
and chug” nature of those courses engaging. None of the examples demonstrated seemed 
applicable to the technology driven world today.  Physics 2130 completely altered my 
opinion of the topic. The class was engaging and really fun. While there were 
mathematical equations (typical to any physics course), I found the topics engaging and 
the assigned homework problems and lecture examples relevant to questions that 
appeared on exams. […] The most effective teaching tool I saw this semester were the 
simulations. I am a visual learner, so while I attend lecture and listen attentively 
sometimes the information was in one ear and out the other. The PHET simulations really 
helped to visualize a number of the concepts. I also appreciated the concept tests. I say 
appreciated as I did not enjoy them, but they kept me on task and motivated me to do the 
assigned readings. As I mentioned above, I thought that the assigned homework problems 
were very beneficial to exam preparation. Dissimilar to the other courses that I am 
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enrolled in, the homework problems were very similar to the material we were tested on. 
[…] Unlike a couple of the other courses that I am enrolled in, I found the lectures for 
this course very engaging. I enjoyed the candy aspect of the lectures as it motivated kids 
to speak up and participate in lecture.  Moreover, the instructors seemed excited to be 
there and excited to help us learn. In turn, this made me excited to learn the material.  
 
#103: Quantum mechanics is one of the most dynamic sciences today. Much of quantum 
mechanics has only been around for less than one hundred years, and is still fairly 
undeveloped. That is what makes this class so interesting to learn about, because 
quantum mechanics is constantly evolving, keeping it at the cutting edge of scientific 
theory. […] Although I mainly took this course for educational requirements I was 
interested in taking a physics class which was nothing like anything I have learned 
before. This class is far different from any other science course I have taken and is 
interesting because of that. Any preconceptions that I had about quantum mechanics were 
completely changed by this course. It made me realize that even today new theories are 
being explored and changed by experiment. […] This has also changed my view of how 
science is advanced in today's society. […] In many lectures the professor or TA's simply 
lecture you, however this class, thankfully, was not like that. Participation was 
encouraged which was very helpful. The best source of information is not the textbook 
but the professor, so having such a free flowing lecture allowed the students to access that 
information in an efficient manner. The clicker questions helped facilitate this learning 
very much. The clicker questions tested our knowledge which allowed us to see the faults 
in our arguments. The group clicker questions were even more helpful than any solo 
question. […] One unique part of this course that I found to be extremely valuable were 
the online simulations. The simulations allowed us to not only see the physics but to test 
our own theories and see if they are correct. There is only so much you can do to explain 
how a laser works. Being able to attempt to make your own laser made it much more 
interesting and easy to understand. Many times the simulations allowed me to actually 
see what was going on and to try to replicate what I had seen in class. It is similar to 
looking at a building and understanding its structure, only to attempt to build that 
structure on your own. Only then can you realize how little you actually know about 
something when it is just you doing the experiment. 
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SUBJECT: Local Realism/Nonlocality 
SEED QUESTIONS 
The idea of quantum non locality and special relativity discussion is very interesting, but 
I did get lost a bit in the actual definition of non locality. 
I am still confused, if quantum mechanically entangled particles violate either the 
principle of locality or realism, which one do they violate? 
First off: modern physics, an entanglement of math, philosophy, and reality. Awesome!  
So the article talks about some experiment done by Alain Aspect that showed non-
locality in action. Can we learn about this experiment? It sounds really interesting. How 
is it that Bell’s inequalities constrain any local theory? What makes them so much more 
special than the theories proposed before him? 
So now that we’ve decided that the world is truly nonlocal, how can we apply nonlocality 
to our benefit? What are situations where having a nonlocal physical world is better (or 
worse) than a completely local one? 
This may not necessarily be a question but I would like to know what Bell said that was 
so convincing to EPR as to convince them that nonlocality must exist. I feel that knowing 
two entangled particles always have a definite position and velocity, we just can’t 
measure both at once. Not knowing something does not mean it doesn’t exist. In the red 
sock blue sock experiment from lecture. The socks were always the same color. The fact 
that we didn’t know what color the sock was didn’t change the actual color of the sock, 
and the color of the sock wasn’t changing any time after it was put in the box. I guess I 
am still convinced of locality. 
From what I understand physical nonlocality is that there is no limit to how far something 
is and how it can act with something else or that even needs to so does a nonlocal time 
mean that things anywhere in time can act with each other? 
How would non-locality actually work? How do two things become entangled and thus 
lose all position with everything else? 
Why did the concept of locality and nonlocality originally arise? What problem or 
question made Einstein and others think about this? 
I don’t understand how two objects can nonlocally influence each other, independently of 
their space. I understand the analogy used in class with the two boxes with a sock in each 
one. However, in that case, the boxes were together at some point when the socks were 
placed into them so space isn’t really independent. How could one ever know that two 
objects actually do influence each other nonlocally? I don’t think it is possible. If it is, 
you probably cannot apply this concept to everything in the physical world. 
In the article locality and nonlocality are used quite frequently. I understand what it 
means but I don’t understand how it is possible regarding spin up and spin down. I liked 
the red sock blue sock explanation in class, but how can this be similar to an atom really 
far away? 
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Can we further discuss “nonlocality” and what it means? 
I have a hard time grasping the idea of non-locality. As we see the world, everything is 
caused by something else. This theory would seem to suggest that things can happen, and 
be related, but not be a direct physical result of the other happening. 
In the article it discusses the phenomenon of nonlocality. It defines nonlocality as the 
direct influence of one object on another distant object without actually touching it or any 
series of entities reaching from here to there. This would imply that stomping the ground 
in Colorado could cause an earthquake in Australia without affecting any other physical 
thing. My question is how is this possible? I think stomping the ground would cause 
some effects at a short distance from the location of the stomping. This could then have 
an effect on things at greater distances which could then lead to an earthquake 
somewhere in the world. But if stomping the ground has no effect at short distances then 
how could it possibly affect somewhere so far away? It only makes sense to me that there 
must be some kind of chain reaction going on in order for this to be possible but 
according to nonlocality this is not true. 
What is the relationship between realism and locality? When local is violated, the world 
becomes realism? 
I’m not really sure what nonlocality physics mean? What’s definition of elements of 
physical reality? 
Is gravity an example of nonlocality? Say, for instance, and object is dropped from a 
height above the ground. Intuition tells us that it will fall to the ground. That’s the 
expected outcome; we know this will happen. We also know that it’s the earth exerting a 
force on that object to pull it toward the ground, but while the object is in the air, there is 
nothing “next to” it acting on it. Therefore the principle of locality does not hold in this 
situation. Are the earth and the dropped object examples of entangled particles? 
It seems that the entanglement, locality, and nonlocality are the key words in this article, I 
just barely understand its meaning, still not sure exactly how they are different, and how 
they relate each other, and how that relate to the quantum world. Seems Einstein keeps 
arguing about the nonlocality for long time, and he could not accept the concept of being 
nonlocal, why it bothers him so. Maybe because he is greatest physicist, it doesn’t bother 
me that much, I guess I don’t understand the concept as well as he does to be able to 
question it. 
So if our universe is based off of nonlocality and not locality how come our reality 
operates sometimes locally and nonlocally? Nothing can happen in zero time even if it 
appears that the universe operates this way (nonlocally). 
 Date: October 12, 2010 12:59 PM 
 
I am personally more convinced with the fact the world could not include realism 
rather than locality. With realism it just says that everything in the world is in a certain 
state whether or not it is acted on or observed. I feel like this is exactly what we are 
observing with quantum mechanics. We see that it is completely random before we 
observe it, and once we observe it the wave function 'collapses.' 
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Date: November 2, 2010 9:48 PM 
 
Where I see your point I disagree. I feel that there is really no way currently to prove 
that everything is totally random before we measure it. I also feel that the "collapse" 
of the wave function is a very incomplete answer and very unsatisfying. How does it 
collapse, and is there some way to predict how it will collapse? Is there a way to 
force it to collapse to what we want? 
 
 Date: November 6, 2010 3:41 PM 
 
I think that's the point of Bell's Theorem (which we talked about a little in class, 
but didn't really get into). It proves that the outcomes must be random (but 
correlated), since it shows that no deterministic theory will have the right 
experimental predictions in all situations. 
 
As for the "collapse" being unsatisfying, welcome to the club!! Many physicists 
find it unsatisfying, but there aren't a lot of alternative ideas. I think the biggest 
problem is that, of course, you can never watch the wave function collapse, since 
it's something that's taking place just as you're making your observation. 
"Watching" it would mean you would be observing it throughout the entire 
process, but those kind of "observations" are impossible. If you don't see why, ask 
yourself what kind of interaction you could have with a particle such that you 
could observe it collapsing to a point. We don't predict how it will collapse, only 
the relative probabilities for collapsing to one state instead of another. The 
outcome is random, and we can't ever force a superposition state to always 
collapse to the same outcome (otherwise, I'd say it's not in a superposition state, 
but in a definite state). 
Date: October 12, 2010 4:52 PM 
 
Nonlocality states two objects does not have to next to each other in order to interact 
with other. One object can interact with other object in a distance. 
Date: October 12, 2010 6:45 PM 
 
Perhaps a better way of thinking of nonlocality is to contrast it with locality. In 
locality every action can be broken down into the interaction between matter that is 
in contact or very close to. For example, a sound generated in your throat creates a 
vibration that then propagates through the air and then can be heard by another 
person. Nonlocality says that, in this example, the other person could be on the other 
side of campus and hear what you said. It does not matter where the entities are in 
relation to each other, but can still effect each other. 
 
Date: October 18, 2010 7:57 PM 
 
Another way to say this is that there is no "action" connecting two events from 
happening. With the entangled particles, since there is no way that communication 
can happen faster then the speed of light, there is no other known mechanism for the 
atoms to talk to each other. If I threw a book at the wall and made a clock fall down, 
then the book linked me with the falling of the clock. 
 
Date: October 12, 2010 6:14 PM 
 
I had a question related to this topic about quantum encryption. From what I 
understand, this can be done by sending a probabilistic signal through a wire or fiber-
optic cable. Then, if someone attempts to read the data (man-in-the-middle), the signal 
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at the source will change. That way, whoever is sending the signal will know whether 
or not someone else is trying to access the signal. Maybe this is a simplistic view, but I 
do not quite understand how this would be helpful. Wouldn't an intended receiver, just 
by observing the signal, also cause the signal at the source to take on a definite state? 
October 12, 2010 11:11 PM 
 
I was thinking of the same problem. When the intended receiver views the message 
it collapses into a definite state just as it would if an unintended receiver viewed it. 
Being that you can't observe something in a superposition state, how can you know 
if it was really in that state when you got it? I don't know if you could tell if it 
collapsed when you observed it or when someone else observed it before you. 
 
  
 
Date: October 17, 2010 7:53 PM 
 
This is a really interesting problem. Let me see if I can explain how this works 
without confusing anyone. 
 
First off, assume you have a device that can send polarized photons (the 
information carriers) along a fiber optic cable. The sender, by convention, is 
named Alice, and the receiver is named Bob. Alice's device can operate in two 
modes. In the first mode it can polarize Horizontal (|) and Vertical(-). In the 
second mode, It can polarize Diagonal (/) or (\). The second mode should be 
operating 45 degrees off of the first mode. 
 
Now, assume that Alice has a set of binary bits, a secret key. She randomly 
decides which mode will correspond to which data, but each 90 degree 
polarization corresponds to certain bits. 
 
If the secret key is : 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
The | - representation is: - - | | - - | - | - 
The / \ representation is: / / \ \ / / \ / \ / 
 
At random, the signal changes between sending - | polarization, and / \ 
polarization.  Due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, only one polarization 
can be measured at a time. Bob picks a single polarization (at random) and reads 
it. About half the data will be correct, and the other half will be random 
(depending on mode the individual photons were in.) He then, in public, tells 
Alice which mode he used to read that data. They ignore the other mode. Now, 
Bob has part of Alice's secret key.  They can compare select bits to check for 
eavesdropping.  If Eve (eavesdropper) attempts to read the data, she can also only 
read in one mode due to Heisenberg.  Even if she re-sends the data, she doesn't 
know the value of the bits in the wrong polarization, they're random. She has 
aligned both modes to the same mode. 
 
Hopefully that answers the question, at least a little bit. The key to it is, not even 
the receiver has all the information, but the sender does. The sender can check 
what the receiver has read, and decide if the line is clean or not. 
 
Date: October 12, 2010 6:45 PM 
 
“Why did the concept of locality and nonlocality originally arise? What problem or 
question made Einstein and others think about this?” 
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I think it arose trying to explain the location of electrons around atoms since their 
location is not known, but you can make a really good guess at their precise location. 
 
Date: October 12, 2010 7:46 PM 
 
My answer to the question "So if our universe is based off of nonlocality and not 
locality how come our reality operates sometimes locally and nonlocally? Nothing can 
happen in zero time even if it appears that the universe operates this way (nonlocally)." 
 
I think of it as our universe is a combination of locality and non-locality just as there 
are several different forces in the universe. For example, if one pushes a block it will 
move due to the local push force by myself. If that same block is dropped off of a 
building gravity pulls it down instantly. So gravity is acting non locally and instantly. 
 
Date: October 12, 2010 7:49 PM 
 
I have another question to add to this. Could gravity be a macroscopic demonstration 
of quantum entanglement? Since everything we know is attracted to each other, if 
gravity is a demonstration of quantum entanglement, does that mean that all matter is 
quantum entangled with each other? 
 Date: October 17, 2010 11:53 PM 
 
As it stands, gravity is not considered a form of entanglement, since the force itself 
is limited by general relativity. The force carrier (whatever it turns out to be) is 
thought to be limited by the speed of light (the space-time curvature withstanding). 
Entanglement by definition is nonlocal, so it is not bound by the speed of light in 
this way. 
Date: October 12, 2010 8:01 PM 
 
Here is another question. I don't really understand the usage of the term realism with 
respect to our physics 3 subjects. To use it implies that there is a anti-realism or 
unrealistic quality that to me does not fit with any of our lecture discussions. 
To put it more simply: 
1) What does realism truly mean and does that imply there is an anti-realism? 
2) If there is a "unrealistic" term then when does it occur? 
 
 Date: October 12, 2010 10:45 PM 
 
I think it depends on what you call "real". I think realism means that you believe that 
physical objects exist in definite, objectively real states, whether we are observing 
them or not. Like Einstein said, the moon is always there, even when nobody is 
looking. He believes that a particle always exists at a definite position, even if we 
don't know what that position is - so its position is "real", but unknown. 
 
Quantum mechanics says the position of a particle can be described as a 
superposition of many different positions, which collapses down to one definite 
value when it interacts with something, like an observer. If you believe THAT (the 
superposition) is the "real" state of the particle, then maybe we're disagreeing on 
what it means for something to be real. 
 
As for this class, I think it's Einstein's view that's considered to be "realist". And I 
guess anything that opposes that view could be looked at as "anti-realist", right? 
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 Date: October 13, 2010 2:29 AM 
 
Realism is the notion that a quantity can be known with certainty before it is 
measured. The idea is that if the quantity can be known, or in other words predicted, 
beforehand, then it existed in a definite state beforehand. If it can't be predicted, then 
it did not exist in a definite state until observed. 
Date: October 12, 2010 10:55 PM 
 
Locality, to me, is the idea of physically affecting something via touching it or 
touching any series of entities reaching from here to that something. It means that you 
can NOT affect something without somehow coming into direct contact with it, or 
creating a series of events that each have direct contact with the next event leading to 
the final event. This is how we experience all things in our daily existence. It is very 
difficult for us to comprehend the idea of non-locality because coming up with 
concrete examples is very complicated if not completely impossible. I like to think of it 
more as a concept in a non-reality. Our reality is what we experience, what we 
perceive, and how we measure the world around us. The idea of non-locality can really 
only exist in a parallel world, one that we do not directly experience and can not truly 
understand in a physical sense. Therefore, it is best to try to understand these terms in a 
theoretical sense and not with concrete examples. 
Date: October 12, 2010 11:00 PM 
 
This is in response to the question: “Can we further discuss “nonlocality” and what it 
means?” 
 
Nonlocality is the direct influence of one system on another spatially separated system. 
This violates the principle of locality, which states that an object is directly influenced 
only by its immediate surroundings. Our local realistic view of the world assumes that 
systems are separated by time and space. However, quantum nonlocality contradicts 
these assumptions and proves that there are interconnections between systems at the 
quantum level. An example of nonlocality is the spin of two electrons that originate 
from a common source. When the orientation of two electrons from the same source is 
measured, we find that one electron will spin downwards while the other will spin 
upwards no matter how far apart the two electrons are. In other words, determining the 
axis of spin of one electron also determines the spin of the second electron because the 
second electron will instantly respond to the state of the first electron with no 
dependency on the distance between them. 
Date: October 18, 2010 8:33 PM 
 
How does non-locality work? does the two objects have to be within a finite distance, 
or they can interact with one or another with no constraints on distance. 
 
Date: October 18, 2010 8:45 PM 
 
From what I understand of non-locality is that one object has a direct influence on 
another distant object. I think that the example used in lecture explains it best: a source 
produces a pair of atoms with opposite spins and by measuring the spin of one of the 
atoms collapses the superposition of states that the second atom is in; therefore by 
measuring the spin of one atom you know the spin of the other atom regardless of how 
distant they are from one another. 
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Date: October 18, 2010 10:44 PM 
 
It seems to me that nonlocality is a very strange, but true phenomenon. The classic 
experiment is where two particles are shot off in different directions with opposite 
spins. If we observe the spin of one particle, then we automatically know the spin of 
the other from superposition. I have two questions: first of all, what is the experiment 
that proves nonlocality? Second, how are entanglement and nonlocality different? 
 Date: November 8, 2010 10:46 AM 
 
To try to answer at least part of your questions, entanglement is the idea that these 
two particles are of different spins, that this is like a property they contain, even if at 
this moment neither has a definite spin. Nonlocality is the idea that the particles 
somehow "communicate" or send a signal at a speed that is faster then believed 
possible, therefore being non local. Entanglement does not say that any signal is 
sent, making it different then non locality. That's were it gets a little fuzzy for me. 
Date: October 18, 2010 10:53 PM 
 
Nonlocality means that suppose there are two objects, and one of the outcome directly 
affects the other outcome. In the EPR paradox, if Albert observes atom from the plus 
channel, this outcome affect the result of the other. The other side must be the opposite 
of what Albert observed. 
Date: October 18, 2010 11:21 PM 
 
It seems that the classical and non-quantum universe acts on the theory of locality and 
realism. Something in the classical realm can not be affected by something that is not 
anywhere near it unless it is reached by a device. Also, classical and physical things are 
do not exist only because they are measured. But, it seems that whenever we enter the 
quantum realm non locality takes place and realism is cannot always describe what we 
are dealing with. Particles can be affected by other particles with seemingly no 
interaction and particles are changed when the are measured. 
Date: November 2, 2010 9:19 PM 
 
Understanding the concepts of non-locality and realism are all noble goals but what is 
the real use of these things. It might be my inner (and i guess outer) engineer, but I am 
having trouble understanding the real world applications of these things. Why do i 
need to know these things aside from the sheer coolness factor?  I keep coming back to 
this point, but as the compliment to physicists, engineers must always ask "why do we 
want to use all your crazy ideas?" 
 
 Date: November 2, 2010 9:52 PM 
 
I know that some cell phone companies are studying nonlocality and the collapse of 
the wave function as something that could help improve user privacy. This is due to 
the collapse of the wave function occurring if someone else actually intercepts the 
wave function. So nonlocality has the potential to make it almost impossible for 
someone else to listen in unnoticed. 
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Date: November 15, 2010 9:59 PM 
 
You do have a very exciting thought, that we might be able to have phone 
conversations that are actually private. My one concern and what seems like the 
insurmountable is that as of yet we cannot predict by what mechanism and to 
what the wave function will collapse. I feel that this is a giant hole in the theory 
and cannot be considered complete until this is answered. 
   
 Date: November 16, 2010 6:02 PM 
 
...but that's why it works for distributing a secure, RANDOM encryption key. 
We don't know what the outcome of any one measurement will be, but when 
we do measure it, we know that the other person's measurement yielded the 
opposite outcome. Also, it's secure because collapsing the wave function puts 
the photon in a definite state - and we can tell the difference between definite 
states and entangled superposition states - meaning we could always tell if 
someone had intercepted the key distribution, because they can't retransmit an 
entangled particle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
